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0. Foreword by Fefferman. The goal of this article is to acquaint readers with
analysis and geometry on smooth domains in CM. For domains with the simplest
geometry (strictly pseudoconvex) a wealth of deep results came to light during the
1970s, and we restrict attention to this case. The state of our knowledge of more
general (weakly pseudoconvex) smooth domains is much more primitive, although
some outstanding results are known, notably on the Cauchy-Riemann equations
(Kohn [40]) and the Poincaré metric (Cheng-Yau [10]). A natural problem is to
extend the results presented here to more general domains.
One of our main themes is the close connection between the analysis and local
geometry of domains. To understand the picture requires a lot of elementary
background in geometry and differential equations. For completeness we have
included a long exposition (Chapters 2-5) of the relevant background. Chapter 1
gives a brief introduction and Chapter 6 a detailed introduction to domains in Cw,
and finally Chapters 7-12 present the main results.
This paper grew out of a course I gave at Princeton during 1979-80, with notes
taken by Beals and extended by Grossman. The contributions of both Beals and
Grossman are pervasive, but responsibility for any errors lies with me. Since the
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course was given, relevant important results were discovered, especially by
Kuranishi and by Lee and Melrose. We have incorporated here statements of
their results. I spoke on some of the material in this paper at the recent
symposium in honor of Poincaré; much of the modern work is rooted in his
seminal ideas. The reader should see the excellent brief survey article by Wells
[66], also presented at the Poincaré Symposium and overlapping strongly with our
long exposition.
Special thanks are due Perry DiVerita, Lauri Hein, Maureen Kirkham, Annette
Roselli, and Bonnie Tompsen who cheerfully typed the manuscript despite the
pressure of a deadline long past due.
In studying several complex variables, I profited greatly from the deep insights
of my colleagues, and it is a pleasure to thank them here. I am especially grateful
to S. Bell, J. Faran, J. J. Kohn, J. Moser, L. Nirenberg, D. H. Phong, E. M. Stein,
S. Webster, and S. T. Yau. Without a vast amount of work by Beals and
Grossman, this paper could never have been completed. Without forceful prodding by F. Browder, it would not have been finished in the twentieth century.
CHAPTER 1. BRIEF INTRODUCTION
We shall study analogues in CM of familiar ideas in one complex variable. The
topics are as follows:
Cauchy-Riemann equations. A basic problem in several complex variables is to
solve the inhomogeneous equations du = a with good bounds. Here u is a
function of n complex variables zk = xk + iyk, and du stands for the n functions
du/dzk — \(du/dxk + idu/dyk). The problem is important because, for instance,
it allows us to patch local results into global theorems. To illustrate, let us try to
find an analytic function F(z) on a domain D which blows up only at a single
boundary point p. As a first step, we find such a function F0 defined only in a
small neighborhood Uofp. Next, take a smooth cutoff function <J> supported in U
and equal to one near/?, and set a — d(<t>F0). Now a is globally defined on D and
has no singularities anywhere, since <>
/ = 1 and F0 is analytic near p. If we can
solve the 3-equations with good bounds, then we can find a nice function u which
is singular nowhere and satisfies du = a. Therefore F = <f>F0 — u will be singular
exactly at/?, and will be analytic in D since dF = d(<j>F0) — du = a — a = 0.
The 3 equations are overdetermined—there are n equations for one function—
so they can be solved only when a satisfies consistency conditions. Also, the
solution u is obviously not unique. If d u = a and F is any analytic function on Z>,
then also d(u + F) — a. So it is natural to try to solve du = a in D with the extra
condition that u be orthogonal to the subspace H(D) of analytic functions
Ç L2(D). This is called Kohn9s solution of du = a; it minimizes the L2-norm
among all solutions.
There is also a family of Cauchy-Riemann equations for analytic funtions on
the boundary dD of a domain in Cn (n > 1). Imagine that F is a function defined
in all of Cw, but whose values are known to us only on dD. We can easily
calculate the derivatives of F in directions tangent to dD, but we do not know the
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normal derivative dF/dn. Now suppose that F is analytic in a neighborhood of
3Z>, so that we have the n Cauchy-Riemann equations dF/dzk — 0 on 3D. We can
solve one of these equations for the missing derivative dF/dn, and then substitute
the result into the remaining (n — 1) Cauchy-Riemann equations. Thus we obtain
a system of (n — 1) partial differential equations for the restriction of an analytic
functions F to 3Z>. One writes dbF = 0, and again we are interested in the
inhomogeneous equation dbF = a on dD.
Cauchy integral formula. The idea of solving du — a with u orthogonal to H(D)
(the analytic functions) suggests that we study the orthogonal projection m\
L2(D) -» H{D). One shows easily that IT is given by an integral kernel, TT/(Z) =
fDK(z, w)f(w) dw, where K is called the Bergman kernel. We shall explore the
relation between the Bergman kernel and the geometry of the domain. The
analogue of the Bergman kernel for the 8^-problem is the Szegö kernel K(z, w)
which realizes the projection
(1)

vf(z) = f K(z, w)f{w) dw

from L2(dD) to the subspace H2(dD) — (Boundary values of analytic
functions in D). For the unit disc in C1, the right-hand side of (1) is
(l/27T/)^|>v| = 1 /(w)/(z — w) dw. So the Szegö kernel is the analogue of the
Cauchy integral formula for domains in Cn.
Dirichlet problem. Just as analytic functions are closely related to harmonic
functions in one complex variable, so the problems du = a, dhu = a are intimately related to certain second-order equations called D, D h. To see how these
arise, let us try to solve du — a in D with u orthogonal to analytic functions. A
natural way to produce functions orthogonal to everything analytic is to start with
w in the domain of the adjoint operator 8* and set u = 3*w. If F is analytic, then
(w, F) = (3*w, F) — (w, dF) = 0. The 3-equation therefore takes the form
(2)

dd*w = a,

(3)

w G Domain(8*).

The global condition u JL H(D) has now been replaced by (3), which is a
boundary condition for the second-order differential equation (2). Since (2), (3)
come from du = a, we can hope for solutions only when a satisfies a consistency
condition, which we write in the form dxa — 0. (Explicitly, du/dzk = ak can be
solved only when da.j/dzk — dak/dzk = 0.) For general a, possibly not satisfying
the consistency condition, we replace (2), (3) by the boundary-value problem
(4)
(5)

(83* + 8*â,)w = a,
w E Domain(3*),

dxw E Domain(3f).

This is called the 3-Neumann problem. It can be solved for general a and it
reduces to (2), (3) when dxa = 0. One finds that the second-order operator (4) is
basically the Laplacian, but the boundary conditions (5) are more degenerate than
Dirichlet or Neumann conditions and require deep analysis. The analogous
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construction for the ^-equation leads to a second-order equation D hw — a on
dD. Here dD is a manifold without boundary, but D b is not elliptic.
Riemann mapping theorem. Given two domains Z)„ D2 Ç C", we want to know
whether there is an analytic mapping O which carries Dx one-to-one and onto D2.
( $ is called biholomorphic.) In more than one complex variable, the answer is
almost always "no". For example, a ball is not biholomorphic to an ellipsoid.
This leads to biholomorphic geometry, the study of those concepts on domains and
their boundaries which are preserved under biholomorphic maps.
The most interesting objects in the biholomorphic geometry of a smooth
boundary dD are local invariants attached to points of dD, and a family of
distinguished curves in dD called chains. The chains on the unit sphere S are the
circles which arise by intersecting S with a complex line. On more general
boundaries, the chains are solution curves of a system of second-order ordinary
differential equations, much like geodesies on a hypersurface in R".
The local invariants are not trivial to write down, but we can see at once that
they exist. It is enough simply to count dimensions: To Nth order about /?, a
boundary dP looks like {Re zx = fN(lm z1? Re z 2 , Im z 3 ,...,Re zn, Im zn)} for an
iVth degree polynomial fN. Thus dD is described to Nth order by a single TVth
degree polynomial in {In — 1) variables. On the other hand, a biholomorphic
map is described to Nih order by n polynomials of degree N in only n variables.
For large TV, one checks that the space of all possible boundaries has much higher
dimension than the space of all possible biholomorphic maps.
It follows at once that many biholomorphic invariants may be attacked to the
Taylor expansion of dD about/?. In particular, a domain D can be biholomorphic
to the unit ball only if its boundary satisfies a system of nonlinear partial
differential equations. We shall write down these equations explicitly.
Schwartz reflection principle. A domain with real-analytic boundary may be
written locally as D — (r(z, z) < 0} where r(z, w) is a convergent power series in
the independent variables z, w. (For instance, if D is the ellipsoid 2y2X7 Re(zy2) +
| Zj |2 < 1, then we may take r(z, w) — 1j(Xjzj + Xjwf + ZJWJ).) The power series
r(z,w) is determined by D up to multiplication by a nonvanishing factor, so the
variety Vw — {z G C n | r(z, w) — 0} is associated to D and w, independently of
the choice of defining function r. In one complex variable, Vw is a point, and
w -» Vw is a conjugate-analytic reflection across dD; thus we recover the usual
Schwartz reflection principle. What we obtain in higher dimensions is much
stronger. For, each Vw is a codimension-one variety, and the family S = {Vw | w
G C"} is a biholomorphic invariant of the domain D. To see the power of this
idea, suppose we try to classify the biholomorphic self-maps <È> of an ellipsoid.
From the explicit r(z,w) above, we see at once that S is a family of quadric
hypersurfaces, and O has to carry each quadric in S to another quadric in S. This
is a severe restriction on 0; for most ellipsoids O has to be linear.
Poincaré metric. On a domain D Q Cn we look for a metric of constant negative
curvature which degenerates at dD. Such a metric (with constant negative Ricci
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curvature) is given by
ds2 = 2 dzQ dz af^k J k

lo

g -dZidz,
,
u
J

where u is a solution of the complex Monge-Ampère equation

(6)

d e t j ^ - log !)=«-<-> in/),

w = 0 at 3D.
For the unit disc inC 1 , u(z) = I — | z |2, and <&2 is the familiar Poincaré metric
ds2 =\ dz | 2 /(1 — | z | 2 ) 2 . For suitable smooth domains D c C 1 , equation (6) has
a unique solution w, which is known to be smooth in the interior. Near the
boundary, u has an asymptotic expansion u ~ \p2f=0<j>k(^n+l log \p)k, where <f>k
are smooth functions on D and i//(z) = distance from z to 3D. In particular,
u G Cn+2~£(D). The functions ^ carry a lot of information on the local
biholomorphic geometry of 3D, and appear in the asymptotic expansion of the
Bergman kernel.
Throughout this article, we restrict attention to strictly pseudoconvex domains
in Cn. This is by far the simplest class to study, and it includes many interesting
examples. We recall the elementary definitions: A domain D is strictly pseudoconvex if its Levi form is strictly positive definite at every boundary point. The
Levi form of D = {z G Cn \ r(z) < 0} with r G C00, r' ^ 0 on dD is defined as
the restriction of the quadratic form

J,K

J

K

n

to the subspace {(èk) G C | *2k(dr/dzk)(p) • ^ = 0}. It is defined up to constant
multiples, independently of the choice of r. Unless the Levi form is at least
semidefinite at every boundary point, every analytic function on D continues
analytically into a fixed D+ D D.
Our emphasis will be on the "big picture" and the interrelationships of the
different ideas. A main theme is the analogy between domains D ç C " and
curved Riemannian manifolds M:
Simplest
Case

Riemannian M
Rn with Euclidean metric

Domains D
unit ball

Laplace equation
Analytic
3,3*,D,D6
Problems
Chern-Mosei
Geometric curvature
Invariants
In both settings, the strategy is to get a good understanding of the simplest case,
then attack the general case either by approximating a curved M by a flat Rw, or
by approximating 3D by a sphere. The analogy goes further than shown here, but
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now it is time to present the background information. In Chapter 6 we return to
give a more detailed summary of the several complex variables that is our main
goal.
CHAPTER 2. MECHANICS
1. Newton's equations and canonical transformations. This chapter contains an
introduction to those parts of mechanics which will be needed later in the
discussion of pseudodifferential operators (t//DOs) and Fourier integral operators
(FIOs). We begin by considering the dynamics of interacting particles with TV
degrees of freedom, with masses mi9 and whose positions are described by vectors
with components qt. If the particles interact to form a conservative system, then
the force exerted on the ith particle can be expressed as -dV(q)/dqi9 for some
potential function V(q). The dynamics are determined by Newton's equations
(1)

m , ^ =- ^ l ,

i=l,...,N.

We can expose some of the symmetries hidden in this equation, by introducing
the conjugate variables
Pi = mtqi9

i = 1,...,#,

and the Hamiltonian
H(q9p)

= T(p) + V(q)9

where T(p) is the kinetic energy
N

1

i=

v2
l

i

In the new variables (ql9.. .9qN9 pl9.. .9pN) Newton's equations (1) become the
Hamilton equations
«o\

(2)

.
ft

9#

.

=^ ,

*

=

-dH

lï"'

' = 1 > —"•

EXAMPLE. The Kepler problem is concerned with a particle of mass m confined
to a plane and moving in a central field with potential energy V(r) = -k/r. In
polar coordinates (/*, 0) the kinetic energy of the particle is
T

^ l l ^

+

r2Ó2).

Recall that the angular momentum of the particle is mr2Ó. This suggests the
coordinate transformation (the Legendre transformation)
(3)

(r,09r,0)-+(r,0,pr,p$)9

the kinetic energy is now

pr = mr9

p0 = mr20'9
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and the Hamiltonian becomes
(4)

H=T+V=\p?

1

+

r
(Assume that m — \ and the gravitational constant k = 1.) We shall see below
that Hamilton's equations (2) still hold in terms of the newt's, g's and H. Since
the variable 0 does not appear in the Hamiltonian (such a variable is called
cyclic), Hamilton's equations (2) imply 0 = -dH/dO = pe, i.e. the angular
momentum pe — I is conserved. We can now integrate (3) to find

(5)

. = «ƒ*.

Applying (2) again gives

and so the total energy H = E is also conserved; hence from (3) and (4),
r 2 / 4 + <*>0) = E> o r

where co(r) — l2/r2 — \/r (the effective potential energy). Together the equations (5) and (6) provide a complete description of the path of the particle.
Note that the first step in solving the problem is to change from rectangular to
polar coordinates
In rectangular coordinates the Hamiltonian involves all four variables (x, y9 x, y).
Since none of the variables is conserved, we are not able explicitly to integrate the
system in these coordinates. This suggests that we look for maps 0 # of phase
space It2" = {(qx,.. .,qn, px,.. .,pn)} which preserves the form of Hamilton's
equation. We will see in example (2) below that the coordinate change $ induces
a map O* taking the Hamiltonian in the (x, y, x, y) variables into the Hamiltonian (4). This is why we are justified in using the coordinates (r, 0, pr, pe) to solve
the problem.
We begin by defining the Poisson bracket {F, G} of two functions F(q, p),
G(q, p) on phase space
fi\

(7)

rr r \ - \

{F G]

I

dF

dG

dF

dG

\

' = *Awkwrwkw>y

Consider an integral curve t -* z(t) = (q(t), p(t)) of Hamilton's equations (2)
and the restriction of a function F(q, p) on phase space to this curve.
PROPOSITION 1.

(*)

^(z(t))

=

-{H,F}(z(t)).
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PROOF.

We define a canonical transformation 0 : R2n -> R2n to be a map of phase space
which preserves the Poisson brackets, i.e.
{F,G} o $ = { F o O , G o O } .
If we let F be one of the variables qi9 pi9 we see immediately from Proposition 1
that equation (*) characterizes Hamiltonian paths, so that canonical transformations preserve the form of Hamilton's equations.
EXAMPLE 1.

(8)
*:(q,p)^(Q,P)=(-P>q).
Since a canonical transformation $: (#, p) -* (Q(q, p), P(q,p)) preserves
Poisson brackets, we find after comparing the Poisson brackets (P, Q} and
{p, q} that
(9)

[PJ9 Pk] = {QJ9 Qk} = 0,

[PJ9 Qk) = 8Jk.

Conversely, we see by checking the definition that if (9) holds then the transformation is canonical. Equation (9) is a system of quadratic equations for the
elements of the Jacobian matrix <£'; in fact, these equations are just a restatement
of the matrix equation
(10)
(*')''(*')=',
where J = (_? o)- A matrix A is called symplectic if A1 J A — J. We have
PROPOSITION

2. $ is canonical *=>$>' is symplectic at every point.

A simple calculation shows that a symplectic transformation preserves volume
and orientation.
We will also need a third means of characterizing canonical transformations.
This involves the symplectic form
n

(11)

«= 2

dpkf\dqk.

k=\

A straightforward calculation shows
PROPOSITION

3. O is canonical «* 0*a> = w.

EXAMPLE 2. A map $: # -» Q(q) of just the position variables extends to give a
canonical map

(12)

**:(q,p)^{Q,P)={*(q),[(*'(«))Vp)-

Indeed, it suffices to check that
(13)

lpkdqk

=

^PkdQk,
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since the exterior derivative of this equation gives l*dpk A dqk = 2dPk A dQk as
required. We have
2PkdQk=(P9dQ)= (P9*'(q)dq) = ((V(q))'P9dq).
Therefore if we put p = ($'(q)yP or P = [($'(tf))TV>> (13) holds and (12)
becomes a canonical transformation. Note that $ # sends the Hamiltonian
2 ** 2m ,
j

J

into the Hamiltonian
H = \^àgii{Q)PiPj+V(Q),
ij

where l^qj = S^fc/OÔ/Oy, giJ = (ft,-)"1 and K(g) = F(?). We can now
finish our discussion of the Kepler problem. The change of variables O: (x, y) ->
(r, 0) into polar coordinates induces a canonical transformation <I># carrying the
old Hamiltonian into the Hamiltonian (4). We are therefore justified in using the
coordinates (/*, pr9 0, pe) when calculating the orbit of the particle.
EXAMPLE 3. We end this section by giving one final example of a canonical
transformation. This is a transformation used by Sundmann in a regularization of
the three-body problem. We begin by considering two bodies in R1 separated by a
distance q and put p — q. The Hamiltonian for gravitational attraction is
H=
p2-l/q,
and we know that H remains constant as /?, q evolve by Hamilton's equations.
Thus, H = E where E is the energy. For small q, this yields q2 ~ \/q and so
q ~ q~l/2 or q3/2 — t. This gives
q~t2'\

p~rx'\

The map
(14)

Q:(q,p)^(Q,P)

=

(-p2q,\/p)

satisfies dP f\dQ — (-l/p2)dp A -p2dq = dp A dq and is therefore canonical. In
these new coordinates, P ~ / 1 / 3 , Q ~ 1 as we approach a collision at time t = 0.
The treatment of the three-body problem is simplified by using a change of
clock. Suppose first that H = 0 on the path we are interested in. If we use a new
Hamiltonian H -> i 7 //, Hamilton's equations become
dt

dp; '

A

3#z

'

and we are led to the change of variables / -+ T SO that dr = rf//F. In the general
case, we have H — E = 0 along a given Hamiltonian path and so we can make a
change of clock by using a new Hamiltonian
(15)

H->F(H-E).
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After these preliminaries we now turn to the three-body problem itself. We
assume that two of the bodies are near collision, while the third body is well
separated from the other two. Let qx, q2, q3 measure the displacement between the
two nearby bodies and put/?, = qi9 i = 1,2,3. The Hamiltonian is
(16)

H=p\+pl+

p\ - —

^

—

+ Junk.

Along a given Hamiltonian path H is conserved, H = E. We introduce the
canonical transformation
(17)

p/\\p\\2),

* : (q, p) - (Q, P) = (L(p)q,

where L(p) is the linear transformation L(p) = [(dP/dp)']'1 = \\p\\2R 9 and
Rp denotes reflection through the plane normal to p. This satisfies \\Q\\ =
Il p || 2 1| q || and sends the Hamiltonian (16) into
H = \\P\\~2 - \\P\\-2\\Q\\-1 - E + Junk.
After a change of clock (15) with E = || P ||2, this becomes
(18)

\\Q\\~l + | | P | | 2 ( J u n k - £ ) .

H=l-

Along our path we have H = 0, while near collisions \\p\\ » 1. Thus \\P\\ < 1 and
Il Q ||_1 « 1 near the collision, and therefore H has a nice nonsingular solution. We
can conclude that the solution of Newton's equations for the three-body problem
continues in a natural way past simple collisions. This calculation will reappear in
Chapter 11.
2. Generating functions. In the last section we saw that there are at least three
ways to decide whether a transformation is canonical or not. On the other hand it
is not so clear how to construct canonical transformations. One means of doing
this is to use generating functions. Given a canonical transformation
*:(q,p)-*(Q,P),
consider the graph of O
r={(q,p,Q,P):®(q,p)
By Proposition 3 we know that on T
rf(2ft*i

+ iPidQi)

= -{2dPiA

=

(Q,P)}.

dqt ~ 2dPt A dQt) = 0,

and we can conclude that locally there exists a function S on T such that
2(qidpi

+ PidQi) = dS.

Assume now that O is a small perturbation of the identity. This means that on T
instead of the coordinates (q, p) we can use (p,Q). We have dS(p,Q) =
I((dS/dpi)dpi 4- (dS/dQJdQ;) and therefore
=
q

>

dS(p,Q)
dPi

'

p =
r

'

dS(p,Q)
86, *

The function S is called a generating function for the canonical transformation.
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EXAMPLE. The identity map O: (q, p) -» (Q, P) = (q, p) arises from the generating function S{p,Q) — "ZpiQi.
In fact each of the steps taking us from 4> to S can be reversed, giving us the
PROPOSITION

4. If S(p,Q) is a small perturbation oflLPiQi, then defining

M9Ï
1

J=*S(p,Q)
q

;

'

dPi

p =

'

'

ZS(p,Q)
3g,

gives a canonical transformation
*:(q,p)->(Q,P).
PROOF.

The graph
r = {(q, p, g , P): equations (19) hold)

is a manifold. Because S(p,Q) is a small perturbation of S/^ô,-, we can by the
implicit function theorem use either (qi9 pt) or (pi9 Qt) as coordinates. In particular, T is the graph of a map $: (/?, q) -> (P, Q). By (19) the identity
2PjdQj + 2<ljdPj =

dS(p,Q)

J

holds on T. Therefore
2dPjAdQj-24>jKdqj

=0

j

on r and $ is a canonical transformation by Proposition 3. D
3. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Consider the transformation of phase space
(20)
*,:(*, É)-(jMl)
defined by flowing along the integral curves to Hamilton's equations

<2I> t = f ^ " ) '

1? = i f <>•'>• >«» = *. i(o) = «.

for a time /. This is called the Hamiltonian flow.
PROPOSITION

5. The Hamiltonian flow (20) is canonical.

PROOF. Note that we make this assertion only for small /, since we are only
guaranteed a solution to (21) for small t. We want to show
(22)

O*co = <o.

Using the semigroup property of $,: 0*+J<o = 4>*(0*o>) and differentiating with
respect to s gives
dtK ' } u=zt°
'odsy s ' u=0
We see that we need only check that (22) holds to first order in t at t = 0. Since

y= X +

j J 'W(x' ° + °(?2)' ">= ^ + 'l? ( *' l} + ° ( ' 2) '
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we have

2</ij, A (fyj - ^dèj A dxj = 2 dtj - <2 9x.9x fok ~ ' 2 aTa^^fc

A (<**, + *2 aflH** + '2 af^-<***) + °(>2) - 2#, A <&>
\

/C

fC

J

J

I

2

= 0(/ ).
Thus (22) holds to first order at t — 0 and the proposition is proved. D
For small time t the canonical transformation <3>, of (20) is near the identity and
so has a generating function; denote this by St(y, £). We are going to find a first
order nonlinear partial differential equation which the generating function satisfies. We begin by looking at the lower order terms in / of St(y, £)• Equation (19)
implies that dSt(y, £) = ^Xjdi-j + ^Vjdyj and since
2
ï

*j = yj-'W(y>t) + o(t ),

vj = ij-t^-(x,i)

+ o(t ),

we have

dst{y, 0 = 2(yjdtj + ^ ) - *2 -^(y,

0<«,

-*2jj;(y>t)dyj+o(t2),
so that
S,(y, 0 = 2 « ^ - ' # ( ƒ, I ) + 0 ( ' 2 ) -

(22)

Before we can begin to derive the nonlinear partial differential equation we
need one more preliminary. Consider two successive canonical transformations
(23)

(x>€)*(^,)*(z,f)

with generating functions
S( y, £ )
T( z, Tj )

associated to 3>,
associated to ^

and graph
r = {(*, f, ƒ, rç, z, f ) : $(*> f) = (y, V) and ¥ ( ƒ , y) = (z, ?)}•
Let S(z, £) be the generating function associated with t « $ .
PROPOSITION

5. S(z, £) = S( >>, £) + T(z, 17) —

STJ^.

whenever (x, £, j>,

GT.
PROOF.

Equation (19) implies that on T

ds{y, o = 2 xjdtj + 2 ^

dr(z, r,) - 2 ^ , . + 2?A-

TJ, Z,

f)
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and so

dS(y, S) + dT(z, „) = ^xjdij + d ( 2 l ^ y ) + ISjdzj
or
S(z,t) = S(y,t) + T(z,i,)-2rijyj.

•

Now assume that the canonical transformations (23) arise as Hamiltonian flows
O = 4>,<, ¥ = <t>, with / « 1. Then from (22) we have

T(z,-n) = ^r}jzj-tH(z,ri)

+ 0(t2)

and thus by Proposition 5
S(z, | ) = S( ƒ, | ) + 2VJ(ZJ - yj) ~ tH(z, v) +

= s(z,t) -lj^(z,t)(zj+ 2vj(zj-yj)-tH(z,v)

0(t2)

yj) + o(t2)
+ o(t2)

+ O(t2),

= S(z,0-tH(z,V)

since ïjy = dS/dj/j. Therefore if we put S,(z, £) = S(z, £), we have

8?^Z'É» = S

Ï

=

J1in0-i/(z'T') = - F ( 2 ' ^ ^ -

We have proved
THEOREM 1. If St(z, £) w //ze generating function associated with a Hamiltonian
flow O p //ze« S^z, I) satisfies the first order nonlinear partial differential equation
( with parameter £ )

(24)

£s,(*,0 + / ? ( z , | | ( 2 , o ) = o .

Equation (24) is called the Hamilton-Jacobi equation; it will occur later in our
study of the wave equation. To solve it, the theorem tells us that we must simply
calculate the integral curves of H and let the solution be the generating function
of the resulting flow.
Finally, we mention two general references for this chapter; the book by
Arnold [1] and the book by Goldstein [28].
CHAPTER 3. ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this chapter we will consider the general second-order linear equation
(1)

d2u
^taij(x)â—H

^ lower order terms = ƒ,
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where {atj) is a positive definite, smoothly varying matrix. We can try to solve (1)
by freezing the coefficients at a point x0 so that it is reduced to the constant
coefficient equation
d2u
dx dx ~^~ * o w e r orc * er

terms

ƒ•

This approach leads us to the study of singular integral operators (SIOs) and
pseudodifferential operators (^DOs). These are defined in §1 and some of their
basic properties are explored in the next three sections. In §5 we prove a
regularity theorem about elliptic operators on manifolds.
We will also consider the nonlinear equation
Ayx, u(x)9 du/dxi9 d2u/dxidxJ)

(2)

= 0,

where A(x, <o, co,, <o, ) is a smooth function o n R " X R X R " X R n . This defines
an elliptic equation if
AJk=(9A/dajk)
is a positive definite matrix. Recall that the Lipschitz space A(a) consists of those
functions ƒ satisfying
(3i)

sap\f(x +

h)-f(x)\<C\h\",

X

(3.Ü)

sup|/(x)|<C.
X

We assume that 0 < a < 1. The norm of ƒ is the infimum of the C satisfying (3).
In §6 we prove the following regularity theorem from Schauder theory: If u is a
solution of (2) and d2u/dxidxJ G A(a), then u G C°°. Furthermore the norm
||w|| c * is bounded by a quantity determined only by A and \\d2u/dxfiXj\\ A(a) .
The proof requires that we examine the linear equation (1) when the coefficients
(atJ) are no longer assumed to be smooth but only in A(a).
1. SIOs and ^DOs. Consider first the equation
(4)

ku=f
w

in R . A particular solution of (4) is given by convolving ƒ with the fundamental
solution
J n

J
R | y \n l
w | x — y |w 2
Here, as later, cn denotes a constant depending only on the dimension of the
space. We have

THEOREM

1. Iff G A(a) and u satisfies (4), then d2u/dxidxJ

To prove this, we must take the second derivatives in JC of

f{y)
•'w

Y

—vr

z

G A(a).
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Formally this requires that ƒ be integrated against a kernel which is homogeneous
of degree -n and therefore not integrable. This is an example of an SIO.
Consider kernels
(5)

K(x) =

Sl(x)/\x\»

w

on R , where
(i)
(ii)

Q ( x ) is homogeneous of degree 0,
Ü ( x ) is C°° away from 0,

(iii)

ƒ

(6)
K(y) dy = 0 for all a, b.
'\y\

By definition an SIO is the operator
(7)

f(x)-»K*f(x)=lim
ô->0

fJ

K(y)f(x-y)dy

8<\v\<m
8<|y!<m

Note that this limit obviously exists when ƒ G Q°.
p n
EXAMPLE 1. For ƒ G L (R ), 1 <p < oo, the Riesz transforms Rj are defined
by
* / ƒ ) ( * ) = lime„ƒ
e-0

(8)

Cn

J

-^f(x

- y) dy9

\y\>e\y\"+l

= T(^A)/^^\

j=l,...9n.

In other words the Rj are defined by the kernel Kj(x) — tij(x)/\ x |w, with
2j(x)

= cnXj/\ x | .

EXAMPLE

(9)

2. We claim
92f/dxjdxk

=

-RjRkàf.

Indeed, since the Fourier transform of df/dxf is -2 THX, ƒ(;*;), we have

(i^:)"W",'V.Ax)-(i)(^)(^,'|,|')A,)
= -(*/«»*ƒ)".
verifying (9). Here we have used the fact that
(10)

( V ) * W = 'TTT/'^)-

Equation (10) can be checked directly or can be deduced by analyzing the effect
of rotations on the Rj. Equation (9) shows that if Aw = ƒ, then
(11)

f^d2u/dxtdxj

is a composition of two SIOs. In fact it is a linear combination of the identity
operator and an SIO; but we won't use that.
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In §2 we will prove that SIOs are bounded on A(a). From Example 2, we see
that this proves Theorem 1. In fact SIOs are bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo, but we
will not prove that here. An alternate approach to solving elliptic equations is via
the Fourier transform. Consider the equation

(12)

2 ^ ) ^ . = / .

Freezing the coefficients at x0 gives '2aij(x0)d2u/dxidxj=
f, and then taking
Fourier transforms yields -(2tf/7-(*o)£/£/)"(£) = ƒ(£)> s o t n a t the solution is
u(x) = cnJeix'è(-a~\x0,
£))ƒ(£) d£, if we suitably interpret the integral to take
into account the zeros of a(x0, £). We might hope that the variable coefficient
equation (12) is well approximated by the equation with the coefficients frozen at
x0 so that we would have an approximate solution given by
(13)

u(x) *>feix-t(-a-l(x9

0)/(0^-

In fact when (12) is elliptic, an excellent approximate solution is given by (13),
which is an example of a ^/DO.
The growth of the function a~\x, £) is important and is captured by considering those functions p(x, £) G C°°(Rn XR") with the property that, for any
multi-indices a and /?, there exists a constant Ca p such that
(14)

+ | € |)"-"lfl + «H,

\D;D?p(x,t)\<Ca>lt(l

for all (x, £) G R" X R". The function p(x, £) is called an mth order symbol and
the class of symbols just defined is denoted S™0. We assume m, p,8 E R, and that
0 < p, 8 < 1. Associated to any symbolp(x, £) is a pseudodifferential operator
(15)
EXAMPLE

f(x) -*p(x, D)f(x)

=/>•«/>(*, 0 / ( 0

ft.

3. A polynomial in £
p(x,0=

2

aa(x)ia

is clearly in S™0. The Fourier inversion formula shows that p(x, D) defined by
(15) is nothing but a differential operator with symbol p{x, £). In other words,
differential operators are examples of i^DOs.
REMARK. TO apply the argument leading to (13), we would need the operators
to satisfy p(x, D) o q(x, D) « pq(x, D) in some well-defined sense so that
p(x, D) o p~l(x, D) » /. In §4 we will derive an asymptotic expansion for the
composition of ^DOs so that these formulas become precise. It turns out that an
elliptic symbol p(x, £) G S™0 has a parametrix whose main term is in S{™. A
parametrix of an operator p(x, D) is an operator q(x, D) satisfying
(16)

p(x, D) o q(x, D) ~ / ,

q(x, D) o p(x, D) ~ I.
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We summarize by listing some of the important properties of these operators:
bounded on Lp,

SIOs:

1 < p < oo,

bounded on A(a),
xpDOs:

0 < a< 1 ;

Oth order operators are bounded on L2,
there are formulas for compositions and adjoints.

The book by Stein [57] on singular integral operators and the books by Taylor
[61] and Treves [63] on pseudodifferential operators are good references for this
chapter.
Finally, we will denote the symbol class S™0 by Sm.
2. Boundedness of SIOs on A(a). Let Tbc an SIO
Tf(x) = f K(x-y)f(y)

dy = ƒ K(y)f(x - y) dy,

and let ƒ G A(a).
THEOREM
PROOF.

2. T is bounded on A(a).

Without loss of generality we can assume
(i)

(17)

ƒ is supported in | x \ < 2,

(Ü) | / ( * ) | < 1 ,

(in) | ƒ(*)-ƒ(*') M * ~ * T With these assumptions it suffices to prove the estimates (3.i) and (3.ii) for
8 = | x - x' |*s 1/10. We know by (5) thai

(18)

l*(*)|<|7f.

9Kf

.
^

c
\x\n+l

and (6.iii) implies
Tf(x) = ( K(x- y)f(y) dy = f
=ƒ

K(x - y)f(y) dy

K(x-y)[f(y)-f(x)]dy;

therefore
\Tf(x)\<(

\K(x-y)\-\f(y)-f(x)\dy

J

\x-y\^\00

<(
^fJ

\x-y\^\00\X

y-^-lx-yfdy
l Y _ C v |n-«^ < Q 0 >
y\

showing 7/is bounded. We must now prove that | Tf(x) — Tf(x') \ < c \ x — x' \a.
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We begin by splitting the integral
Tf(x) - Tf(x') = f K(y)[f(x-y)
J

- f(x' - y)] dy

R"

=f

K(y)[f(x-y)-f(x'-y)]dy

+[

K(y)[f(x - y) - f(x'- y)] dy

= /,+/2,
and the integral ƒ, into
ƒ,=ƒ

K(y)f(x - y) dy - ƒ

K{y)f{x'- y) dy

= ' l l + *12-

Using (6.iii) again,
/„ = ƒ

K(y)f(x - y) dy = (

K(y)[f(x - y) - ƒ(*)] dy

so that as before
Kul*/

T^rn-\y\ady = C8".

Similarly, | In | < c'8a and therefore | Ix | < 2c'8a.
Define Ks(y) = K(y)xiOS<y<\oo, where Xios<y<ioo is the characteristic function. Now
h=(

[Ks(x-y)

- Ks(x'-y)]-[f(y)

-ƒ(*)] * •

For the integrand to be nonzero we must take \x — y\> 98 and | x' — y \ > 98, in
which case, by (18) and the mean value theorem we have
\Kt(x-y)

- Ks(x'-y)

\<- ^ — - ,
\x ~ y\

so that
c

c8 I x — y \a

J

\x-y\^98\x-y\n+l

Therefore Ix + I2 < c8a and the theorem is proved. D
3. Boundedness of i//DOs on L 2 . Recall that a symbol p(x, £) E S^/2%\/2
satisfies estimates of the form
(19)
THEOREM

\Wtp(x,i)\<Ca,f,(\ + \i\f/2-w/2.
3. p(x, £) G Sy/2,\/2 ^P(x^ D)is bounded on L2.
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Let Q be a cube in (x, £)-space whose sides are parallel to the axes and
satisfying
diamx Q—\9
diam^ Q — M.
LEMMA 1. It is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 for p(x, £) supported in Q, with
bound independent of M.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. The proof consists of three steps. First we localize to cubes
in phase space using a partition of unity. Then we patch together the operators
associated with each of these cubes using a lemma due to Cotlar and Stein.
Finally we must verify that the estimates occurring in the hypothesis of the
Cotlar-Stein lemma are satisfied.
Let {Qp} be a partition of phase space into blocks of various sizes, centered at
points (x„, £„), satisfying
(20)

(i) diam, Qv = 1,

(ii) diam^ g , « I i, I •

For example we can partition x-space into cubes of diameter 1 whose sides are
parallel to the axes and we can partition £-space into similar cubes whose
diameters are given by the lengths of the dyadic intervals
[0,l],[\,2],[294],...9[2J*2J+l]9....
Let {<t>v(x, £)} be a partition of unity of phase
space such that
(i) %(x, £) = 1 in a neighborhood of (x v , £„ ),
(ii) s u p p ^ C g ? ,
where the double Q* is obtained from Qv by doubling the diameter and keeping
the center fixed. We can find such a partition of unity by translating and dilating
a fixed cutoff function and then normalizing so that the sum is always one. We
may take our partition to satisfy ^2VXQ* ^ C.
Using the partition of unity we can break up the symbol into pieces
(22)
P,(x> *)=*,(*> t)p(x,t)Note that pv(x, £) is supported in a cube Q* and that if the center £„ of Qv is of
the order 11„ | « Af, then/?j;(jc, £) satisfies the estimates

\WIPAXM<C^/2-W1-

(23)
By hypothesis we can assume
(24)

pv(x, D) are uniformly bounded on L2.

We must show that p(x9 D) =
quence of

2/*„(A:,

D) is bounded on L 2 . This is a conse-

LEMMA 2 (COTLAR-STEIN). Let {Aj} be a sequence of bounded operators on a
Hubert space satisfying

(i)
(25)

II ^ I K 2»,

(Ü)

\\A}Ak\\<C(j-k),

(iii)

\\AjAl\\<C{j-k)\
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then

2^<2(c(y))^.
PROOF OF LEMMA

2. Note that
\\T*T-'T*T\\ = ||r||m,

if the product on the left contains m terms. Put T — 1^xAj so that

\\T\r< 2 II^A--^I-^JBy hypothesis each term on the right satisfies
|M* • --AJ< c(j\ -j2)c(j3

-j4) • • • c(jm.x

\\Al • • -AJ < BC(J2 -h)C(U

-j„),

-Js) • • • C(y m _ 2

-jm-i)B

so that
)C(j2-h)---C(jm^-jm)]l/2.

\\Al • • • AJ <B[C(j\- h
Therefore

\\T\r<NB[2(c(j)y/2]m~l>
\\T\\<(NB?'m[2(cU)?/a]l-ll/m\
Letting m -> oo gives ||r|| < 2(c(y)) 1/2 . Since the right side is independent of N,
we can let iV -» oo and conclude
,/2

12^|«2(«(;)) . n

COROLLARY.

(25')

Instead of (25), assume
|M*^||<C(y,/c),

||^J||<C(7,*),

WI7/I supy2fcVC(y, &) < oo. 77ze«

II'*

<max2/c0ûy.
•>'

A;

PROOF. The same argument with trivial modifications works. D
All that remains is to verify the estimates (25'). Now

(Pj(y, D)g,f)= je>r*Pj(y, v)g(v)f(y) dydy
= fe'<y-*-*Pj(y,i,)g(x)f(y) dxdrjdy.
ThereforePj(x, D) has an adjointp*(x, D)
(26)

p*(x, D)f(x) = je^-^pTy~n)f{y)

dVdy,
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and
PfPkfix)

v) e>(>pk(y>

= je«x-^"Pj(y,

= je'**[ei^>pJ{y,y])pk(y,

t)f(l)didr,dy

0 / ( 0 didy] dr,,

so that by Plancherel's theorem we need only estimate

(27)

fe^>Pj(y,v)pk(y, 0/(0 dtdy.

There are three cases.
Case (i). Suppose that the ^-support of QJ is distinct from the ^-support of Q%.
Then the support of Pj(y, i?) andpk(y, £) are distinct and (27) vanishes.
Case (ii). Consider all those Q* that intersect a fixed QJ and consider the
corresponding pk(y, £) and pj(y,7]). By (21 -ii) there are at most 32n — 1 such
pk( y, £). Moreover
k*(y,

D)Pk{y,

D)\\2 <\\p*(y, D)\\2- \\pk(y, D)\\2,

and so the contribution to the sum 2(c(y, k))l/2 is bounded.
Case (iii). Assume that Pj(y, T?) and pk(y, £) are supported in blocks which
share some ^-support and whose centers satisfy | r\j \ « M and | £k | « N. Now

K)'

,*>•«-'?)
—

^*>'(^-îï)

x2s

(i € - ti i r
while from (23) we have

(-*y)'[pjy7njpk(y,

O] ^(M + N)s;

therefore after integrating (27) by parts we find

b?pkf\\2=\feia-*yypjy7n)pk(y, 0/(0 dtdyj
I ƒ (i è -1» i)-2v«-> 7(o(-A,) j [^ö^y /»,(ƒ, o]

^

<^(l i> - €* I)"2*- II ƒ H 2 • (J^ + JV)*

c.
s

M + NS

l/l

This shows that we can essentially neglect the contribution to the sum 2(c(y, k))x/1
arising from these blocks. We have estimated p*(y9 D)pk{y, D); a similar argument yields an estimate for/?•(>>, D)p*(y9 D).
We have shown that the sum 1(c(j, k))x/1 is bounded. By the corollary to
Lemma 2, the operator p{x, D) = IjPjix, D) is bounded on L 2 . This finishes the
proof of Lemma 1. D
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3. By Lemma 1, we can assume p(x9 £) is supported on a
block Q in (x, £)-space of diameter 1 X M . We will rerun the proof of Lemma 1,
this time using a finer localization. Let {Qv} be a partition of Q into blocks with

diam x Qv = M" 1 / 2 ,

diam^ Qv = M 1 / 2 ,

and let 1 = 2<&,(JC, £) be a partition of unity with
<f>„(x, £) = 1 near the center of Qp9
supp<J>„ C g*.
As before, put
p(x, D) = 2/>„(x, D)

whereƒ>„(.*, f ) = <J>„(x, £)ƒ>(*> £).

We must now verify the hypotheses of Cotlar's lemma. We begin by showing that
each of the pv(x, D) is bounded on L 2 . Suppose that p0(x9 £) G C°° and is
supported in | x | < 10, | £ | < 10 so that |/?0(JC, D)W(X) | < C||M||2X|X|<IO> where x
is the characteristic function. By integrating we get
(28)

||/> 0 (x,Z)) W || 2 <C|| W || 2 .

Let (x„, {„) be the center of Qv. Using the change of variables
(29)

(*, | ) - (y, V) = ( M y \ x - x,), M " ' / ^ - { , ) ) ,

we can change the support of #,(*, £) to | ƒ | < 10, 1171< 10 and apply estimate
(28). This together with the fact that/?„ G *Si°/2,i/2 uniformly in v imply
ll/>,(jc,Z>)tt||2<C||n||2,

where C is independent of v.
We must now estimate \\p*(x, D)pk(x, D)\\2. Using formula (26) for the
adjoint we have
(30)

pfpMx)=feiix-M)-'Jfc^[pk(z,
= fe^x^'^'-y^J^Jjpk(z9

D)u{z)} dzdÇ
S)u(y) dydtdzdS.

We proceed here just as we did at the end of Lemma 1. Let (xJ9 ij),(xk, £k) be
the centers of the cubes QJ9 QX supporting pj andpk. There are three cases.
Case(i). If \x}~ xk\> CM~l/29 then~pjph = 0 and ||p*p k || 2 = 0.
Case (ii). Assume | Xj - xk | < CM'1'2 but | {,- - ^ | > CM 1 / 2 . We rewrite (30)
as

pfpku{x) = je^x'^+^pj^)pk(z,
= fe"%(x,

É)û(0 < ^ #

*)«(*)rfÉ= />,.,(*, />)«(*),

where

(31)

/>,,(*, £) = je'**-*-«-™~ïfcJ)Pk{*, 0 «
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To estimatepJk(x, £), we use the identities
(32.i)

-\S~t \-2bzei[<x-z>-«-M = £?'•[<*-*>•<*-«],

(32.Ü)

-\x-z

\-2^ei[(x-z)-(S-0] = eil(x-z).a;-t)}9

To use these, note that | f — £ \=£ 0 in the support of the integrand of (31); and
for | x — Xj\> CM~X/1, we have also that | x — z \¥= 0 in the support of the
integrand of (31).
If we substitute the expressions (32.i) and (32.ii) for the exponential in (31) and
integrate by parts repeatedly, we obtain

(33.i) />,*(*, 0 = j>*-*>-«-«»(-| f - 1 \-2üzy[7fcTjpk(z, o] &*,
(33.Ü) /,„(*, 0 = j>*-D-(f-«l(_| * - z \-%s)'[Jfcrjpk(z, 0] d*tf.
Equation (33i) holds for all (x, £) and (33.ii) holds for | x — Xj | > CAf"1/2.
Since the integrands are supported on the cube QJ of volume ~ 1, and since
I £ — £ | ~ | £j• — £k I m (33.i) and | x — z | ~ | JC — x), | in (33.ii), our estimates on the
derivatives of />.(z, f ), /»ft(z, £) now yield
M*'*>I<C'(|S - { t |

for all (x, I ) ,

!/>,*(*, ?)| < C, j - ^ ^ J

for all \x -

Xj\>

CM'^\

Therefore
\pjk(x, i)\<C,{M-^\ij

- ^l+M^lx-

ls

Xj\y

for all (x, «)

while a glance at the definition shows thatpJk(x, | ) is supported in the projection
of of QX onto |-space. So we can estimate
\p*(x,D)pk(x,D)u(x)\

fe"-%(x,

t)û(t) </«|

C,(M->/% - ^ + M^\x -

\-2s
2s

Xj\y

from which we get immediately
\\pf(x,D)pk(x,D)u\\2<cXM-l/2\SJ-Sk\y\\u\\2
in other words
II p*(x, D)pk(x,

D)\\ 2 < CS{M-^2 I Sj - tk \)'s.

Similarly, we find
II Pj(x, D)p*(x, D)\\ 2 < C,(M-'/2 11. - ik \y.

f

\û(0\ di,
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Case (iii). The terms arising when | x- — xk \ < CM~X/1 and \£j — £k\< CM~l/2
contribute only a finite amount to the sum appearing in the Cotlar-Stein lemma
and need not be estimated.
We have considered all the cases and can now invoke the Cotler-Stein lemma to
conclude that p{x, D) — ^pv{x, D) is bounded on L2. This proves Theorem 3.
D
We have just shown that pseudodifferential operators arising from Oth order
symbols are bounded on L 2 ; on the other hand, in general, rath order symbols do
not yield operators that are bounded on L2. But consider the space
Hk(W)

= {u<EL2(Rn):Dau

E L 2 (R"), for | a \< k},

for k a positive integer. Using Theorem 3 it is not hard to show that/?(.*, £) E Sm
implies
p(x9 D): Hk(Rn) -> Hk~m{Rn)
is bounded. See [61, p. 51], for a proof.
Note that by the Plancherel theorem
Dau E L 2 (R n ),

| a | < k ^ £""(£) e £ 2 (R"),

| oc \< k,

or equivalently,
« ( l + |f|)liiU)Gl2(R").
Therefore we can generalize the spaces Hk(Rn ) by defining for s E R,
tempered distributions u :

(i) iî G I ^ R " )

I
2

[

(ii)(l + |£|r«eL (R'T

and
11/2

These are the Sobolev spaces.
4. Stationary phase and the calculus of ^DOs. In this section we will have to
deal with integrals of the form
(34)

FM(x, r?) = jeiM<x-y)'to-*mx,

y, f, v) dydi.

This integral converges if \p has compact support. The estimates in Lemma 4
below allow us to pass to the limit and interpret the integral for a general
symbol \p.
We now prove the important composition formula.
4. If a(x, £) E Sm and b(x, £) E Sn, then a(x, D) ° b(x, D) is a
pseudodifferential operator, whose symbol a ° b has an asymptotic expansion
THEOREM

a°b~

2
0<|a|

±(\%)aa(*xyb.
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More precisely, we have for each N the estimate
(35)

aob-

2

^(^XaOSbeS^"-».

PROOF. Using a localization argument like that in Lemma 1, we can assume
that a(x9 £) and b(x, £) are supported in a ring M < | £ | < 2M.
With

a(x, D)u(x)

= jje^-rt'taix,

b(y, D)u(y)

- jje^yb(y>

t)u(y)
v)û(v)

dydi,

dV,

the composition becomes
a(x9 D) o b(x, D)u(x)

= fe^-rt't+yiaix,
=

£)b(y, t\)û(i\) dy\dydi

feix^(aob)(x97i)û(7i)dri9

where we have defined
(36)

(a o b)(x, ri) = je^-rt'U-rtaix,

£)b{y, n) dyd£.

The integral (36) converges when a(x, £) and b(y, TJ) have compact support. As
we remarked at the beginning of the section, we will be able to drop the
assumption of compact support after we prove Lemma 4. According to the
asymptotic expansion, the main contributions to the integral (36) occur when
(y,S) = (x,rt).
This is an illustration of the principle of stationary phase, which holds more
generally for integrals of the form
F(t) = ƒ<?"•<*>*(*) dz,
where <i>(z) E C°°(R") and \p(z) G Q°(R n ). We are interested in the asymptotic
behavior of F(t) as t -> oo. Using the identity
it(d/dzj)<i>(z)
and integrating by parts k times gives

If (d/dzj)fj>(z) T^Oon the support of \p, then F(t) -» 0 very fast as | /|-> oo.
Breaking up \p = 2,^/ with a partition of unity so that supp i//, is small shows that
we may neglect the region where 3Z<KZ) ^ 0. Therefore the only important points
are those z such that dz<j>(z) = 0. These are the stationary points.
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We will use this principle in the form
LEMMA 4. Let
FM(X>

l) = ffeiM<x-rt-to-*ty(x,

y, £, i?) dyd£9

where \p satisfies
(ï)xp E C0°° with support in (| x - y \ + | TJ - £ | < 1},
(ii) \p vanishes to order k' at the stationary point (y, £) = (x, TJ).
Then d"vFM = 0(M'k) for \ a | < k as M -» 00. Here k may be made arbitrarily
large by taking k' large.
PROOF. Observe

[ - ( 3 ^ ) ] V ^ ^ _ £.A/(x-.y)-(T|-É).
jmx_yy
[M2(\r,-tf

+

\x-yf)]

therefore after integrating by parts we get
ei»Hx-yyto-0

^(-.^) = ƒ

^

C

^ ( x > _,,,$,„)

]

[-(^ + %)] l ^ - — — - — ^ j 4 M € -

If *// vanishes to high enough order at (x, £) = ( j>, TJ), then
*K*>.y,f>q)

h-£|

2

^
E ^25
C 25 ,

+ l*->>lT

so that

<c..

t [ i) - I + \x - y \2\

Consequently, recalling that \p is supported in \y | < 1,1£1< 1, we find
\Fu(x,1,)\<C,/M2'.

(37)

We can obtain similar estimates for d£vFM by noting d"vFM(x, TJ) is a sum of
terms

jemx-y)-it-i)Mft(x

- y)yU ~ v)*%(x, y, Ê, n) 4v<«,

with /? < | a | . These terms are
Mfi

with i£ = (x - y)y(£ -

. jçiMix-yya-rDj

TJ)5^,

(Xi ^ ^ ^

dy d^

so (37) apphes. Therefore,

Taking s large enough completes the proof. D
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We now return to the proof of the composition formula. Let 6 E C0°° be a
cutoff function
0(x,£, y,r)) =

1

îox\x+y

0

îox\x+y\

|

+M-X\£-T)\^
+M-

1

1,

|£-TÏ|^2

and consider the integral
Ie = jje^-rt-U-rtOix,

£, j , ri)a(x, {) 6( ƒ, ij) </ƒ</£.

This is the integral (36) with the cutoff function 0 introduced so that Lemma 4
applies. It will turn out that putting in 0 has negligible effect on the integral (36).
By Taylor's theorem the product a • b satisfies
a(x, t)b(y, ri) ~

2
f-^a;«(*, i?)(É - Vf] \4j^b(x9
v)(y ~ xY
J
\*\,\fi\>oia'
L^If we truncate this sum after sufficiently many terms, the remainder satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 4 and hence may be neglected. Thus Ie is essentially
O<|a|,|0|</V

H

. ye<W«-*8(x,

S, y, !,)(« - !,)"(ƒ - xfdyd^aZ'b

\(xJ.

To evaluate this integral we can remove 6(x, £, y,r]) since a simple stationary
phase argument shows that the effect is only 0(M~S). This leaves us with a finite
sum of integrals of the form

J = ffe**-»-"-^

~ vT(y - xfdydi,

which we interpret as
ffei(x-

lim

It is sufficient to evaluate the translated integral Jjeiy'^y^^adyd^. By analyzing
the effect of dilations we see that the integral vanishes unless a = /?. Now the
Dirac 8 function satisfies
(dï)8(y)

=

Je>y*(it)kdy,

therefore

ƒ / > • Ylkdydl

= -\-k fyk(à(k)(y))

dy = -±-ki

and hence / = k\/{i)k. This establishes the correct coefficients in the asymptotic
expansion (38) and finishes the proof. D
COROLLARY.

Let Ube an open set and u E C°°(U). Thenp(x, D)u(x) E C°°(U).
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PROOF. Let <f>, \p E C0°° with \p = 1 on supp <|>. It is enough to show that
p(x, D)u is smooth in supp <j> whenever u is smooth in a neighborhood
of supp(^/). We write <j>(x)p(x, D)u — <j>(x)p(x, D)(\pu) + <f>(x)p(x9 D}
(1 — \p(x))u. The first term on the right is obviously smooth since \pu is smooth
and compactly supported. To handle the second term we note that <j>(x)p(x, £>)•
(1 — */>(*)) is a composition of three pseudodifferential operators whose symbols
have no common support. The composition law (Theorem 4) for ipDOs shows
that <j>(x)p(x9 D)(l — \p(x)) is a smoothing operator (G5" 0 0 ), so the second
term must also be smooth. Therefore <j>(x)p(x, D)u is smooth, and the proof is
complete. D
Although pseudodifferential operators, unlike differential operators, do not
necessarily decrease the support of functions on which they act, they do according
to the corollary decrease the singular support of the functions on which they act,
i.e., the complement of the open set on which the function is smooth. Such an
operator is called pseudolocal.

5. Elliptic regularity. We begin by sketching a proof that elliptic operators have
parametrices (Equation 16). A symbol a(x, £) E Sm is called elliptic if

c(i + iÉir<| fl (x,oi<c'(i + iÉir.
Step 1. Put bx(x9 £) = 0(£)/a(x, £), where 0(£) is a cutoff function that
vanishes in a bounded set containing the zeros of a(x, £) and is 1 elsewhere. It is
easy to check that bx(x, £) satisfies the estimates required to make bx E S~m. By
Theorem 4,
a(x, D) o bx(x9 D) = I + ex(x, Z>),
where I is the identity and ^(JC, £) E S"1.
Step 2. Put b2(x9 £) = -0(£)ex(x9 £)/a(x, £) E S""1"1 so that
a(x, D) o b2(x, D) = -*,(*, Z>) + e 2 (x, £>),
where e2(x9 £) E S - 2 .
Step k. In general put &*(*, £) = - f l ^ K ^ x , | ) / a ( x , £) E s~ m ~* +1 so that
A(JC, D) o fc^x, Z>) = -ek-x(x9

D) + **(*, D),

k

where ek(x9 £) G S~
Formally setting b(x9 £) = 1?bk(x9 £), we have
a(x9 D) o b(x, D) = I + <?(*, Z>),
where «?(*, £) E S"

00

= rï m S m . We need

5. Given a formal sum *2f=xbk9 with bk(x9 £) E sm~k+x9
b E S such that
LEMMA
m

*- 2**1

esm~N.

there exists
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SKETCH OF PROOF.

Set b = 2x*(£)V where bk G Cx and
X

*UJ

fl,
\0,

\i\>Rk,
\t\<Rk/2.

If Rk /» oo sufficiently rapidly, then b(x9 £) E Sm as required.
We have proved
THEOREM

D

5. yl« elliptic symbol a £ Sm has aparametrix b G S~m satisfying

a(x9 D) o b(x9 D) = 1 + <?(*, 2>),
w/jm» e(x, D)9 ë(x9 D) e S

-00

ft(jc,

= OmS

m

Z>) o Û(JC, D) = I + £(*, D),

(smoothing errors). (See Remark below.)

Strictly speaking, we only checked

REMARK.

a(x9 D) o b(x, D) = l + e(x, D)
where e Œ S~°°. Similarly, we can construct a symbol b so that
b(x9 D) o a(x9 D) = l + ë(x9 D)
with ê G S "

00

. Modulo errors in S~°° we have
b = b ° (a ° b) = (b ° a) ° b = b.

So b is both a left and right parametrix for a.
We will now discuss briefly a regularity theorem for elliptic systems of
equations on compact manifolds. First we examine the invariance of pseudodifferential operators under change of variables. Let T: UX -> U2 be a diffeomorphism between two open sets in Rn. Fix a symbol a(x9 £) G Sm with compact
support (with respect to x) in U{. We want to define a symbol Z>(x, £) in U2 that
arises from a(x9 £) under the action of T. For ƒ supported in J72, define
/ T (x) is supported in (/,.
6. There exists a symbol b(x9 £) G 5"m ^WC/Î rta^
(i) (*(x, Z))/T)T-,(x) = 6(x, D)f(x)9
(ii) *(JC, | ) = a(T(x)9[(dT/dx)rxH)
+ ^w"!.
THEOREM

Here [(3r/8x)'] - 1 is the inverse of the transpose of the Jacobian of T. We will
see in the next chapter that this is a special case of a theorem describing the
composition of two Fourier integral operators. Although we could give a direct
proof here, we will instead note that this theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4 in
Chapter 4.
We can now define a pseudodifferential operator on a manifold. First use a
partition of unity so that the symbol and the functions on which it operates are
supported in a local coordinate neighborhood (Ua9 <>a). Then Theorem 6 applies
and we see by letting r be the change of variables <t>p° <Pâx t n a t the principal
symbol is invariantly defined on the cotangent bundle.
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be functions defined on a manifold and consider

/«l I
=

I "J
where ^4 is a matrix of pseudodifferential operators {atj) defined on the manifold
and satisfying
&auSSm9
(ii) the inverse matrix (aij) has entries in S~m.
Condition (ii) amounts to saying that det(«/y) is an elliptic symbol of the
appropriate order.
THEOREM 7.

(i) ker A and coker A are finite dimensional and composed of smooth functions.
(ii) ran A is closed.
(iii) Au — v has a solution uifv-L coker A.
(iv) Au = v andv G C°° =* w G C00.
SKETCH OF PROOF. Recall that an operator T is called Fredholm if there exists
an operator S such that ST — I and TS — I are compact. We have the standard
Fact. If T is Fredholm, then
(i) ker T and coker T are finite dimensional.
(ii) ran T is closed.
By the assumptions (i) and (ii) above about A and by Theorem 5, we can find a
matrix B of pseudodifferential operators such that AB — I and BA — I are
smoothing. We claim AB — I and BA — I are compact. Indeed both these
operators can be represented by a matrix of integral operators with smooth
kernels. For the symbols of the operators are in the intersection r\mS"m. In
particular, the kernel is in L2. Therefore the operator is Hubert-Schmidt and
AB — I and BA — I are compact.
This together with the fact above proves the first half of (i) and (ii). Since A has
a closed range and since the closure of the range of A is the orthogonal
complement of ker^4* = coker A, we get (iii). Now (BA — \)u G C°° and by
hypothesis Au G C°°. By the corollary to Theorem 4, BAu G C°°9 therefore
u G C00. This gives (iv) and the fact that u G ker ,4 => u G C°°. To prove the rest
of (i), just note that a similar argument shows u G ker T* =*u E C°°. D

6. Schauder theory. Consider the nonlinear equation
Ayx9 u9 du/dxi9 d2u/dxidxj)

= 0,

where
(39)

(i)
,\
(ii)

A ( x, co, co,:, co,, ) is smooth,
,
(dA/d <o/7 ) > 0 for all x, <o, <o •, <o/y.
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If w G C 2 and d2u/dxfixj

G A(a), we write u G C 2 + a .

8. If u G C2+a is a solution of (39), f/œ/i u G C00 w/7/z
only by a quantity determined by A and \\u\\2c+a.
Here
THEOREM

||K|| C *

bounded

k

a
a
llwllc* = 2 max||Z>
i/||c°,
||w||c*+" = N | c * + max||Z>
w||A(a),
/=o N = /
H=/
where II w||co(Q) = sup^ | u(x) | . We stress that this theorem asserts neither the
existence of a solution nor the existence of a || • ||C2+« bound on the solution,
rather just the regularity of such a solution. In practice finding a || • || C2+« bound
on the solution is the most difficult part of the analysis.

We motivate the proof by differentiating (39):
3 / 41
du
X, M,
dxk M
' ' dx; ' üxfixj
— 2 ^ ^ (*> w» w/» wi/)"5—â—â
„

'J

l

J

•" l ° w e r order terms.

OXiOXjOXu

IJ

l

J

K

The first term is the only one involving third order differentiations of u. The
coefficients atj(x) = AUi (JC, W, ui9 utj) of this term are not C°° but rather only in
A(a). The proof consists of four steps. The first two steps prove results on linear
PDE's with rough coefficients, that permit us to conclude that d3u/dxidxjdxk G
A(a). The third step is a bootstrapping argument that allows us to repeat this
procedure and reach the desired conclusion. The final step removes one of the
initial a priori assumptions.
Step 1. Assume that u is supported in | x \ < 3/2 and is a C°° solution of

a2

ijy * )
A+ 2M
'dxfaj

f,

\x\<2,

where
(i) ƒ, bu G C»,
(ii)||/||A(a)<JB)||fc,7HA(a)<Ô,Ô>0.
Then || 32u/dxfixj II A(a) < B', where B' depends on B and 8.
PROOF. By (9) we can rewrite (40) using the Riesz transforms as

[l-2bIJ(x)RlRJ]Lu=f.
By Theorem 2, RÉRj are bounded on A(a). Now JïibiJ(x)RiRJ has a small norm as
an operator on A(a); therefore I — ^biJ(x)RiRJ is a small perturbation of the
identity, and the required estimate follows from Theorem 1.
Note that by assuming

mwuw^^B^uu/dx.w^^B,
we can drop the assumption that u be supported in | x \ < 3/2. Indeed let 0 be an
appropriate cutoff function and consider
L(uO) = 6f + remainder.
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Assumption (iii) guarantees that remainder G A(a) and satisfies the required
bounds. D
Step 2. Assume that u is a C°° solution of
d2u
= ƒ,
dxtdxj

^aJx)

(aij(xj)>81,8>09

with
(0 II « II ^ < 2 U a«/a*, II A( «)< * .
Also assume
(ii)f,atJ G C ° ° i n | x | < 2 ,
(ÏÏ)IIÛI7IIA(«)<*.

Then || 3 2 w/ Bx^x-I A(«)

£', where J5' depends only on B and 8.

PROOF. Let % be any ball of radius TJ > 0 such that % C {| JC | < 2}. To simplify
the notation, assume that the center of % is 0. We will make an estimate on the
inner half ®0 of <$. Let y = 2tfxx, so that <$0 = {|j> | < 2}, and put u(y) =
u(t)y/2), so that yïiaij(7]y/2)d2ü/dxidxJ = r\2f{i)y/2) — f(y). Now on | y | < 2 we
have

iU(«),

||A(«)

||a/y(^/2)-^7(0)||A(a)<^.

After a linear change of coordinates (so that (a/y(0)) = I) we can take TJ small
enough so that the result above applies and conclude
d2u
dyfiyj

<B'

on|j|<l,

A(a)

or
d2u

dxfix

2a

<B'Ï] '™-

forjcG<$0.

Ma)

To finish the proof, cover (| x | < 1} by these ®0's. The conclusion then follows
since the TJ are bounded below. D
Step 3. Take t / G C 0 0 in | ; c | < 2 that satisfies the estimate
2 + «<

B

and consider the equation

(40)

^|X>„,^(J^_,=0.
8x, ' dxfixj

Differentiating (40) gives
8w

32w

3X y ' BXyB.* •

33w
BxyBx-Sx^

lower order terms,
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where the lower order terms involve derivatives of u of order < 2. Put Gtj(x) —
Aœ (x,u, du/dx;, d2u/dxtdxj), and rewrite the equation above as

where ƒ' G A(a), and, moreover, the bounds on ƒ and Gtj depend only on the
bounds for the original equation (3). By Step 1, du/dxk G C 2 + a , or u G C3+a on
a slightly smaller ball with the required bounds on its norm. We complete the
bootstrap by using the induction on the degree k of differentiation: assume
\\u\\Ck+a< B, where B depends on the original C2+a bound. Let D be a
differential monomial of order k — 1 and apply D to (3)
0 = lA^x,

u, ^ , 3 ^ - 1 j-^(Du)

+ lower order terms,

where the lower terms involve differentiations of u of order < k. Just as above, we
have liijAij{x){'à2/'àxi'àxj)(Du)
= ƒ, with || ƒ || A(a) < const £, or || Du II C2+« < B\
giving
||W||c/c+l+a <

Bl,

as required. D
Step 4. It is not difficult to remove the a priori assumption that u G C00 from
Step 2. To remove the assumption from Step 3 assume that u G C2+a is any
solution of
/
du d2u \ _ n
A\ x,u, -r—, -r—~— — Ü.
\
dxi oXiOXj J
Replace the derivatives in this equation by difference quotients
A(UiJ(x

=

+ h)) h

Ajutjjx))

i J['i W^ ( x + h) + (1 " 'K(*))l *
« ( r\

/

x W "/,•(•* + h) — Ui{(x) \

= 1 { ƒ / » > „ ( * + h)+(\- t)utJ(x)) &)[-£

1

^ )

+ other terms.
This is the only place where we require (Aœ ) > 0; in fact we require only that
(A0ii ) > 0 near the solution u. Now apply the theory of elliptic PDE's with rough
coefficients to these difference coefficients and conclude that u G C3+a. Iterating
this argument removes the a priori assumption for Aœ = 0; a similar argument
works in general. This finishes Step 4 and completes the proof of the Schauder
Theorem. D
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7. Boundary value problems. So far we have studied elliptic equations locally on
Rn and on manifolds without boundary. We now show how to use pseudodifferential operators to study elliptic equations with boundary conditions. To illustrate
the ideas, we shall discuss the problem
(41)
Lu = 0 i n D Ç R " ,
(42)

Xu=f

on 3D,

where L is an elliptic second order partial differential operator, and X is a
complex vector field.
Our plan is as follows. Set u+ = u in D; 0 outside D. For (41) to hold, we must
have Lu+ = g on Rn, where g is a distribution on Rn whose support lies in 3D. In
other words, our solution is given by
u+ — L~lg,

(43)

g a distribution supported on 3D.

Note that (41) now holds automatically whenever u+ is defined by (43). We shall
pick g so that (42) holds also. It turns out that finding such a g amounts to solving
a pseudodifferential equation on the manifold 3D. Once g is known, formula (43)
gives the solution u to our boundary problem.
To carry out this plan, we first have to study what kind of distributions g arise
by applying L to u+ . It is convenient to work in a coordinate system in which 3D
is straightened out. Thus, assume in local coordinates:
(44)

{(x',xn)eW-lXRl\xn>0}9

D=

32
ox ox

jk

j k

X=2bk(x')-£-.
öx

k

k

In our coordinates, we have the distribution equations
(45)

W
(48)

-tu+=(-tu)

+u(x',0)S(xny8JI

8|^ M + = (^fe) + + t ( X ' 0 ) ^ J *' + "'
T^M+=(fr)
OXn

\ OXn J +

+^(x',0)ô(xn) + u(x',0)ô'(xn).
n

Here 8(t) is the Dirac delta, while 8Jk is the Kronecker delta. Equation (45)
follows by differentiating u+ — wX{Xw>o}> while successive applications of (45)
yield (46)-(48). Now equations (44)-(48) show that
Lu+ = (Lu)+ +g0(x')8(xn)

+

gx(x')8'(x„),
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with gj = -ann{x\ 0) • u(x\ 0). In our application, we want (Lu)+ = 0, so that
(49)

u+ = L->{g0(x')8(xn)

+ gl(x')8'(xn)}

onR».

The two unknown functions g 0 , gx will be determined by the boundary condition
(49) and the consistency requirement that u+ defined by (49) must vanish for
xn<0.
To carry this out, we now have to compute L l{g0(x')8(xn) + g\(x')8'(xn)}
using the formula for L~l as a pseudodifferential operator. The answer is most
easily expressed if in addition to (44), we normalize our coordinate system to
satisfy
(50)

aJn(x\0)

=0

îorj<n.

A coordinate system satisfying only (44) may be transformed locally to satisfy
both (44) and (50) by the simple change of variable (x\ xn) -> (x' + xnF(x'\ xn)
for suitable F. With normalizations taken care of, we can now state the result of
the calculations with (49).
PROPOSITION

1. Let Z>, L, X be as in (44), (50), and define
u+ = L-\g0{x')8{xn)

+

gx(x')8'(xn)}.

If
lim u+(x', xn) = 0 and

lim Xu+ (x\ xn) — f(xx),

then g0, gi satisfy the pseudodifferential equations
(51) g0=p(x',D')gi
(52)

= -a-y2(

withp(x'A')

2

aJkijik)

mod 5°

p+(x',D')gi=f
withp+{x',?)=-^2(

a

V

nn

«,**A)1/2
j,k<n
'

2

+

' 2
k<n

^modS

0

.

™

Here bn and ajk are to be evaluated at (x\ 0).
The proposition tells us that our boundary-value problem (41), (42) is reduced
to the pseudodifferential equation (51) on dD. In fact, once gx is obtained by
solving (52), we can then use (51) to find g0 and then substitute g 0 , gx into (49) to
obtain our solution u of (41), (42). Let us illustrate this procedure in a simple
example. Suppose X has real coefficients and is everywhere transverse to the
boundary (bn(x\ 0) ¥^ 0). Then the symbolp + in (52) is elliptic, since already
Rep+ = bna-ny2(

2
X

j,k<n

aJktjlk)

mod S°
'

is elliptic. Theorem 7 now applies to equation (52), so that we can read off as a
consequence
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Elliptic regularity of the Neumann problem. Equations (41), (42) have a solution
for all ƒ orthogonal to a finite-dimensional cokernel. The solution is unique
modulo a finite-dimensional kernel. If ƒ is smooth, then u is smooth up to the
boundary. The kernel and cokernel both consist of smooth functions.
If X has complex coefficients, then equation (52) becomes quite hard. In
general it is not understood. Significant regularity theorems for (52) have been
obtained by Egorov [17, 19, 20], Hörmander [36] and Kohn [40]. Egorov and
Hörmander imposed hypotheses insuring that the S° error in (52) may be
regarded as a trivial perturbation. Kohn's work [40] deals with the 8-Neumann
problem, a system for which the first-order part of p+ is positive semidefinite, and
the zero-order correction term plays an essential role. We shall return later to
discuss the 9-Neumann problem in its simplest case (strictly pseudoconvex
domains).
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. We have to compute u+ from formula (49). Now
the main term in the symbol of the operator L - 1 is l/a(x, £) where a(x, £) =
^j,kajk(x)£j%k> s o t n e m ain term in (49) is the integral

(53)

u+ (*', x„) ~ ƒ

. Uott') - iUM')] di'dkn.

For fixed real x', xn, £', the function £n -* \/(a(x\ xn, £', £„)) is of course
meromorphic with two simple poles £w = r + (x\ xn, |') and £n = T_ (X\ xn, £')
lying in the upper and lower half-planes respectively. Therefore, we can evaluate
the ^-integral in (53) by residues. The result for xn < 0 is

so that
(54)

lim u+(x',xn)~f
*„^Q-

(XJ
R"-' \oa/oi„)(x ,0, £ , T _ )
r
e<x't'(-ir_)

J

+

Mi')dl'

V.(afl/a«.)(*',o,É',r_)

. ,>AJ„

g|(É)rfÉ

-

The integrals on the right in (54) are pseudodifferential operators applied to
g 0 , gx. In particular, one checks easily that r_ and (8a/9£„)(.*', xn, J', T _ ) are
first-order elliptic symbols for xw near 0. (Recall that a ~ a ww ^ + 2y- k<najk£j%k
by (50).)
Now the formulas (53), (54) are only approximate because we used only the
principal symbol l/(a(x, £)) for L"1 in place of its full symbol. However, a
glance at the recursive procedure for computing L"1 shows that the lower-order
correction terms in the symbol for L"1 also continue analytically in £w to
meromorphic functions with poles only at T± . Therefore a residue calculation like
the one we carried out yields the corrected form of formula (54)
(55)

lim u+ = p0(x\ D')g0 + Pl(x\
xn^0-

D')gx
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where

IT _

(da/d£n)(x\Q,

£', T _ )

Again note that p0 is elliptic of order - 1 while px is elliptic of order 0. If
lim^^o- u+(x\ xn) — 0, then (55) shows that p0(x\ D')g0 = -px(x\ D')gx, so
that (sincep0 is elliptic) g0 = p(x', D')gx with/? — -(px/p0)mod
S°. A computation with (44), (50) easily gives the formula (51) for p.
Next we want to calculate lim^ ^ 0 + Xu+ (x\ xn).
We can save part of the work by recalling that gx = -ann(x\ 0)W(JC', 0). (See the
discussion just before (49).) It follows at once that

9

*»-<>+*<„

**

'

k<„

^xk[ann(x',0)

Comparing this with the definition (44) of X, we see that it remains to find
limx ^0+(d/dxn)u+(x\
xn). To compute this, we differentiate (53) under the
integral sign and again use residues to evaluate the ^-integral. This time since
xn > 0, it is T+ (x\ xn, £') that enters. Again the lower-order correction terms in
L~l are not important. The result is
lim

x„^0+

^ru+(x^xn)

^Po(x',

D')g0 + pf(x',

D')gl9

OXn

where pf(x\ £') = -(-iT+)k+x/(da/Hn)(x\0,
£', r + )mod lower terms, k = 0,\.
Substituting (51) to eliminate g 0 , we obtain a formula for
lim

*„-o+ (3/3x„) u+ (x\ xn)

as a pseudodifferential operator applied to gx. Therefore
lim Xu+(x\

xn) = bH(x') lim
+

lim
* ^

0 +

2
k<n

w~u+(x\xn)
bk{x')^-{x\xn)
ÓX

k

is expressed as a pseudodifferential operator applied to gx. Carrying out the
details using (50) to simplify formulas, we arrive at formula (52). D
1
REMARK. If L" is expressed as a (variable-coefficient) singular integral instead
of a pseudodifferential operator, then it is very easy to read off the formula for
u+ (x\ ;crt), xn T^ 0. We have no need of the residue calculations used above. The
price we pay for this is that it takes some work to see what happens as xn -> 0 ± ,
whereas the passage to the limit in the proof given above is immediate.
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Finally, note that it makes no difference to replace (41,42) by the seemingly
more general problem
Lu = ƒ, in Z),
Xu—f2

on 8D.

The reason is that we can extend fx to a convenient function fx on R", solve
Lv = f{ in R", and then observe that (u — v) satisfies

L(u-v) = 0 inD,
X(u-v)=f2-Xv=f

ondD.

CHAPTER 4. THE WAVE EQUATION
Let (6y -(x)) be a positive definite, smoothly varying matrix and let
32

n

82

denote the wave operator. This chapter is concerned with the linear hyperbolic
equation

(O

• « = <>,

«U=Z.

IT I
ör

=*•

lr=0

In the last chapter we saw how *//DOs provided parametrices for elliptic operators; §1 of this chapter uses techniques from geometrical optics to construct a
parametrix for the wave operator. This is an example of a Fourier Integral
Operator (FIO). §2 sketches how this parametrix can be used to prove a theorem
of Hörmander about the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of self adjoint
elliptic operators with positive principal symbols. The next section defines (local)
Fourier integral operators and amplifies the discussion in the third chapter on the
principle of stationary phase. Egorov's theorem is proved in §4. This theorem
gives a formula for the conjugation of a ^DO by an FIO. The calculus of FIOs is
discussed in the next section. §6 completes the proof of Hormander's theorem on
eigenvalues, and the final section contains a few remarks about the global theory
of FIOs and FIOs with complex phase. A good general reference for these topics
is the book by Treves [63].
1. A parametrix for D. Our calculations will be a bit simpler if we use
1,

i = y = 0,

0,

otherwise,

giJ(x) =
so that

• = 2 g'J(x)
;,/=o

dx dx

i J

'
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for convenience we will assume that the matrix (glJ(x)) is symmetric. Consider
first the constant coefficient wave equation d2/dt2 — d2/dx2 — • • • — d2/dx2_ and
its plane wave solutions
(2)

e*x'i±W.

Ui(x9t) =

If the initial datum f(x) — u(x, 0) is suitable, then the Fourier decomposition
f(x) ~ l*relx'*ƒ(£) d£ expresses ƒ as a "sum" of plane waves elx'*. Since uè(x, 0)
— e**^ w e c a n s o i v e o u r original boundary value problem by superposition.
Turning now to the boundary value problem (1), we rewrite (2) as
Q

eiX[x^°±t\è

where i; = \(£/\t;\)
wave

\}^

= \i-°. This suggests that we try to solve D u = 0 using a
u(x,t)

(3.i)
with

a(x,t,\,è°)eiXS<x''^\

=

00

«(x^X,!0)^ 2

(3.Ü)

ak(x,t,t°)\-k.

k=0

We require
(3.iii)

a(x,0, X, | ° ) = 1,

S(x909 f°) = x - € ° ,

so that (3) reduces to a plane wave at t — 0. It turns out that it is reasonable to
assume that a(x, /, X, £°) E 5° so that it satisfies estimates of the form

(4)

laXoa^l^c^i + ix^ir"",

and to assume that
(i)
(ii)

(5)

5 is a smooth, real-valued function,
for £° i= 0, VXS is never 0 on the support of a(x, /, X, £°).

Since
da
= ^eiXS
dx:

-^(aeiXS)
dxj

dXjdxj

+

k

35 iXS
i\f^ae 9
3x,

(aeiXS)

i\S

d2a
dxfîxj

, .1 da 35 , 3a 35

=

2g'J(x)1£r-(ae*s)

3X y dXy

OX; OXy

325
ÓXjÓXj

, 2 3 5 35
dxi dxj

we have

(6)

n(ae*s)

dXidXf

eiXslgiJ(x)
X

d2a
——r

dXjOXj

, v . 9A 95
h 2/A-r—7:
aXj axt

325
, 2 3 5 35
r / A T ; — r — Û — A -r—~z—t

, ..

ox^Xj

oxt oXj
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We will choose S(x, t, £°) and ak(x, t, £°) so that the right-hand side of (6) is 0.
Beginning with the highest-order term, we require
^Ij^og^XxXdS/dx^idS/dxj)
= 0, or in the earlier notation

which becomes
f,\

35

/ A , , , 35 35 \1/2

J

35 \

if we define //(x, f ) = ±(2Z>,7(x)f/f/)1//2- To solve this equation, subject to the
initial condition (3.iii), we choose, say, the positive sign and invoke Theorem 1 of
Chapter 2. According to Theorem 1, the flow determined by the Hamiltonian
H(x, f ) yields for small time a family of canonical transformations O,: (y, rj) ->
(x, f ) whose generating functions St(x, TJ) satisfies (7). Equation (7) is called the
eikonal equation.
Having defined S(x, t), we now ask that

Collecting terms of first order in X and using the expansion (3.ii) of a(x, /, À, £°)
yields the next requirement

This is a first-order linear partial differential equation for a0 called the transport
equation. Since at t — 0 (and hence for small time), 2giJ(x)(dS /dx;)(d /dxj) is a
nondegenerate vector field, we can solve the transport equation by integrating
along the integral curves xt = y2JglJ(x)dS/dxJ. We use the initial condition
a0(x, 0, £°) = 1 so that (3.iii) is satisfied. Note, that except for a time change, the
integral curves of xt = y2JglJ(x)dS/dxJ are the same as the integral curves
determined by the Hamiltonian H(x, Ç) and agree with the geodesies in the metric
in which yZbiJd2/dxidxJ + • • • is the Laplacian.
In general, if we have found a0,...,ak,
collecting terms in (6) produces the
requirement

(•) 2«"Mâs^ + ««"Wit ^7 + 2^)Êfe— = ••
This is a first-order linear ordinary differential equation for ak+l. That is, (8) has
the form Xak+X + <t>a/c+\ ~ b ^ or known functions <j>, b and a vector field X. It is
called the transport equation and is solved just as above. For the initial conditions
we can take ak(x, 0, £°) = 0, for k = 2,3, —
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THEOREM

(9)

1. A solution of the wave equation (I) is given for small time by
T'u=[ 2a^(x,t,0eiS±(xJ^fU)dè

+ ef

'R" -+-

where a± , a'± are symbols satisfying the estimates

|a?afa;«±| < cafty{\ +1 è \yw,

|a-af a,v±| < Q Y ( I +1 « i r M / î | ,

S1 satisfies the requirements (5), a«d £, e' are smoothing operators.
PROOF. Recall that a smoothing operator is a ^DO e(x, D) with symbol
e(x, ^) G 5"°° = ^ m S m - Fi r s t aPPly t n e construction above to the boundary
value problem

• a = 0,

«|r=o=/»

"S7
dt

= 0,
=0

by breaking ƒ into plane waves using the Fourier decomposition and letting ak be
the functions determined by the transport equations. To achieve du/dt — 0, we
use linear combinations of our two solutions of D« = 0, corresponding to S±
which arise from the two choices of sign in the eikonal equation. By Lemma 5 of
Chapter 3, there exists a symbol a(x, £) such that formally a — 2f=0ak ~ e>
where e G S~°°. See the lemma for the precise statement. The proof is completed
by repeating this procedure for the boundary value problem
i

I-.

Dw = 0,

^

n , = 0 = 0,

3w I

---

=g,

ot \t=0

and adding the results. D
As a corollary of this theorem we can prove a result about the propagation of
singularities for the wave equation D u — 0. Let <Ï>T be the Hamiltonian flow
associated with the generating function ST(x, £) in (9).
THEOREM 2. Assume that the initial data u\t=0, du/dt \t=0 of Dw = 0 are
supported at x = 0. Then the singularities of Tlu lie on the light cone

{x: 3i7 with 4>T(0, r?) = (x, £) for some £}.
We recall that the light cone is given by geodesies starting at x.
PROOF. Since up to a smooth error
T'u = fa(x, t, ijy s ( *' M ) w(0, TJ) dx\
+

faXx,t,r})eiS^<^(0,V)dr}y

we know by the principle of stationary phase that the singular points olT*u occur
where dS/drjj = 0. In general, if O,: (>>, TJ) -» (x, £) is the Hamiltonian flow
associated with the generating function St(x, TJ), then dS/dn]j = yJm So in our case,
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the singularities can occur only at those points x such that (0, TJ) -> (x, £), for
some 17, £. But this is precisely the light cone. D
2. Hörmander's Theorem. The operator Tlu in (9) is an example of a Fourier
integral operator. We have seen in Theorem 2 how this representation can be used
to prove theorems about the propagation of singularities. In this section we will
show how it can be used to prove a theorem about eigenvalue asymptotics. We
will give a detailed proof of this theorem in §6 after we have developed some of
the machinery necessary in order to study FIOs.
We begin with an example. Let M be the «-dimensional torus Sl X • • • XSl
and A = -A = -2" ==1 (8 2 /3^ 2 ) the Laplacian. The eigenvectors are eim'$, where
m = ( » i „ . . . ,mn) E: Z", and the eigenvalues are | m |2. Let
(10)

N( X ) = # { eigenvalues of A < X2 }.

Now the number of integer lattice points iV'(X) inside a ball B of radius X is
N'(X) = (volume B) +

0(Xn~x).

Indeed by approximating the ball from above and below by unions of unit cubes
we see that N'(X) — (volume B) is bounded by the area of the boundary of B.
Since volume B — cnXn we have
N(X) = cnXn +

0(X"-1).

We will see later how to improve the error term.
This is illustrative of the general case. Let M be a compact «-dimensional
manifold and A = a(x, D) a mth-order elliptic, selfadjoint pseudodifferential
operator whose principal symbol am = lim x _ 00 X~ma(x, A£) is positive. Put
(11)

N(X) = # (eigenvalues of A < A}.

THEOREM 3 (HÖRMANDER) [33].

(12)

N(X) = ca,nX"/m + 0(X<"-1>/W),

where can = cn measure{(x, £) E T*M: am(x, £) < 1}.
Since N(X) in (10) counts the number of eigenvalues < X2, we see after
replacing X by X2 that the estimate above for the torus is a special case of (12). It
should be noted that Theorem 3 is part of an extensive literature on eigenvalues
going back to H. Weyl, and that the connection with the wave equation is also
quite old. See [33] for detailed references. To simplify the discussion, we will
assume in this section that a(x, D) is first order. We begin by using the
eigenfunctions of a(x, D) to solve the "half-wave" equation

(13)

(\l

+ A)u = 0,

«U=/

on M X [0, T). Let xp{i\p2,... be the eigenfunctions of A and X 1 ,X 2 ,... the
eigenvalues. If the initial data has an expansion ƒ = ,2ck\pk, then the solution of
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(13) is w(x, /) =*2elXktck4>k.Formally the operator
is diagonal with entries eiXkt and its trace is 2e/X*'.
On the other hand the construction in §1 may be adopted to (13) to yield a
parametrix
r : ƒ -> u(x91) = fb(x9

/, ri)eiS<x-'rtf(ri) rfij.

All the information about the distribution of the eigenvalues of A is contained in
the measure
(14)

M = 2«xt.

where 8X is the delta function. Interpreted as a distribution the Fourier transform
of /x is (i = *2kelXkt. We will study the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of
A by comparing U* and 7 ,/ and calculating their traces (in an appropriate sense).
To be precise take <j> G C0°°({| 11< t0}) and consider the operator ƒ->
fUZc&iOT'fdt. It turns out that this operator is of trace class; so we may define a
distribution F acting on test functions <f> G CQ° by
4>(t)T'dt.
-00

We calculate that (F,<j>)= (/2, <£>) for <J> supported in (-/ 0 , f0) and hence that
(0F) = ii * £ for a suitable cutoff function 0 G C0°°.
We now take advantage of the Fourier integral operator representation of the
solution. Recall that when the integral operator ƒ(*)-> fK(x, y)f(y) dy has a
nice kernel K(x, y), we have Trace = fK(x, x) dx. In our case, for <f> G

(/*(0r')(/(*))=///*W
so that
(15)

( F , <J>) = fff<t>(t)b(x,

t9 , , y W*,M»)-tr*] ^ d x .

By the principle of stationary phase, the important contributions are the points
(x, TJ) at which
BS/BTJ • = Xy,
dS/dxj = TJ •.
Note that these are the points which at time / have been carried back to
themselves by the Hamiltonian flow associated with the generating function
S(x, t, 7]) in (15). After working a bit on (15), we find
fXd[Ô*n] =canXn + 0(X"~ 1 )

a s \ - > oo,

so that by applying a Tauberian theorem we get the desired estimate
N(X) = fXdlx = c^X" +

0(\"-').
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3. Fourier integral operators and stationary phase. In this section we will have to
work with operators of the form

ffeiWy>*-x-na(y9Üf(x)dxdZ9

=
where

(i6)

0)

a(y,è)eSm,

(ü)

f(x) G qf>(R»),

;./
(m)

T(x, £; y) = S(y, £) — x • £ is smooth, real valued,
with dx^T 7^ 0, for any (x, £).

Condition (iii) implies that T(x9 è', y) does not have an extremum with respect to
x and £, for any value of the parameter^; we will relax this condition shortly. Our
first task is to give a precise meaning to the integral (16), which will not be
absolutely convergent in general.
Let 6 E Q°(R") be a cutoff function that is 1 near the origin and 0 elsewhere
and put

a,(y,i)=a(y,t)0{i/t),
so that the product a J has compact support in both x and £. If m + n < 0, then
Af(y) is absolutely convergent. If this is not the case, then let L be a first-order
differential operator on R" with smooth coefficients satisfying LT/i — 1. We can
always find such an L locally: a partition of unity then produces a globally
defined L. We have LelT — eiT and therefore integrating by parts formally k
times gives

AJ{y) =ffeiT^(>L)k[a£y,

{)ƒ(*)] dxdi,

where 'L is the transpose of L and maps 'L: Sm -> Sm~l. By taking k large
enough, we get m + n — k < 0, so that the integral above becomes absolutely
convergent uniformly in e. In this case, A J has a limit Af as aE( y9 £) -> a(y9 £),
for e -> oo. We take this as the definition of the integral (16). Note that this
procedure defines a map
C0°°(RW) -• C°°(RW),

f^Af,
for each fixed a(y, £) and T(x, £; y)9 which is a compactly supported distribution
of order k. This is because at most k derivatives of ƒ appear in the integral Ae f. By
taking duals we can extend this map to a map from compactly supported
distributions to general distributions S'(Rn) -> ty'iW). In particular, we have
defined Af for
(16.Ü)'

ƒ(*) G C°°(Rn).

This is called an oscillatory integral.
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This first order operator L involves dividing by the derivatives of 7,
which is where we used the hypothesis (16.iii).
We now relax the requirement (16.iii) and assume
REMARK.

T(x, £; y) = S(y, £) — x • £ has a unique
nondegenerate critical point (JC0, £0; y).

(16.ui)'

We repeat that the critical point is with respect to x and |; y is just a parameter.
In §4 of Chapter 3 we saw how the principle of stationary phase applied to the
integral
(17)

F{y, r?) = jjeiM<*-y>'«-My>

t)f(x)

àxdk.

This is the integral appearing in Lemma 4 of Chapter 3 with \p(x9 y, | , TJ) =
a(y, è)f(x) and with x and y interchanged. The Morse lemma with parameters
(which is our next proposition) will allow us to find the main term in an
asymptotic expansion of the composition of two integral operators (16) by
reducing it to this form.
PROPOSITION

1. Suppose that <t>\(z) is smooth and satisfies
*x 0 (0) = *'Xo(0) = 0,
/>

*x.(0) =

\«

••/

where z £R", X G Rm. Then near z = 0, X — X0, there exists a smooth change of
variables z -> z, where z also depends smoothly on X, such that
<j>x(z) = z\ + • • • +zl - z2k+l

zl + C(X).

PROOF. Put (z 1 ? ... ,zn) = (z1? z') and let/ A (z') be the solution of the equation

with zx —fx(zf). By the implicit function theorem/ A (z') is smooth in X and z'.
After a change of variables (z1? z') -* (z1 — /x(z')> Z')» w e c a n assume/A = 0, i.e.,
-—<j>x(zl9 z') = 0

whenzj^O.

0Z1

Now by Taylor's theorem we can write
*x(*i> z') =

4>A(0>

z

' ) + a\(z\>

z z

') h
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where ax(zl9 z') is smooth and ax(090) > 0. Letting zx — (ax(zl9 z'))l/2zl9
gives

z' = z'

*x(^) = f ? + *x( f 0.
allowing us to finish the proof inductively. D
In fact this proposition allows us to deal with integrals slightly more general
than (16); but, before we define these integrals, we must introduce an appropriate
class of symbols. Let Sm(\ X MX 1 XiV) denote those smooth functions
a(x9 | , y9 TJ) which are supported on blocks of Q of dimension
diam x = 1,
diam^ = 1,
diarn^ = M,
diam^ = N9
and which satisfy estimates of the form
(18)

|3,«3/8;a,»a(*, t, y, n)| < C^M^^N^

,

for (x9 £, y, TJ) E Q. Note that this is a simple generalization of the estimates (23)
in §3 of Chapter 3. The symbol class Sm(\ X M) is defined in the obvious way.
Now consider integrals of the form
(19)

F(y9 v) = ffeW't-y'Mx,

*, y, v) dxdÇ,

where
(i)
(ii)
(20)

a(x9 £, y, 7}) E Sm(l
T is real valued,

XMXIXN),

(iii)
TGSl(\XMX\XN)9
(iv) T(x9£, y917) is a small perturbation of
.y • £ + x • T] - x • £ in the topology of S\\ X MX I X N).

Condition (iv) means that there exist a small constant e and a large constant E
such that

for|a|,|j8|,|y|,|8|<£.
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that T(x9t-9 y9ri) and a(x9 £, y9i\) satisfy (20) a«d that
T has a unique nondegenerate critical point (x0(y917), £0(j>, 17), y9 TJ), with respect to
x and £; the critical point may depend on the parameters y and TJ. Then the main
term in an asymptotic expansion of the integral (19) is

(21)
PROOF.

(Jacobian factor)

a(x0(y9

TJ), £0(J>, TJ), y9 T^'^O.ÉOOMI).

Putting X = (y9 t\/M)9 z = (x9 £/M) and applying Proposition 1 to

(19) gives
F(y, TJ) = jje^x-x^y^'^-^y^a{x9

| , y9 TJ) dxd£.

The proof is completed by invoking Lemma 4 in §4 of Chapter 3. D
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In particular this proposition gives us the main term in an asymptotic
expansion of (16) around a critical point satisfying (16.iii)'.
A Fourier integral operator is an operator
REMARK.

(22)

Af(y)=fe'*y-*>a(y,è)Ki)dt
=

ffei[S(yÂ)~x'*]a(y> *)/(*) àxdi

where

(i)

4?)^1IXM),

(ii)

S(y, £) is real valued and homogeneous of degree 1
in £ outside | £ | < 1,

(iii)
(iv)

S(y9t)ŒS\l
XM),
S( y, £ ) — y • £ is small in the topology of Sl.

(23)

As before (iv) means that there exists a small constant e and a large constant E
such that
(24)

\dpÇ(S(y,i)-yi)\<eM*-W,

for all | a | , |ft| < £. The function a( j>, £) is called the amplitude and S( j>, £) is
called the phase function.
m
EXAMPLE 1. If a(y, £) G S , then the pseudodifferential operator
a(y9D)f(y)=feiy^a(yA)f(è)di
= fjei[yt-x^a(y,

£)f(x)

dxdk

is clearly a Fourier integral operator.
EXAMPLE 2. Let 0: (x, £)->(ƒ, TJ) be a canonical transformation with generating function £( ƒ, £) and let a(j>, £) G Sm be a symbol. Define the Fourier
integral operator U® by

(25)

U*f(y)=fe'*yMy,t)f(i)di
=

jfe>My'*>-*-na{y,i)f{x)dxdl.

A short calculation shows that S(y, £) satisfies the requirements (23.ii), (23.iii),
(23iv).
EXAMPLE 3. Let a(y, £), $ and S( j>, £) have the same meaning as in the last
example.
The adjoint operator of the Fourier integral operator (25) is given by
(26)

(£/•)*/(*) = ffe-™y*-*-*iâ(y,

{ ) / ( ƒ ) dyd*.
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We shall see that (U®)* is a Fourier integral operator arising from the canonical
transformation <ï>-1.
EXAMPLE 4. For fixed /, the parametrix for D u — 0 described in Theorem 1 is
the sum of two Fourier integral operators, the first of which is

A'f(y)=jeiS<y''My>t>t)Kt)dt
= jjei[s<y't>i)-x't]a(y,

t, t)f(x)

dxd£.

According to Theorem 1, a(y9 t, £) E S°; since St(y9 £) = S(y, t, £) arises as a
canonical transformation, it satisfies the necessary requirements by Example 2.
The second Fourier integral operator is handled in the same way.
The next proposition clarifies the nature of the requirements (23) of the phase
function S(y, £)•
PROPOSITION 3. Conditions (23.ii), (23.iii), (23.iv) imply that S(y9 £) is the
generating function for a canonical transformation $:(x, £)->(>>, TJ) satisfying

(i)
(27)

0 is homogeneous of degree 1 in £
i.e.9for\>09&:

(ii)

outside \ £ \ < 1,

(x9 \£) ->(>>, XTJ),

for | £ | = 1, 3> is a small perturbation of the identity.

This follows from Proposition 4 of Chapter 2. D
Recall that as a corollary to Theorem 4 of Chapter 3 we proved that pseudodifferential operators decrease the singular support of functions on which they act.
We conclude this section by extending this discussion to Fourier integral operators. We begin with an important refinement of the notion of singular support;
this will also play a role in §8.
If u is a distribution on Rn and (x 0 , £0) E R" X Rn = T*(Rn) with £0 ^ 0, then
we call u regular at (x 0 , £0) if cr(x, D)u E C°° for some symbol a(x, £) E S° for
which a(x 0 , A£0) stays bounded away from zero as X -> oo. The wave-front set
WF(w) consists of all (x0, £0) at which u is not regular. This refines the notion of
singular support because x° E singsupp(w) iff (x°9 £°) E WF(w) for some £0. If
x° E singsupp(w), then for a cutoff function <ƒ> supported near x0 we have
<t>u £ C00; but WF(w) tells us the directions in which (<t>u)(i-) fails to decrease
rapidly. A Fourier integral operator, Tf(y) = fa(y9 £)eiS(y^f(è) d£, with S =
generating function of 0, may be written as Tf(y) = fK(y9 x)f(x) dx for a
"Fourier integral distribution" K on Rn X Rn.
Later on it will be useful to know the wave-front set of K. By stationary phase
we can calculate (<MO> a n d the answer is WF(J^) = {(y, TJ, X9 £) | 3>(JC, £) =
(y9 7})}. In particular WF(7/) C OWF( ƒ ), which strengthens and generalizes the
corollary to Theorem 4 of Chapter 3.
PROOF.
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4. Egorov's theorem. Changing variables x -> j> in the equation /?(JC, D)u — f
yields a new equation p(y, D)ü — ƒ which may be easier to solve. Egorov's idea
was to consider more generally canonical transformations $: (x, £) -> (y, TJ) of
the symbol p(x, £) so that in the new variables p — p o O and to show that the
equations p(x, D)u = ƒ and/?(>>, Z>)w = ƒ are still equivalent. For example, if the
principal symbol p(x, £) is real and has zeros in £ of at most first order (in this
case p(x, £) is said to be of real principal type), then locally there is a canonical
transformation such that p{x, i~) — v\x. Thus equations of real principal type are
reduced to

Note that the wave equation is of real principal type.
THEOREM 4 (EGOROV) [18]. Suppose a(y, £) G S° is elliptic and that O is a
canonical transformation satisfying

(i)
(ii)

<b:(x,\S)^(y,*r,)for\>0,
for | £ | = l , O w ö small perturbation of the identity.

Let U® and (£ƒ*)* be the FIO associated with a(y, £) and O &y equations (23) <z«tf?
(24) respectively. Letp(y, TJ) E: Sm be a symbol. Then
(i)
(ii)

/f(jc, D) = (l/*)* o />(>>, D) o (I/*) satisfies
p(x9i)GSm9and
6y choosing a(x, £) appropriately, we have
p(x,S)

=p o

Q(x,è)modSm-1.

By adapting the localization argument used in Lemma 1 of Chapter 3,
we can assume
PROOF.

a(x, i) E Sm(2 X 2M),

p(y,

ÎJ)

G S""(l X M ) .

From equation (26) and the definition of a pseudodifferential operator, we have

(U*)*f(x) = ffâ(y, Oe-i[S{y^-xè]f(y) dydi
and

p(y, *>)g(y) = ffp(y> vW^-^giy') 4y'dr,
therefore, since

U*f(y)=fa(y,è)eiS^ftt)dè,
we have

(U*)*p(y, D)U*f{x) = ja{y, {) e '[*-«-^.«l
•/»(ƒ, i,)e"C-''>fl(/, tfeW-nfit') dydÇdy'dydÇ',
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where each of these integrals is interpreted as an oscillatory integral. Define
p(x9 £') by
(U*)*p( y, D)U*f(x)

= fp(x9

è')eix*f(è')

df,

so that

(30)

p(x, r) = fffjâ(y> *')*(/> i)p{y, ^)eiTdyd^dyfd^

where
T=x- (t'-i)-S(y,t')
+ S(y',t)+V(ƒ-/).
We will complete the proof by applying to equation (30) a stationary phase
argument using Proposition 2. Unfortunately, Proposition 2, as it stands, does not
apply; indeed, we must replace the symbol class Sm(l X M X 1 X N) by the
symbol class Sm(l X M X 1 X N X 1 X ? ) , which is defined in the obvious way.
It is clear that â(y9 g)a(y\ £)p(y, v) ^ Sm and that T is real valued. Since by
hypothesis O is a small perturbation of the identity, S(y9 £') and S(y\ £) are
small perturbations of y • £' and y ' • | , respectively, for these are the generating
functions of the identity. This implies that T G S1 and that T is a small
perturbation of
^îin= x • i ~ y - £' + y' • £ ~ *' • £ + v -y - v -y'
in the topology of SK This completes the verification of the hypotheses of
Proposition 2. Now we must locate the stationary points of T.
The equation V^^y^T
— 0 is equivalent to
— (ƒ,£') = il;,
fy>(y>t)-rij>

âê(y,t')=xj9
yj = yj-

Using the fact that S is a small perturbation of the generating function of the
identity, we get
(31.i)
(31.Ü)

y = y',
dS/dyj = Vj,

t = t',
dS/d£j =

Xj.

Comparing (31.ii) and Proposition 4 of Chapter 2, we find that
(31 Jü)
*(*,«) = 0 M » ) ,
where $ is the canonical transformation associated with S. We can now evaluate
the integral (30) using Proposition 2 and conclude that the principal symbol of
p(x9 £') is
(Jacobian factor)

(a(y9 £)a(y9 £))p($(x,

£)).

This proves (29.i). Now choose a(y, £) G S° so that
(Jacobian factor)

(a(y9 t)a(y9 £)) = 1 mod

Sm~\
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giving
mod S"1"1.

p(x9è)=po$(x9i)

D

Note that instead of the hypotheses (28) in Egorov's theorem we could have
simply stated the theorem for the Fourier integral operators defined by (22) and
(23). Proposition 3 would then have given us a canonical transformation $
satisfying (28). This was not done since we wish to emphasize that the canonical
transformation can be chosen to suit the problem at hand. This is illustrated by
the next theorem. Recall that a symbol p(x, £) is of principal type if its principal
symbol pm satisfies for fixed x
(32)

Pm(x9Ç)

= o and f * 0 =* V ^ m ( x , f) * 0.

THEOREM 5. If p(x, £) is real and of principal type, then locally there exists a
canonical transformation $:(x, £)-»(>>, TJ) such that

p(x,i)
PROOF. See [63, vol. 2, p. 468].

= Tit-

D

5. The composition formula. Fourier integral operators enjoy a calculus just as
pseudodifferential operators do. In this section we prove a composition formula
for Fourier integral operators corresponding to different phase functions. Consider

Au(y) = fa(y9 è)eiS(y'è)û(^) dÇ,
Bv(z) = jb(z9 i))einz^v(j])

di),

where the amplitudes a(y, £) E Sm(\ X M), b(z, ij) E Sm'(\ X M) and the
phases S(y, £), T(z, TJ) satisfy the requirements (23). By Proposition 3, S and T
are the generating functions of canonical transformations O and >F. Let T be the
graph
r

THEOREM

6. B

ƒ/
L
O A

>

M

* : (JC, { ) - ^ ( ^ i ? ) and 1
* : (.y,îj)-*(z,f)
J

is an FIO of the form

(B o Au)(z) = fc(z9 S)eisnT<z>*H(è) d€,

(33)

(i)

5 D r ( z, | ) w f/*e generating function for
the canonical transformation ^ ° $.

(ii)

c(z, I) e s»-1--'.

(iii)

Mod Sm+m'-\ c(z, 0 = 0(z, £)fc(z, i,)a( ƒ, 0 o« r ,
with 0(z, £) an elliptic symbol, depending on
S, T but not on a, b.
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We will argue formally first. We have
Bv(z) = JJb(z,

nyw-rt-vylviy)

dydri

and, therefore, putting v — Au gives
(34)

(B o Au)(z) = ƒƒƒ*(*, ri)a(y, ê y W ^ ) + ^ ) - ^ ] t f ( | )

d^dy.

To complete the calculation we will compute
F(z9

£) = jjb(z,

lï)a(<y9

£)ei[T(z,r» + S(y,è)-Vy]

dydj]

using stationary phase. Put R = T{z9 TJ) + S(y9 £) — TJ • y. The important points
are the critical points, where
dR/dy = 0,
dR/dy = 0,
or
ri = dS(y,è)/dy,

>> = 3r(z,

TJ)/3TJ.

By Proposition 4 of Chapter 2, we see
$ : ( * , £ ) - ( > > , TJ),
*:(ƒ,!?) ^ ( z , f ) ,
showing that the stationary points coincide with the graph T. Proposition 5 of
Chapter 2 tells us that R is the generating function of SF ° O. We can now apply
Proposition 2 and conclude that F(z9 £) is asymptotic to
F(z, 0 ~ 6(z, S)b(z,

V)a(y,

*) | r e ' S D 7 ^ > ,

and this gives

(5 o ^„)( z ) = J c ( z , Oe'SDr<z^«(|) di,
with the amplitude and the phase satisfying (33).
To justify the application of Proposition 2, we can mimic the proof used to
justify the use of stationary phase in Egorov's theorem. We have already tacitly
assumed that the symbols have been localized and are elements of ^""(l X M).
As before, this follows from a modification of the localization argument in
Lemma 1 of Chapter 3.
We must now check hypotheses (20) of Proposition 2. Clearly b(z, r))a(y9 £) is
a symbol of the proper type and R is real valued. By (23.iii) we know S9T E
S\\ X M); therefore R = 7(z, TJ) + S(y9 f ) - TJ • y G S\\ X M X 1 X M). Finally, since S(y9 £) — y • £ and T(z, TJ) — z • T] are small in the topology of S\ we
see that R is a small perturbation of
in the topology of Sl. This verifies all the hypotheses of Proposition 2. All that
remains is to check that the symbol 0(z, £) arising from the Jacobian factor is
elliptic. This is a consequence of the proof of Proposition 2. D
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EXAMPLE 1. Let T = y • £ so that B is a pseudodifferential operator. Then B o A
is a Fourier integral operator whose amplitude is multiplied by the symbol b{y,i)
of the pseudodifferential operator B.
EXAMPLE 2. Let U® be the Fourier integral operator defined by the elliptic
symbol a G S° and the canonical transformation 0 according to (25). Thinking of
the pseudodifferential operator b(x, D) as a Fourier integral operator and applying the composition formula twice to

(U*'l)b(x,D)(U*)
gives another proof of Egorov's theorem.
6. Proof of Hörmander's theorem. Let M be a compact «-dimensional manifold
and A = a(x, D) an rath order elliptic, selfadjoint operator whose principal
symbol is positive. Recall that
N(\)

= # (eigenvalues of A <X).

In this section we will prove
THEOREM

3 (HÖRMANDER). N(X) = canXn/m +

O0n~l)/m).

PROOF. Note that we will not actually compute the constant ca . Assume to
start with that A is first order. The main idea is to study the half-wave equation

(35)

( \ ^ + A)U = 0,

«|,=0=/

onMXR".
Step 0. In the spirit of §1 we shall write down a parametrix for (35) locally in
Rw. This is the heart of the analysis.
We look for a solution of (35) given by
u

(*9 y^

=

jeiS{Uy^Pt(£)

d£ = UtFt with Ft to be determined.

The composition law for Fourier integral operators lets us compute A(y, Dy)Ut
and yields

=

Ij\^t+A(y'T)+

( lower -° rder symbol)L;s<'^*lF,(£) dt

Therefore if S(t, y, | ) is taken to satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we obtain

u;

1 8
. dt+A{y,Dy)\u=\--

1 9

+

Bl{x,Dx)\Ft

with B,(x, D) a zero-order pseudodifferential operator depending smoothly on /.
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So u = U,F, satisfies (35), provided Ft satisfies
13
(35a)
- T + Bt(x,Dx) F, = 0,
F\t=0=f.
dt
However, it is easy to write down a parametrix for (35a). We just set Ft —
b(t9 x, Dx)f where b(t, x, £) is a symbol with the asymptotic expansion b(t, x, £)
Equations (35a) hold modulo smoothing operators if the symbols b satisfy
(35b)

7 1 ? + *<<*•«>
-/i

i,

/* = <>,

ft,=g,(/,xfo, *,u={ 0 ; M>o!

where g^ G S is determined by b^ (/A' < /A). Since Bt G S°, the integrating
factor for the ordinary differential equation (35b) is elliptic in S°. Thus (35b) can
be solved with b G S"^, and we have our parametrix for (35a). The resulting
parametrix u — UtFt— Utb(t, x, Dx)ffor (35) has the form

u(t, y) = fb(t, y, tyX'-y^fiè)

di with * G S\

in view of the composition law for Fourier integral operators.
Step 1. We shall solve (35) on the manifold M X [-T, T] by patching together
the local solutions derived in Step 0. Let {Uj) be a cover of M by coordinate
patches and let {<fy} be a partition of unity subordinate to this cover. The
construction of Step 0 yields a parametrix T' for (35) in the following way. We
break up the initial data ƒ using the <fy and let Tj be the parametrix constructed in
Step 0 for
U
(36)
(lYt + a^X' D))U = °>
l<=° = +Jf'
Put u-(x91) — Tj4>-f(x). Observe that Uj(x91) is defined only for x G Uj. We glue
together the Uj(x9 t) by using a second partition of unity {\pj) satisfying
(i) \pj = 1 on a neighborhood of supp <fy,
(ii) supp(^) C Uj
and by defining u(x9 t) by

»=(2*jTj^)(f).
j

Since supp( <?>,ƒ) Ç supp( <#>,), we have singsupp(7}'<J>j ƒ) Q {\pj, = 1}, for 111« 1;
this means that the cutoff functions \pj introduce only C°° errors, and, therefore
(2j$jTj<j>j) is a parametrix for the half-wave equation (35) on M X [-T, T].
We now show that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for a first-order
operator.
m
PROPOSITION 4. Let a(x9 £) G S be an elliptic symbol with positive principal
part and with a{x9 D) selfadjoint. Then there exists a symbol b(x, £) G S1 satisfying
(i) b(x9 D) is selfadjoint,
(ii) [b(x, D)]m — a{x9 D) is a bounded operator,
(iii) b - a 1 / w G S°.
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PROOF.

Since a(x, £) is positive and elliptic, ^(JC, £) = ax/m(x, £) satisfies
eSm~\

b™- a

with bx(x, £) G S1. Now choose b0(x, £) G S° so that
{bx+b0)m-a^Sm-2.
In general choose b_k(x, £) E S~k recursively so that
(*, + &<>+•.• +b_k)m - a G sm-<k+2>.
By Lemma 5 of Chapter 3, there exists Z>(x, £) G S 1 satisfying
Z> ~ /?! + Z>0 + b_x + • • • ,

[&(•*, ^ ) ] m — a — (bounded operator).

One checks that b{x, D) is selfadjoint if a(x, D) is. D
This means that the eigenvalues of [b(x, D)]m and a(x, D) differ by a bounded
amount; therefore, the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of these operators
is the same. Note that even if we had started out with (35) a partial differential
equation, this procedure would still lead to a pseudodifferential equation. In
summary, instead of studying the eigenvalues of a(x, D) by solving (35) for
higher-order operators, we can solve (36) for a(x, D) a first-order operator.
Step 2. Let Tu. ƒ -> u( •, t) be the parametrix for (36) described above. To
simplify the notation, we have denoted the initial data <j>t f by ƒ. The operator
maps ƒ to the solution u and has the form
(37)

T'f(x) = fb(x,

t, n)ei[s<x>'>1l)-yl>]f(y) dydi\ + e,ƒ,

where e, is a smoothing operator è(x, /, Î)) G 5°, and St is the generating function
for the Hamiltonian flow <ïy. (y, TJ) -» (x, £), determined by the Hamiltonian
#(.x, £) = a(x, £), « = symbol of A.
Let <J>(0 ^ Q ° ( - r , r ) and consider the operator

We claim

(38)

(i)

T+f(y) = /* # ( J, *)ƒ(*) <fc, with tf G C°°(M X M ) ,

(ii)

Trace 7; = / ^ ( ^ , 7) * ,

(iii)

I Trace r^ | < c||<>||c*, forfclarge,

(iv)

the map F: <j> -> Trace 7^ is a distribution.

We begin with the verifiction of (i). From (37) we have
T+f(x) = J4>(t)b(x, /,

rieW-rt-yrtfiy)

+ f*(t)(etf)dt.

dydVdt
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The kernel of the second integral is obviously smooth; the kernel of the first
integral is
K(x, y) = ff<l>(t)b(x91,

i[s

v)e

^^^-y^]

di\dt.

In polar coordinates TJ = ptf — \ TJ \ TJ°, this becomes
(39)

K(x, y)=fff<j>(t)b(x, t, p, r^eW-'^-y

'"V" 1 dpdifdt.

By changing the smoothing operator et ƒ, we can assume that b is supported in
p > 1. Theorem 1 of Chapter 2 states that the generating function St satisfies the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation
^(x,i,°)

= H(x,Z)

=

al(x,è),

where $,: (y, 77) -> (x, £). By hypothesis the principal symbol ax(x, £) of a(x, £)
is positive; therefore,

(40)

yt[s,-v°-y]>o.

This shows that the exponential in (39) has no stationary points; we can conclude
by stationary phase that the kernel K(x, y) is smooth. Since we are on a compact
manifold, we have K(x, y) E C°°(M X M). This proves (38.i).
The implications (i) => (ii) and (iii) => (iv) follow immediately from the definitions. Thus it remains to verify (iii). However, by going carefully through the
proof of (i) we can see that | K(y, x) | < C||<f>||c* for k large. (Essentially, k is
determined by the number of integrations by parts needed to apply stationary
phase to (39).) Now (iii) follows at once from (ii).
Let Xk and \pk be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A = a(x, D). Put
ju = ^i$\k- We have just shown that F: <j> -> Trace 7^ is a well-defined distribution. We claim
(41)
(F,4>)=(fi,4>)
for*EQ°(-r,r),
where /2 is the Fourier transform of the distribution ju. Indeed if the initial data
has an expansion ƒ = lck\pk, then u(x, t) — 2eitXkck\pk, and we see that

V=2

j<S>(t)eitXkdt

c

k<t>k>

i.e., 7^ is diagonal with entries f<t>(t)eltXk dt. Therefore
Trace 7; = 2
k

J

-I

k

as desired.
Step 3. For <j> G C0°°(-r, T) we claim

(42)

< ^ * > = ( S 7 ^ + *('),*),
\* =0 '
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where h(t) E C°° and ck are constants which are defined below. Indeed, by
integrating (39) we find
< F , * > = Trace 7;
t, p, i?o)g.p[^,/.n°)-ti0 y]pn-i dpdifdtdy.

= jjjj*(t)b{y,

We can evaluate this by substituting the expansion
k

and using the identity
const

zn

h+

with z = St(y9T}°) — y • 17°. Here l/z^ is the distribution defined by
z"

= lim
e->0+ (z + ief

Now 95/3/ = a and by hypothesis the principal symbol ax is positive; also recall
$t(y> Tî°) = y ' T ?°' w n e n ^ — 0; therefore
Z~te(j>,TJ 0 ),

where e( y9 T}°) is smooth and nonvanishing. This leaves

(43)

Sj

<*\ *> = ƒ*('){ 2
U=o *

^\àt,

J

with
J

((st(y,v°)-yr,°)/ty-k

smooth in /. This proves (42).
Now we can calculate the Fourier transform of l/t*1 with the table
Function

Fourier transform

sign X
1

c(l/0
ô0

X,a-,

C

X

"

'X[0,oc)

+ S

(l
lim

E -o

°) = }™+ TTTe

++

(t + ie)"

We have
(44)
for

( F, <j> ) = ƒ <J>( t ) J ^ + (less singular terms) j dt
4>(EC?(-T,T).
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Step 4. We shall complete the proof using a Tauberian theorem. Equation (42)
determines the distribution
(45)

F$ = 0(1

for 6 E C0°°(-r, T). We may pick 0 so that
(i)

OX) and even,

(ü)

(46)

(iii)

ê(\)>ûon\\\<l,
J6(X)dX=l.

Now from (44) and (45) and the table above,
(46a)

i ^ A ) = M * 0 ( M = c„A"-1x[O,oc)(M + O ( ^ 2 ) ,

* - «>,

SO

(47)

(/i * 0 )[0, X] = c\n + OfX" -1 ),

X ^ oo.

We claim
/i(X - 1, X) = O ^ " 1 ) ,

(48)

X -^ oo.

Indeed

F,(\)=fê(v)dp(\-v)<c\»-1
by (46a), so that (46.i), (46.ii) imply
H»)dli(X-v)^cX'>-i,

^(\-l,X)<[
which is (48).
We want to estimate
oo

/-00 X [ 0 , X ] ( ^ * ( ^ )
= f°°X[ofx]*^(0^(,f) + ƒ
•'-oo

[xtoAl-X^Ai^lWM*')

•'-oo

= ƒ+ƒƒ.

The first integral is estimated using (47)
I = c\n + C^X*"1),

X-> oo;

for the second we have using (48)
" • ' - o o (1 + I X - I ^ I ) ^

3r0(|*r ! + i)

< 2
integers A: ( l + | X — fc Q

= 0(X" _ 1 ).

integers A - ^ / 2 ( l

X-oo,

+ |X - ? |)"
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if we take N large enough. This gives
N(X) = /A[0, X] = cXn + O ^ " 1 ) ,

X -> oo,

and finishes the proof of Hörmander's theorem. D
IfA= (-A) 1/2 and M = the «-sphere, then according to Hörmander's theorem
N(X) = cnXn +

0(X"-1).

A direct count using spherical harmonics shows that the error term cannot be
improved. On the other hand consider A = -A acting on the «-torus. We know
from the discussion following equation (10) that
N(X) = c„Xn +

0(Xn~x),

where N(X) = {eigenvalues of A < A2}. Since eigenvalues are square roots of
integers, and since there are approximately ~ A square roots of integers between A
and A + 100, we see that N(X) is a step function with ~ A jumps in [A, A + 100]
and an increment of — A""1 in that interval. Therefore at least one jump of N(X)
exceeds Aw~2; this means that we cannot have an error better than
N(\)

= cn\n +

0(\n~2).

In fact, we have the following theorem which is due to Van der Corput, Hlawka,
Herz and Hardy-Littlewood; see [30].
THEOREM
PROOF.

7. N(X) = cnXn + 0(Xn~l~a\ where a = a(n) -> 1, as n -* oo.

Recall that with ƒ E S(RW), the Poisson summation formula states

(49)

2 f(k) = c„ E ƒ(*).
kŒZm

k<EZm

We will need this formula later; for now fix an approximation to the identity
<j> G C? satisfying
(i)

<J> > 0 ,

(ii)

$(x) supported in | x | < 1,

(iii)

/<j>(x) dx = 1,

and define
(50.i)

rn4>M),

4>s(x) =

(50.Ü)

N(\,S)=

2

x*(A) ***(*)>

kŒZ"

where XB(\) *S t n e characteristic function of the ball {x GR": | JC | < A}. Note that
if\k\<\—
10£ or | k |> X + 10£, then x 5 ( \) * ^ = X^A) and so
(51)
By (49) and (50)

(52)

iV(A - 10?, S) < N(\) < N(X + lOf, f )•

N(\,$)=

2 XB(x)(kMk)
kez

m

= X" 2 *(**)*,(*),
k<=zm
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d k = Ois the main term. We need the following estimates
C

l*(*MI<

!+n/2>

l*(f)l'

The second follows from the fact that <f> G S and the first follows from writing

f eiXxX(x)dx=
J n

R

eiXxdx^(Xe^{\-x2xY0^Tdxx.

f
*>!<!

"I

To evaluate the integral we expand (1 — x\)Power in powers of 1 — x near x = 1
and in powers of 1 + x near x — - 1 . This gives asymptotic formulas for the
contribution near x — ± 1. After the usual argument with integration by parts
and stationary phase, we see that apart from the contributions near x = ± 1 the
integral decreases rapidly as X -> oo. For details, see [30]. With these estimates
(52) becomes
N(\,S)

= an\n + 0 \\n\

2
k¥=0

(\k\Xf+l)/2

(l + \k\$Y

where con = volume{| JC | < 1}.
Next we estimate the term in braces { }. The main contribution occurs when
| k | < f_1 and so the error is
o^k<=zm (J A: I A j

o^kŒZm (1 +

i*i<r'

\k\)

i*i<r'
J
J\,\
\A^{\

dz
+
\z\){n+X)/1

,^(n-\)/2ç-((n-\)/2)^

So

iv(x, f) = <o„x* + o(x (B - 1 >/ 2 r« B - l >/ 2 >).
Substituting À ± lOf in place of À here and combining with (51), we find that
N(X) = <o„A" + 0(\»-l£

+ XC-2)/2f-((»-i)/2)).

Finally if we pick f to minimize the remainder, we get
N(X) = œnXn + <9(A"-2+2A"+1>). D
7. Introduction to global Fourier integral operators. For short time | /1 « 1 we
solved the wave equation by

T'u(y) = fa(y, è)ei[s'^^^x]u(x)

dxdi,

where St is the generating function of a Hamiltonian flow O r However, for long
times t, $, will not have a generating function. The starting point of the global
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theory of Fourier integral operators (Hormander [34]; see also Maslov [45]) is that
even for long times t we can solve the wave equation by an operator
(53)

T'u(y) = fa{y,

x9 ? y * ' ( ^ ' n w ( * ) dxdÇ,

where <J>, is homogeneous in f of degree 1, and smooth in x9 y, f/| f | .
The idea is that the /-axis is covered by overlapping small intervals {Ia}; in
each Ia we can represent T' in the form (53) with suitable a, <f>r However, if we
pass from Ia to an overlapping interval Ip then the form of the representation (53)
may change completely. Thus, the amplitude a, the phase function <J>, and even
the dimension of the space of dummy variables f may be different for Ia and Ip.
For small Ia near / = 0we can take <j>t(y, x9 f ) — St(y9^) — f • x9 but for most of
the /-intervals Ip this will not be possible.
To carry out this idea, a main issue is clearly to decide when two integrals of
the form (53) define approximately the same operator. Since Tu(y) =
fK(y, x)u(x) dx with

K(y, x) = ja(y, x, f y * ^ * ^ df,

(54)

it is enough to classify distributions of the form (54). So we consider locally in Rn
two distributions
K(z)=fa{z,r)ei<Kz>T)dT,

(55)

K'(z) = ƒfl'(z, T/)c,"*'(r*T') dr'.

(56)

Our assumptions on a and <f> are as follows:
—

<J>(z, T) is defined on Rn X R^, real valued and homogeneous of degree 1 in

—
—
—

a(z, T) is supported in a small conic neighborhood in (z, T)-space;
ü 6 r , that is | 8Ta3/a | < Cap(\ + | T \)m~^ ;
<£ is nondegenerate in the sense that dx T<j>(x9 r) ¥= 0 and
dx T(d<j>/drx),... ,dx T(d<j>/dTx) are linearly independent on the set C^ =

T;

{(JC, T) G RW X R^: ^ T *(JC, T) = 0}.

(The last condition vastly simplifies analysis of the critical points of <j>. It turns
out that the wave equation for long time can be solved using nondegenerate phase
functions.)
Assume a' and <j>' are defined on Rn X R^' and satisfy analogous conditions; in
particular a' G Sm'.
/ x
^ '

Problem. Decide when the distributions K and K' are
approximately the same.

The first step in the classification is to determine the wave-front set of K.
Stationary phase suggests that the important contributions to the integral (55)
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arise at C^ = {(z, r) | (8<J>/8r)(z, r) = 0}. Furthermore, one computes that (z, T)
G Ç; contributes ^(z, T) = (z,(8<J>/8z)(z, T)) = (z, £) to WF(#). Thus, W F ( # )
= ^(C^) = A,.
The nondegeneracy conditions on <J> guarantee that A^ is a manifold, homogeneous in the £-variable (i.e., (z, £) G A^ implies (z, ô£) G A^, 8 > 0). Also A^
has a very important special property: The symplectic form <o = 1kdi;k A dz^
vanishes when restricted to A^. One says that A^ is Lagrangian.
EXAMPLE. Suppose z = (x, y\ <j>(z, r) = S(y, T) — r-x, where S is the generating function of a canonical transformation O. This is of course precisely the
phase function considered before. Then A^ = {(JC, £, y, -TJ) | $(.*, £) = (y, rj)}.
The vanishing of the symplectic form on A^ just means that ?*kd%k A dxk —
^kdt]k A dyk — 0, i.e., <E> is canonical.
Now the classification problem (57) is answered by the following result [34].
8. Let <j>(z, r) and <t>'(z, T') be phase functions defined on Rn X R^ and
R X R respectively as above. Suppose A^ = A^,. Then given any symbol Û G T ,
there is a symbol a' G Sm' with m' = m + \(N — M) so that the Fourier integral
distributions (55), (56) differ only by a C°° error. Moreover, a' can be computed
modulo lower-order errors by the formula {a o i"1) « 0 -(a' ° i^l) on A^. Here, 0 is
an elliptic symbol depending on <j>,<j>' but not on a.
THEOREM

n

M

To prove this, one simply calculates the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier
transforms of K, K' at infinity using stationary phase.
The above theorem lets us define a class of Fourier integral distributions
associated to a Lagrangian manifold A, since locally one can easily find nondegenerate phase functions <j> so that A = A^. The choice of <J> is irrelevent by
Theorem 8, and one can then patch together local Fourier integral distributions
into global ones by pseudodifferential partitions of unity. By calculating explicitly
0 in Theorem 8, one can define intrinsically the principal symbol of a Fourier
integral distribution as a section of a suitable bundle.
This means that we can associate Fourier integral operators to canonical
transformations, even when there is no generating function. As expected, taking
the product of two Fourier integral operators corresponds to composing the
canonical transformations from which they arise. In particular, taking $, =
Hamiltonian flow as in the short-time case, we can show that the (half)-wave
equation is solved globally in time by Fourier integral operators arising from the
canonical transformation $t.
These ideas have interesting applications. For instance, they can be used to
relate the eigenvalues of the Laplacian to the lengths of closed geodesies on a
manifold. (See Duistermaat and Guillemin [15].) We shall not pursue this here.
We have meant these fragmentary remarks only as a lead-in to the following
explanation, contributed by D. H. Phong, of Fourier integral operators with
complex phase functions. These will be needed for the Bergman and Szegö kernels
in Chapter 12.
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8. Introduction to Fourier integral operators with complex phase. The Bergman
and Szegö projections can be represented as Fourier integral operators, but with
complex phase functions. This can be easily seen in the model case of the
Mizohata operator
(57a)

P = d/dt +

t\Dx\9

which can be viewed as an analogue of the dh equation and will play an important
role in the sequel. The null space N of P is nontrivial, but the orthogonal
projection S onto N together with a right inverse Q with values in N1- can be
contructed as follows. Taking Fourier transforms with respect to x transforms P
into d/dt + 11 £ | , which vanishes over <j>0(t, £) = e~(l/2)t2^/\ £ I1/4. On the other
hand Pf = JU, implies

id/*+ t\t\) fa, s) = ji(t,s)
and thus

f(t, o = /Y<™<2~*2>/i(*, o ds + K^(t, 0The condition < ƒ(*, £), <î>o( ' >

£)>L2(R)

= 0 yields

From this we obtain the following formulae for S and Q:

(Su)(t, x) = ƒ*'<*•«> </i (•, €), *Ö(- , €)> L W O ( ' , 0 ft
I = I

(58)

1

= jjjeKx-y.i->e-<l/2H. ^m-l—u(St

y) dydsdt

(Qu)(t,x)=fei<*-t>f(t,è)dt
= ffe'<x<Ve"ro(t, T, 0 £ ( T , 0 <*T#,
where
(59)

o(t, r, | ) = ( ^

) I/2 jT 00 e-W- 2 ƒ'c- (,/2)l * l< ' 2 -*%- i( '-* )T ds^a.

A direct calculation shows that
(60)

PQ = h

QP =

l-S,
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which reduces existence and regularity questions for P to the study of Q and S.
Now Q and S are pseudodifferential operators of class *S,1/2,i/2» anc* sharp
estimates for Q can be obtained by imbedding Q in more restrictive classes (see
Nagel-Stein [49], in which the formula (59) first appears); however, one can also
view S as a Fourier integral operator with a classical symbol, but a complex phase
function
(61)

*(x, /; y, s; £) = (x - y, t)+i(t2

+ s2) | £ | / 2 .

We now turn to a study of such integrals, following Melin-Sjöstrand [46]. The
discussion will be local stressing only the main differences with the real case.
Once more the key tool will be the method of stationary phase, suitably extended
to complex functions.
Consider then the integral
I(x,\)

= [eiX,Kx>y)p(y9\)dy9

xGR\y

Ef,

where Im<J> > 0, and | D^Dfoiy, X) | < Cafi\m~W . The main contributions to the
integral will come from the critical points of <j>, which will be assumed to be
nondegenerate. Thus assume ju(^, X) is supported in a small neighborhood of 0,
dy<f>(090) = 0, and d£,<f>(0,0) ^ °- Unlike the real case, the set C^R = {(*, y) E
RH x ^N. d^(x^ j ) n 0 ) will not in general be a C00 manifold, nor if it is will it
have the proper dimension. If <j> is analytic we may view C^ R as the set of real
points of C; = {(*, y ) £ C " X C^; dy<t>(x, y) = 0} which is C°°. When <>
f is
merely C°° we are naturally led to consider almost analytic extensions of <J>.
Thus let to, £2 be open sets in Rn and Cn respectively, with Q Pi R" = w, and let ƒ
be a C00 function on £2. ƒ is said to be almost analytic if df vanishes to infinite
order on co. Any C°° function on co admits an infinite number of almost analytic
extensions which are all equivalent in the sense that the difference between any
two vanishes to infinite order at the real points. We shall not distinguish between
equivalent functions. If fx E Sm is a symbol on a cone, then the extension can be
chosen to satisfy analogous estimates. An almost analytic manifold A C 12 is a
C°° manifold defined locally near real points by almost analytic functions
fi(x)= • • • = fk(x) = 0, with dfx(x\...,ûfk(x)
linearly independent over C.
Two almost analytic manifolds A, and A 2 will be said to be equivalent if
d(z, Aj) < CN | Im z \N for z E A 2 (here d(z, Aj) denotes the distance from z to
Aj). This is easily seen to be an equivalence relation which will allow us to
identify manifolds in the same class. Almost analytic functions on A will be
restrictions to A of almost analytic functions on £2.
Returning now to the integral I(x, X), observe that the set
(62)

C* = {(x, j ) E C " X C"; dy4>(x, y) = o),

where <i> denotes an almost analytic extension of <£>, is an almost analytic manifold.
The points of C$ will still be called critical points of <f>, despite the fact that this
notion does not coincide with the usual one when x or y is complex. Near 0,
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parametrize C$ by x -* (x9 Y(x)). Then
THEOREM

9 (METHOD

OF STATIONARY PHASE).

Locally near 0, we have

I m ^ ( x , y(x)) > C | Im 7(JC) | 2 .
Lef /i (y9 X) be an almost analytic extension of \i with
good estimates. Then

(63)

(a)
(b)

(64)

l(x9 X) ~\-"/V x «*' y <*>> 2 X~k(Rk(x> D)fl)(Y(x),

00

A).

k=o

Here Rk(x9 D) are differential operators of order < 2k, with
(65)

R0(x, D) = (2^) w / 2 [det(/- 1 Hess^^( J c,

Y(JC)))]_I/2.

(77ie branch of the square root is chosen so that it equals I at I; this can be achieved
since the eigenvalues of i~lHessyy<j>(090) do not lie on the negative real axis.)
PROOF OF (a). Let A = Hess ^(x, Y(x)). The almost analyticity of <j> and
Taylor's formula imply

(66)

*(JC, y) = *(JC, Y(x)) + \{A{y

- Y(x))9 y -

3

+ 0 ( | l m y ( x ) | + \y-

Y(x))

3

Y(x)\ ).

Since Im<J>(.x;, y) > 0 for real values of the argument, it suffices to exhibit^ in the
real ball centered at Re Y(x) and of radius ImY(x) such that
(67)

lm( A(y - Y(x))9 (y - Y(x))) < -C \ Im Y(x) | 2 .

Writing^ = Y(x) = /[Im Y(x) + /&], k E R^, (67) reduces to finding /: such that
|A:|<|Imy(jc)|and
I m ( ^ ( l m 7 ( i ) + iA:),Imy(jc) + ik)<

C\ImY(x)\2.

Now for e > 0 small enough the equation
(68)

( / + Q')A(I + Q)=A

+ iel

admits a solution Q(e) since it does for e = 0 and the differential of the mapping
Q -» ( ƒ + Q')A(I + Ô) fr°m t n e space of complex N X N matrices to the space
of complex symmetric matrices admits a right inverse when A is invertible.
Obviously Q(e) -* 0 as e -» 0. Letting r(e) = (Im g)( ƒ + Re g)" 1 and multiplying (68) by ( ƒ + Re g ) 1 yields
(I + iT')A(I

+ iT) = ( / + R e g ' ) _ 1 ( ^ + iel)(l

+ ReQ)~l.

Set k = T(e)(Im Y(x)). In view of the fact that Im A > 0 we have
Im(^(Im Y(x) + i*), Im Y(x) + iVfc > > £ | ( / + Re Q')~lk \2>C\lm

Y(x) | 2 ,

as was to be shown. D
PROOF OF (b). We begin by choosing for each x an appropriate system of
coordinates for C^ near Y(x). According to Taylor's formula
(69)

$(x9 y) = * ( * , Y(x)) + /(*, y) +±(R(x,

y)(y - Y(x))9 y -

Y(x)).
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Here the presence of the "linear term" l(x, y) is caused by the fact that Y(x) is
not a critical point of <j> in the usual sense when Y(x) is complex. The terms / and
R satisfy the estimates
\\R(x,y)\+\l(x,y)\^CK{\Imy\K+\ImY(x)\K).

(70)

Let P be a matrix with P'i*(0,0)P = il. Now the map Q -» iQ'Q from GL(N, C)
into the space of symmetric matrices is analytic with surjective differential at
Q = P~\ and thus for (x, y) small we may find Q(x, y) analytic in (x, y) such
that
g(0,0) = P" 1

iQ\x, y)Q(x, y) = R(x, y)9
and

| \Q(x, y) | < Q ( | Im ƒ |* + | Im Y(x) \K).
For each x define now new coordinates in C^ by
y-+S(x,y)

=

Q(x9y)(y-Y(x)).

Then (69) becomes

y) = *(x, y(x)) + i <?, f >/ 2 + '(*> y)-

fa,

(71)

Set f = £ + iij. Observe that at x = 0, 7(0) = 0, | f |2 - | ij |2 = lm$(0, ƒ ) > 0
for ^ G R^, so that in the new coordinates R^ is given by an equation t] = g(£, x).
We write y(Ç) for the inverse map of y -> f(x, y) and introduce the following
chains Txt in C^:
?,(*) = * + "*(*>*)>

0<f<l,EeR",

We now show that
(72)

f e /x *<^V(.y, X)dy- f eiX^x^fl(y,

J N

R

J

X) dyx A • • • A ^ = 0(A"*)

Txfi

for any J£. Indeed by Stokes' formula the left-hand side of (72) can be estimated
by
ƒ

d(eiX«*^ji(y>\))dylA...AdyN\
<C sup \e'^'^^[i\ii(y(Q,\)^(x,y(Q)

+ lii(y(!:,),\)]\,

£near0
A: near 0

and thus (72) is a consequence of the almost analyticity of w, <J>, and the following
inequalities:
(73)

(l-0(|ImY(*)|+|€|)>C|Im.yttl)|,

(74)

\Imt(x,y(Q)\>C(l-t){\ImY(x)\2 + \t\2).
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To establish (73), write
| Im ƒ(£,(€)) | = | Im ƒ(£,(*)) " I m >-(?i(0) \<C(\-t)\
g(€, *) |
<C(l-0(|g(0,x)|+|€|)
and observe that | g(0, x) | ~ | Im Y(x) | ; as for (74) it follows from (63), (73), the
identity
Im</>(*, y(Q) = t2lm<S>(x, >>(£,)) + (1 - t2)[lm<j>(x, Y{x)) + ^|£| 2 ]

+ (1 - f2)Im/(x, ,(£)) + {lm(/(*, >>(£)) - /(*, ƒ(£,)))}
(which is a corollary of (71)), and from the estimates (70) which hold for / and its
derivatives.
We are thus reduced to the study of the asymptotic expansion of the integral
(75)/
=

e'^'^H(y,\)dylA-..AdyN
ƒ ƒ M*(*,rç*»+flflV2+/(*.x«)»/i (ƒ($), x ) ( d e t ( | | ) ) d$

— ei\<Hx,Y(x)]
l

+ jf e!M«x.nx))+itf/i+,«x.y(mi(Xt

y(S))ji(y(Z),

\ ) ( d e t ( | | ) ) d$ds

which becomes
(76)

eiX?^ii(y,\)dyxA---AdyN

ƒ

~e'x^^»/e-^2/^(^),X)|det(||))

di,

since the integrand in the expression between brackets in (75) is bounded by
CX(fixedpower)(|

j

m

y ^ ) |JC + | £ |*)( e -cÀ(|Im r(*)| 2 + |*|2))

in view of (63), (70), and (73).
The phase in (76) being real, we can now proceed as in the classical case by
applying ParsevaPs formula and expanding (e~x^ /2) = \<N/2^e~^ /1X in a Taylor
series. The identity (65) follows from an inspection of the coefficients. The proof
of Theorem 2 is complete. D
We now consider Fourier integral distributions. Let <#>(*, 0) be a C00 function
on Rn X R^ satisfying the following conditions:
(i) <Kx, X0) = \<j>(x, 0), X G R + ;
(ii)^<K*,0)^O;
(iii) dXt9(d<t>/dOx)9... ,dxd(d<j>/d$N) are linearly independent over C on the set
Ç>,R = {(*, 0)ŒRnX
(iv)lm<t>(x,0)>0;

R " \ 0 ; dM*> 0) = 0} ;
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and let a(x, 6) be a classical symbol of order m. The distribution
( / ( a , * ) , u) = fjei<Kx>d)a(x,

O)u(x) dxdO,

u G C0°°(Rn),

can then be defined as an oscillatory integral, with wave front set contained in
W F ( / ( a , * ) ) C {(x9dx4>(x90))9(x90)

G C^R} = A^ R

(observe that (dx<j>)(x, 6) is real when (x, 0) G C^;R). We next determine to what
extent the class of distributions I(a,<j>) for various symbols a depends on the
phase function <J>. The method of stationary phase outlined above suggests
considering not the sets C^R and A^ R , but rather the corresponding almost
analytic manifolds defined by almost analytic extensions of <j>. Thus let 4> be an
almost analytic extension of <f> and set
C$= {(x,S)

G C X ( C " \ O ) ; ^ ( x , 0 ) = 0},

A^ = Image of C^ under the mapping 7^: (x, 0) -> (x, d% <j>(x, 0 )).
Then C~ and A^ are almost analytic manifolds, C$fR = C$ n (R" X R* \ 0),
7~(C^ R ) = A^ n (Rn X (R^ \ 0)), and A^ is a positive conic Lagrangian manifold
in the sense that near a given real point (x 0 , £ 0 ), there always exist real symplectic
coordinates (x, £) with almost analytic extensions (x, | ) so that A is given by the
equations
(77)

x = %S(l)

for some homogeneous almost analytic function S(l) with positive imaginary
part. It follows that in any other system of symplectic coordinates (y, TJ) with the
projection (y, fj) G A^ -* y G Cn having surjective differential A^ can be represented in the same way as in (77) with a suitable choice of generating functions S.
THEOREM 10 (INVARIANCE UNDER CHANGE OF PHASE FUNCTIONS). Let <j>(x, 6)
and \p(x,co) be phase functions defined on Rn X (RN \ 0) and Rn X (RM \ 0) respectively. Assume that d$<f>(x0, 0O) = 0, d^(x0, co0) = 0 and A^ ~ A^ near (x 0 , £0)
= (x 0 , dx<j)(x0, 00)) — (x 0 , dx\p(x0, co0)). Then any distribution I(a, <j>) for a G
Sm(Rn X (R^\0)) with conic support in a small conic neighborhood of (x0,00) can
also be represented as a distribution I(b, \p) for a suitable symbol b in
distributions which differ by C00
Sm+(\/2){N-M)(W x R A / X 0 ) (Here we identify
functions in a neighborhood of x0.) If a is classical, then b can be chosen to be
classical also.
PROOF OF THEOREM

10. With appropriate coördinaties on Rw, we may represent

A^ near (x 0 , £ 0 )by
A^ = {(x, l) G C" X ( C \ 0 ) ; x = x ( | ) } ,
with x(l) almost analytic and positively homogeneous of degree 0. It is then
easily seen that the critical points of the function (x, 6) -» <j>(x, 6) — (x, £) are
exactly the pull backs of (x(£), £) under the map 7$, which we shall denote by
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(Jc(|), 9(1)). Now the Fourier transform of I(a, <(>) at TJ is given by

where we have written TJ = A£, | £ | = 1, X E R + . The integral over the region
away from the critical points of 4>(x, 6) — (x, £) is of order CN\~N, and thus
Theorem 9 applied to the integral near the critical point yields
00

x 2

\-kRk(t,x,Dx,D,)(a(x(è),M(t))),

k= 0

where a denotes an almost analytic extension of a. However <f>(x, 0) is
0(| Im Jc(£) |*" + | Im0(£) |*) since <>
j is homogeneous and 6 is a critical point of
<j>, while the arguments leading to (63) still yield

lm{*(*(0, 0(0) - <*(?), i)}>C(\ Imü(É) |2 + | Iml(|) | 2 ).
It thus follows that
(I(a, •))*(„) ~ A"-<"/V*<*»-«> |

X

- ^ ( | , *, ^

D,)(a(jc(«), *(€)))•

*=0

Observing that the phase now no longer depends on <j> and only on A^, we see
that (I(b,<t>))(rj) is given by the same kind of expression with the same phase.
The proof of the theorem can be completed by showing that given any symbol
a(x, 17) we may choose a(x,6) so that
00

2 I il \-kRk(l/\

V\,X,DX,

D0)(â(x(ri/\

v |), ë(ri))) ~ a(x, i,).

k= 0

This can be done by successive approximations since RQ(T}/\ 171 , x, Dx, De) is
7^ 0 in view of (65). D
With Theorem 10 it is now possible to associate to a given closed conic positive
almost analytic Lagrangian manifold A a class of distributions Im(Rn, A). A
distribution A will be said to be in Im(Rn, A) if WF(^) c A R ( = A n R"), and
for each (x 0 , £0) e A we have (x0, £0) £ WF(^4 — /(a, <£)) for some phase
function <J> with A = A^ near (xQ9 £ 0 ), and some classical symbol a of order
m + \(n - IN). Theorem 10 then simply says that Im(R\ A) and 7m(R", A1*) are
identical modulo C00 functions when A and A*" are equivalent. The converse is
also true when the symbols involved are required to be classical and not merely in
gm + (l/4)(n-2N)

Fourier integral operators can next be defined through their distribution
kernels. Let X and Y be open sets in RPx and Rny respectively. Given a
submanifold C of T*(X X Y)9 we shall denote by C' the manifold
{((*, £),(ƒ, ÎJ)) e T*(XX y);((jc, £),(>>,-T))) G C}. A positive canonical relation C is a submanifold of (T*(X X y ) \0)~ such that CR = C D T*(X X Y) Ç
(T*(X)\0) X (T*(Y)\Q) is a closed set, and C' is a positive conic almost
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analytic Lagrangian manifold. A Fourier integral operator A associated to a
positive canonical relation C is an operator with distribution kernel KA in
Im(XX 7; C"). Such operators can be extended as operators from compactly
supported distributions on 7 to compactly supported distributions on X by
neglecting regularizing kernels. Now let Ax and A2 be Fourier integral operators
with kernels KAi G Im>(X X 7, C{), KAi G Im*{Y X Z, C2'), where X, 7, Z are
open sets in R ^ R ^ R " * , and CX,C2 are positive canonical relations; then the
composition^ ° A2: &'(Z) -* ë'(X) is a well-defined operator with singularities
determined by
WF(KAi.A2)

Q WF(KAi)

° W F ( J ^ ) C C,,R o C2,R.

To insure that AY ° A2 also be a Fourier integral operator, however, we will need
some addition conditions. If
A = T*(X) X (diagr*(7) X T*(Y)) X T*(Z)
and A is its almost analytic complexification, we have
THEOREM 11 (COMPOSITION OF FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS). Assume that
Cx X C2 and A intersect transversally at (Cx R X C 2R ) H A awd //*#ƒ the projection
C
\,R x Q,R "» ( ^ * ( ^ ) \ 0 ) X (T*(Z)\0) w one-to-one and proper. Then the mapping

(cx x c 2 ) n A » ( r * ( * , z ) \0)~ ,

(*, & >>, v; y , *?, *> S) - ( * , f, *, f )

w û /oaz/ diffeomorphism near real points whose image is a conic positive canonical
relation which will be denoted by Cx © C2 and satisfies (Cx ° C2)R= CXRo C2R.
Furthermore, the operator Ax o A2 is a Fourier integral operator associated to
Cx o C2 of order mx + m2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. We may represent KA

(78)

0A

KAx 0 Ai(x, z) = jjjeW*'yM++2<y-'-°%(x9

as

y, 0)a2(y9 z, o) dydddo,

where <j>x, <j>2, ax, a2 are phase functions and symbols defining Ax and A2. Partial
integration with respect to (x, 6) and (z, a) respectively show that the integrals
over the regions | a | < e | 0 | and | 0 \ < e \ o | are of class C°° in (x, z) so that we
may restrict our attention to the region where | 0 | ~ | a | . There however the
integral in (78) may be rewritten as
(79)

ƒ ƒ ƒ e'"*(*»'''a'w)û(jc, z\ 0, a, <o) dOdodu,

where (0, a, <o) are the new frequency variables, and
* ( J C , -r; 0 9 <F 9 CO) = ^ ^ j c c o d ^ l 2 H- | or | 2 ) " 1 / 2 , » ) - « - ^ ( « ( l ^ l 2 H- | < T | 2 ) " 1 / 2 , ^, CF)

a(x9 z\ 0, a, «) = ax(x, co(| 0 \2 + | a | 2 ) " 1 / 2 , 0)a2(a(\ 0\2 + \o \2)~l/\

X(|^|2 + | a | 2 p / 2

z,o)
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are phase functions and symbols satisfying good estimates. That (79) is a Fourier
integral distribution associated to Cx o C2 can now be verified by calculating the
critical points of <#>, using the transversality conditions, and applying Theorem 10.
D
EXAMPLES. Returning to the operator (58) with the phase function (61) we
readily see that C^ is given by x — y + i(t2 + s2)£/{2 111) = 0, and thus the
canonical relation C corresponding to <>| is the manifold of points
{(*, £), (t9 T); (y9 TJ), (s, p)} satisfying

y = x + i(t2 + s2)i/(2\S\)9

p = -w|€| .

Let V = {(x9 £, t, T) G T*(Rn+l) \ 0; t = r = 0} and V= {(x9 £, t9 r) G
(r*(R n + l ) \0)~ ; ir + /1 £ | = 0} be respectively the real and complex characteristic varieties of P\ then it is not difficult to see that C is the only positive canonical
relation which contains diag V and is contained in F X V.
Once the model case P is understood we can construct parametrices and
projections for systems of equations with noninvolutive characteristics by bringing them back to P by a canonical transformation. That such a canonical relation
does exist has been established in the analytic case by Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [55]
and in the C°° case by Duistermaat-Sjostrand [16] and Bontet de Monvel [6].
Applying a canonical transformation <f> corresponds to conjugating with a Fourier
integral operator F whose canonical relation is just the graph of <£. The transversality conditions of Theorem 11 are then satisfied, and the theorem implies that
FSF* is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase associated to the
canonical relation 6= <j> o C ° <prl.
The case of db on a strongly pseudoconvex boundary bti C C" is one such
example. The above procedure leads then to a representation for the Szegö
projection 5 a s a Fourier integral operator whose canonical relation 6 is easily
determined in terms of the characteristic variety of dh. Then Theorem 10 allows us
to change phases in the formula for S. A defining phase function for 6 is
calculated to be
(x9y,r)^r+(x,y)9

r G R+,

where \p(x9 y) is an almost analytic extension of the defining function r of bü
(i.e., I//(JC, x) = r(x)/i9 \P(x9 y) = -$(y, x)9 dx\p, dx\j; vanish of infinite order for
y — x), and thus Ks can be written as
/•OO

ƒ eir}Kx>y)a(x9 y9r) dr.
Since a(x9 y9 T) is a classical symbol in r, Hadamard's principal value formulas
immediately yield the well-known asymptotic expansion for the Szegö kernel. We
return to these matters in Chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 5. ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
AND THE HEAT EQUATION
The first three sections of this chapter concern the geometry of Riemannian
and complex manifolds. Much of this is background material for the later
chapters. The fourth and fifth sections introduce the Laplacian D = dd* + d*d
on a Riemannian «-manifold M associated to the exterior derivative d and its
adjoint d* and then relate it to the cohomology of the manifold and to the Euler
characteristic x ( ^ 0 - I n fact we prove
Trace(e~' Deven ) — Trace(e~' Dodd )
= dim(ker D even ) - dim(ker D o d d ) = X ( M ) ,
where D even ( • odd ) is the Laplacian restricted to forms of even (odd) degree.
§6 is concerned with the scalar heat equation (i.e. the heat operator acts on
functions rather than forms)
(2)

du/dt ~ &xu = 0,

(x,t)GMX[0,oo),

u\t=0=f.

The solution has the form u(x9 t) = jMKt(x9 y) f(y)dvo\(y% and we shall derive
the asymptotics of the kernel Kt{x9 y). In particular, we shall see that
(3)

Kt(x, x) ~ 2 t~n/2+lyt{x)

for small /,

where the yt are polynomials in the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives.
Since the operator Tt\ ƒ—> w( •, t) is formally e~tA9 we have from (3)
(4)

Trace(e-' A ) ~ 2 t~n/2+l f

y,(x)dvol(x).

On the other hand, diagonalizing A by its eigenfunctions \pk and eigenvalues \k,
we see that
(5)

Trace(e-' A ) = ]>>~'X*k

So there is a connection between integrals of "curvatures" yt(x) and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian.
It is a simple matter to extend these results to the Laplacian on forms. Then by
comparing (1) and (4) we obtain (in principle) a formula for the Euler characteristic in terms of curvature, namely
(6)

x(M) = f

P(Rpqrs/a)dvol,

where P is a polynomial in the indeterminates Rpqrs/a.
The remainder of the chapter contains the invariant theory necessary to
discover the form of P( • ). The classical invariant theory of Weyl is sufficient to
show that the polynomials corresponding to the heat kernel KttD(x9 x) on forms
of degree i are composed of terms of the form
Tmce[Rabcd/a®---®Rijkl/T].
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This is discussed in §8. §9 contains a theorem of Gilkey in invariant theory, which
is powerful enough to say exactly which polynomial P enters into (6). It turns out
that P involves only the curvature and none of its covariant derivatives. P is
called the Pfaffian, and (6) is the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
1. Riemannian manifolds. Gauss considered the geometry of a surface in, for
example, R3. Locally we we can write the surface as z = u(x, y). In general we
can translate and rotate the coordinates so that this takes the form
z

= Xx2 + liy2 +

o(\(x,y)\3).

The product K — \/x is called the Gaussian curvature.
3
EXAMPLE. Consider the sphere of radius A and center (0,0, +A) in R ,

x2+y2

+ (z-A)2

= A2.

We have

so that K = (-1/A) • ( - l/A) = l/A2.
This definition of Gaussian curvature depends prima facie on the embedding of
the surface in R3. Gauss discovered that in fact K depends only on the intrinsic
geometry of the surface, not on the embedding. There are many different ways of
defining the curvature of a manifold. In this section we give two: the first is very
geometric but not obviously intrinsic; the second is obviously intrinsic but not as
geometric.
Let
(7)
*'=/V>"->Km)>
1=1,...,W,
be the components of a parametrized surface 2 C R " and consider a parametrized
curve y, ul = g'(t) on the surface. Suppose we have a vector field
t-*v(t)

GR"

along y such that the vector v(t) lies in the tangent space of 2 at y(t); i.e.
v(t) e s p a n { 2 1 , . . . , S m }

aty(f),

where 2f. are the coordinate tangent vectors 2 y = (3/ 1 /3t/ l ',...,3/ w /3i/ / ). The
vector field v(t) is said to be parallel in the sense of Levi-Civita if the derivative
dv/dt along the curve is always normal to the surface, i.e.
do
— •2^ = 0,
i= l , . . . , m .
In this case two vector v(t) and v(t') are said to be obtained from one another by
parallel transport.
w_1
EXAMPLE. Vectors in the hypersurface 2 = R
GR" that are parallel in the
sense of Levi-Civita are parallel in the ordinary sense.
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Suppose that X and Y are vector fields on 2. Using parallel transport we will
define a vector field V^Y, called the covariant derivative of Y with respect to X.
If p G 2, let y ( 0 be the integral curve of X through/? = y(0) (i.e. y(t) = ^(y(/)))
and let Yt be the parallel transport of Y(y(t)) top. Then
(8)

(VXY)(P) slim

^

^

satisfies

(0
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Vx(aY, + fSY2) = aVxYx + pVxY2,
VaXl+l,x1Y=«VxY+fivX2Y,
VfxY = fVxY,
Vx(fY) = X(f)Y + fVxY,
VXY — vYX — [X>Y] (the commutator),
Z(X,Y)= (VZX,Y)+
(X,VZY),

where a, /? are numbers, ƒ is a function, and ( •, • ) is the inner product on R". We
call
T(X,Y)= VXY-

vYX-[X9Y]

the torsion; (v) says that the covariant derivative (8) has no torsion. A covariant
derivative satisfying (vi) is called Riemannian.
These properties can be used intrinsically to define a covariant derivative on a
general Riemannian manifold M; this approach is due to Kozul. First we recall a
few facts. Let M be a manifold. If u\..., um are a fixed set of local coordinates in
a coordinate neighborhood U C M, then a vector field X on U can be expressed
uniquely as
m

x= 2 xkuk9
where xk are real-valued functions on U and Uk — d/duk. If we evaluate this at a
point,

X(p)=

îx\p)Uk>
k=\

we get a tangent vector; the set Tp(M) of all such tangent vectors is called the
tangent space at p E M; a metric is the assignment of a positive-definite (or at
least nondegenerate) inner product ( •, • )p on each vector space Tp(M) in a
manner that varies smoothly with respect to p. If X— *2xkUk, Y — ^ykUk are
two vector fields, then for appropriate functions gtJ on U we can define

(10)

<X(P),Y(P))P=

2

gtj(pMp)yJ(p)9

so that gtJ gives a metric on U C M. We abbreviate this as âfc2 = lÀgij{p)dulduj.
If * -> w(f) = (ui(t))i=l
n is a path in the coordinate neighborhood, then the
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length of the path is defined as

A surface imbedded in Rm has an obvious induced metric gtj =
2/(9/ / /3« / )(3/ / /3M y ), which gives the right formula for lengths of curves. The
pair (M, ( •, • » is called a Riemannian manifold. It is convenient at this point to
switch notation and let Xt denote the coordinate vector fields Ut.
By these remarks the covariant derivative is completely determined by the n3
functions Tfj on U defined by

(ii)

V r i ^

t

.

k=\
PROPOSITION 1. Given a Riemannian manifold ( M , ( • , • )) we can uniquely
define the Tfj so that the covariant derivative (11) satisfies the axioms (9).

PROOF. Define

(12)

gJk=<Xj9Xk)

and require

•^l(gjk) = xi(sjk) = (vXlxJt xk)+ (Xj, vXixk),
so that (9.vi) holds. Now we cyclically permute /, j \ k to get 3 equations in the 3
unknowns

<vxXj>Xk)> <vXjxk>x,>, (VxJi.Xj);
note there are 3 rather than 6 unknowns since VXiXj ~ ^x^t
solve this system we get
(13)
V

'

(V.Xj.X^U^
\

x, j , k/

But by (10) and (11), (vxXp

2

\

8jc»

by (9-v). If we

+ ^UL-^i).
9xy

dxkj

Xk)= ZJL, T!jglk; therefore

where gkl is the inverse of the matrix glk. Now extend the definition (10) to
expressions of the form
^W'XM 2 sJXj I f° r functions r\ , S!

J

J

using the properties (9). It is easy to check explicitly that V satisfies all the
required axioms.
D
Equations (13) and (14) are known as the first and second Christoffel identities
and the connection T/j is called the Riemannian connection.
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1. Let M = Rn with the flat metric (*, •> (the standard inner
product). For R = 2 / * % S = 2 * % d e f i n e
EXAMPLE

(i5.i)

vRs= £(**')*;,

whereRs' = <(r„...,r w ), V^>.
EXAMPLE 2. Let 2 C R" be a hypersurface and define
v£(p)S

= projection of ( v R S defined by (15.i))
onto the tangent space 7^,(2).

3. Let 2 = {(xu x2) G R21 x2 > 0} with ds2 = (dx2 + dx\)/x\
(Poincaré half-plane). We leave it as an exercise to compute T^.
Let y be a curve in M with a tangent vector field T. A vector field Y along y is
called parallel in the sense of Kozul if
VTY = 0 on y.
EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE.

We return to the parametrized surface 2 C Rm containing the curve

Y>
2:x'=/'(ii\"->"l,)>
y: w'^g'X/),

i=l,...,m,

i = 1,...,«,

and the vector field V with components (vl(t)>... ,t) n (0) defined on y and lying
in the tangent space of 2 ; y has a field of tangent vectors T =
(dxl/dt,... 9dxn/dt). The vector field Fis parallel along y «=> V r F = 0 along y <=>
(16)

^ +

2

r

<7^

y = 0

>

* = I , . » , » , along y,

by (9) and (11). It is not hard to see from this that V is parallel in the sense of
Levi-Civita along y.
Recall that the Lie bracket [X, Y] of two vector fields about p0 has the
following geometric interpretation. Fix a small t > 0 and flow along the integral
curve of X throughp 0 for / units of time to reach/?!; then flow along the integral
curve through px of Y for t units of time to reach p2\ then flow along the integral
curve through p2 of (—X) to reach p3; finally flow along the integral curve
throughp3 of (— Y) to reach y 0 (0- Define y(t) = y0(ft). Then
[X,Y]p='

dy\
dt

This means that by flowing along the integral curve through y 0 (/) of —[X9 Y]p
for t2 units of time, the procedure above gives a closed loop up to second order in
t. If we parallel transport a tangent vector Z around this loop, then Z is taken to
Z + t2(vxVYZ

- VyV^Z - V[XtY]Z) +

0(t3).
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This suggests that we define the curvature R(X9 Y)Z of the covariant derivative
V to be the vector field
(17)

R(X9 Y)Z = VXVYZ - VYVXZ - V[XtY]Z9

for vector fields X, 7, Z.
2. R(X9 Y)Z is a tensor, i.e.
(i) the value of R(X9 Y)Z at a point p E M9 depends only on the values Xp9Yp9
Zp of the vector fields at this point,
(ii) the map
PROPOSITION

(Xp,Yp,Zp)^R(Xp,Yp)Zp
is trilinear.
PROOF. Property (ii) is obvious. To verify (i), replace X by fX\ then
VXVYZ

-> ƒ VXVYZ9

-V [ A r , y ] Z-> - / V [ I ) 7 ] Z +

- VYVXZ -> - ( Yf ) VXZ - ƒ VYVXZ9
{Yf)vxZ.

Adding these we get
R{fX9Y)Z=fR(X9Y)Z9
Therefore if X=lixiUi9

and similarly for R(X9 fY)Z and R(X9 Y)(fZ).
2j y % Z = lk zkUk9 we have
R(X, Y)Z^^R(xiUi9

yJUj){zkUk) = ^xyZkR(Ui9

7 =

Uj)ük

and so
{R{X9Y)Z)p

^x\p)y\p)zk{p){R{Ui9Uj)Uk)p.

=

That is, (R(X9 Y)Z)p depends only on the values of the vector fields X, 7, Z at
the point p and not on the values at nearby points.
D
We switch notation again and denote the standard coordinate vector fields by
Xt. The Riemann-Christoffel tensor is defined by
R(X„XJ)Xk=,2R'IJkXl.

(18)
Since [Xi9 Xj\ = 0 for all i, j9

R(Xi9 Xj)Xk = VxyXjXk -

VxJ7XtXki

and we see that the curvature R{ •, • )' measures the extent to which the second
covariant derivatives V^V* fail to be symmetric. Using (8) and (11) it is easy,
but tedious, to calculate
O9)

Rl

ijk = - ^ 7 - - ^ + 2 \T!kT!nj -

The Ricci tensor Ric( X9 7 ) is defined by
(20.i)

Trace(Z -> R(Z9

X)Y)9

T T

u L)'
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so its components are given by
n
T>i^

—
Ri% =

(20.Ü)

V

2 *L„f

7=1

We define the scalar curvature to be the trace of Ric,-fc, that is
(21)

R=

lg'%j,
ij

where as always (giJ) is the inverse of (g,y). Finally if we use the inner product to
define gim = (Xi9 Xm), we can define the Riemann curvature tensor
n

(22)

R

2 SimRTkl'

ijkl~

EXAMPLE.

We return to the sphere 2 C R3 of radius A defined by
^-x*-±y2+0{\(x,y)\3)

Z =

and its Gaussian curvature X/A1. If we parametrize the sphere by
x1 = A sin w!cos w2,
x2 = A sin w1 sinw 2 ,
then the metric gtj is given by (15.iii)

x 3 =^4cosw 1 ,

gn=A2,
g\2:=g2\ = 0>
g22 = A2sin2u\
and after a long calculation using (14), (19), (20) and (21), we find R = \/A2. We
have finally attached an intrinsic significance to the Gaussian curvature, independent of the embedding.
Before leaving the covariant derivative, we show how it can be extended to
arbitrary tensors. Suppose we are given an arbitrary tensor, say a 100-tensor
A\ (Xl9...9XlO0)

-» numbers.

We want the covariant derivative of A alp to be a 101-tensor A(Xx,... ,X100, Y).
First let y(t) be the integral curve through/? = y(0) of Y and let X\ be the parallel
transport to y(t) of the tangent vector Xt at p. Define
(23i)

vA(Xx,...,Xx^Y)

=

\im\[Ay{t){X^

Using an argument like that in Proposition 2, we can check that A is indeed a
101-tensor; it has components
ftd/...,-

100

n

We now characterize those paths that locally minimize the distance D between
two points on a Riemannian manifold (M, gtj). Let (x\...,xn)
be local coordinates about the two points and let
xi = ri(t)9

0^t<\,
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be a path connecting them. We define
D{r)=jXL{r{t),f{t))dt

(24.i)
with

1/2

(24.Ü)

L(x, x) = ( 2

giji*)****

Note that this is the usual definition of length on Rn with the flat metric. The
paths that locally minimize the distance between the two points will be stationary
points of the functional (24). To find these, let

j'(0) = j ' ( l ) = 0

be a smooth path and consider the variation ra of r given by
xi = ri(t) + os'(t)
and its length
D(ra)=flL(r0(t),r<,(t))dt.
By integrating by parts we get

w>(0
da

J

°

=

7=1
r

dt

sJ +
dxJ"

^ \ * L _ d t

È k

\ }

J d t

At a stationary point dD(ra)/do — 0 for all variations x' = s'(t); therefore we get
the Euler-Lagrange equations
_3_L
L _ d I 9L \
dxKJJ dt \ MJ I '

(25)
Substituting (24.ii) yields
2

J L , to'** dt\2L

2

**»*)'

When the curve is parametrized by arclength, L is constant and this reduces to

using the expressions (14) for Tjj in terms of the derivatives of the metric gives
(26)

x'+

2
'V=l

T,'j*W = 0.
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A curve y = {V = r'(/)} satisfying (26) is called a geodesic. If we let the vector
field V in (16) be the tangent field T of the curve y, we see that (26) holds
<=> VTT — 0 along y.
We end this section by defining a coordinate system around p E M in which
geodesies through /? are straight lines through the origin. Let X be a tangent
vector in Tp{M). As long as | X\ is small, we can find a geodesic y — {x* = r\t)}
as a solution of (26) satisfying

*<°>=''

5 1 =*•
at \t=Q

The map
(27)
Gxp:Tp(M)^M9
*->y(l)
is a diffeomorphism between a neighborhood of 0 in T(M) and a neighborhood
of /> in M. These local coordinates in M are called normal coordinates. The
manifold M is called complete if exp is defined for all points p and all vectors X.
This means that the geodesies continue for all time.
The following observation will be useful later.
PROPOSITION 3. In a normal coordinate system, the coefficients in the Taylor
expansion of gtj(x) about the origin are polynomials in the curvature Rijkl and its
covariant derivatives at 0.
PROOF. At the origin in a normal coordinate system, one has g/y(0) = 8 f .,
(Bg/y/dXfcXO) = 0, so the derivatives of order 0 and 1 are already known. A long
computation with (19), (14) and the definition of normal coordinates shows that

Zijki*...,,

/
ds+2gk
lo = (const) | 3 ^ 3 ^ : . .

8

\\
^ J^

/ polynomial in lower order \
\ derivatives of the gab
J'
From this it is clear by induction that all derivatives of gik at 0 may be expressed
as polynomials in the Rijkltfl{.. Ms.
•
2. Complex manifolds. We begin with some preliminaries about complex vector
spaces. Suppose that we are given a real vector space V and an automorphism
J:V -* V satisfying J2 = —id. Then V becomes a complex vector space if we
define }/— Iv = J(v% v E V. Conversely given a complex vector space, we can
naturally define a pair (V9 J) in the obvious way. We will be concerned below
with the case in which Fis the tangent space of a manifold at a point.
Let V* denote the dual space of V consisting of all real-valued linear functions
on V; then V* ® C is the space of all complex-valued R-linear functions on V.
When V is the tangent space, V* <8> C becomes the space of complex-valued
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1-forms. We say
( ( ) G P ® Cis of type (1,0) if <j>(JZ) = ^ P Ï Z , Z e V.
(31)
.
<f)GP <8) C is of type (0,1) i t > ( / Z ) = - / - 1 Z , Z G V.
It is easy to check that
(32)
^®C=K10©K01,
where VXQ (V0{) is the space of all (l,0)-forms ((0, l)-forms). Whenever a vector
space V splits, the exterior powers ArV inherit the splitting. In our case the
splitting (32) induces a splitting
(33)

Ar(V*®C)=

0

A*(F 1 0 )AA*(F 0 1 ).

p + q=r

An element in Ap(Vl0) A Aq(V0l) is called a (p,q)-covector. Finally we can
dualize this construction and define (/?, q)-multivectors.
Let U C Cn be an open set and/: Î Z - ^ C a C 1 map. We say
ƒ is holomorphic <=>(d/) z :C' l -+C w is complex linear, z E U
(

'

~/(4D, = (#),/.

A complex manifold M is a manifold with an atlas of coordinate charts
{(J7a, <f>t): £/a -> Cw)} such that the coordinate changes fy o ^>~1 are holomorphic,
when defined. Now for every point p G CM, multiplication by ^— 1 maps a
tangent vector at p into a tangent vector at p. By (34) the coordinate changes
4>p0 <t>al preserve the notion of multiplication by \/— 1 ; therefore we get a map
(35)

J: Tp(M) -

Tp(M);

in fact, it is not hard to check that J is well defined globally. It is called the almost
complex structure. If (zx — xx + yPÂyu... ,zw = JC„ -f /—Ty w ) are local coordinates for M and (fj = xx — yf—~\yx,...,zn = xn — \/— 1 yn) are the conjugate
variables, then

9^'8^'--'âl:'4 isabasisof ^ (M) '
e§7' a l 7 ' • ' a l ; ' öf-isabasisof T ^ ( ^ ) ,
with
* 3xf. ~* 3>>. *

/ . JL_>JL
3z,

3z/ '

dyt ~* dx( '

3

-3.

dzt

dzt '

the 3/3z,. are (1,0)-vectors, while the 3 / 3 ^ are (0, l)-vectors; finally a (p, #)-form
may be written locally as
(36)
v

'

Yfr -../ /.../ dzt A • • • Adz, A dzf A • • • Adz,.
Arf Tr*! • • -j^y,

-y^

/,

/^

y,

We will denote the space of all C00 (/?, #)-forms on M by

y?

Ap,q(M).
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Consider a Riemannian metric g( •, • ) on a complex manifold M satisfying
(37)

g{jpX9JpY)=g(X9Y)9

for all/? e M, and X9Y<E Tp(M). If we set u(X9 Y) = g(X9 JY\ then
(38)

h(X9Y)

= g(X9Y)

+ iü>(X9Y)

is a complex-valued sesquilinear form called the Hermitian metric, which may be
extended to the complexification
T;(M) = TP{M) ® c
of the tangent space. Since
<*(X, Y) = g(X, JY) = g(JY9 X) = g(J2Y9 JX) = -co(7, X),
o)( -, • ) is an exterior 2-form. It is called the Kàhler form. If (zl9...
complex coordinates, then

2a=4r

9zn)

are local

(type(i,o)),

Za = Z-=^-

(type(0,l)),a=l,...,«,

are a basis for the complex tangent spaces Tpc(M); we abbreviate this to
Zi9

i = 1,...,/i,ï,...,/ï.

If we set
hiJ =

h(zi9zJ)9

then by (37), hap = h^ = 0, while hap=hpa.
often written

For this reason the metric (38) is

n

(41)

ds2=

2

hapdzadzp.

a,0=l

Corresponding to ds 2 we have the Kâhler form <o = ^aphapdza A dz^. This is a
globally defined form of type (1,1). For the rest of this section we will use the
convention
Roman indices ij9k9
Greek indices a,/?,y,

1,...,«, Ï , . . . , « ,
1,...,«,

Suppose now that M is equipped with a connection allowing us to parallel
transport vectors Z. In general parallel transport does not preserve complex
structure; that is
parallel transport of JZ ¥= J (parallel transport of Z ) .
But if the Riemannian connection V induced by the metric g( •, • ) according to
Proposition 1 satisfies
(42)

VX(JY)=J(VXY),
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for all vector fields X, 7, then parallel transport does preserve the complex
structure. In this case the Hermitian metric defined by (38) is called Kàhler.
4. The following are equivalent:
(i)
VX(JY)=J(VXY);
(ii) die = 0;
(iii) there exists a smooth real-valued function u(z) such that

PROPOSITION

< « )

>

*

-

%

$

•

PROOF. See [38, vol. 2, Chapter 9].

Note that (43) implies

EXAMPLE

1. If M = C , then

and

so that Cn is Kàhler.
W
EXAMPLE 2. If M = CP (complex projective «-space), then

^ ( z ) = ia5^ l o g l z l 2
induces a metric called the Fubini-Study metric; therefore CP" is also Kàhler.
In later chapters we shall study carefully certain Kàhler metrics on domains in
C".
If hapis a Kàhler metric on M, then using the defining property (42), we find
VzZp = 0,

vzZfi is of type (1,0),

VzaZ/? = 0,

VzjZp is of type (0,1),

when Z a , Z a are the coordinate vector fields defined by (39). Because of these
formulas, equations involving a Kàhler metric are often simpler then their
counterparts for a general Hermitian metric.
We illustrate this by calculating the components Tfj of the Riemannian connection of a Kàhler manifold M with metric hap. The real part of the Hermitian
metric hap is a Riemannian metric (compare equation (38)) and by Proposition 1,
it is associated with the Riemannian connection V such that

v z z, = r*zt.
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Note that the formulas (44) and (9) imply
r& = I&,

Tip = I&,

other r* = 0.

Now

<vz.z/l,zy>=2riv
8

On the other hand by (9.vi) and (44), we have

(VzZp,Zy)=Za(Z$,Zy)=^.
Comparing these last two equations we see
f
r i = 2*^a-*-dzp

(45 i)

where ha& is the inverse of the matrix hap. Similarly we find

(45.Ü)

r&=2**^.

Note how much simpler this expression is compared to expression (14) for the
Riemannian case.
The formulas for the Riemannian curvature and Ricci curvature are also much
simpler. Instead of the formulas (44), we use the second-order version
V z V z Z y = v z V Za Z y

(take the inner product of both sides
with Zs and apply (45 .i)),

(46)

V

*"

V

^

=

°'

VzavZfzy = vz„( 2 r/Yz.) = 2 r/ T z„
8

8

Vz^z-Z, = 0;
it turns out that

(47)

T h
R*Fyf=l[éïr)
apy8
A^fö^ay

+

When the metric is expressed as

we can rewrite this as
(48)

R ^ = uapyS- - 2 u°7uayfups-a,
a.r

where w0T is the inverse of the matrix wof and
93t/
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Finally using the identity
dx

l o g d e t ^ - ) = Trace( -^A~l ) ,

we find
(49)

Rica/3-= c ^ j - ( l o g d e t hap ).

We end this section by discussing the exterior differentiation of (p9 g)-forms.
F o r / G A°'°(M), define
(50i)

df=

2
a=l

f i . e A ^ M ) ,
dZ

3/= 2

«

a=l

| * . e A ° W
°Z«

and extend these in the standard way:
(50 ii)

9 ( M /

A £j)

= ( 8 / ) A dZl A

^ G A/,+ U ( M ) '
8( ƒ Jz 7 A dz,) = ( 8 / ) A dzj A dz) G A ' ' « + 1 ( M ) ,

for /, / multi-indices with \I\ = p9\J\=
by linearity.

q. Finally extend 8, 8 to all oi

kp,q(M)

3. Bundles over Riemannian manifolds. In this section we give two additional
definitions of connection, including the definition of a connection in a principal
fibre bundle, a concept which we will need in Chapter 10.
Let V be a connection on a Riemannian «-manifold (M, ( •, • » and let
( / C M b e a n open set. We call the vector fields Xl9...9Xnan orthonormal frame
on Uit
(51)

(i)

Xx{p)9 ...,Xn(p)

is a basis of Tp(M)9Mp

(Ü)

(Xi(p)9Xj(p))p

=

G U,

8ij9a\lpeU

Note that we do not necessarily assume that the Xt are coordinate vector fields. In
particular, they need not commute. Let «,. be the dual 1-forms defined by
(52.i)

",(Xi)=àIJ

and define the 1-forms w,- • by
(52Ü)

vYXt = E ( o , ( F ) l ,
7=1

The 1-forms to,-, w,- • are called the connection forms.
Let i?( •, • ) * t>e t n e curvature of V (equation (17)) and define the 2-forms QtJ
by

R(r9z)xt = io v (y,z)^
7=1
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It is easy to check that

n

(53)

Q„ = </«„+ 2 «„A*,*,.

The 2-forms £2,, are called the curvature forms.
j

I

J

We can reverse this process: given (M, ( •, • » and an orthonormal frame {X(}9
the Cartan connection V is defined by (52.ii) and its curvature by (53). We define
the torsion T( •, • ) of V by
(54.i)
T(Y9 Z) = VYZ - VZY - [Y9 Z]
and the torsion 2-forms by
n

(54.ii)

T(Y, z) = 2 îKr, Z)A-,.
I*=

PROPOSITION 5. (i) dco, = -2y = 1

1

w/y- A coy +

7).

PROOF. We only prove (i); (ii) follows by a similar argument. Before we begin
note that for a 1-form <o and for a 2-form co A 77, we have

(55 i )

du(Y9 Z) = y<o(Z) - Zw(7) - <o([7, Z]),

(55.Ü)

(<o A JI)(Y9 Z) = o)(y)iï(Z) -

v(Y)œ(Z).

Now from the definition (54) of the torsion,
2 Tt(Y9 Z)Xt = VYZ - VZY

~[Y9Z]

i

= vy(2«/z)^) - vz(2«/r)A}) -2«,([y,z])*,
V

7

7'

= 2 {Y»j(Z)

V

J'

'

J

- Zwj{Y) - o>j[Y, Z]}Xj

j

+ 2 {aj(Z)a,j(Y)

-

Uj(Y)aiJ(Z)}Xj.

J

Therefore comparing components and using (55.ii) we have
T,(Y, Z) - ( 2 « y A 0j\(Y, Z) = Y<*t{Z) - Za,(Y)
j

- a,[Y,

Z],

'

which by (55.i) becomes
d<o((Y, Z) = ( - 2 « / y A co,)(Y, Z) - T,(Y, Z).
REMARK. Equations (i) and (ii) are called the first and second structural
equations.
There is a closely related construction in which G is a Lie group and Xl9...9Xn
are left-invariant vector fields on G which span the tangent space G = Tid(G). We
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can identify G with the Lie algebra of G. We define the structure constants c* of
G by
[Xi>xj]=

(56)

2c?jXk;
*=i

they are clearly antisymmetric in / andy'. Let o)l9...9con be the dual 1-forms to
Xl9...9Xn (equation 52.i). Now
dcci{Xj9Xk)

=

-i,i{[Xj9Xk])^-c)k9

-^(2cirscrAœs){Xj9Xk)

= c}k

and so,

(57)

rfW,

+ 2c>,A W f c = 0,

which is the structure equation for the Lie group G.
If we let
TM= ( J Tp(M)
pŒM

and let IT: TM -> M be the natural projection, then a vector field may be thought
of as a map s: U C M -> TM satisfying nS = id (i.e. a section). We can think of
an orthonormal frame {Xl9... 9Xn) on Uin a similar manner. Let
E =

f(m; e l 5 . ..,e r t ) : el9...9en is an oriented orthonormal]
{
basisof r m ( M )
J

and let IT : E -> M be the natural projection. An orthonormal frame XX9...9Xn
over t/ C M is just a section of E -> M.
We now describe some of the structure of £ -> M. For g E SO(«), let
Rg:E->E9
b= (m;eu...9en)\-*bg

= (m; %gnei9...,

2&**i)

then (6g!)g2 = 6(gi#2)> i-e- tf û s *s a right action of SO(n) on £. For a fixed
b0 £ E9 define
/„O:SO(H)-£,

gH>6g.

We call
Em =

7T-\m)cE

the (vertical) fibre. The map fb is a diffeomorphism onto the fibre Em\ that is,
after choosing a frame Z>0, we can identify SO(«) and the fibre. The derivative of
this map is

rb-. 7tso(n)) - r(£)
in which the image consists of vectors X satisfying
i r , ( * ) = 0;
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these are called vertical vectors. We let
Vb={XGTb(E):TT,X=0}.
These vectors are tangent to the fibre. We can identify T(SO(n)) with the Lie
algebra so(n) of SO(«). A basis for SO(n) is given by the matrices etj containing
a 1 in the (/, y)-slot, a -1 in the (j, z)-slot, and 0 elsewhere. Then Xtj = ft>0(eij)
are vertical vector fields on E, which are in fact independent of the b0 used to
identify the fibre with SO(«). Now the Xtj do not give a framing of E\ indeed, we
must somehow choose n additional vector fields Xx,...9Xnto
frame E. These are
called horizontal vector fields. Unlike the construction of the Xij9 these cannot be
defined in a canonical manner. Once they are chosen, set
Hb =

span{Xi(b),...,Xn(b)};

then we expect
(i) Tb{E) =Vb® Hb,
(ii) VbDHb = {0},
(iii) Hbg = {Rg)*Hb.
The assignment b\-+ Hb C Tb(E) is called a connection.
If y is a vector field on U C M, then the assignment b -> Hb gives a unique
horizontal vector field Y on U = IT'X(U) satisfying
YbEHb,

vm(Xb) = X„{b)

for all b E Ü;

it is called the horizontal lift of Y. Now if y is a curve on M with a tangent vector
field r, then T lifts to a horizontal vector field T (after extending T to some
neighborhood of U) and the integral curves of T define a curve y in E called the
lift of y. A point b(t) - (m(t); ex(t\.. .,en(t)) on y can be thought of as the
parallel transport of the frame (^(0),... ,e„(0)) at m — m(Q) to m(t). This is why
the map b h-> Hb is called a connection.
In Chapter 10 we will need this construction in greater generality. We define a
principal fibre bundle with structure group G as a smooth map of manifolds
(58)

TT:P^

M

together with an action of G on P satisfying
(i) R: G X P -> P, (g, p) ^ Rg(p) = pg9 withpg = p for ah> ~ g = id.
(ii) M - P / £ .
(iii) If {Ua} is a cover of M, then P is locally a product UX G, i.e. there are
maps ^ : TT~X(U) *-* £/ X G,p\-+ (sv(p\ t^p)) which make the diagram
uT^tO-ï
\ .

(/XG
Iproj

commute and satisfy
(59)

su(pg)

= (su(p))g

îorzl\p£7T-'(U).
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EXAMPLE. We have just shown that the frame bundle E -» M described above is
a principal fiber bundle. Let

(60)

Vp={XGTp(P):^(X)

= 0}

be the vertical space. A connection is an assignment/? H» Hp C Tp(P) of horizontal
spaces satisfying
(i)Hp<BVp=Tp(P),HpnVp={0},
(61)

(ii) # „ = ( * , ) , # , .

This is almost our final definition of connection. We have had several, including
Coordinates

vector field Xt

Frames

orthonormal frame Xt

Bundles

section of P -> E

^xt^j=
2 T!jXk
T/j Christoffel symbols
^x^t=
2 <àij{X)Xj
cô(j connection forms
Tp(P) = Hp@Vp
Hp horizontal space

Observe that on the principal bundle E a connection induces a natural ^-valued
one-form, i.e. a natural map from tangent vectors X G Tp(E) into ?T, the Lie
algebra of G. In fact, the connection splits X uniquely into horizontal and vertical
components, X = Xh + Xv with JQ in the tangent space of the fibre. Since the
tangent space of a fibre is naturally identified with the Lie algebra ?T, the linear
map X -> Xv G ?Tis a Lie-algebra-valued 1-form, which we call <o. Note that the
horizontal subspace of Tp(E) is the kernel of <o.
We close the discussion with a simple example showing how connections on
frame bundles relate to the construction of canonical forms on Lie groups
(equation (57)). The example is as follows.
In W with the standard metric ds2 — 2k dx\, fix an origin O and an orthonormal frame (ea). Any Euclidean motion of Rn carries O to a new origin and (ea) to
a new frame; the new origin and frame uniquely specify the transformation.
Therefore the bundle of orthonormal frames on Rn may be identified with the
group E of Euclidean motions. The fibres in E are the cosets of SO(n) C E, while
Rn ^ E/SO(n).
On the Lie algebra level, we have S ^ so(n) © R" as a direct sum of vector
spaces, so we have a basis Xtj G so(«), Xt G Rn for S. The X's may be thought of
as left-invariant vector fields on E. In particular, the Xtj span the tangent space of
a fibre, while the Xt may be considered horizontal. This gives rise to a notion of
parallel transport in E which agrees with the obvious parallel transport of frames
in Rn. Passing from XiJ9 Xt to the dual 1-forms co/y, <o,, we can check that the
structural equations (57) for the Lie group E take the form
(62)

da, = - 2 w,7 A <»j »
J

d

<*ij = - 2 <*v
k

A

<*kj •
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Comparing with Proposition 5, we see that our flat connection on R" has zero
curvature and torsion.
This simple example can be used to construct the Levi-Civita connection and
curvature on a Riemannian manifold M with general (nonflat) metric. For, any
connection in the bundle EM of orthonormal frames induces the 1-forms wi9 coij
on EM, but we no longer have (62). Rather, the best we can do is to introduce the
error terms 7], Qtj as in Proposition 5, and try to pick the connection to make
them as "close to zero" as possible. Computation shows that the 7J vanish for
exactly one connection, which we will call the Levi-Civita connection. Then the
QtJ with respect to the Levi-Civita connection are the natural obstructions to the
flatness of M or of the bundle EM. We call 0 ; . the curvature forms on M.
All of this seems unnecessarily abstract when applied to familiar elementary
Riemannian geometry. However, using different groups in place of the Euclidean
motions and SO(«), we shall have a framework for defining curvatures at
boundary points of strictly pseudoconvex domains in Cn. This will be carried out
in Chapter 11.
4. The Laplace operator. The Laplace operator A on RM satisfies

f ( v « , W) dvol = - f vAudvol,
J

Rn

JR»

2

for w, v compactly supported C functions. On a compact Riemannian manifold
M with metric tensor gtj the left-hand side still makes sense; therefore, we define
A on M by

ƒ

2 gijTH
7T7 <*vo1 = ~JƒM üAw ^ v o l >
dxl dxJ )

JM\ij=i

where
Jvol = f%dxx --dx\

^ = (det(g, 7 )) 1/2

is the volume form. A short calculation shows

where g % = 8l7.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we let (M, (•, • » be a compact
Riemannian «-manifold and let AP(M) denote the space of C°° /?-forms on M.
We motivate the definition of the adjoint d* and the Laplacian D by considering
the map
d*: A^R") -> A°(RW),

o h* div(<o#),

where div( • ) is the divergence of a vector field and co# is the dual vector field
associated to the 1-forms co by the Euclidean structure. Using some identities
from vector calculus, we find
Aw = d*du,

((du)*9 v)= <K,

d*(v#)),
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where ( •, • ) is the standard inner product on Rn and w, v G A°(Af ). We now
give the formal definition. Recall that if V has an inner product, then APV
inherits an inner product. In particular we can define an inner product
<a,j8>m,

ct9fiGA»(M),

for each m G M and by integration an inner product on AP(M)
(64)

(a,p)=[

(a9$)mdvo\(m).

Then AP(M) becomes a pre-Hilbert space with respect to the inner product (64);
we let L2(M) denote its completion and let
d*:L2p(M)^L2p(M)

(65)

be the Hubert space adjoint of d. Finally we define the Laplace-Beltrami operator
(66)

n=dd*

+ d*d.

Harmonic forms (functions) are those annihilated by D(A).
Let M be a compact manifold. The cohomology of the sequence

A°(M) i A\M) i • • • iA'(M)

i •••

is isomorphic by DeRham's theorem to the cohomology of the manifold
Hp(M)

Ap+l)/d(Ap~l).

« ker(d: A* ->

Let us examine this sequence in more detail. Given co G AP(M) with du — 0,
consider the equation
(67 .i)

d \ = w,

\<EAp-\M).

Note that X is not unique. Indeed, since d2 = 0, X + dp, for any /i G AP~2(M) is
also a solution. Among all such solutions X of this equation, we can single out one
by requiring X _L Ran d (with respect to the inner product (63)); since
0 = (A, dii) = (d*X, ju>, for \x G AP~2{M), this is equivalent to
(67 .ii)

d*\ = 0.

Applying D to the solution X of the system (67) yields
DX = (d*d + dd*)X = d*œ + d(0) = d*œ.
In other words, the system (67) leads naturally to the equation
(68)

DX = a,

A,«GA'(M).

If we introduce local coordinates we can check that D is a second-order elliptic
operator in the sense that it satisfies hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7 in
Chapter 3. We can also check that it is self adjoint.
1. (i) L2p(M) = Ker D 0 Ran D.
(ii) {harmonicp-forms} C AP(M).
(iii) HP(M) « [harmonicp-forms}.
(iv) dim Hp(M) < oc.

THEOREM
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PROOF. AS we remarked, Theorem 7 of Chapter 3 applies. Therefore L2(M) =
Coker D © Ran D, with dim(Coker D) < oo and dim(Ker D) < oo; moreover
Ker D consists of smooth functions. This gives (ii). Since D is selfadjoint,
Coker D = Ker D * = Ker D and we get (i).
Since D = (d + d*)(d + </*), Deo = 0 implies (d + d*)o> = 0. Therefore 0 =
((d + d*)o, </«>= \\do>\\2 + <co, ddœ) and 0 = ((d + </*)«, rf*«>= lld*co||2 +
(dc/co, co), so that c/co = 0 and d*co = 0; in particular, harmonic forms are closed.
Therefore the map
j : {harmonic/?-forms} -» HP(M),

co H» co + Ran J

is well defined. To show that j is injective, take co e Ran d fï Ker D. Then
co = d\, for some À with D(dX) = 0; that is, dd*d\ = 0. Now 0 =
(dd*d\, d\)= \\d*d\\\2, so </*</\ = 0. Similarly 0 = (d*d\, X)= \\d\\\2, so
dX = 0. This gives co = 0 and7 is injective as desired. We now showy is surjective.
By (i) any closed form {$ may be written as fi — co + D a with D co = 0. Now
dco = 0 and dfi = 0, so 0 = dBa = d(dd* + </*</)a = dd*da. Therefore 0 =
(dd*da, da)— \\d*da\\2, which implies D a = d(d*a) G Ranged So /? = co +
d(something), with co harmonic, and j is surjective. The proof of (iii) is complete.
Part (iv) is an immediate consequence of the finiteness of (harmonic /?-forms}
and (iii). D
COROLLARY.

The Euler characteristic
n

X(M)=

2 (-l)'dim

tf'(Af)

is finite.
5. The Euler characteristic. In this section we show how we can express the
Euler characteristic x(M) in terms of the action of D on the space of forms. Let
Aeven(M) =

0
A'(M),
p even

A^M)

=

0 A"{M).
p odd

Consider the operator
L=

d+d*:Aeven(M)^Aodd(M).

Since
(69)

L*L=n\A_(M),

LL* = a | Aodd(M) ,

by Theorem 1 we get
dimKer(L*L) = 2

dim i F ( M ) ,

peven

dimKer(LL*) = 2

dim

H"(M),

podd

and so
n

(70)

dimKer(L*L) - dimKer(LL*) = 2 (-l)'dim J Ï ' ( M ) = x ( ^ ) .
P=\
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If 0 < \i < X2 < • - - are the eigenvalues, listed according to their multiplicities, of D e v e n acting on Xeven(M), then
Trace(<T'D-en) = 2<r' x >

(71.i)
and similarly

Trace(e- ,Dodd ) = 2*?-'%

(71. ii)

where 0 < /A, < ju2 < • • • are the eigenvalues of ü o d d . The relation between the
X's and the JU'S is given by
LEMMA 1. Assume that L*L has eigenvalues Xk, that LL* has eigenvalues ju^ and
that the spectra of both operators are discrete. Then if those Xk and \ik which equal 0
are deleted, the list of the Xk's and the fik9s coincide.
PROOF.

Let X ¥= 0 be an eigenvalue of L*L\ then
L*L<j> = A</>,

for some nonzero <f>. This implies L<j> =£ 0 and
LL*(L<j>) = X(L^>);
i.e. X is an eigenvalue of LL* as required. The same argument shows that the
multiplicity of X for LL* is at least as great as for L*L. Since the argument is
symmetric, we are done. D
Because the Laplacian acting on a compact manifold has a discrete spectrum,
we can apply the lemma with L — d-Vd*. In this case the number of 0
eigenvalues of L*L (respectively LL*) is equal to dim(Ker D even ) (respectively
dim(Ker D^d)). If we take note of equations (69) and (70), this gives
PROPOSITION 6.

Trace(e-' D -en) - Trace(er'D<*") = dim(Ker D even ) - dim(Ker D o d d ) =

X(M).

6. Asymptotics of the heat kernel. To simplify the notation, we work primarily
with functions and the Laplacian A, rather than forms and the Laplacian D. In
this section we will construct an asymptotic approximation to the fundamental
solution of the heat equation
(72)

( 9 / 3 / - Ajw(r, x, y) = 0,

u(t, x, y) \t=0 = Sy(x)

o n M X ( 0 , o o ) (the heat kernel).
We begin by considering M = Rn and
u(t,x9y)

=

(4vtyn/2e-lx-*2/4'.

Setting y = 0 and a — -n/29 we find

< 73 >

,

|

r,

a

-,

= (4 „ )V «v..j^L- ? },
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and since | V | x |2 |2 = 41 x |2, A | x |2 = In, we see that u is a solution of (72)
with y = 0 and that
Kt(x,y)

=

u(t,x9y)

is the required heat kernel. Note that this is an exact expression for the heat
kernel and not an asymptotic one.
This suggests that for a general Riemannian manifold (M, ( •, • » we look for a
solution of the heat equation with an asymptotic expansion of the form
(74)

u(t9x9 j ) ^ ( 4 7 7 r r / 2 e - d i s t 2 ^ ' W 2 ^(x9yy)9

t - 0+ .

Here dist(x, y) is the geodesic distance induced by the metric ( •, • ), i.e. the
infimum of the length of all geodesies connecting x and y. This expansion is due
to Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [47].
We proceed now to derive (74). Let y' be a system of normal coordinates about
the point x (equation (27)). Recall that in this coordinate system geodesies
* ~* yl(t) passing through x are simply straight lines; therefore the geodesic
distance dist(x, y) is simply the length of the line connecting x and y. Put
r = dist(x, y ) (we use this notation throughout the remainder of the section) and
consider a function f o n M that depends only upon the geodesic distance r. A
short calculation (see [3, p. 134]) shows that
A/Tv

d2* , n- 1 d* , d\o%{g dy
r
dr2
dr
dr dr

This in turn gives
(75)

A(»*)

d2* , n - 1 rf¥ , ^logVg </* \ t d* d*
= » | ^ + - r - 1 F + - ^ ^ - 3 r ) + 2 ^ r i j r + *A» f

for O an arbitrary function.
Put
uN(t, x, y) = (4wO~" / V , 2 / 4 '{*b + * , / + • • • + <M*},
* = (4wtyn/2e-r2/*',
and substitute this into (75):

* = { * , + * , / + • • • +<j>NtN)
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this implies
(76)

( ^ - A , ) «!„(*, * , ƒ )
= * ? [( r 2
,r0{\4<2

/
2

r2
4f2

n
2f

1
n- 1
2f+
2r

^«g^g r
dr
2ï

To make this 0, we set the coefficient of ^ / / _ 1 equal to 0; i.e. we require <j>l = 0,

^+r«*ff+i

(7?)

+ |ti _ Mi _ i>

,. 0>li ... jW .

We claim that there are C°° solutions to these equations. Indeed, if we write (77)
as
1/4
4(''s
*,) = r'*,/4M,,
dr

then we get such solutions by setting
*»(*•>)

_/g(^

1 / 4

ig(y)

and
_ 4>o(*, y) çy r'
r((x, y) Jx

\x,z)Az<t>i_l(x,z)
4>o(*> z)

where r(x9 y) = dist(x, y). We can check by induction on / that <£>•, is smooth.
This is clear for </>0. If <f>y_ {is smooth, then in a normal coordinate system about x,
<t>i(x, y) has the form

^

*=pt'~1g(ty)àt withgG C00.

=717 f^'M'-fa)
\y \l Jo

\ \y\ I

J

o

Evidently $ G C ° ° also, so fy is smooth. Note that with the fy defined this way,
(78)

( 9 / 3 / - bx)uN(t,

x, y) = (4<irtyn/2e-r2/4tb<t>NtN.

This completes the construction of the asymptotic solution (74).
Now put
(79.i)

K»(x, y) = 0(dist(x, y), t)uN(t, x, y),

where $( •, • ) E Q° is a cutoff function with
(79.ii)

f 1 near the origin,
0(x, t ) = < 0 outside a small neighborhood
I
of the origin.
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We define a,parametrix K(t, x, y) for the (scalar) heat operator by the properties
(i)
(ii)
^ >
(iii)

K(t, x, y) G C°°(M X M X (0, oo)),
(3/8/ — Ax)K(t, x, y) and its derivatives up to high order
tend to zero uniformly as t -» 0 + ,
\im+K(t,-,y)
= ôy(.).

A parametrix Kp(t, x9 y) for the heat operator 3/9/ — D^ acting on AP(M) is
defined similarly.
THEOREM

2. (i) For large N, a parametrix for the scalar heat operator is given by

K?{x, y) = 0(r, t)(4vtyn/2e-^'{<i>0(x,

y) + **,(*, y) + • • • +tN<j>N(x, y)}

where r = dist(x, y).
(ii) On the diagonal x = y, the <J>,(x, y) are real-valued polynomial functions of
the derivatives 3ag/y of the metric tensor in normal coordinates about x.
(iii) There is a similar expansion for a parametrix
K"'N(x, y) = 6(r, t)(4Vt)-"/2e-r2/"{^(x,

y) + • • • + * £ ( * ,

y)tN}.

Here ^.(x, y) is an endomorphism from ApT*M\y into APT*M\X with T^M —
cotangent bundle, and <j>t is smooth in (x, y) G M X M. In local coordinates, this
makes <^ a matrix of smooth functions of x, y.
(iv) On the diagonal x — y in a local coordinate system, the entries of the matrix
<t>f are polynomial functions of the derivatives 3agiy of the components of the metric
tensor.
In order to use this we need the following lemma about the regularity of
solutions to the heat equation
(81)

(8/9* - A)« = g,

n| / = o = 0

on M X (0, oo).
2. If the datum g satisfies
(i) ANg G I?, for some large N,
(ii) g vanishes to order Nl in t at t — 0;
then the solution u satisfies
(iii) Apu G I?, for some large P, depending upon N,Nl,
(iv) u vanishes to order Px, depending upon N, Nx.
LEMMA

PROOF. By expanding the data and solution in the eigenfunctions of A, we can
reduce the lemma to familiar questions about ordinary differential equations in t.
D
The lemma tells us that if the data is very smooth and vanishes to high order,
then the same is true of the solution. Consequently, our parametrix (which is
annihilated to high order by the heat operator) must agree to high order with the
exact solution of the heat equation.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We prove only the statements about the scalar heat
operator; the corresponding statements for the heat operator 9/9* — Dp follow
by a similar argument.
PROOF OF (i). We must check that K?(x9 y) satisfies the properties (80.i),
(80.ii), (80.iii) of a parametrix. Property (80.i) is obvious; (80.ii) follows at once
from the formal calculations used to construct the <J>,.(x, y); and (80.iii) follows
from a short calculation which we omit.
PROOF OF (ii). We work in normal coordinates about x — 0. Say that f(y) is
polynomially determined if all derivatives 9^/(0) are polynomials in 9O£g/y(0). Since
gij(0) = Sij9 manipulations with Taylor series show that (gij) and g±l/2 are
polynomially determined. Thus <J>0(0, y) is polynomially determined. Again by
manipulating Taylor series, we can check by induction on i that <j>t(09 y ) is
polynomially determined. In particular, <^(0,0) is a polynomial in 9ag/y(0), and
this is the assertion of (ii). Note that we used only g,-y(0) = 8iJ9 not the full force
of the normal coordinate system. This will be needed in Gilkey's invariant theory
(Theorem 9). D
The properties (80) that define the parametrix of the heat operator are useful
for many purposes, but very often a stronger notion is needed. A fundamental
solution H(t9 x, y) of the scalar heat equation is defined by

(i)
(81)

(Ü)
(iii)

H(t9 x, y) is C 1 in t and C 2
in x and y (t > 0),

(d/dt-Lx)H(t,x,y)=0,
\im H(t,-,y) = 8y(-).

There is an analogous definition for the fundamental solution Hp(t9 x, y) of the
heat operator 9/9/ — D^ acting on AP(M). Again we note the following as a
consequence of Lemma 2: If H(t9 x, y) is the fundamental solution and K(t9 x, y)
is a parametrix for the heat equation, then H(t9 x, y) — K(t9 x, y) has many
derivatives on [0, oo) X M X M and vanishes to high order at t -> 0 + . So K is an
excellent approximation to H.
THEOREM 3. (i) Let ft be an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions on M and let Xt be
the corresponding eigenvalues. Then the fundamental solution of the scalar heat
equation may be written

In particular
2e-x<<= f

Ht(x,x)dvo\

is well defined.
(ii) As *-> 0 + , Ht(x, y) ~ Kt(x, y).
(iii) Hf(x9 y) = le~x^(x)
® ff(y\ Hf{x9 y) ~ Kf(x9 y\ as t - 0 + ,
p
where J\ are the normalized eigenfunctions of Dp on M with eigenvalues X(.
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The proof is straightforward. See [3] for details.
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7. The Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem. In this section we pull together the last
several sections and show what the asymptotics of the heat kernel have to do with
the Euler characteristic. We begin by reviewing what we know. By Theorem 3 the
heat operator d/dt — Dp has a fundamental solution
(82)

Hf(x9y)
~ 0(r, t)(47rtyn/2e-r2/*<{<I>t(x9 y) + **f(*, y) + t^i(x9

ƒ) + • • • } ,

where 0 is the cutoff function (79.ii) and r — dist(x, y). By Theorem 2 the
coefficients of the <j>f on the diagonal x = y are polynomials in the derivatives
dagjj of the components of the metric tensor gtj. Assume now that we introduce
normal coordinates; then by Proposition 3 the dag(j are polynomials in the
covariant derivatives Rpqrs/a of the Riemann curvature tensor Rpqrs and, hence,
so are the <j>f.
On the other hand note that because Hf(x, y) is a fundamental solution of
d/dt — Dp it satisfies
Trace(éT' n *) = f Hf(x9 x) rfvol(jc).

(83)

Now by Proposition 7,
(84)

x(M)

= Trace(e~' D ™) - Trace(e- /Dodd ).

After comparing (82), (83) and (84), we see that
(85i)

X(M)=(
J

P{Rpqrs/a)dvo\,
M

where P is some polynomial in the Rpqrs/„>
The rest of this section is a heuristic description of how we can use invariant
theory to discover the form of P( • ). Later, after we have developed the necessary
invariant theory, we will be able to show that P( • ) is the Pfaffian
(85ii)

m(Rijkl)

dxl A • •. Adx" = c 2 sgn(i) s g n O ) * , ^ dxh A dxh
A • • • /\R.l

. .

2k-ll2kJ2k-U2k

. dx:
J2k-\

A dx: y ,
J2k

where sgn(/) = sgn(il912> >*2A:—1> hk)- The relation (85) for the Euler characteristic is the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Consider the parametrix for the scalar heat equation
(86)

Kt(x9 x) = 2 (47rO~M/2<k(*, x)t'.

Let (M, ( • , • ) ) be a Riemannian manifold and let M' be the same space but
equipped with the metric
< • > • > '

=

* < • , • > ,
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obtained by dilating ( •, • ). Let {e,} be an orthonormal frame on M. Then
{e- = X~l/2e(} is an orthonormal frame on M' and {ef = A1/2ef} is the corresponding coframe. We have
Kjki = <*'{e'i> *>*> */> = X\R(ei9

* > * , e,)=

\-%jkl

and similarly
(87)

R

'ijkl/ov--om

~

^~m/2~lRijkl/ov.-om>

4>ï(x,y)=\-lh(x,y).

(88)

Now <t>i(x, y) is a polynomial in the Rijkl/av.
the form
(89)

*tjki/oV:om ® • • • VRi'fk'i'/o'r.-ou

; that is, a sum of monomials of
(P terms).

In order for ^ ( x , y) to transform correctly after a scale change
we see, by comparing (87) and (88), that each monomial term (88) that occurs in
<j>i(x, y) must satisfy
(90)

2

2+ |a|=2/,

factors a

where the sum is over the/? factors Rijkl/ay.
, and where | a | denotes the length
of a, i.e. the number of indices.
Where / = 0, this formula tells us that <J>0(x, x) must be a constant, say c0; (86)
becomes
Kt(x,x)

= (47TtYn/2{C0 + <l>l(x,x)t+ ••• }.

Now, orthogonal transformations preserve normal coordinates and hence the
invariants <j>i(x, x) are defined by 0(«)-invariant polynomials in Rijkl/o. In the
next section we prove the following
Fact. The 0(«)-invariants <£, must be a sum of terms of the form
Trace(^//0®--.®JR/yikr/aO.
When / = 1, this fact together with the weight formula (90) implies that each
monomial contains just one factor RiJkl. Therefore
<f>{ = (const) R,
ik Jl

where R — 2 g g RiJkl
form

is the scalar curvature (21). The parametrix now takes the

Kt(x, x) = (47rt)'n/2{C0 + CxRt + • • • } .
When / = 2, we need to consider 2(2 + | a |) = 4. Each monomial must involve
one factor with | a | = 2 or two factors with | a \ = 0. It turns out that only the
term (const)Al* arises from Rijkl/0xQi and only 2*2, ||R i j k l \\ 2 and IIRicll2 (see (20),
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(21)) arise from RiJkl9 Ri>j>k>r- This means that
<j>2 = C2R2 + C 3 ||Ric|| 2 + C4||tf,yik/||2 + C5àR
and
Kt(x,x)
= (4irtYn/2{C0

+ CxRt+[c2R2

+ C 3 ||Ric|| 2 + C4\\Rijkl\\2C5AR]t2

+ •••}.

We can determine the constants Ct by making explicit comptuations for simple
manifolds. Note that although the Ct do not depend on the particular manifold,
they do depend on the dimension of the manifold.
This type of information is all we can determine from a single heat kernel
Kt(x, x). On the other hand, for the alternating sum of heat kernels associated
with the operator
p~

even — P~

°^

some remarkable cancellations occur. It turns out that the resulting polynomial
depends only upon the Riemann curvature tensor Rijkl and not on its covariant
derivatives Rijkl/o. When n is odd, this polynomial is identically 0; when n is even
the polynomial is the Pfaffian, which we now define.
Let Atj be a matrix on R2k with Atj — -Ajt. It can be shown that det(^4z7) is the
square of a polynomial. The Pfaffian Pf(^y •) associated with Atj is defined by

detU,,)=[PfK,.)]2.
When Atj is a two-tensor on R2*, we define the associated Pfaffian by
pf

(^/y)

= c

n 2 s S n 0'i * * * hk)^ixiAhu

"Ai2k-^

'

where sgn(-) is the sign of the permuation if all the ij are different and 0
otherwise. Finally we let
2RiJkldxkAdxi.

Ru =
kj

Since 2-forms commute and Rtj = -RJi9 Vf(Rtj) is a well-defined «-form, and we
define the Pfaffian of the Riemann curvature tensor by
(91.i)

Pf(# / 7 ) = m(RiJkl)

dxx A • • • Adx\

or, equivalently
(91.n)

m(Rijkl)

dxx A • • • Adx" = c 2 sgn(î) sgn(y)^ / i / i / i / 2 dx^ A dx*
A • • • /\R.

. .

. dxhk~x A dxhk,

where sgn(/) = sgn(/! • • • ilk).
8. Hermann Weyl's invariant theory. First we prove an easy theorem about the
action of SO(«) on «-vectors D1, ... 9vN. The problem is to find those polynomials
in the components of the «-vectors that are invariant under the action of SO(«).
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There are two obvious examples:

(92)

(i) the inner product (vJ\ vk) = v{vk + • • • + vfok\
/ •
v{x
--Jl
Jn
(ii) the bracket factor [v 9...,v ] = det
\ Vn

* '*

•\
v{n
%

In fact we have
THEOREM

4. Examples (i) and (ii) generate the invariant polynomials.

Next we consider the more complicated problem of determining the SO(«)invariant polynomials in the components of a collection of tensors of fixed rank,
{A,j...,}.
THEOREM 5. (i) We can write down an infinite list of polynomials generating the
invariant polynomials as a vector space.
(ii) Finitely many terms from this list generate all the invariant polynomials as a
ring.

The third problem we will consider also concerns the set of tensors of fixed
rank, {AtJ.. .p). The problem is to find all SO(«)-invariant linear maps

/:K...,}-C.
There are two obvious examples:
, v

(i)
(ii)

the map formed by pairing indices and contracting to scalars;
the map formed by first tensoring Atj.. .p with an alternating
«-tensor fi to get A ®Q and then pairing indices and
contracting to scalars,

and a theorem.
THEOREM 6. Linear combinations of examples (i) and (ii) are the only possible
SO(n)-invariant linear maps.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. We will derive this theorem as a consequence of
Theorem 6. Let P(vx,... ,vN) be an SO(«)-invariant polynomial, i.e.,

(94)

(i)

P{gv\. ..,gvN)

= P{v\...,vN)

(ii)

P is a polynomial in the components v\9...9vl„of

for all g G SO(»),
the

l

«-vectors v .
We may assume that P is homogeneous of degree mk in the vector vk, that is
P(v\...,\vk,...9vN)=\m*P(v\...,vk9...9vN).

(95)
Consider a map <>
j
4>: (v\...,vN)

-*vl <S> ••• ®vl ® ••• ®vN ® ••• ®vN9
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where the vector v* is repeated mt times. Let S equal the set of all {mx

+ ... +

mN)-tensors obtained this way, and let S + be the vector subspace of
V = {(ml 4- • • • -t-m^-tensors} generated by S. We can always find a linear
map /: S+ -> C such that P = l <> <t>.
Note that / is an SO(«)-invariant map and S + is an SO(«)-invariant subspace
of V. Recall that whenever a compact group G acts on a vector space F, we can
define an invariant inner product by integrating any inner product over G. We
have such an inner product because SO(«) is compact; therefore, we can define
the complementary subspace &~ to S + with respect to this invariant inner
product and split V, V = S + ©S~. If we define / to be 0 on S~, then / becomes an
SO( n )-invariant map on V. By Theorem 6, P — I ° <j> is a linear combination of
(i) terms that arise from
vl <8> vx <8> • • • 0 ü 2 ® • • • <S)/
by pairing as indicated and then contracting indices; this gives terms such as
(ii) terms that arise by tensoring with an antisymmetric «-tensor 2
vl 0

Ü1

® • • • ®vN 0 Q

and then pairing and contracting indices; these are products
of terms like those from (i) with
Trace|y 0 • • • ® o " ® 0 ] ,
which is the bracket factor. D
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Part (i) follows from the same argument used to prove
Theorem 4. Let P(A, 5 , . . . , C ) be an SO(«)-invariant polynomial acting on
tensors of a fixed rank, i.e. an invariant polynomial in the components of these
tensors. We may assume that P is homogeneous of degree mu m2,...,mNm
the
tensors A, B9..., C. The map <>
j is defined by
4>: (A,B,...,C)

-* A ® ••• ®A O ••• ®C<S> ••• ®C,

where the tensors are repeated the number of times given by their degrees. Again
& — Ran<£ generates an SO(«)-invariant subspace &+ of a finite-dimensional
tensor space V and F splits with respect to an SO(«)-invariant inner product,
V — S + © &'. Finally, we can define an SO(«)-invariant linear map / such that
Po<t> = l\&.

By Theorem 6 we know that all invariant polynomials in A, 2?,... ,C are linear
combinations of
Trace[,4 ® • • • ®A 0 • • • ®C],

Trace|> ® • • • ®A ® • • • ®C ® Ü].

This finishes part (i); part (ii) is an immediate corollary of the next theorem.

D

THEOREM 7 (HILBERT). If G is a compact group acting linearly on a vector space
V, then the ring of G-invariant polynomials P on V is finitely generated.
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Let § be the ideal of polynomials generated by the G-invariant
polynomials homogeneous of degree > 0. Then § is finitely generated; let Pl9... ,Pk
be its generators. We can assume that they are G-invariant and homogeneous of
degree dt. Let D = max{dlf... ,dk) and expand this list of generators to a larger
finite list which generates the vector space of all G-invariant, homogeneous
polynomials of degree d with 0 < d ^ D. We claim that this finite Ust generates
the ring of invariant polynomials. To prove the claim, let Q be an invariant
homogeneous polynomial of degree greater than D. Then
PROOF.

Q = SlPl +
where Pl9...,Pk

---+SkPk>

are G-invariant. Under the action of G the equation becomes
Q = SfP, + • • • +SIPk.

Since G is compact, we can average this equation over the group to obtain
Q = S1P1 +

--+SkPk,

where the St are invariant, since they arise by averaging. Now we can assume that
degS,= d e g g - d e g i \ ,
because we can just delete the other terms. This allows us to complete the proof
by induction on degg; we just note that St are G-invariant homogeneous
polynomials with lower degree than Q. D
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Recall that the theorem concerns the classification of
SO(«)-invariant linear maps /: {AtJ.. .p) -> C. Since the kernel of such a map is an
SO(«)-invariant subspace, one could consider the more general question of what
are all the SO(«)-invariant subspaces of the space of tensors of fixed length N.
This problem amounts to writing down explicitly a decomposition of the space
V of tensors into irreducible representations. A typical irreducible subspace of V
consists of all tensors of the form
ô,, 8:, • • • ô;
l l

\2

l

2s~\l2s

*3*4

, At
J\

f , where (A:...,
Jm9

\

J\

) has all its traces = 0

JmJ

and is (roughly) symmetric in certain indices and antisymmetric in others. The
pieces are described precisely in terms of combinatorial objects called Young's
tableaux. Irreducibility can be proved using Weyl's character formula. A beautiful
explanation of these ideas is given in Weyl [67].
But the proof of Theorem 6 is much less complicated. We shall use induction
on the dimension, and make the transition from (n — 1) to n dimensions by
exploiting the simple case in which the tensors (Aj j ) are all symmetric. The
first step is to prove
LEMMA 3. Assume n> 1. If I is an SO(n)-invariant linear functional on the space
of symmetric N-tensors (A:..
), then I is a constant multiple of

(A*..., ) \-+ TraceM, ..., ) =
V

J\"

JN)

\

J\

JN)

2
^

h" ' h/i

In particular I = 0 if N is odd.

A*,.- , .....
l l l

\ l 2l2

l

, .

N/2lN/2
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We may identify (Ajx.. .JN) with the polynomial
P(x) — S
v

7

*«*

-4/.../ *,• • • 'X.- .
J\

JN

J\

JN

J\'-'JN

Thus / is an SO(«)-invariant functional on the space of polynomials on R"
homogeneous of degree N. Since / is rotation-invariant, we may average over
SO(«) to write l(P) = l(jSO(n)p8 <fe)- N o w Iso(n)p8dg i s rotation-invariant and
homogeneous of degree N; hence it is a constant multiple of | x \N and so must
vanish for N odd. For N even we see that / is determined uniquely by its action on
the single polynomial | x \N, so the space of all possible / is one-dimensional. D
We will now prove Theorem 6 using induction and the result above concerning
symmetric tensors. If n = 1, then (Air..iN) = AX...X9 so the tensor space is one
dimensional and / is a constant multiple of
_ (Traced,
A -*AX...X - [ T r a c e ( ^ ® a ) ,

JVeven,
Nodd

So assume Theorem 6 in (n — 1) dimensions, and let / be an SO(«)-invariant
functional on the space T£ of TV-tensors on RM. Consider the action of SO(TZ 1)
C SO(«), which fixes the nth unit vector en. Now, given a tensor (Ajv. .JN) E T£
and a subset E Q {1,... 9N}9 the components (Aj .. .JN)9 js = n for s G E, j s ^ n
for s&E form an (N—\E\)
tensor on R""1. In this way we can write
an( t n e
T£ = ^EC{I---N} ®^N-\E\ >
i
isomorphism commutes with the action of
SO(n - Î).
Note that the pieces of a given tensor (Ajx.. .JN) all have the form Trace(^ 7 r . .JN
® en ® en 0 • • • ®ew), where the trace contracts to an (TV — | E |)-tensor. Since /
is SO(« — l)-invariant on a direct sum of TfiZ^, Theorem 6 in (n — 1) dimensions express / as a linear combination of terms of the form
(i)

Trace' Trace[

A®e„®---®en]

and
(ii)

Trace'Traced ® Q' ® en ® • • • ®<?J.

Here Trace acts on tensors on Rn, and contracts to an (N — | E |)-tensor, while
Trace' acts on tensors onR"" 1 and contracts to a scalar. Also, Œ' is an alternating
tensor on Rn~\
Now, iï' = Trace(Œ ® en\ and for a 2-tensor (AtJ) we have
n-\

Trace' A = 2 ^// = Traced - Ann = Traced - T r a c e d ® en ® *„).
i=i

Analogous formulas hold for higher-rank tensors, and it follows that (i), (ii) are
linear combinations of terms
(i')

Trace|> ® e„ ® • • • ® e j ,

(ii')

Trace[v4 ® £2 ® e„ ® • • • ® e j .

This time the traces contract to scalars.
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Set B = Trace[v4 0 8], so that B is a tensor and the term (ii') may be written as
Trace[J5 0 eM 0 • • • ®en].
So far, we have used only the SO(« — l)-invariance of /; now it is time to use
SO(fl)-invariance. In view of the full SO(w)-invariance, en in (i'), (ii') may be
replaced by any other unit vector v. Thus, / is a linear combination of terms
Traced 0 v 0 • • • 0t;],

Trace[£ 0 v 0 • • • ®t>],

where the coefficients of these terms are independent of v E S"1-1. Averaging
over all t) E S"~ *, we have / expressed as a linear combination of terms
I'(A) = f

Traced 0 1 ? ® - - . ® © ] * ,

/'(£) = ƒ

Trace[5 ® ü 0 • • • 0 t ; | oft).

and

A glance at the definition shows that /' is an SO(«)-invariant functional, and that
l'(A) = l\A ), where
A

=—

V A
'

<ÏÏESN

is the symmetrization of 4 . So the lemma on symmetric tensors shows that /' is a
constant multiple of Trace A, which is a combination of traces of A. Applying the
same reasoning to l'(B\ we have shown that / is a linear combination of terms of
the form Traced, TraceJ9. Finally, since B = Traced 0 8], we see that / is a
linear combination of terms Traced, Traced 0 8]. The inductive step is complete, and Theorem 6 is proved. D
We need some notation in order to state the next theorem. Let
Tk = {tensors of rank k on W},

T = Tk' 0 • • • 0 Tkp,

where kl9...,kp are a collection of indices. The theorem concerns SO(«)-invariant
sets S Ç T. For example, a point of S could consist of a curvature tensor and all
its covariant derivatives up to order 6, so that S C T4 0 T5 © • • • 8 T10.
THEOREM 8 (WEYL). Let P be a polynomial on T whose restriction to ë is
SO(«)-invariant. Then P — Px + P 2 , where Px = 0 on S, P2 is SO(n)-invariant on
T, and P2 is generated from elements on a certain finite list.
PROOF. The last statement follows from Theorem 5. We assume that P is
homogeneous in At ...,- of degree mk. Let

<$= 7*i 0 . . . 07*1 0 . . . ®Tkp 0 • • • ® r * ' ,
where the Tk' factor is included mki times and define <f> and / as in Theorem 4

Let S + = span(<J>(S)), so that
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where / is an SO(«)-invariant linear map on &+. If S is the SO(«)-invariant
complementary subspace to &+ , then ?T = ê + ® S~ and we can define / # by
so that / # is an SO(«)-invariant linear map on ?T. Putting
P 2 = /*<></>,
Pi=p-p2,
finishes the proof, since P 2 is SO(«)-invariant and P 2 |g = P |g. •
We turn now to Weyl's invariant theory for SO(«, m), the special orthogonal
group preserving the quadratic form x2 + • • • 4-x* — x%+l — • • • — x^ + w . Since
SO(«, m) is not compact, all the proofs above involving the existence of
SO(«, m)-invariant complementary subspaces have to be modified. This is
achieved through Weyl's "unitarian trick", which reduces questions concerning
SO(«, m) to those concerning SO(« + m).
7. Let ë C Ts be an SO(«, myinvariant subspace. Then there
exists an SO(«, myinvariant complementary subspace.
PROPOSITION

PROOF.

Introduce the norms and map indicated:

SO(« + m)

SO(w,w)

\\v\\2 = v2 + • • • +v2n+m

\\v\\2 = v2+-.-+v2n-

« o : (t>i • • • ^ + m )

^

v2+l

v2n+m

(^i>--->^>"Wi>-••>'%+,*)>

and define the map a: Ts -* Ts by

where

°yj)

\i,

n+ \<j<n

+ m.

Denote the Lie algebras of SO(«, m) and SO(n + m) by so(«, m) and so(« + m),
and let a'0 be the map induced on the Lie algebras by a0. Using the diagram
so(w + m)
l<*o

so(«,m)

Ts

acts on

let

acts on

Ts

and noting that the complexifications of so(«, m) and so(n + m) are isomorphic
as algebras over R, we can now prove results for SO(«, m) using the analogous
results for SO(« + m). In particular a subspace of Ts is SO(«, m)-invariant if and
only if it is annihilated by the complexification of so(/2, m); so there is an
SO(«, m)-invariant-complement to S as required, finishing the proof. D
This finishes our tour of Weyl's invariant theory. We now see what we can say
about the heat kernel (86),

Kt(x,x) = 2 (4irtyH/2h(x,

x)t'.
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By Weyl's theorem (Theorem 8), each <J>7 is a sum of terms of the form
T r a c e [ * 0 W a ® • • • ®Rab
Because of the 0(«)-invariance of the <f>i9 terms of the form
Tmcc[Rijkl/a

0 • • • ®Rabcd/r

® 0]

never appear. By the homogeneity formula (90) of the last section, each term must
satisfy
(2 + | a |) + • • • + (2 + |

T

|) = 21.

Recall that by Theorem 2, the heat kernel for the operator 9/3/ — D^ takes the
form
Kfix, y) = (47Tt)-n/2e-di^x>yV4<{

2 */*(*, yW] •

The expressions

sa = W(x> y) U
are tensor-valued polynomials in the Rijkl/a. It is not hard to check that all of our
invariant theory goes through for tensor-valued polynomials (except that the
statement of Theorem 7 has to be changed a little); therefore Sa is a linear
combination of terms of the form
T r a c e [ * w / a ® • • • ®R
abcd/TJ •>

where now the trace is taken by contracting down until we are left with s indices,
where s is the number of indices in the multi-index a = (al9...,«,).
If we work hard enough, we can obtain this result without using invariant
theory. This is because at each stage of the computation of the ^/(x, y)9 we
remain within the class of functions of this form. More precisely, each function
\p(x, y) appearing in the computation of <f>/(x, y) has the property that in normal
coordinates (9^i//(x, y) \y=x)\a\=p is a linear combination of/?-tensors of the form
Tmce[RiJkl/a ® • • • ®Rabcd/r]. Later, when we consider analogous proofs of the
asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel, the computations will take us out of
the appropriate class of functions, and invariant theory will be needed to
complete the proof.
9. Gilkey's invariant theory. With Gilkey's invariant theory we can explicitly
calculate the polynomial involved in computing the Euler characteristic and thus
prove
THEOREM 9 (CHERN-GAUSS-BONNET).
x(M)

= Cnf m(RIJkl)dwol9
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where
Vff(RiJkl)

dxx A • • • Adxn = c 2 sgn(î) sgn( j)Rixilhh

dxjx A <&,2

/or n even, and sgn(j) = sgn(/ 1? .. .,/„).
PROOF.

We claim
X(M) = ( P(d«gij)

dvol

where
(i)

P is a polynomial in (3 a g 0 ), as long as g^-(x) = dij
and 3 g i; .(^) = 0 (see the proof of Theorem 2, part (ii)),

(96)

(ü)
(iii)
(iv)

P i s 0(w)-invariant,
P satisfies the weight condition (90) with / = n ,
for manifolds Mn = Mn~l X Sl with the product metric on
Mn9P = 0.
Indeed, we already have proved the first three properties. To prove (iv), recall
how P was obtained. On AP(M) forms may, or may not, contain dd:
fdXi A • • • Adx: ,
gdx; A • • • AdX: A d09
and so (d/dt + D) = 0 splits into two problems involving
U{fdxh

A . . . Adxt)9

(n(gdxix

A ...

Adxip]))AdO.

The heat kernels of both are the same, but the degrees are shifted by 1, causing
the alternating sum to add to 0; thus, P = 0. The proof is completed once the
following theorem is proved. D
THEOREM

10 (GILKEY). Properties (96) imply

p = cnm(Rijkl).
PROOF. First it is easy to verify that Pff satisfies (96.i)-(96.iv); all that remains
is to show that the space of such P satisfying (96.i)-(96.iv) is 1 dimensional (0
dimensional, if n is odd). We begin by proving through four observations that
(96.ii), (96.iii) and (96.iv) imply P = P(RiJkl)9 with no covariant derivatives
involved.
Observation 1. 8ttg0 are independent variables for
Kj,\a\>2.
Observation 2. Suppose M — M X S 1 with coordinates (xl9...9xn)9
where
( x 2 , . . . 9xn) are coordinates for M, while (x{) coordinates Sl. We claim that M
has the product metric iff the equation

8agl7 = 0 for | a \>2
holds, whenever / = 1, or if any index in a contains a 1. To see this, note that for
the product metric, glk — gkl = 1 or 0; and so 8 a g u = dagkl = 0, for any \a\> 1,
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and, in particular, for | a \ > 2. By rotation invariance we conclude that 9Xlg,7 = 0.
Conversely, assume that dagtj = 0, if /, j = 1 or if 1 occurs in a9for\a\> 2. Then
gij(xl9. ..,xn) = g;j(x2,... ,xn) and so the metric satisfies
ds2 = dx2 +

2

SijdXidxj>

as required.
Observation 3. By Observations 1 and 2, property (96.iv) forces each monomial
in P(dagiJ) to involve the index 1, either in a or in i9j.
Observation 4. Each monomial in P(dagfj) contains at least two occurrences of
the index 1, although maybe not in the same factor dagtj; this is forced by
0(n)-invariance and is checked by looking at reflections. Since there is nothing
special about the index 1, each monomial in 9°gly is of the form
where each of 1,2,... ,n appears at least two times. If s is the number of factors in
this monomial, then the weight property (90) implies
(i)

(|«|+|J8| + ---+|Y|) = H

while also
(ii)

(|a|+|j8| + -"+|Y|) + 2j>2»,

since each index 1,...,« appears at least twice. Since \a\ , | /} | , . . . , | y | > 2, (i)
yields 2s < «, so (ii) becomes (| a | +1 /? | + • • • +1 y |) > In — Is ^ n. If either
inequality is strict, we get a contradiction with (i). Therefore s = n/2 and
| a | = | j81 = • • • = | y | = 2. So our monomial has degree n/2 and involves only
second derivatives of the metric, as claimed. In other words, P = P(dagjj)
(| a | = 2) with P homogeneous of degree n/2.
To prove Gilkey's theorem, we shall produce a linear functional on the space of
P satisfying (96) which vanishes only at zero. This implies that the space (96) is
one dimensional. Our functional will be of the simple form
P -» coefficient of a monomial,
so it is sufficient to pick out a monomial whose coefficient cannot vanish if
We choose the monomial gi 1/22^33/44 * * * 8n-i,n-i/nn a n d calculate its coefficient. Here gij/kl = d^j/dx^x^
Let P satisfy (96). We conclude that
1. P contains a monomial of the form g\j/kl • (other terms).
Since P is 0(w)-invariant, it is invariant under permutations of the indices
{1,...,«}, so this is obvious.
2. P contains a monomial of the form g U /*/' (other terms). If this were false
then j =£ 1 in step 1. By permuting indices we may take j = 2, so P contains a
monomial gX2/ki'(other terms). One checks easily that a generic rotation in the
x, — x2 plane produces in P a monomial g\\/pq • (other terms).
3. P contains a monomial of the form g U / 2 2 * (other terms). If k = I in step 2,
this is obvious by permuting indices. Otherwise, we may assume k = 2, / = 3, so
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that P contains a monomial g 11/23 -(other terms). Now performing a generic
rotation in the x2 — x3 plane, we see that P contains a monomial g 11/22 -(other
terms), as claimed.
4. Note that the other terms in step 3 cannot contain any more l's or 2's. Now
repeat steps 2 and 3 over and over, to obtain in ? a monomial g 11/22
' * * 82k- \,ik- i/2k,2k * (other terms) for ever larger k. Finally, we obtain
5. P contains the monomial gn/22^33/44 * ' * Sn-i,n-i/nn' The proof of Gilkey's
theorem is complete. D
Instead of using invariant theory, one can prove the Gauss-Bonnet theorem by
very careful study of the construction of the heat kernels. This was the original
method used by Patodi [52] to relate the heat equation to the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem. Gilkey's theorem appears in [27]; this also contains a Hst of earlier
references and a discussion of other index theorems.

CHAPTER 6.
AN OVERVIEW OF TOPICS IN SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES
1. Introduction. Now that the preliminaries are finished, we will briefly discuss
the topics in several complex variables that will be covered. We begin with a table
comparing the topics for Riemannian manifolds that have been discussed with the
analogous questions in several complex variables.
Riemannian manifold M:

Strongly pseudoconvex domain D :

linear analysis:
Laplacian, wave equation

9, 9^,
D, D b

geometry: normal coordinates,
VXY> parallel transport,
geodesies, arclength, connection
in principal bundle

Moser normal form, geometry of Poincaré
metric, Monge-Ampère equation, Cheng-Yau
theorem, formal analysis at 92), CartanTanaka-Chern invariants, chains, parallel
transport of frames along chains,
parametrization

refined linear analysis:
heat equation, invariance
theory, Chern-Gauss-Bonnet
theorem

Bergman-Szegö kernels, invariance theory
for nonsemisimple groups, ?

We began our study of Riemannian geometry by first considering the simplest
case, Rw, with the Lie group of Euclidean motions. Similarly, we will begin the
study of strongly pseudoconvex domains by considering the unit ball in Cn and
the Siegel Domain and their Lie groups of linear fractional transformations,
SU(w, 1) and the Heisenberg group.
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The study of strongly pseudoconvex domains leads us to the topic of reflections, a subject which has no analogy in the Riemannian case. Using reflections,
we can give a practical classification (in other words, computable in a reasonable
fashion) for certain domains with analytic boundary.
For weakly pseudoconvex domains matters are much less settled. We have
theorems establishing the interior regularity of the Poincaré metric, and, if we
assume that the boundary is analytic, we have theorems establishing the C°°-regularity and subellipticity of 9; but the analogies for the other entries in the table
are still unknown.
Now we will fill in a few of the details of this big picture.
2. Linear analysis: 3, D, 96, Db. We will consider functions, (0, l)-forms, and
(0,2)-forms on a bounded, strongly ^-convex domain D. Recall, for example, that
a (0,2)-form is locally of the form
fJkdzjAdzk.
We want to solve the equation
(l.a)

du = a

on D, where « is a (0, l)-form satisfying 9 a = 0. There are many solutions, since
given any solution, we can produce others by adding holomorphic functions to
the original solution. If we introduce the Hubert space L2(D\ we can define a
good solution u by requiring that
(1 .b)

u JL (holomorphic functions}.

We will need a general fact about a first order system of differential operators £
on D\ for w, v E C0C(Z>) and £* the formal adjoint of £, we have
f (£u)vdwol=

f u(£*v)dvol+

f

u(A#v)dvol

where A# is a 0th order system of operators on the boundary. The domain of the
adjoint £* consists of those v E C°°(D) such that the boundary term equals 0.
In our case £ — 9 and the domain of the adjoint is
Dom(9*) = {v GC0O(D):A#v

=

0ondD}.

Note that with u = 9*co, then for F holomorphic,
<9*<o,F>= (co,9F>=0,
whenever the (0, l)-form w E Dom(9*); in other words, u ± (holomorphic functions}. This means that if we solve the equation
99*(o = a,

co E Dom(9*),

then we can solve our original problem (1) by putting u = 9*co.
In fact problem (1) is equivalent to the case 9 a = 0 of the system
Deo =(99* + 9*9)co = a,
co E Dom(9*),

9co E Dom(9*).
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To see this, note that 0 = da = 3(93* + 3*3)<o = 33*3co, and so
0 = <3co,33*3co>= <3*3<o, 3*3to>,

showing that 3*3co = 0. Comparing this with equation (2) gives 33*w = a, which
by our earlier calculation is equivalent to (1). Problem (2) for general a is called
the "d-Neumann problem "
We turn now to the boundary manifold 3D = M and its tangent bundle TM.
Define ?T Ç TM as the maximal subspace such that i<$=c5. If we fix a map
J: (real vectors in ?T } -> {real vectors in 9"}
2

such that J = -I (J corresponds to multiplications by \/^T in the ambient C"),
then we can split C ® ?T = 9" (0>l) 0 ?T (1'°> by defining
?T(1'0) = {Z:Z= (X+UX)9

some*},

er(o,i) = {z:z=

some*}.

(X-UX),

As a brief review, recall that for boundary forms
type
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)

description
function
linear form mapping Z -» C
alternating 2-form mapping (Z,W) -> C.

Now define 3^ on (0,0)- and (0, l)-forms by
(36/)(Z) = Z/,

(â 6 X)(Z,fF) = c { z X ( r ) - r X ( Z ) - X [ Z , f P ] }

2

so that (cJ^) = 0. The analogy for problem (1) is
dbu = a on M
where we are given a (0, l)-form a satisfying dba = 0. As above, this is equivalent
to the problem
Dbco =(3^3* + 3*3è)co = a o n M .
This time there are no boundary conditions, for M has no boundary.
The codimension one subspace ?Tc T(dD)p and the map / : ?T-> ^contain all
the information for complex analysis and geometry on 3D. More generally, we
define a C-R (Cauchy-Riemann) manifold to be a (2« — l)-manifold M together
with a subbundle ?T C TM with codimension one fibres, and a smoothly varying
automorphism J: ^ ^^ with J2 — -Id. As in the familiar case M = 3D, we can
split C ® ?Tinto ?T(1'0) ® 5"(0,1). For M = 3D, the commutator of two vector fields
in ^T*1»0) agains lies in ?T(1,0). A general C-R manifold with this property is called
integrable. There is also a natural definition of strict pseudoconvexity for a C-R
manifold. Thus, biholomorphic geometry may be thought of more generally as the
study of strictly pseudoconvex integrable C-R manifolds.
In fact, a recent remarkable theorem of Kuranishi [42] asserts that every such
manifold of real dimension > 9 arises locally as the boundary of a domain in C".
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This breaks down in dimension 3 (Nirenberg [50]); the intermediate dimensions
are not yet settled. Kuranishi's proof is based on careful study of a highly
degenerate boundary problem for the D^-operator—see also Boutet de Monvel
[4] for an earlier result.
3. The unit ball and the Siegel domain. In this section we consider two simple
models for strictly pseudoconvex domains: the unit ball and the Siegel domain.
The unit ball is defined by
5=|zGC:M(z) =

l-||z,|2>oj

and its linear fractional transformations are given by SU(«, 1). To realize the
action of SU(«, 1), let zk = £k/Ç0, for (£0,...,£n) G Cn+\ so that the inverse
image of the ball is the subset of Cn+1 given by

{Mfol2-||f*l2>o}.
Since SU(/?, 1) is the group of Unear transformations that preserve this quadratic
form, an action of this group on the ball is induced by its action on Cn+l.
The Siegel domain D is the unbounded version of the unit ball; it is defined by
D=

{zeCn:ReZl>\z'\2},

where z' — ( z 2 , . . . ,z„). Using the same coordinates as above, we can identify D
with the subset of C n + 1
^ W o + 5fofi"|lfc|2>o}
so that once again the group SU(«, 1) of Unear transformations preserving this
quadratic form acts by Unear fractional transformations on D. Note that there is a
linear fractional transformation of Cn bringing the unit ball to D.
The boundary of D has the structure of a nilpotent Lie group, with the group
multiplication law
( z „ z') • (w lt w') = (zj +wx+

2z' • w', z' 4- w').

This is the Heisenberg group N. N acts on 3D by moving the origin around;
moreover, N C SU(n, 1). We also have a subgroup H+ C SU(w, 1), leaving the
origin in dD fixed:
H+=

{TGSU(n9l):Te

= Xe}9

where e = (1,0,...,0). Note that H~*~ contains the subgroup of Heisenberg
dilations
(zl9z')-*(82zl98z')
for S > 0. This later group is just a copy of R x , the multiplicative group of
positive reals. H+ also contains the subgroup H defined by
H= { T G S U ( « , 1 ) : Te = e).
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To clarify the structure of H, introduce the inversion operator / on the Siegel
domain D\ i is a Hnear fractional transformation of D which interchanges 0 and
oo. Explicitly, / is the linear fractional transformation induced by the matrix
0
1
\ 0

1
0

0

U(n9l);

I

2

note that i = Identity. Since the Heisenberg translations ( = N) preserve oo and
move 0, i(N)i fixes 0; also, its derivative at 0 = I. This means that H D U(n — 1)
and H D iNi\ in other words H D N. In terms of Lie algebras we have
su(w,l) = n@h+9

h+ = Rx®h,

A= «(«-l)e».

A natural family of curves in the unit sphere is preserved under linear
fractional transformations; this is the family of circles called chains. A chain is the
intersection of the sphere with a complex une, not necessarily through the origin.
An example of a chain in the Siegel domain is given by the line
{z: Rezj = 0,z' = 0}.
The unit ball carries an SU(«, l)-invariant metric

*

=

2
j,k

973^
J

*>**

K

and the associated volume element
sdzx A • • • Adzn A dzx A • • • Adzn
dvo\ = C

o-ki2r

With this metric the Ricci curvature is constant and negative. Finally, we claim
that the Bergman kernel K(z, w) and the Szegö kernel S(z, w) for the unit ball B
are

77

Z7r

(1 - z-w)

(1 —z-w)

Indeed, recall the Bergman kernel arises from the orthogonal projection
II: L2(B) -» H(B),

H(B) = holomorphic functions

via
n/(z) = f^(z,w)/(w)^v.
For ƒ G H we want to show that for A' given as above, II ƒ = ƒ. Now

n/(o) = ƒ*(<>, *)ƒ(») dw = f £
'B
•'* w
= Average^/) = / ( 0 ) .

Î-—^/(w) *>
(1 - 0 w )
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Using this computation and the transitive action of SU(«, 1) on B, we can show
that (Uf )(z) = /(z), for z G B, ƒ G H. This shows that IT \H = identity. Since
K(z, w) is holomorphic in z, it is easy to see that image II C H. Finally because
of the symmetric form of the kernel K(z, w), a simple calculation shows that IT is
selfadjoint. Therefore II is a projection as required. The Szegö kernel is handled
similarly.
From these simple models we can see that the function u{z) — 1 — | z | 2
appears many times. To get analogous formulas for general strictly pseudoconvex
domains D, we will use the geometry of the Poincaré metric and the MongeAmpère equation.
4. Geometry of strictly pseudoconvex domains: Moser normal form. Let D be a
strictly pseudoconvex domain with real analytic boundary. This last assumption
will be written as 3D is Cw. The boundary 3D is said to be in Moser normal form
near 0 G 3D, if locally it can be represented by a convergent power series
Im(z„)=|z'|2 +

2

A^itezjz'*!»,

M,|j8|>2
/>0

where z' — (zl9... ,zn_x), and where certain sums of the Alaps vanish. Note that
when 3D is in Moser normal form, the straight line
{z:z' = 0 a n d l m z n = 0}
lies on 3D.
If D is a strictly pseudoconvex domain with Cw boundary and p G D,
then there exists a biholomorphic map on a neighborhood ofp such that
THEOREM.

p->0,

3D -> 3D,

where 3D is locally in Moser normal form.
PROOF (SKETCH).

In this proof we will assign weights to terms using the table
Re zn
Imz w
z 1 ,...,z„_ 1
zl,...,zn_l

weight 2
2
1
1

Since we can assume that 3D is tangent to Im zn = 0 at p — 0, we can represent
3D locally by
Im zn =

{*jkzjZk +

2
+

2
\^j,k<n-\

hhZjh)

8jkzjZk + (terms of higher weight),
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which under the change of coordinates
z -> i, where
zn =

zx-2

Ky,fc</i

becomes
Im zn =

2

8jkzjzk + (terms of higher weight).

Since the strict pseudoconvexity implies that the quadratic form is positive
definite, we can rotate and dilate coordinates 1 through n — 1 so that dD is given
by
Im zn = | z' |2 + (terms of higher weight).
To complete the proof we will use the family of maps
biholomorphic maps <f>: z -* w such that <J>(0) = 0]
$ = \ and locally <j> preserves surfaces of the form
Im zn = | z' |2 + (terms of weight >• 3)
and the subfamily
4>E<£:<J>'(0) = I,

_av_i

= 0, and

dzjdzk lo

&o=l

Re

"

= 0 , where <j>: (z',z„) -+(w',w„) and

1 <j, k < n - 1
We can simplify an element <t> G & by composing it successively with linear
fractional transformations from R x , from £/(« — 1), and from iNi.
Here we have in mind the lattice of subgroups
S U ( « - 1,1)
N
H
/
U(n - 1)

iNi

The result is
(3)
In fact we have the
THEOREM (MOSER).

Locally, any dD G Cw given by
Im zn — | z' |2 + (terms of weight > 3)
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may be carried to
Imzn=\z>\2+

2

A'afi(KezH)'z«z"

M,|fl>2

by exactly one member of &°.
Using formal power series arguments, we can prove uniqueness; convergence is
established using another argument.
Note that the decomposition (3) induces an action of H+ on normal forms:
take a normal form, apply an element of H+ , and then apply the unique element
of é£° which returns the map to normal form.
Let <t>: dD -» dD be a map that sends D G Cw to Moser normal form. We know
that such maps exist for strictly pseudoconvex domains by the theorem above.
Recall that the straight line
{z: z' = 0 and Im zn = 0}
lies on dD. A chain is defined to be the inverse image of this line under <j>. There is
a whole family of chains through a point on dD\ these chains turn out to be the
solution curves to certain second order ODE's. In other words, chains are partly
the analogues of geodesies. On the sphere all chains are circles. More precisely,
they are the intersections of the sphere with complex lines.
Moser normal forms are one way of getting local invariants for strictly
pseudoconvex domains. Later we will see how local invariants can reduce the
question of whether a domain is locally equivalent to the unit ball to the question
of whether the defining function for the boundary satisfies a finite number of
nonlinear PDE's.
The theorem above produces Moser normal forms for embedded submanifolds.
We will now sketch an intrinsic formulation for abstract Cauchy-Riemann
manifolds; this is a second means of producing local invariants. Given an
integrable C-R manifold M, we will define an R x -bundle E over M and a frame
bundle Y -> E. The bundle Y carries a natural Cartan connection <o satisfying
dio + [<o, co] = 0 in the flat model (Siegel domain),
= n a matrix of 2-forms, in general.
Chains are defined by projecting parallel transport down to M. For embedded
surfaces the coefficients of II are the Ala$ for / = 0 and | a \ , | /? | < 3. Here, we
will define these bundles only for the flat model; the general case is studied in
Chapter 10.
As a first step, we define the bundles Y -> Ë and É -» M. Define
M= {Rez, = | z ' | 2 } ,
É= L

M\\2 s I « o « i + £«i«o " hkh

= o},
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where z' = (z 2 ,... ,z„), £ = (£ 0 ,... ,£ n ) and zy = ^./f0 for./ > 1, so that Ê -> M is
a C x -bundle over M. Next consider frames F = {(e09 el9... 9en)} satisfying
etGCH+l9
lle0ll2 = II^JI2 = 0,

(ea9êfi)=8atfi

îora9/S>29

<*o»0=<«i>*«>=0>
<*o»*i> = 1.
The frame F is called a g-frame. Putting Y = {g-frames} and defining a
projection (e09 e{9... 9en) -» e0 turns Y -* É into a frame bundle. To define the
connection note that Y and U(n91) can be identified. Then the tangent space of Y
is w(/i, 1) and the Lie algebra h C u(n91) of 7/ can be used to define the
"horizontal subspace" of the connection; in other words the connection is defined
by splitting the tangent space
u(n9l) = n®h9
where n is the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg translations N. Observe next that
there is a natural action of the circle on É and Y9
(e09el9...9en)

-*(\z\e09\z\el9...9\z\en)9

for z with \z\= 1. The bundles E and Y are defined by modding out with respect
to this action. The splitting becomes
su(«,l) = n@h+ ,
and we see that, on the Lie algebra level, the Heisenberg translations N provide a
natural Cartan connection satisfying the structural equations.
A third way of defining local invariants for the boundary of a strictly
pseudoconvex domain D involves the Monge-Ampère equation; this is the subject
of the next section.
5. The Poincaré metric and the complex Monge-Ampère equation. A Poincaré
metric for a strictly pseudoconvex domain D is a Hermitian metric
ds2 = 2

tit

- , 'dz.dzu
J

Q
dz
dz

J x

with constant negative curvature
The existence of a Poincaré metric can be reduced to finding a solution u of the
complex Monge-Ampère equation
(4)

Det(38 log u) = cu~(n+l) dV

— volume form for the Poincaré metric,
where dV is the form
dV = dzx A • • • Adz» A dzx A • • • Adzn.
For example the solution of the equation for the unit ball is u(z) — 1 — | z |2. In
general solving the equation consists of two parts.
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The first part is the formal study of the equation

u~*+0([8(z)]n),
where <j> is smooth and calculated from the Taylor expansion of the boundary,
and 8(z) = dist(z, 3D). We find

"~4> +

2

*„«*(*) log 8'(z).

k,i
k^(n+\)l

The second part is an existence theorem.
There exists a unique solution u of {A) with u e C°°(Z>)

THEOREM (CHENG-YAU).

and u E C w + 1 / 2 - £ (D).
Returning to the example of the unit ball for a moment, we see that along with
the Poincaré metric, we have the related metric on Cn+l given by

*2=|#o|2-

2 \d!k\2,

where z — Çl/Ç0 and f' = (?!,...,£„). If u is a solution of the Monge-Ampère
equation (4), then the analogous metric on D X C x is given by
ds2=

2
j,k>0

32
J

J^f{\zo\2^)}dZjdzk.
k

Although the metric ds2 is nondegenerate, it is indefinite; one finds that the
restriction ds2 of ds2 to 3D X C x is degenerate. We can define a nondegenerate
metric ds2
where (z, 0, Ç) E dD X Sl X R x and z0 = Çei0. In fact (is2 is a Lorentz metric on
dD X Sl and the conformai class of this metric is a local invariant of dD.
Rays of light are invariant curves on 3D X S 1 and their projections onto 3D
define the chains of the boundary. It follows that we can also characterize chains
by generalizing the geodesic equation of a manifold. Recall that on a Riemannian
manifold, geodesies are defined by the Hamiltonian

H = jY,gJk{x)iJtk,

(gjk)>o.

Similarly we can define chains by the Hamiltonian
H = laJk(x)èjèk

+ 2*/(*)€/ + Hx),

(oJk) > 0.

Note that (aJk) will now merely be positive semidefinite; this means that chains
need not have good behavior globally, or even locally. For example chains can be
constructed that spiral inward; on the other hand, Burns-Schneider proved the
global theorem that there are pairs of points that cannot be connected by chains.
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6. Refined linear analysis. In §3 we saw that the Bergman kernel for the unit
ball is
K(z9w) =

— \n+\
0 — z -w)

Note that
K{z9z)

(i-M 2 r

In order to write an expansion of the Bergman kernel in the general case, we will
need the
If$(z) E C00, then there exists an extension \p(z9w) satisfying
(i) dz\p \z=w = 0 to infinite order,
(ii) dw\f/ \z=w = 0 to infinite order,
(iii) ^(z9z) = ^(z).
LEMMA.

Now let Z) = {\p(z)> 0} C C be a strictly pseudoconvex domain.
The Bergman kernel has the expansion
(a) KD(z9 z) = <j>(z)/r+\z) + *(z)log*(z),
where <f>9 <j> are smooth and <t> is nonvanishing;
(b) KD(z9w) is obtained from KD(z9 z) by extending <f>, <f>, i// as in the lemma
above.
THEOREM.

Note the analogy between this expansion and the asymptotic expansion of the
heat kernel on a Riemannian manifold,
C f °°

*/(*>*) ~7^{i + 2**(*)'*
We can give a more precise description of the Bergman kernel using the
Monge-Ampère equation. Again, a clue is provided by the unit ball, where the
kernel takes the form

«'••>=;?%)•
for u(z) a solution of the Monge-Ampère equation (4). This suggests that we
compare KD(z9 z) and Cn/un+l(z) for a general D. If D is locally in Moser
normal form
I m

Z

n > I Z' I2 +

2
p,q,r,s<n

A

pqFsZpZqZrZs

+ (°ther

teriïlS

)»

then by a calculation of Christoffers

K(z„z,) =-^{l+yn

^-r^^fi+Y^
u

\zt)

l

V

S

\AMS\2t2 + 0(t3)),

2 | ^ | V + 0(r3)},
p,q,r,s<n

J
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where zt = (0,0,...,it) and y!t¥=yn. We can write this invariantly by introducing
the metric
ds2 = dd(\z0\2u(z))

= dd(U).

7. Reflections. Let D be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with real-analytic
boundary, say D = {r(z) > 0}, r E C03. Let r(z, w) be the power series obtained
from that of r(z) by replacing each z by w. For instance, the defining function for
an ellipsoid is

so
A:

In general, r(z) is defined up to a nonvanishing real-analytic factor; hence, so is
r(z, w). It follows that the set
{(z9w)\r(z,w)=0)
is invariantly associated to 3D, i.e. it is preserved under biholomorphic mappings
of domains with real-analytic boundaries.
For domains in C1, this amount to the Schwarz reflection principle: we reflect
z E D across the boundary to w which solves r(z, w) = 0. In more than one
dimension, we obtain a tool much more powerful than Schwarz reflection. For,
the family of codimension one varieties Vw= {z E Cw | r(z,w) = 0}, w 6 C " ,
must be preserved by biholomorphic maps. Thus, for instance, an analytic
automorphism of an ellipsoid necessarily carries a variety {z \ 2k Xkzl + \ka2k +
zkEk = 0} to a variety {z \ lk \kz\ + \kfil + zkJ3k = 0}, which strongly restricts
how the automorphism can look.
As a simple application of the method of reflections, we shall prove in Chapter
8 that if dD = {r(z) = 0}, dD = {r(z) = 0} and r, f are polynomials on Cn
(n > 1), then any biholomorphic map O from D to D is algebraic. To get an idea
of the proof, we can show already that O is algebraic on each Vw.
In fact, for z E Vw we have also w E Vz (because r(z) is real, hence r(z, w)
= r(w, z)). For typical z G F w , J^ will be nonsingular at w, sô that we can
associate to each z Œ Vw the hyperplane T(z) = tangent space to Fz at w. All of
this may be written down explicitly in terms of the polynomial r(z, w), so that
z -> T(z) and its inverse are easily seen to be algebraic. (Here T(z) is regarded as
a point in the projective space of hyperplanes through w.) If $: D -» Z) and
<E>(w) = >v then we have the natural maps

vw 3 z

Algebraic

,

-

r( z )

x

map

10

V93z

1A»
Algebraic

-

map

«x ^

T(z)
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where D$ carries a hyperplane H of tangent vectors at w to the image of H under
the differential $'(w). One checks that D$ is a projective transformation, and, in
particular, algebraic. The diagram commutes, so <P | v must be algebraic since the
other maps are all algebraic. If we are in C1, then we have shown that O is
algebraic when restricted to a single point, so we have gained nothing. But in CM
(n > 1) we know that $ is algebraic on a codimension one variety, and a single
additional trick completes the proof that $ is algebraic. A harder application of
the method of reflection is Webster's classification of ellipsoids: in Cn (n > 1)
two ellipsoids are biholomorphically equivalent only if they are already equivalent
by a (complex) linear transformation of Cn. An ellipsoid other than the ball has
no biholomorphic self-maps other than linear transformations. See Chapter 8.
All of this depends on the implicit assumption that a biholomorphic map of
two Cw strictly pseudoconvex domains continues analytically past the boundary.
This was originally proved by Chern-Moser theory, but Hans Lewy gave a simple
proof based on the method of reflection. The ideas were extended by
Nirenberg-Webster-Yang to prove C°° regularity of biholomorphic maps of
strictly pseudoconvex domains. More recently, a very simple proof of C°°
regularity was discovered by Bell and Ligocka. Their ideas opened up the
possibility of dropping the assumption of strict pseudoconvexity.
Finally, we refer to the book by Krantz [41] for background material in several
complex variables as well as further discussion of some of the topics mentioned
here.
CHAPTER 7. ANALYSIS ON THE SIEGEL DOMAIN
AND ITS BOUNDARY, THE HEISENBERG GROUP
1. Solution to db9 Db on the Heisenberg group (Folland-Stein [25]). Recall that
the Heisenberg group Hn is the boundary of the Siegel domain
{lmzn+1>|z1|2 + - - - + | z „ | 2 } c C " + \
with the group operation

(?, 0 * (f, t') = (? + ?',* + *' + 2Imf -f ),
where the coordinates (f, t) are defined by f = (z 1 ? ... ,zn) = x + iy G Cn and
/ = Re zn+ j. The Lie algebra is spanned by the left-invariant vector fields
x

J

=

ï7j

+ 2y

JTr

Y =

J ty-2x;Tt>

r=

a7'

;=1>"->«>

which satisfy the commutation relations
[YJt Xk] = 4ôJkT,

[Xj, Xk] =[YJ,Yk]=[XJ,T]=[YJ,T]=

0.

The Haar measure on the group is given by Lebesgue measure d vol = dxx dyx
'"dxn dyn dt.
Define the (0, l)-forms côJ as the duals of the vector fields ZJ9 where

ZJ = t(XJ-iYj),

Zj = {(Xj + iYj),
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and choose a metric so that
<5>, « * > = « * .

We can now define 3^ acting on functions ƒ and (0, l)-forms 2 fyw-7:

â*/= 2 (Zjf)*J>

M 2 *j*J) = 2 ( Z A - M ) ^ A «*.

7=1

W=l

/

7=1

For a general Cauchy-Riemann manifold, there would be other terms involving
[Z-, Z J . A calculation shows that the operator Ob = 3^3J + 9J9fe acts on (0, Informs by

• J 2 fj*J) = 2 (£«ƒ>',
\/=l

/

7/=1
=1

where
Ê« = " T
Z

2

{ZJZJ + ZJZJ) + iaT

and

a = » -

2.

7=1

In other words D 6 restricted to (0, l)-forms is "diagonal" and is determined by
an operator £ a that depends only on the dimension n.
In order to solve db and D b9 we will construct a fundamental solution to £ a for
a G C except for a dicrete set of bad a; that is, an operator with convolution
kernel Ka on Hn satisfying taKa = 80. In the coordinates (f, /), the operator ta is
invariant under rotations in f and dilations of the form (rf, r 2 /). These properties
imply that the kernel Ka satisfies
Q(«)
4

( | ? | + l^|2)POWer'

"

where w = | f |2 + # and Q>(u) is homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to the
standard dilations. In other words, with u — rel°, £2 can be regarded as a function
of 0 alone. Because taKa = 0 away from the origin, the function 2(6) satisfies a
differential equation; we readily find that
Q(eie) = eik°,
where k depends upon a.

THEOREM

1

(FOLLAND-STEIN).

The kernel

satisfies taKa — 80 and therefore can be used to invert

• J 2 f A = 2 {Uj)*J.
\7'=1

/

7=1

We will not compute the constant ca. Observe that taKa is supported at
the origin and is a distribution with the same homogeneity as that of the 8
PROOF.
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function. This means that either taKa is a multiple of the ô function or is zero.
That is, taKa = y(a)8 0 , and the only question is whether y (a) = 0. To evaluate
y(a), we test the distribution taKa against a smooth function

•^-{o te|fp

+

|/P>2}'

Evidently, y(a) = <£„#„, *>= l i m ^ 0 + <£„#', <J>>, where

*«tt. 0 =

)/2/.
(m* - ft + «r(n++"a)/2
(m 2 _i_
+ *-, _i_
+ «)\ ( " - « ) /

(Here we use ^ -> # a as distributions.) Now f^2+ti^x
e -* 0 4- , so
y(a)=

2

|2

lim < e a ^ , * > = lim ƒ

\ £ai£*(f, t) \ d$dt -> 0 as

£MS9t)d$dt.

However, for different e > 0, the kernels taK^ are dilates of one another, and it
follows that the integral on the right is independent of e. Taking e = 1, we obtain

y(a) = f e,aKla(S9t)dSdt9
which can be evaluated in terms of gamma functions. The result is y (a) ¥= 0 as
long as ±a ¥" «, n -f 2, n + 4,
Except for these discrete values of a, we obtain
\/(y(a))Ka as the fundamental solution for ta. D
The idea of viewing the equations of complex analysis as the analogues of the
Laplacian on the Heisenberg group is due to Stein. Theorem 1 is the simplest
confirmation of this point of view.
2. D on the Siegel domain with 3-Neumann boundary conditions (Phong [53]).
In this section we will consider D acting on (0, l)-forms defined on the Siegel
domain
Z>={(z,2„+1)eC"+1:Imz„+1>|z|2}.
The analysis of the operator D is difficult because of the presence of two types of
homogeneity: the operator D is elliptic, while the non trivial components of the
boundary conditions have Heisenberg homogeneity. Because of this, the solution
of D involves composing two kernels: one is Heisenberg group invariant on the
boundary and the other is a kernel of isotropic homogeneity. To understand this
complication we begin by splitting D into two pieces. To define this splitting we
introduce the (1,0)-forms
uJ = dzj9

j= 1,2,...,«,

<o"+1 = - / 2
y=i

îzjdzj-^dz^
v2
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and choose a metric so that these forms are orthonormal. We can now define the
dual frame

z=

' 4 + 2 ^â^T'

J=1 2

> >->n>

oz

«+l

and the vector field

T=-j=r(Zn+ l - Z n + l ) .
Recall that the domain of D restricted to (0, l)-forms TJ = 2"iJfyw-7is
2>(D) = {rj: <J>„+1 = 0 on 3D; Zn+l<f>j - 0 on dDJ = 1,... , n } ,
and the action of D on (0, l)-forms can be written

n ( n ) = 2 (ü + ^)5>+(D # ^ + 1 )ï5- + 1 f
where

D + = nb - z n+1 z n+i)

nb = -± 2 (z*z* + z*z*) - »(« - 2)r,

D* = DJ-Z1I+lZJI+I,

D* = D 6 - 2 7 \

The calculations below are simpler if we use the coordinates (z, t, f ), where
f = Imzw+1-|z|2,

f = Rez„ + 1 ,

for (z, zn+l) E D, and solve the problem on surfaces {f = constant}. For these
coordinates,

^«+1 "" '7ir2IU
^

'Af J»
'a*/'

^

'fo*

Since the operators Z l 5 . . . ,Z n , 7* do not contain 3/8£, they are tangential to the
surfaces {f = constant}.
Consider the equation

(

w+l

\

/«+1

\

This equation breaks into two parts
|D

+

*, = *,.

JZ„+1<J>, = 0

inD,
Qn32),7= ! , . . . , « ,

w+1
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Jn#*.+.=*.+.

inD,

[<JWi = 0

on 92).
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The d-Neumann problem is to find a solution of the system (2.i) or equivalently of
the system (2.ii) and (2.iii). We can now state more precisely the goal of this
chapter: it is to find an explicit approximate formula for the kernel associated
with equation (2.i). We will see shortly that the kernel G # associated with (2.iii) is
easy to find. The bulk of the remainder of this chapter is devoted to finding an
approximate formula for the kernel K associated with (2.ii)—for the precise
statement see Theorem 2 at the beginning of §3.
Recall from §7 of Chapter 3 that when L is elliptic, the problem
Lu—f
u= g

in 2),
on 92)

can be solved by transforming it into an equation for a pseudodifferential
operator on 92); a Green's function then gives the solution u. Applying this to the
boundary value problem (2.iii) gives
<t>n+l =

G*4*n+l,

#

where G is the appropriate Green's function.
It is not as easy to find the kernel associated with (2.ii); i.e., the solution K of
(3)

U + K=ÔDP

m 2),

Zn+XK=Q

on 92).

We do this in several steps.
Step 1. We derive two 2nd-order equations (A, B) satisfied by K.
Step 2. We note by the symmetries of the problem that K is a function <f> of four
auxiliary variables.
Step 3. We derive a first order equation for <J>.
Step 4. We analyze the lst-order equation for <J>.
Step 4 is the subject of §3.
Step 1. Since Zn+l commutes with T9 Zj9 Zj9j = 1,...,«, equation (3) yields
Z rt+1 (D + K) = D + (ZH+XK) = Zn+lÔp

inZ),

(ZH+lK)=0

on 82).

This is an elliptic boundary value problem for Zn+lK with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Applying the elliptic theory of §7 of Chapter 3 again, we find
Zn+\K=:

G+

\Zn+\àp)>

for an appropriate Green's function G+. Using the definition of D + from (1)
gives equation (A),
(A)

nbK=6p

+

ZH+lG+Zn+l6p.
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We now derive the second equation (equation B) satisfied by K. Let H be the
Bergman projection operator. In Chapter 6 we saw that if a = df, then the
solution of du — a that is perpendicular to the space of holomorphic functions is
given by either of the expressions
ii = ( I - J f f ) / = ( 3 * D - 1 3 ) / .
This gives us the identity
i - H = d*n-ld.
We apply this identity, component by component, to 8p. Now

3a, = 2 {Zj8p)& + {zH+l8p)âr+\
7=1

• - ! 3«,= 2 {KZj8p)âJ +

(G*^,)*"*1

7-1

and

2^J\=-2zJ^J

9*|
,7=1

/

7=1

so that
(I - H)8p = -

2ZjKZjip

+

Zn+lG*Zn+l8pl

or
(B)

2 ZjKZj8p = -8p-

Zn+lG*Zn+l8p

+ H8p,

7=1

which is equation (B), the second equation for the kernel K. In principle equation
(B) is contained in equation (A), but in practice it provides additional information.
Step 2. Because of the symmetries of the problem it is reasonable to assume
that the kernel K is invariant under Heisenberg translations and rotations in the
first n coordinates and vanishes at infinity. These conditions mean that K must be
of the form
K((z, t, 0 , (w, S9 ix))=<j>(\z-w\\t-s

+ 2 Im(z • w), f, JU),

for some function <j>. We will treat f and /x as parameters and consider <j> = <j>(v, T)
as a function of
v = | z — w \2,

T=

/ — s — iz - w + iw • z.

Step 3. We begin by calculating how equations (A) and (B) restrict <t>. Recall
that if Tf(z) = ƒ K(z, w)f(w) dw and X is a vector field with iX selfadjoint on the
Heisenberg group, then
TXf(z) = JK(z9 w)XJ(w)

dw - -fxwK(z,

w)f(w) dw.
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We will use this identity below with X = Zj9 ZJ9 T. In equation (B) the term KZj
occurs; applying the identity above with X = Z-, we find

K

^

=

^aï)*(lz ~

~[m~

W|2j

' "

J

~ iz-w + iw-z)

Similarly, we calculate
Z

^

=

I aF + iIjYt \^{\z ~ w\2>* ~s

+

llmz

-™)

Combining these expressions produces
Z,
and so

j

U**, = '{h+'àV+'{h+>vî*-

We can now write equation (B) as
,2

Turning next to equation (A), we calculate

so that

dv
and after summing,
n

dr

f 82
82 1
2 ZJZJK = n*, - fofc + t > | — + — | * .
-

A similar calculation shows that

2 ZjZjK = «</>„ + in*, + t > { ^ + £-2 [<*>;
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and therefore
-\

2 {ZkZk + ZkZk)K=

-n<j>v - t>(Ac>T<J>).

7=1

Since -(n - 2)TK = (n - 2)/</>T, we know
DbK=

-n<j>v - t>(A0fT*) + (n- 2)i<j>T;

and this allows us to write equation (A) as

(A

'> - ( ^ + ^ - U + « - 2 ^ - , + ^ ^ ^ -

Adding equations (A') and (B') yields

2io

û; ~ 2v£++i{ln ~2)t

= H+Z G+

- G# )5. + ..

»^

and after integrating with respect to T and dividing by 2/, we get
(4.i)

t,(A + ,•£)* +

{ n

-

1)+ =

^ f(H

+

Zn+l(G+-G*)Zn+x)dT

= «« + &>
where
«„ = j : fZn+l(G+

(4.Ü)

(4.iii)

ft,

-G*)Zn+ldr,

= ^ /tfrfr.

This is our desired first-order equation for <j>. Note that a„ has isotropic homogeneity and fin has Heisenberg homogeneity.
3. Phong's theorem. We are trying to solve the boundary value problem (3):
D

+

Ü:((Z, Z„ + 1 ),(H>,H>„ + 1 )) = 8 ( H , Ï W B + I ) ,

Zn+lK((z,zn+x),(w9wn+l))=0

on 3D.

Using the coordinates
(z,z„ + 1 )-+(z,/,£*)>

f = Rez„ + 1 ,

(w,w n + 1 ) -*(w, s,/z),

s = Rew n+1>

f = I m z M + 1 - |z|2,
/x = ImwM+1 - |w| 2 ,

we found in the last section that
K = * ( | z - w | 2 , / - s + 2 Im(z • w), f, /*) = *(t>, r, f, /i),
where <J> satisfies the first-order equation (4). In this section we will write down
the first term of an expansion for K.
We will measure homogeneities by assigning the following weights:
isotropic homogeneities:
Heisenberg homogeneities:

Weight 1
T, f, JU
v9 f, jit, r

Weight 2
v
—
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Now define
*_ = 2v + |f - M| 2 + T2 « dist 2 ((z, z n + 1 ),(w,w n + l )),
$+ = 2v + | f + [x |2 + T2,

* = t) + f + fx - ir.

By the table, $+ , 0_ are of isotropic weight 2 and ^ is of Heisenberg weight 1.
THEOREM

2 (PHONG). The kernel K has the expansion
K = K° + (terms with weaker singularities),

#o = c < 3 > - " + .

0„ + A„

a»-!

a«d //ie terms 0W, A„ satisfy (with P and Qpolynomials)
(i) 0W = P(v, T, f, /A)/<I>+M /zas isotropic homogeneity > 2,
(ii) A„ = g(ü, T, f, p)/tyb» has Heisenberg homogeneity > -2,
(iii) 0W + Xn = 0 to order (n — 1) w/ien t> = 0.
Moreover there is an algorithm for finding 6n and \n for each dimension.
REMARK. As we have seen, the Neumann kernel K(z, w) solves an elliptic PDE
(well behaved under Euclidean dilations) under a boundary condition with a
natural homogeneity under Heisenberg dilations. Phong's theorem explains the
Heisenberg and Euclidean aspects of the kernel K(z, w). In fact, K can be written
as a sum K = KEucMean(z9 w) + #HeisenbergO>w) with each piece homogeneous
under the appropriate dilations. The catch is that the two pieces # Euclidean (z, w)
and ^Heisenberg(z>w) n a v e a spurious singularity which cancels when the two
pieces are combined into the full kernel K. In order to write K without spurious
singularities, one can state Phong's theorem in the form K ~
/^Euclidean

^Heisenberg*

We use the same notation and coordinates as in the last section. The
equation for <j> is
PROOF.

<5>

K B + ' K ) + { " - ' ) ] * = *„ + &>

where

«, = Y, /z.»i(C* -G*)2.+ i ^ .

f>, = J,

Recall that for the Siegel
gel domain D the Bergman kernel
kern is
-(« + 2)

therefore
/}„ = c ( * ) - ( " + 1 ) .
To handle the other term, recall that

-_L/JL_JU

jId,.
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after computing G+ , G# by the methods of Chapter 3, §7, we obtain
a

n

= a

n,\ + an,2 "+" (terms of weaker homogeneity),

where
aBtl = c(#_)- ( n + î ) [(n - l)*_-2m>],
Ô; \ 2 / A

\-C+D

*o = ? + i* - 'T-

«»^ = ^(*b)(* + >

Term

Isotropic
Homogeneity
yes

«n,i; ««,2

-2/1

Heisenberg
Homogeneity

yes
1
It is convenient to rewrite equation (5) in terms of ^, where <j> — vl n<j>
assume that 4> vanishes to order n — 1 at v = 0. Because

we can write equation (5) as

or

Neglecting terms of weaker homogeneity, this is

(6i)

(h + ih)+=ü""2(a">'+ *»* + M-

We now solve (6) by constructing solutions rjn, $n, Xn for the three equations
IT

+

' F " )rin

= üW 2a

" »» 1

TT- + «V- \0n = vn~2anl

+

( w e a k e r singularities),

+ (weaker singularities),
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We begin with (6.ii). We claim that cnvn~x$In is a solution. This is verified by
calculating

= (» - 1 )<•„»•->*:• -«e,»--1*:'"-»- { ( £ + (£)*-}
and using the fact that
-z—h /-r- )$_== -JT-$_ + (weaker singularities)

= 2 + (weaker singularities).
We turn next to the equation (6.iv):

We will construct a solution \n by induction. If « = 2, the right-hand side is ^ " 3
and we can take \2 = c^fr 2. Since

we can set

K+i=c[(n-\)\„-v"-%],
so that
3 , .3

as required.
This leaves equation (6.iii):
•x—h z'-x- I 0„ = V)n~2an2 + (weaker singularities)
or
8
7j— 0W = vn 2an2 + (weaker singularities).

(7)

Again we will construct a solution 6n using induction on the dimension n. Note
that the theorem will be proved if
(8)

(i)
(ii)

(0n + Xn) vanishes to order (n — 1) at v = 0.
0n is a rational function P(v9 r, f, ju)/$5° wer , with all terms having
isotropic homogeneity > - 2 .

Since (8/9t>)02 = «2,2» w e s e t
*2 = c ( * o ) 2 ( * + ) " 2
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and note that at v = 0, $+ = ^ 0 ^ 0 and ^ = %, so that
62 + X2 = 0,
as required. Define

6> =

c[(n-l)6„-v"-la„a].

It is easy to check that equation (7) and property (8.ii) are satisfied; we will
modify it so that property (8.i) holds. Note, by the induction step,
0„'+1 + \„+1

= c[(n -

\){0„ + X„} - Ü"-'{«„, 2 +

ft}]

vanishes to order n — 1 ; if we correct 0W'+ x with something of higher homogeneity
then equation (7) and property (8.ii) will not be affected. Put
K+\ -\

\v = 0>

which by (7) is
3^
\ 3D

+ /

97)

3T

(v"~lan+i,2 + (weaker singularities) + vn~%+x)

\v=0

)

(weaker singularities) | ü = 0 .
Since an+l has isotropic weight -2(n + 1), bn+l has isotropic weight
weight > 2(« - 1) - 2(n + 1) - 2(« + 2);
in other words, bn+ x has weight ** -2n + \. We now define the solution 8n+ x by
where b*+l is obtained from bn+l by appropriately adjusting the denominator to
be a power of $+ (this only gives weaker singularities). Equation (7) and property
(8.ii) still hold for 0n+l9 since vn~lb*+l has isotropic weight
weight > 2(n - 1) - In + 1 = - 1 .
Finally,

by the definition of bn+1- This verifies property (8.i) and completes the proof of
the theorem. D
4. Approximate solution to D b on strictly pseudoconvex domains. In this section
we explain how to pass from the exact solution of D b on the Heisenberg group to
a good approximate solution for a general strictly pseudoconvex domain D with
boundary M = {r(z) = 0} CCn+\ Our remarks summarize crudely the constructions in Folland-Stein [25]. The process is analogous to solving variablecoefficient elliptic equations by freezing coefficients. There are three main steps.
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(i) Finding how closely the boundary M may be approximated
by the Heisenberg group,
(ii) Transplanting the fundamental solution of D b from the
Heisenberg group to M.
(iii) Extracting useful information from the transplanted solution.
Now, the sharpest answer to (i) is to place M in Moser's normal form about a
point p G M. Actually, what we need for D b is much simpler: After an analytic
change of coordinates in a neighborhood of /?, we may suppose p = 0 and M
osculates the Heisenberg group Hn = 9(Siegel domain) C C n + 1 to third order
atO.
Since Chapter 9 discusses Moser's normal form, we omit here the construction
of the change of coordinates. (What is involved is a calculation of Taylor series to
order 3.)
Thus, there is a map @p: M -* Hn which carries/? to the origin and satisfies
(a) &p is a local diffeomorphism.
(b) 0p is analytic (i.e., annhiliated by the 3^-operator on M) to third order at/?,
when Hn is viewed as sitting inside Cn+\
Moreover, we may make 0^ depend smoothly on p. We write 0(x, y) for &y(x).
Thus 0 : M X M -» Hn. An important property of 0 is
(c) for x close to y in M, 0(x, y) is very close to [0( y, x)]~l in Hn.
n
l
EXAMPLE. If already M — H , then we can take 0(x, y) = xy~ .
Next we carry out step (ii) by using 0 to transplant the fundamental solution of
§1 from Hn to M. We start by picking a good metric on M. The natural
compatibihty condition is that the metric acting on tangent vectors of type (1,0)
be proportional to the Levi form, i.e.,
n+1
82r
8
II Z\\ = (scalar)- 2 ^ a- £jèk when Z = 2 £*â—
2

y*

dZ

/dZ*

*=1

dZ

is

tangent to M = {r = 0}.

*

Such a metric is called a Lew metric. Since the purpose of solving D b is to solve
db and thus construct analytic functions, we can restrict attention to Levi metrics
without serious loss of generality.
Next we pick (0, l)-forms c ö 1 , . . . , ^ locally on M so that the côk form an
orthonormal basis for the (0, l)-forms at each point of M. Here "orthonormal"
refers to the Levi metric. The general (0, l)-form is u = 2* ukcök, and the Obequation for (0, l)-forms may be written as

(9)

n42«*s*) = 2/*s*.
x

k

'

k

Recall that the solution for \Jb on the Heisenberg group is uk(x) =
fHn Ka(xy~x)fk(y) dy for a = n — 2. Now we can guess an approximate solution
to (9), namely

(10)

4(x) = ƒ Ka(e(x, y))fk{y) d^y)

for a suitable smooth measure \x on M. Step (ii) is complete.
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Finally, we want to make use of our approximate solution. The obvious starting
point is to apply D b to (10); one finds that D bu° - ƒ + e/, where ef = 2k(ekf)cok
and ek f(x) is a sum of expressions of the form
(11)

f G(x, y)K'(e(x, y))f,(y) dp{y)

with G G C°°(M X M) and K' homogeneous on the Heisenberg group with a
singularity weaker than 80, the delta mass at the origin. Now, e ƒ may be regarded
as a small perturbation of the identity, because ƒ = fM 8 o (0(x, y))f(y) dy and 80
is homogeneous on Hn. Thus, the integral kernel in (11) has a weaker singularity
than the identity.
There are two natural strategies to exploit this. We can either use successive
approximations starting with (10) to build ever more accurate approximate
solutions of D bu — ƒ, or we can define the analogues of Sobolev spaces for D b
and prove that the integral operator (11) carries Hs to Hs (s'> s). Either
approach yields C00 regularity of solutions of D b and much more. The result of
calculations with successive approximations is as follows.
3. Ob(2k ukœk) = (2^ f^k) may be solved modulo C°°-smoothing
errors by Uj(x) = 2* fMKjk(x> y)fk(y) dV>(y) w™ Kjk(x9 y) = 8jkKa(&(x, y)) +
an asymptotic series of weaker singularities.
THEOREM

The natural Sobolev spaces for D b on the Heisenberg group are
^eisenberg = [f G L2(H")

| (ü W

)(Ç ^

) T*f G L 2

whenever 2 Pk + 2 vk + 2a ^ s \
k

k

J

for s a positive integer. For s not a positive integer the definition is harder and
will not be given here. Note that these Sobolev spaces are natural for the
non-Euclidean dilations on the Heisenberg group.
On a strictly pseudoconvex boundary M, we define HSM for s a positive integer
to consist of all ƒ G L2{M) such that ZXZ2ZmWxW2 • • • W{TX • • • Tqf G L1
whenever the Z 's and W 's are of type (1,0), the T 's are arbitrarily smooth vector
fields, and m + I + 2q^ s. Again there is a natural extension to s not a positive
integer.
4. The mapping/^ fMKa(@(x,
while f -> ef carries HSM to Hs^x.
THEOREM

COROLLARY.

y))f(y)d\i(y)

carries HSM to Htf2,

Dbu = f G HSM implies u G H8^2.

See Folland-Stein [25] for the proofs.
We should note that Phong [53] gave an approximate solution of the Neumann
equation D u — co for 3 on general strictly pseudoconvex domains D. The
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transplantation from Hn to D follows the same philosophy as for Db9 but this
time is harder technically because of the presence of the boundary and the two
interacting homogeneities on D. As in the Heisenberg case, the integral kernel for
Phong's approximate solution of D u = w is a sum of products of purely
"Euclidean" and purely "Heisenberg" kernels. The approximate solution u°
satisfies the boundary conditions exactly, and D u° = co + eco where e has a weak
singularity.
So far we have described how to use the Heisenberg group for strictly
pseudoconvex domains. However, we left out a very important ingredient in the
application of nilpotent Lie groups to a broader class of problem: the idea of
"lifting" (Rothschild-Stein [54]), which we now briefly describe.
The key step in solving \3bu = ƒ on a strictly pseudoconvex boundary was to
approximate Db by a translation-invariant operator on the Heisenberg group.
For more general differential equations, this idea apparently cannot be applied.
Consider the Grusin operator L = (d/dx)2 + (xd/dy)2 on R2; this is elliptic at
x ^=0 and degenerate at x = 0. On the other hand, a translation-invariant
operator on a Lie group looks the same at all points and so cannot provide a good
approximation to L. The way out of this dilemma is to introduce a new variable z
and study the "lifted" operator L — (3/3x) 2 + (x9/9y 4- 3/3z) 2 on functions
on R3. The new operator L behaves the same at all points; in fact, after a change
of coordinates, one can realize L as a translation-invariant operator on the
Heisenberg group. Now, L and L are equal when they act on functions independent of z. So any regularity theorem for L automatically yields a regularity
theorem for L. Also, one can build a fundamental solution for L by starting with
the (essentially known) fundamental solution for L and integrating out the extra
variables z.
A similar construction can be carried out for any Hörmander operator [32]
L = IjXj- + X0, where the X/s are noncommuting vector fields. At any point p
we can introduce extra variables zl5 z 2 ,... ,zN and lift L to an operator L which is
well approximated about p by a translation-invariant operator LQ on a nilpotent
Lie group. From this follow sharp regularity theorems for L, and a parametrix for
L may be written as the integral of a fundamental solution for L0 over the zk. A
complete discussion of these matters appears in [54].
Before the work of Folland-Stein and Phong, the C°°-regularity for 3, db, D,
D b on strictly pseudoconvex domains was established by Kohn [39] using energy
estimates. More recently, by a powerful extension of his earlier techniques, Kohn
[40] and his students Catlin [9] and D'Angelo [13] (see also Diederich-Pflug [14])
achieved a deep understanding of C00-regularity of 3-Neumann on weakly pseudoconvex domains. Roughly speaking, there is C°°-regularity for the 3-Neumann
problem for (0, l)-forms on D if and only if no complex-analytic curve sits inside
the boundary of D. It would be a major achievement to write down the basic
fundamental solutions for the Bergman or Szegö kernel for any nontrivial class of
weakly pseudoconvex domains. Only a few simple examples are known.
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We should mention also the important work of Treves [62] and Tartakoff [60]
on real-analyticity of solutions of 8. To understand this requires the real-analytic
analogue of Fourier integral operators, which we have not treated here.
Finally, we refer the reader to Chapter 12, where the idea of transplantation
recurs in connection with the Bergman and Szegö kernels.

CHAPTER 8. ELLIPSOIDS AND THE METHOD OF REFLECTIONS
1. Introduction. Let D, D' be two bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains in Cn
with real-analytic boundaries, say
(1)

D = (z e Cn | r(z) > 0},

D'= (z' E C" \ r'(z') > 0}

where r, r' are real-valued convergent power series in z, z. We shall study here
whether D and D' are biholomorphic. Recall this means 0: D -> D' for some
complex analytic one-to-one, onto map $. The known methods of classifying
domains under biholomorphic maps start with the following result.
THEOREM I. IfD,D' are strictly pseudoconvex with smooth boundaries, then any
biholomorphic map $: D -» D' is smooth up to the boundary. If the boundaries 3Z>,
dD' are real-analytic, then $ continues analytically to a biholomorphic map of a
neighborhood of D onto a neighborhood of D''.

A simple proof of Theorem 1 will be given in §4. Now in the real-analytic case
we can regard 0 as defined in a neighborhood of Z>, and therefore
,,,

{)

\r'{z')

=

ii{z)r{z)\

I *' = •(*) J'

where JU(Z) is a convergent power series in z, z, and JU(Z) ^ 0 for z near D.
The idea of the method of reflections is to pass from r(z) to the analytic
function r(z9 w) of z, w E C n such that r(z, z) = r(z). The power series for
r(z, w) is obtained from that of r(z) just by substituting w in place of z. In
particular, r(z, w) is uniquely determined, by r(z). From (2) we obtain
{ )

[r'(z'9 W) = /x(z, w)r(z, w) 1
[ z' = * ( z ) , w ' = *(w) J '

where /i(z, w) ¥= 0 for z, w near the same boundary point p E dD. In particular
r'(z\ w') = 0 if and only if r(z, w) = 0 for z' = ^(z), w' = <I>(w), ^ and w near
p E 3D. To w G C" near p we associate the analytic variety Qw = {z | r(z, >v) =
0}. The family {Qw \ w E Cn) of codimension-one varieties in Cn is thus invariantly associated to the domain D. That is, if 4>: D -» D' is biholomorphic and
(ôw}> (Sw) a r e t n e famihes of varieties associated to Z), Z>', then O: ô w "^ ôi(W>In C" (n > r), these sub varieties are a powerful tool to classify domains. It was
S. Webster who realized how much could be done by this technique, which is
called the method of reflections.
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In §2 we prove
THEOREM 2 (WEBSTER). Assume the functions r(z), r'(z') defining the domains
D, D' Q Cn in (1) are polynomials. Ifn>2 and <t>\ D -* D' is biholomorphic, then
<& is an algebraic map, i.e. its components are algebraic functions.

Given specific D, D' it is hard to decide whether a biholomorphic map exists.
In §3 we consider the classification of ellipsoids, i.e. domains in Cn (n > 2) of the
form
n

(4)

2

(ajkXjXk + bjkyjyk^

cjkXjyk)

<d,

where Zj = Xj + i/-Ty, and the quadratic form is positive. We prove
3 (WEBSTER). If two ellipsoids D, D' QCn (n> 2) are biholomorphic,
then already they are equivalent by a linear transformation ofCn. If D, D' are not
biholomorphic to the unit ball, then any biholomorphic map $: D -> D' is linear.
THEOREM

Theorems 2 and 3 will be proved by the method of reflections.
EXAMPLE. Consider the elHpsoid
\r(z)=\z\2+

2^(*,2 + * / ) - l < o j .

Then
n

r(z,w)

= z-w + *% Aj(zj + wf) - \

and
w»Qw=\zeCn\z-w+
I

2AjZf=\j=i

7=1

lAjwA.
J

An analytic automorphism of this ellipsoid must carry each Qw to some Qw,. This
places strong restrictions on the automorphism.
We conclude this section with a quick review of algebraic and rational maps.
Recall that a (multiple-valued) analytic function w = F(zx • • • zn) defined in the
complement of a variety V c Cn is called algebraic if the polynomial equation
P(w, zl9...,zn) = 0 holds, whenever w — F(zx,...,zw), zx,...,zn GCn\V. Thus
w can be obtained from (zl9... ,zn) by solving a polynomial equation. A map $:
( z j , . . . 9zn) -> (w 1? ...,w n ) is called algebraic if each Wj is an algebraic function of
(zl9...,zn).
The composite of two algebraic maps is again algebraic; if <!> is
algebraic and invertible, then <î>-1 is algebraic. We omit the proofs. A map <&:
( z j , . . . , zn ) -* (wx,...,wn), single valued and well defined outside a sub variety
V Ç Cn is called rational if each vvy is a rational function of (z l 5 ... ,z n ). $ is called
birational if $ and «ÏT1 are both rational. The next proposition is needed in §3;
we prove it here since it clarifies the relation between algebraic and rational maps.
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PROPOSITION

1. Let F: Cn\V

-» C1 be a single-valued algebraic function. Then F

is rational.
PROOF.

When w = F(z\ z G Cn \ V; we have
m

P(*,z) = 2 Pk(z)wk = 0,
k=0

by definition. (Note that m > 1, Pm £ 0.) This gives us a bound
\w\^C{\

+

\z\)M/Pm{z).

So G{z) = Pm(z)F(z) is a single-valued analytic function of polynomial growth
on Cn\V. By the removable singularity theorem, G extends to an analytic
function of polynomial growth on Cw. So G must be a polynomial, and F(z) —
G(z)/Pm(z) is a rational function. D
2. The proof of Webster's theorem on algebraic mappings. In this section we
prove Theorem 2. We return to the notation of §1. Thus $: D -> D' is biholomorphic and extends to a neighborhood of D; we have the families {Qw}> {Q'w>}
associated to D, D\ and we know that O: Qw -» Q'w, for w' — 0(w), w near 3D.
The first step in proving Theorem 2 is to show that the restriction of <I> to Qw is
algebraic. To see this, we begin with an observation: Since r(z, z) is real, it
follows by analytic continuation that r(z, w) = r(w, z). In particular y Œ Qw
means r(y, w) = 0, hence r(w, y) = 0 so that also w G Qy. Now to y G Qw we
associate 7^(0^), the tangent space of Qy at w. Tw(Qy) is a hyperplane in C",
given in coordinates (Pi9...,pn)
as {(?!,.. .,£„) G Cn | 2"pkÇk = 0}. Since
(/?!,...,/>„) and (X/?!,...,^^) define the same hyperplane (X ^ 0), we may
regard 7^(0^) as a point in complex projective space C P n _ 1 . So we have a
natural map a^: Qw -* CP W _ 1 .
PROPOSITION

2. The map ow is a local diffeomorphism of Qw and an algebraic

map.
PROOF.

Immediately from the definition we get

so that aw\ y -> (pl9... ,/?„) is a polynomial map. To see that aw is a diffeomorphism locally near 3D, we check the differential o^: T ^ g J -> ^(CP"" 1 ) at
^ = w = z ° e 3D. We can pick coordinates in Cn so that
lL(zo
9z*v

'

ZÖ\ = [ 1
> l0

iffc = «1
iîk^n)'

Then
and
azo(z°) = ( / > „ . . . , A ) = (0,0,...,0,1) e OP"" 1 ,
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so that pk/pn (k = l,...,w — 1) serve as local coordinates on CPn~l. One
computes in these coordinates that a^ is the matrix
(d2r(z0,z°)/dzjdwk)i^J>k^n-\,
which is nonsingular by the strict pseudoconvexity of D. Thus aw is a local
diffeomorphism. D
Now we can show that $ \Q is algebraic. In fact we have a commutative
diagram:

6„

*

Qpn-l

6w'
^

CPn~l

$'(w)

The map on the bottom takes hyperplanes in Tw(Cn) to hyperplanes in Tw,(Cn) by
composing with the differential $'(w). In homogeneous coordinates (/>i,... ,ƒ*„),
this map is linear; in local coordinates pk/pn9 it is a linear fractional transformation. So the map ®'(w) is certainly algebraic. Proposition 2 shows that ow, ow> are
also algebraic. Consequently 4> | Q = o~}$'(w)ow is algebraic, as claimed.
Now we shall prove that O is algebraic. We begin with D CC2. Fix z° G dD
and two points pl, p2 on Qzo in general position (to be defined soon). For z near
z°, we have

Consider
(5)

D^QP*XQP>,

FIGURE 1

z»(w\w2),
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which is defined for z near z°. The points p\ p2 are said to be in general position if
(5) is a local diffeomorphism. Indeed for z sufficiently close to z°, the map (5) is
well approximated by D -» T2o(Qpi) x Tz°(QP2)> z *~* (^i> w2), where wt is defined
by Ôz n ^°(Ôy) — {^}- Proposition 2 shows that we may pick/?1, p2 to make
the tangent spaces Tzo(Qpi) transverse, and a computation of the derivative of (5)
confirms that p\ p2 are in general position. See Figure 1. Note that (5) is an
algebraic map, since w' is found by solving the simultaneous polynomial
equations
r(w\z)

= 0,

r(w', ^ ) = 0.

l

Putting p ' = $(/?') and repeating the construction yields an algebraic map
D' -* Qp\ X Qpi, which is a local diffeomorphism. Since $ \Q , is known to be
algebraic, we have the commutative diagram
D
i

Qp*xQp> ——r*

^

D'
I

ö/X6/

with all maps except 0 known to be algebraic. Hence $ is algebraic as required.
This completes the proof when n = 2.
For D C Cw, fix z° G 8Z> and choose/? 1 ,... ,pn G gzo in general position (to be
defined shortly). For each i = 1,...,«, the variety a. = r\j¥siQpj is one dimensional, so we can define wl by Qz 0 2^.= {w1} for z £ D near z°. As before, the
map D -> &J X.,..., Xâ w , z h* (w 1 ,... ,ww) is defined for z near z°, and the
points /?' are said to be in general position if it is a local diffeomorphism. This
map is algebraic, and the rest of the argument is the same as in the two-dimensional case. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. D
3. Ellipsoids and biholomorphic maps between them. Recall the boundary of an
ellipsoid in C n has the form
n

(6)

2 («/**/** + bJkyjyk + cJkXjyk) = 1,
M=i

where z. = Xj + /-Tty G C. We can rewrite this using the conjugate variables zJ9
Zj as (z, z)+ Q(z, z) + g(z, z) = 1, where ( • > is a Hermitian form and
Q( •, • ) is a quadratic form. The positivity of the quadratic form (6) implies that
( , > is positive-definite. (Apply (6) to ei6z and average over 0.) Therefore, we can
diagonalize it by a complex linear transformation, and our ellipsoid becomes
2 \zj\2 + Q(z,z) + Q(z9z) = l.
Now consider the restriction of the real quantity Q(z9 z) + Q(z9 z) to the unit
sphere in Cn. After a unitary transformation, we may assume this quantity is
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maximized at z = (1,0,...,0) E Unit Sphere. This unitary transformation puts
g(z, z) + Ô(z, z) in the special f o r m e z ? + z?) + Q'(z\ z') + Q\z\ z'), where
( z j , . . . ,zw) = (zp z'). We can apply the same maximization argument to Q' + Ô'
in fewer variables, and proceed inductively. This proves
PROPOSITION

3. The boundary of an ellipsoid D Ç C " can be written

i\zf+iAj(z}+zf)-i=o
y-i

7-1

after a complex linear transformation.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Suppose that $: D -* D' is a biholomorphic map
between ellipsoids in C n . We may assume Z>, Z>' are given as in Proposition 3 with
coefficients {Aé}9 {A\} respectively. The proof of Webster's theorem proceeds in
several steps.
Step 1. $ is algebraic.
Step 2. $ is birational.
Step 3. The coefficients {^4,} and {A •} agree.
Ste/? 4. O is linear unless all the Aj vanish.
We already know that $ is algebraic: this follows from Theorem 2. We begin with
Step 2. Since 4> is algebraic, we can think of it as a globally-defined, possibly
multiple-valued map $: Cn \ V -> Cw, where F is a subvariety of Cn. By a careful
analytic continuation, we shall show that $ has a single-valued branch on Cn \ V.
Proposition 1 will then imply that O is rational. Applying the same argument to
<E>-1 shows that O is birational, as desired. So it is enough to define O as a
single-valued function globally on Cn \ V.
Let 4>(z) = (w l 9 ..., wn) satisfy polynomial equations
rrij

(7)

pJ(z9 wj) = S Pi(z)(wj)k

= 0,

z E C- \ V.

k= 0

After possibly enlarging V (throw i n z E C where wy H» P 7 (Z, HJ) has discriminant zero) we may assume that locally there is only one solution w of the
equations Pj(z9 Wj) = 0.
To show that 6 is globally single valued, we consider the analytic continuation
of $ along a path y Ç C " \ F connecting zinitial and zfinal. That is, we continue
each coordinate function Wj along the path according to the equation P y (z, Wj) = 0;
denote this by z'(t) = 0(y(/)). If we can prove that z'tinal = $(z final ) is independent of the path y, then we have shown that $(z) is single valued as desired.
It is sufficient to prove this for y a generator of TT^C" \ V). To describe a set of
generators, recall that a complex line / i n Cw, in general position, intersects the
variety F in a finite number of points Bt: I Pi V — {Bl9... ,!?„}. It is not difficult
to show that irx(Cn\V) is generated by those loops t-*y(t)ECn\V
that
originate at a fixed basepoint zinitial, travel to a neighborhood of Bi9 encircle Bt
once inside /, and then return to zinitial along the original path to zfinal = zinitial.
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(See Figure 2.) We can assume that zinitial E 3D, where D is our ellipsoid. Let
V—{y\QyQV}\
this is a proper subvariety of Cn. Note that we can arrange y
so that
(8)
We will need (8) later.

y ( 0 £ K.

FIGURE 2

1 Let w be a point of ÔZinitial near initial- After possibly reparametrizing y,
we can find a closed loop y# = {t -» y*(0} Ç C n \ Vstarting at w and satisfying
LEMMA

(9)

(0

Kï(0,^(Ö)^0,

(ii)

y* is homotopically trivial inCn\

V.

We shall prove this shortly. For now, we show that Lemma 1 implies z[^ial =
finai> w h e r e ^initiai = *(^initiai)- Indeed, let w'(t) = * ( y # ( 0 ) be the analytic
continuation of O along y # ; this is a closed loop by virtue of (9ii). Now (9i) yields
w
' = Wfinai E Öz'final- Thus, if w' belongs to a neighborhood of z'Mtial in g ^ , then
w' belongs to Q'z, . Since any small piece of Q'z, already determines z', we can
conclude that z'initiàl = z'îinal. Thus $ is single valued, hence birational. All that
remains is to prove Lemma 1.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. We can assume that y makes a very small loop around the
point Bv Thus y(t) travels from zinitial to / during the time interval 0 < t < f0,
then y(0 loops around Bx during tQ < t < tx, and finally y(0 returns from / to
^initial during tx<t<l.
We first define y#(t) for 0 < / < t0. To do so, it is
#
enough to assume y ( 0 has been constructed for 0 < t < T, and then shows how
to extend y # ( 0 into 0 < t < min{T + /*, t0} with h independent of T. There are
two cases.
z
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Easy case. If y # ( r ) is far from F, then we just continue y # in any reasonable
fashion to satisfy (9i), and y # will continue to avoid V.
Delicate case. If y#(r) is near V, then by reparametrizing y we may assume that
y(t) remains constant for a short time, starting at t = r. During that short time,
we let y * ( 0 move inside Ô Y ( T ) , starting at y # ( r ) and ending at some point far
from V. This is possible by virtue of (8). Now we can proceed as in the easy case.
So y # ( 0 can be defined for 0 < / < t0. Moreover, by repeating the argument of
the Delicate case above, we can suppose that y # (f 0 ) is ^ ar fr°m VNext we define y # (/) for t0 < t < tx. Since the loop in y(/) is small, we have
tx — t0 « 1, so we can continue y # ( 0 into 0 < t < tx so that (9i) holds, and y # ( 0
still misses V. Although y(/ 0 ) = y{tx\ it may happen that y # ( ^ ) ^ y # (* 0 )- To
correct this, we reparametrize y so that y ( 0 is constant for a short time starting at
t — tx; during this short time we can let y # ( 0 move back to y#(t0), staying within
g y( , o) . Thus, we have defined y # ( 0 , 0<t<tx.
Note that y#(t0) = Y # ('i) now,
and the loop y*(t), t0< t < tx is contained in a small ball in Cn \ V. Finally, we
have to define y # ( 0 for tx < / < 1. This is easy—since y(t) retraces its initial
path during tx ^ t < 1, we can simply let y * ( 0 do the same. Now we have
defined t -» y # ( 0 G Cn \ V for 0 < t < 1. We know that (9i) holds, and (9ii) is
obvious, since the part of y # from t = t0tot = tx can be shrunk to a point. D
Step 3. In this step we prove {At} = {A^. Recall that
D= {zGCn\
and if z' — O(z), w' =
(10)

r{z, z) = 0},

D' = [z' G C" | r'(z', z') = 0 ) ,

then
r ' ( z \ w') = ju(z, w)r(z,

3>(H>),

w).

So far, we have been using Qw, defined by the vanishing of r(z, w). Now we are
going to make use of the varieties defined by the vanishing of a linear combination lj\jr(z, Wj). The key observation that makes this possible is the following.
LEMMA

2. If $ is birational, then /x(z, w) = /?(z)/?(w) for a rational function

PROOF. Since /A(Z, W) = r'($(z\ 0(w))/r(z, w) with $ rational, we know that
/x(z, w) is rational. Similarly if we define /x'(z', w') by r(z, w) = /x'(z', w')r\z\ w'),
then \i\z\ w') is rational and satisfies ju(z, w)fi\z\ w') - 1. Since O is rational,
z' = F(z)/g(zl
where F(z) = (fx(z),...,fn(z))
and ft(z% g(z) are polynomials.
Therefore

(11)

r(z,w)/x(z,w) = r' —^-,-=^=£-

-——-===•

for some polynomials P 0 , Q.
We claim r(z, w) divides P0(z, w). For, we know that /i(z, w) has no singularities for z, w near/?0 G 3D. Therefore if r(z, w) = 0 and z, w are near/?0, it follows
that JP0(Z, W) = 0. In other words, P 0 vanishes in an open subset of {r = 0}.
However, (r = 0} is connected, and so by analytic continuation r(z, w) = 0
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implies P0(z, w) = 0. The Hubert Nullstellensatz [43, p. 256] shows that r divides
PQ for some k\ since r is irreducible, r divides P0 as claimed. (One can get away
without using the Nullstellensatz—we leave this to the reader.)
Now since r divides P 0 , we can rewrite (11) in the form
(12)

p(z,w)

= — — = = .
Q{z)Q{w)

Similarly,
/^\
(13)

,/ , —A
P'(z',w')
V
)
n'(z'9 w') = Q'(z')Q'(w')

Since /x(z, w)p.'(z\ w') = 1, we get from (12), (13) that
1 =

P(z,w)P'(z\W)
Q(z) Q(w) Q'(z') Q'(w')

P(Z,W)P(Z,HQ

Q(z) Q(w) Q'(z') Q'(w') S(z) S(w) '

for some polynomials P, S. Therefore P(z, w)P(z9 w) = R(z)R(w)
rational function R. Clearing denominators gives
P(z,w)P(z,w)

= S(z)S(w),

for some

for polynomials P, S.

Since the polynomials form a unqiue factorization domain, it follows that
P(z,w) — A(z)B(w). From (12) we obtain P(z,w) = P(w, z~), which implies
A — B. Substituting back into (12), we now have

Now we can pass to linear combinations of the r( •, wf).
LEMMA 3. $ carries the hypersurface {z | 2yXy/*(z, Wj) = 0} to a hypersurface
{ z ' | E > \ ; r ( z ' ( w / ) = 0}.

PROOF. Consider the spaces
H = linear span (r(-, w) as w varies},
H' = linear span {/•'(•, w') as w' varies}
These spaces consist of second-degree polynomials and are thus finite dimensional. We can pick generators of H, r( •, wx),... ,r( •, wm) so that wy is neither a
zero nor a pole of j8(w) in Lemma 2. Set wy' = 0(wy). By enlarging our list, we
may assume that the r'( •, wj) span H'. Now by Lemma 2,
2 X}r'(z'> w/) = 0 if and only if 2 ty8(z) j&( w,) r(z, wy) = 0,
7-i

y=i

i.e.

(14)

0 ( z ) . 2 X / ( z , ^ ) = 0, w h e r e \ = \'jfi(wj)
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Assume for the moment that /J(z) = 0. This gives /x(z, Wj) = /}(z)/?(wy) — 0 for
j = 1,... ,m, since P(wj) never has a pole; therefore
r'(z\wj)

= ix(z,Wj)r(z,Wj)

= 0,

j=

l,...,m.

But that is a contradiction, since the /*'( •, wj) span i/'. This means /?(z) is never
zero when z' — $(z) is well defined, i.e. for z GCn\V. Therefore (14) implies
m

m

2 ty'(z', w'j) = 0 if and only if 2 V ( z > ^ ) = °7=1

7-i

which is the claim of the Lemma. D
Denote by T the isomorphism between H and H' used in the proof of Lemma
3, i.e.
m

(15)

T:H'^H9

m

2 Kr'(z'9wj)^2
7=1

(\;.)Ö(w,) )r(z,w y ).
7=1

Sitting inside H' and H are the linear polynomials. We shall prove that T takes
linear polynomials to linear polynomials. Lemma 3 then shows that $ carries
hyperplanes to hyperplanes. This is the next main step in the proof of Theorem 3.
In order to give a useful characterization of the linear polynomials, we will
introduce inner products so that T becomes unitary. This requires the map i:
Cn -> H which sends w to r( •, vv).
LEMMA

4. There is a unique inner product ( •, • > on H satisfying
(i) ( , ) is nondegenerate,
(ii) r(z, w) — ( i z , tw).

PROOF.

Let {^<Ja<w be a basis of H. Then we can find xÀw)
r(z,w) = 2

so tnat

X«(wH«(*)-

Since r(z, w) = r(w, z), this gives
r(w,z)

= 2 X«(wH«(*)>
a=l

or after changing notation

(17)

r(z,w)=2X„(2)iW.
«=1

This means H Q linear span{x a (^), a = 1,... ,m}; since dim H = m, {Xa(z)}<x<m
is a basis of //. The change of basis equations x« = 2^g a j 8 ^, where (ga)8) is an
invertible matrix, give us the formula
r(z,w)=

2

ga/W^HaCw)-
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Thus (16) holds if we define (, > by
*a

fi

I

a,p

The uniqueness of the inner product is immediate, since the image of t spans H.
D
Lemma 4 also defines a natural inner product on H'. Let

h' = Sty'M') = 2ty(*;),
j

j

* = 2Kr'{-,*'k) = lKi«),
k

k

so that

Since

n' = 2 ( A ; ^ ) )r(-, w,) = 2 (X;M^) )t(Wj,),
A:

A:

we have
y*

jk

showing that T is unitary with respect to (, ).
Next note that T carries r{ •, w) G H to /}(w)r'( •, w') G H\ whenever w' =
$(w) is well defined. So if we set
a = closure of {Xr(-, w) | X G C, w G CM) ç H,
a ' = closure of (XV(-, w') | X' G C, w' G C"} Ç if',
it follows that T(â) Ç 2/. Thus, T preserves both an inner product and a
distinguished subset a.
Let us now specialize to the case of the ellipsoid of Proposition 3. We find that
the general element h G His given by h = Xo^o + X**P* + 2"Xy^y where the x's
are arbitrary numbers, and *//0 = 1, *//* = ^"Ajzf, \p- = zy. The ^'s form a basis
for /ƒ except for the ball (i.e. all Ai, = 0) in which case i//„, may evidently be
deleted. Since we know that dim H is a biholomorphic invariant for ellipsoids, it
follows that {\z\2 + 2j2AjRe(zJ) < 1} cannot be biholomorphic to the ball
unless all Aj = 0. From now on assume some Aj ^ 0.
Next we write down the inner product ( , ) and the subset â ç E Routine
computations yield
M 2 = £ l x / - | X o | 2 + 2Re(xoX,),
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~ X* ~ X*Xo = °-

Now T: H^H'
preserves II h || 2 and â = {h E if | (A, A) = 0}, where (h9 h)
—
= 2"^4yx5 X* ~~ X*Xo* A linear transformation preserving the zero set â of
(h9 h) must fix (h9 h) up to a nonvanishing scalar factor ft. In other words, T
preserves < , ) exactly and ( , ) up to a factor /?.
Since T preserves two quadratic forms, it is natural to look at the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of (, ) with respect to ( , >. That is, we seek co. E H9 Xj E C such
that
(19)

(à «,)=*,<«,«,)•

This is slightly different from an ordinary eigenvalue problem, since ( , ) is
bilinear and ( , > sesquilinear. Multiplying co- by pei6 has the effect of multiplying
\j by e2l$9 so it is the | Xj | that have invariant meaning. Since T preserves the two
inner product (up to factor /?), it follows that the eigenvalues {Xj}9 {X'j}
corresponding to the two ellipsoids coincide up to a factor of | ft \ .
It is simple enough to compute the A's explicitly. Substituting our formulas for
(, ) and ( , ) into (19), we obtain the equations
(20)

(21)
(22)

\XJ = AJXJ,

0 <ƒ<*),

M~~Xo + X*) = ~2X*>
^ X o = ~X* -

2X0-

If any Xj ^ 0, then (20) yields | Xj,\ = Ay, and for each | Xy-1 = Aj there is an
obvious solution vvy of (20)-(23) with a single nonzero component in wy.
If all Xj = 0 (1 < ; < n\ then we are left with the task of solving (21), (22).
After elementary manipulation one finds two additional A's, namely the roots X ±
of 4X2 - SX -f 1 = 0. Thus our list of all |X y |'s is {Al9 A2,...9An,
X+ , X_ }.
This list therefore differs from {A\, A'2>... ,A'n, X+ , X_ } only by a factor of | j81 .
Since the quadratic form defining an ellipsoid is positive, we have 0 <Aj< 1,
while X_ < 1 < \ + . Hence X+ — m a x ^ ! , A2,. . . 9An9 X+ , X_ } =
m a x { ^ ; , . . . , ^ ; , \ + , X _ } , so |j8|= 1 and {Al9...9An} = {A\,...,A'n}. The two
ellipsoids D9 D' are therefore the same, and Step 3 is complete. D
We omit Step 4 (linearity of $). It is clear that the information from Step 3
places powerful constraints on the map T9 therefore on $. For instance if
Al9 A29...9An9X+ ,X_ are distinct, then Tmust be diagonal.
Our discussion of Steps 1 and 2 follows the paper of Webster [64]. Step 3
follows an unpublished proof by Webster. The discussion of Steps 3 and 4 in [64]
is actually shorter than here, but the ideas here obviously apply to much more
general domains than the ellipsoids, so we thought them worth presenting.
4. Smoothness of biholomorphic maps. In this section we prove that a biholomorphic map of strictly pseudoconvex domains is smooth up to the boundary.
The original proof in [21] was long and hard, but E. Ligocka and S. Bell [2] found
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a very simple proof using only the smoothness of solutions of the 9-Neumann
problem. (See also Nirenberg-Webster-Yang [51] for a proof based on reflections.)
Nowadays one can deal also with classes of weakly pseudoconvex domains. We
are grateful to Bell for providing the following particularly simple argument in the
strictly pseudoconvex case.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose/: Dx -» D2 is a biholomorphic mapping between
smooth bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains contained in C n . Let Px and P2
denote the Bergman orthogonal projections associated to Dx and Z>2, respectively,
and let u = det[ ƒ']. A simple Hilbert space argument using the fact that | u |2 is
equal to the real Jacobian determinant of ƒ viewed as a mapping on R2n reveals
that the Bergman projections transform under ƒ according to the formula
u((P2<i>)of)

=

Pl(u(<l>of)).

A key element in the proof of the theorem is the fact that if h is a holomorphic
function on D2 that is in C°°(I>2), then it is possible to construct a function <>
/ in
C°°(D2) that vanishes to infinite order on dD2 such that P2<j> = h. Indeed, the C°°
version of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem asserts that the Cauchy problem
Ai// = h
on D2,
xj/ = v*/> = 0 on 9Z)2
can be solved modulo functions which vanish to infinite order on 9Z>2, i.e., there
is a function \p in C°°(D2) s u c n t n a t $ = V^ = 0 on 9Z>2 and such that h — Ai//
vanishes to infinite order on 9Z>2. Now àxp is orthogonal to holomorphic functions
on D2 via integration by parts. Hence, <(> = h — Ai// is a function in C°°(D2)
vanishing to infinite order on dD2 such that P2<j> = P2h — P2Ai// = h.
One more auxiliary fact is required before the theorem can be proved; namely,
that if <>
/ G C°°(D2) vanishes to infinite order on 8Z>2, then u(<j> o ƒ ) is in C°°(DX).
Since the components of ƒ are bounded holomorphic functions on Dl9 the classical
Cauchy estimates yield that there are constants Ca independent of z such that
\dafk/dza(z)\<
Cadist(z,dD{yW for all z in Dx. Hence, to see that all the
derivatives of w(<J> © ƒ ) are bounded functions on Dx, it suffices to prove that
dist( f(z), dD2) < Cdist(z, dDx).
The proof of this classical estimate is due to Henkin and is quite simple. Let r be
a defining function for Dx that is strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of
Dx. Then r ° ƒ _ 1 is a negative subharmonic function on D2. Since r o f~l attains
its maximum value, zero, on 8D2, the classical Hopf lemma implies that
(r o f _1 )(z) < — Cdist(z, dD2). The desired inequality now follows because
-r(w)^C,dist(w,8D1).
The proof of the theorem can now be completed. Let h be a holomorphic
function on D2 that is in C°°(Z>2). Let <j> be a function in C°°(D2) vanishing to
infinite order on dD2 such that P2<j> — h. The transformation formula for the
Bergman projections yields that u(h ° ƒ ) = u((P2<j>) ° f) = Px(u(<j> o ƒ )). Kohn's
formula, Px— I — 9*N9, which relates the Bergman projection Px to the 9Neumann operator N, together with Kohn's subelliptic estimates for N, reveal
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that Px preserves the space C°°(DX). Hence, since u(<j> o ƒ ) is in C°°(DX)9 the
relation u(h<> f) = Px(u(j> of)) implies that u(h o ƒ ) is in C 0 0 ^ ) . Let h = 1 to
obtain that w is in C 0 0 ^ ) . Let /* = z^, the A:th coordinate function of Cn9 to
obtain that ufk is in C°°(DX). Hence ƒ extends smoothly to dDx where w does not
vanish. But u cannot vanish on dDx. To see this, observe that the same arguments
can be applied to the inverse mapping F-f~x. Hence, U = det[F] is in C°°(D2).
Now, the relation

U(z) =

l/u(F(z))

imphes that u is bounded away from zero. This completes the proof of the
theorem. D
CHAPTER 9. MOSER'S NORMAL FORM
Suppose we are given a strictly ^//-convex domain in C n + 1 = {{zX9...9zn9w)}9
where W = M + /Ü. We know that the boundary has a defining function satisfying
the Levi condition. In the case we consider first, this defining function is given by
a formal power series, which we can assume is centered at the origin. The goal is
to find coordinates so that the boundary near the origin is in Moser's normal
form

(*)

^ = kl +

2

lAWz'zfi,

where the coefficients Alap = Aljw Jr£u j~s satisfy
(a) 2 ; = x Alphp-k-2 = 0, for all lj2, '£ "' ' <b)2;,q=lA'p . 3 ^--0,forall/,7 3 .
(c)2;,,,r=14^-r--0,forall/,
and the indices are tensor indices varying from 1 to n. Requirement (a) says that
Trace A22 = 0; (b) that Trace3,423 = Trace2 A32 = 0 and (c) that Trace3,433 = 0.
Of course the coordinate change will also be given by formal power series. In the
last section of the chapter we will consider the question of when these series
actually converge.
1. Moser's theorem for formal power series. We are interested not only in
bringing a boundary to normal form but also in the maps that preserve this form.
Define a biholomorphism of normal forms to be a biholomorphic map that takes
the surface (*) in normal form to any other hypersurface in normal form and
preserves the origin.
THEOREM 1 (MOSER). (1) Let dD be a strictly pseudoconvex real analytic
boundary and let p be a point in dD. There is a biholomorphic map defined in a
neighborhood of p which places dD in Moser's normal form and takes p to the
origin.
(2) Suppose dD is already in normal form, and p = 0. Then the class of all
biholomorphic maps which fix 0 and carry dD to a boundary in normal form is
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parametrized by %, the group of linear fractional transformations of the hyperquadric which fix the origin.
PROOF. After translating and rotating, we can assume that the power series is
centered at 0 and that the tangent space at 0 is v = 0. This means that for a
real-valued F our surface is given by

v = F(z, z, w),
(1)

F(0,0,0) = 0,

|£ = |£ = M =
"zk

®Zk

at (0,0,0).

0

V

"M

7

The weights of the terms in the formal power series are determined by the table
term
weight
z,z
1
u, v
2
Equation (1) means that F has no terms of weight 1 and 3 terms of weight 2,
(z,z),

Q(z),

Q(z),

where (, > is a nondegenerate quadratic form and Q is a quadratic form. The
form (, > is nondegenerate because the boundary was assumed to be strictly
^-convex. Equation (1) becomes
v = (z,z)

+ Q(z) + Ô ( z ) -f (terms of weight > 3).

After the change of variables
(z, w) -> (z*, w*),

z* = z,

w* — w — 2iQ{z),

the variable v* becomes
v* = Imw* = Imw - 2 R e g ( z ) = v-

Q(z) -

Q(z)

so that in the new coordinates
(2)

v = ( z, z ) + (terms of weight > 3).

In order to study the surface (2), we introduce the group §x consisting of its
biholomorphic transformations; in other words §{ consists of all transformations
given by formal power series that take surfaces of the form (2) to surfaces of the
form (2).
LEMMA 1. Any $ G § , can be uniquely factored as O = ¥ ° <J>, where <j> is a
fractional linear transformation in % and ¥ agrees with the identity in the initial
part of its Taylor expansion; in other words, at the origin

dzk

'

dw

dzjdzk

'

dzj

J'k'

\ dw

where ^(z, w) = (z*, w*).
PROOF OF LEMMA

1. Recall that the group

% — fractional linear transformations of H which fix the origin
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consists of compositions of
(i) Heisenberg dilations,
(ii) unitary rotations in z,
(iii) translations at oo parametrized b y ( t ) „ . . . , D „ , f ) G C " X R .
The translations (iii) are given by
(zk +

(**>W)H»(Z*,W*)

l+2kvkzk
where (zk9 w) is an abbreviation for (zl9...
We are given O E @x mapping

vkw/2i,w)
w(S-(i/4)2k\vk\2)'

+
9zk9...

9zn9

w).

$:(zk9w)-*(z*9w*)
which satisfies
zt = 0,

w* = 0,

dw*/dw = X > 0,

8w*/9^ = 0

at the origin. Since X is positive and real, we can find a dilation such that
0 = (better O) o (Heisenberg dilation),
where (better $ ) : (zk9 w) H» (Z£, W*) satisfies dw*/dw = 1. This means
w* = w + 2 ajkzjzk + (terms of weight > 3),
vyj

z*

= 2 c^ .Zy + /JfcVv + (terms quadratic in z) + (terms of weight >• 3).
j

From the definition of v* and equation (2), we get
2

Ü* = Imw*,
v* = \z*\ + (terms of weight > 3);
comparing the terms of weight 2 in these equations to those in equation (3) shows
(d2w*/dzjdzk) | 0 = 0, so that ajk = 0. Similarly, (ckJ) must be a unitary matrix;
therefore, for a suitable rotation
(better $ ) = (still better $ ) ° (unitary rotation),
where (still better 0 ) : (zk9 w) h-> (Z£, w*) and satisfies dzf/dzk — 8Jk. Equation
(3) now becomes
w* — w + (terms of weight > 3),
z£ = zk + yö^vv + (terms quadratic in z) + (terms of weight > 3).
The first term of the Taylor series of the translations (iii), with f = 0, is
{zk,w)\^{zkJrvkw/2i9w).
Choosing the parameters (t> u ... 9 t> n ,0) of the translation so that vk/2i — Pk
allows us to factor (still better 0) as
(still better <P) = (much better $ ) o (translation ( ^ , 0 ) at oo),
where (much better $ ) : (zk9 w) v-> (z£, w*) satisfies
w* = w + (terms of weight > 3),
Ü* = z*. + (terms quadratic in z) + (terms of weight >3).
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Finally we need to consider translations parametrized by (0, f ); these take the
form
/

\

I

Z

k

W

\

For appropriate f, the second component can be expanded as w/(\ + f w) = w —
f w2 + • • • , which shows that we can find a factorization
(much better O) = ^ o (translation (0, f ) at oo)
so that the map ^ : (zk,w)v+ (z£, w*) satisfies Re(3 2 w*/3w 2 ) = 0. Reviewing
the choices made shows that we have constructed a unique ^ satisfying the
conditions of the lemma. D
Let §0 be the subgroup of §x consisting of all holomorphic changes of
coordinates about 0
^ : (z,w) h» ( z * , w * )

satisfying
(i) through first order, ¥ = I,

(iï)(d2w*/dzjdzk)\0 = o,

(iii) Re(a2w*/9H>2) | 0 = 0.
The lemma shows that §x = S0 ° 3C, uniquely.
In the next section we will prove
THEOREM

2 (MOSER). /ƒ dD is given by
2

v = \z\ 4- (terms of weight > 3),
//*e« /Ziere is precisely one transformation in §0 which carries dD to a hypersurface in
normal form.
COROLLARY. The only biholomorphic transformations (given by formal power
series) taking the hyperquadric H to itself are the fractional linear transformations.

Clearly now Theorem 1 is reduced to the more precise Theorem 2.
2. Proof of Moser's theorem (Theorem 2). Recall that the boundary dD is given
by
v=\z\2 + F(z,z,

(4)

u),

where F is a formal power series of weight > 3, (z, w) G C n + 1 and w = u + iv.
We will find a tranformation
Z

k = Zk + fk(Z> "O*

W*=W + g(z, W)

and a formal power series F* of weight > 3 satisfying
(i) at the origin,
dz/

dw

dzt

dw

dzkdzt

\ gw2 /
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(ii)
(5)

\z\2 + 2Re< ƒ, z) + ( f, ƒ > + F*(z + ƒ, z + ƒ, « + K g + g))
2

1

= |z| + F ( z , z,w) +

yt(g-g),

where/, g are evaluated at (z, w) and w = u + i\z\2 + /F(z, z, II);
(iii) the formal power series i7* satisfies the trace conditions (a), (b), (c).
Condition (i) implies that the transformation (zk9 w) h-» (zj, w*) is an element of
â0; conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that (4) is equivalent to
ü * H z | 2 + 2 R e ( / , z > + (f,f)+F*(z+f,*+f,u+Hg

+ g))

or
v* =|z*| 2 -hF*(z*,z*,w*),
where F* satisfies the Moser trace conditions (a), (b), (c). We will prove Theorem
2 by showing that given any F, there exists precisely one i7*, and functions/^, g,
such that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Let
terms in (5) of weight :
I
terms in (5) of weight:
11 =

v
v
v< v
<v
<v-\

\

in F, F*
ing
in ƒ
in F, F*
ing
in ƒ

2. The terms of weight v in (5) depend linearly on elements of I,
nonlinearly on elements of II, and not at all on any other terms in fh and g.
LEMMA

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. We begin with three observations about the Taylor series
expansions of g and fk. Consider the Taylor series

8(z'w)

L M+ , 1Z |> + ,F(Z,£,„)

= 2 jï(Kg

\u+M>)(iF(z,z,u))a

a

= 2 ^"(wt. aa + [ w t . ( a j + 1] + • • • )(wt.3 + wt.4 + • • • )"
a

and note
(i) a term of weight v comes from the product of a term of weight v0 in
(Kg \u+i\z\2) w i t h t e r m s o f weight vl9...,vlal in (iF(z9z,u))a satisfying v0 + vx +
...
+vH=v.
(ii) The first term of the series arises from a term of weight (*>0 + 2 | a |) in g;
furthermore, y1 > 3 , . . . , pja| > 3.
(iii) If | a | > 0, then (v0 +2\a\),vl9...9
v^ are all < v. Observations (i) and (ii)
are obvious; to verify (iii), consider
" = "o + " i + *•• +*H>i'o + 3|a|>i>o + 2 | a | .
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Exactly the same observations apply to the Taylor series expansions of fk.
Applying these observations to the Taylor series

x

a,p,K

'

shows that
F*(z + ƒ, z + ƒ, u + i ( g + g)) = {terms of wt. pin JF*(Z, Z, W)}

f
+ J expression in terms of wt.
[

< v
< v—1
<v

in F* ^
in ƒ
ing

Similarly, if we let Fv9 F?9 gv9 fv denote terms of weight v in the functions F9 F*9 g,
ƒ, respectively, then (5) gives
F

v + to g„ \W=U+Azf + {expression in FM, gM for /i < *>}

r

f^foTiKv-v

= 2Re< ƒ,_!, z>| w=M+iW 2 + j expression in
i^ for /x < *>
+ F*(z, z, w) + {expression in F*9 g^ F^ for ft < v).
and this proves the lemma. D
Given all the Fv9 we can prove the theorem by using induction on the weight v
to solve for Fv*9 fv_x, gv. Assume that we have already determined the functions
for 0,1,...,y - 1; then by (5)
Fv + Img, l=u+iUf

= 2Re< f9-l9z)\w=u+M>

+ i?

+ {already determined function}.
We will solve this equation by using the linear operator
U: ( ƒ,_„ gv) » (Im gv - 2Rc(fv_l9 z »

\W=U+M>.

Let 91,, denote a complement to the range of U. Since F„ — {already determined
function} is given and since one can show that U is injective, the equation
Fv — {already determined function} = F* — U(fv__u gv)
uniquely determines F* E 9l„ and fv_l9 gv. Taking the direct sum over v gives a
linear operator acting on formal power series
L: (ƒ, g) - ( I m g - 2Re( ƒ, z » \W=U+Azf,
with the property that, if 91 = ©„ 9l„, then 91 is a complement to the range of L.
If we follow the prescription above, we get unique formal power series/, g and F*
with F* G 91 and satisfying equation (5). This leaves conditions (i) and (iii):
condition (i) was incorporated in the weight analysis at the beginning of the
proof, and an examination of the linear algebra shows that 91 may be taken to be
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precisely the set of F* which satisfy trace condition (iii). This finishes our sketch
of the proof of Moser's theorem. The reader should note that we did not check
the two crucial points of linear algebra: U is injective, and a complement for its
range is the space of F* satisfying the trace conditions. These verifications are the
hard parts of Moser's discussion of formal power series.
3. The convergence of the Moser normal form. We will prove in this section that
for a surface given by a convergent power series the formal argument of the last
section actually gives a convergent change of coordinates into Moser normal
form. Note that a surface in normal form always contains the line
L—{z = 0, wreal}.
The idea of the proof is to expand the power series not around a point but around
a curve; and then to find a transformation that maps this curve into the Une L.

FIGURE 3

Let t H» y(t) denote a real analytic curve in the given surface and assume that
y'(0) is transverse to the "holomorphic" part of the tangent space T(dD). (That
is, Y'(0) is tangent to dD but does not remain so after multiplication by J— 1 .)
Let {ea} be vectors of type (1,0) varying analytically along y and spanning the
holomorphic part of the tangent space T(dD) at each point of y.
Step 1. As a first step, we place the boundary 3D into a partial normal form
v= (z,z)u

+

F(z,z,u),

where (, ) u is a Hermitian form depending upon u and F is a convergent power
series, all of whose terms contain at least two zy's and at least two Ij's. Recall that
(z, w) E Cw X C and w = u + iv. We use the term "partial normal form" to
indicate the fact that although the boundary satisfies many of the conditions
defining a normal form, no requirements are made yet about the trace conditions.
We also demand that the change of coordinates be biholomorphic, that the curve
Y = {f K-> Y ( 0 } b e s e n t t o t n e line L = {t i-> (z = 0, w = t)}9 and that the frame
{ea} be sent to the frame {d/dza}. Given Y> {ea}> w e claim that there is precisely
one coordinate change meeting these demands.
Step 2. The purpose of this step is to replace the Hermitian form (, ) u with one
that is independent of u. In fact, we claim that given a curve Y ( 0 and a frame
{ea} satisfying
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we can find a unique transformation described by a convergent process taking the
boundary into partial normal form
v — z 'Z -f F(z, z, w),
the curve y into the line L, and the frame {ea} into the frame {f3/9z a }, for a
suitable scalar factor f.
Step 3. In this step we show that by suitably choosing the parametrized curve y
and the frame {ea} we can satisfy the trace conditions. In fact the vanishing of
Trace2 F32 is a second order system of ODE's for the unparametrized curve y. If
we pick a y that is a solution of this system, then the requirement that Trace F22
vanish becomes the condition that a framing of this curve satisfy a certain system
of ODE's. Finally, suppose that we chose such a frame. The remaining requirement is that Trace2 F33 vanish: this becomes a single 3rd-order ODE involving the
parametrizations, which can also be satisfied. This completes the sketch of the
proof of the convergence of the Moser normal form; we will now fill in a few
details.
Proof of Step 1. Say y(0) is the origin and the holomorphic part of TdD | 0 is
{(z, w) G Cn X C | w = 0}. Assume that the curve y is given by t h-> (p(t), q(t))
G C" X C, where p and q are analytic functions and satisfy (p(0), q(0)) = 0. The
transversality condition becomes dq/dt ¥" 0. Suppose that we extend /?, q, to
complex values of t and use a local change of variables <p such that
(z*, w*) H> (z, w) = (z* + p(w*)f

q(w*)).

Then <p is biholomorphic and maps the line L to the curve y via
(,H> ( z * = o,w* = 0 } -*{t^(z

=p(t)9q(t)

= w)};

<p

in other words, the transformation <p-1 straightens out the curve y, allowing us to
assume from the start that y is given by
f H-> (0,Rew = /,Imw = 0).
So far, since the straight line y lies on 3D, our surface is given by a power series
G satisfying
v = G(z,z,u),

G(0,0, u) = 0 .

We claim that we can find a transformation
w* = w + g(z,w),

g(0,w)=0,

z* = z9

given by a convergent power series g, that transforms the boundary into
v* = G*(z*,z*,w*),
where G* contains no pure powers z*a or z*a; in other words, G*(z*,0, w*) = 0
and G*(0, z*, w*) = 0. Note that the condition g(0, w) = 0 means that the line y
is preserved. To verify this claim note that
v* = ü - h ^ r ( g ( z , w ) -g(z9w))

= G*|z,z, w + - ( g ( z , w ) +

g(z,w))j,
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whenever w = u + iv = u + /G(z, z, M), and this implies
G(z,z,u)

+ — ( g ( z , w ) -g(z,w))

= G*(z,z, w + - ( g ( z , w ) + g ( z , w ) ) j .

Treating z and z as independent and putting z = 0 gives
G(z,0, w) + ^rg(z, u 4- iG(z,0, «)) = G*(z,0, u + « g ( z , w + /G(z,0, u))),
since g(0, w) = 0 =» g = 2|a|>i caJzawJ' => g(z, iv) | f = 0 = 0. Consider the equation
(6)

G(z,0, u) + ^rg(z, u + iG(z,0, ii)) = 0.

This imphes G*(z,0, u + \ g(z, u + /G(z,0, w))) = 0, which after the real analytic transformation
(z, u) H> (z, w + i g ( z , w + iG(z,0, w))),
becomes G*(z*, 0, «*) = 0, which is what we want to prove; in other words, if we
can satisfy (6), we are done. Note that
(z, u) H» (z, u + i'G(z,0, u))
is also a real analytic transformation; this reduces (6) to
G(z,w)+—g(z,«)=0,
which is solved by putting g = — 2/G. Retracing our steps shows that we have
determined a power series G*(z*, z*, u*) which contains no pure powers z*" or
z* .
This means that we can assume that
(7)

v = (z, z> u + F(z, z, II),

F(z,0, ii) = 0,

where F contains no terms in z, z of type (1,1). Our second claim is that we can
find a biholomorphic change of coordinates
Z* = Z + f(z,w),

H>* = W,

with /(O, w) = 0 (to preserve the Une y) and (9//8z a )(0, w) = 0, so that (7) is
transformed into a surface of the same form, but this time with an F* involving
only zaz~P, where | a | , | j81 > 2. To verify this claim consider
v — (z*, z*) M + F*(z*, z*,u)
= (z,z)u

+ 2Re(f,z)u+(f,f)u

+

F*(z*,z*,u).

Comparing this to (7) gives
F*(z*9z*,u) =
F-2Re(f9z)u-(f,f)u.
Note that the last term on the right contains the appropriate powers as long as
/(O, w) = (8//9z a )(0, w) = 0. Given F, we will choose ƒ so as to kill the remaining
terms of type (m, 1), for m > 1; that is so that (dF*/dzp)(z,Q, u) = 0. This will
happen if (d/dzfi)F*(z*90, u) = 0, i.e. 2 a g^(w)/ a (z, w) + dF/dzfi = 0, and if
(gajS(w)) > 0 (which holds since dD is strictly pseudoconvex). So we can find the
required ƒ by inverting the matrix (gttj8), and this proves the claim.
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We now consider the condition on the frame. To review—the boundary is
given by (7), with all terms in F containing at least two z'sand two z's, and y is
the curve {z — 0, w = t). Introduce the coordinate transformation
z* = c(w)z,
w* = w;
this acts on the frame by

c(w) a matrix,

*«>-» *(')*« U)It is easy to find matrices c(w) such that

and it is not much harder to show that these matrices are unique. This concludes
Step 1.
Proof of Step 2. Writing (7) as
v = 0(u)\z\2 + F,
suggests the coordinate transformation
z* = c(w)z,
c(w) a number,
w* — w,
giving, for appropriate c(w), v = | z |2 + F. The desired result now follows immediately.
Proof of Step 3. Given a boundary 3D, a parametrized curve y: t -* (p(t), q{t))
G 3D and a frame (ea(t)) defined along y, we have constructed a biholomorphic
map O: 3D -> 3/5, where 8/5 - {t> = | Z | 2 + F(z, z, u)} and F =
2|«|,|/s|>2 Fajii14)2"^' % following the construction carefully, we can in principle
read off the Taylor series of F from those of 3D, y, (ea). In particular, the trace
conditions TraceF22{u) = 0, Trace2 F32(u) = 0, Trace3 -F33(w) = 0 are really conditions on the Taylor series of 3D, y(f), e«(0 about the points on the curve y.
Regarding 3D as fixed, and y(t)9 ea(t) as arbitrary, we find after much work that
(a) Trace2 F32(u) = 0 means that the unparametrized curve y satisfies a
second-order ordinary differential equation. The standard existence theorem for
ODE's therefore shows that we can pick the unparametrized curve to satisfy the
trace condition on F32. In particular, the initial direction of y (transverse to the
complex part of T(3D)) may be prescribed arbitrarily, and the frame ea(t) and
parametrization of y have no effect on the trace condition for F32. y is called a
"chain".
(b) Assume the unparametrized curve has been picked to satisfy Trace2 F32(u)
= 0. Then Trace F22(u) = 0 if and only if the frame ea(t) satisfies a first-order
ordinary differential equation along y. Again applying the standard existence
theorem for ODE's we conclude that the frame ea(t) may be picked to satisfy the
trace condition on JF22. We are free to specify the frame at t — 0; the propagation
of the frame along the curve is then uniquely determined.
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(c) Finally, suppose the unparametrized curve y and the frame (ea) have been
picked as above. Then the last trace condition Trace3F33(u) = 0 becomes a
third-order ordinary differential equation for the parametrization of y. In fact, the
equation for the parameter T involves a Schwartzian derivative, so that T is
uniquely determined up to linear fractional transformations.
Thus, we may transform dD to Moser's normal form by convergent power series,
by picking first the unparametrized curve y, then the frame ea, and finally the
parametrization of y. The choices can all be made properly by solving ordinary
differential equations. We may pick arbitrarily an initial direction for y, an initial
frame ea, and a linear fractional transformation of the line. The number of free
parameters agrees exactly with the dimension of the isotropy group %, so all the
formal power series transformations to normal form arise from suitable y, ea, r
and thus converge. This completes Moser's convergence proof. It is remarkable
that one can get away without using anything more than existence of solutions of
ODE's.
Note that the convergence proof made repeated use of the assumption that the
boundary dD was real-analytic. In fact, various series, e.g. (p(t),q(t)), are
defined initially for real t but are then used for complex t. One can easily give a
reasonable definition of Moser's normal form for C00 boundaries, but it is also
easy to write down smooth strictly pseudoconvex domains which cannot be
placed in normal form. Chains may still be defined on C°° boundaries as solution
curves for a family of second-order differential equations; the equations are
obtained by osculating the C00 boundary to high order with a real-analytic
boundary.
The theorems of this chapter are due to Moser [48] and Chern and Moser [11].

CHAPTER 10. CHERN'S THEOREM
The first half of this chapter contains a description of the relevant bundles,
groups and forms, beginning with the flat case and then considering the general
case. The second half of the chapter consists of a statement of the theorem and a
brief outline of its proof.
1. The flat case. In this chapter we will change notation slightly and denote the
boundary of the Siegel domain as
g = |(<o, z) e C X C": Imco = 2 | z j 2 i .
Using the quadratic form
•

n

(v9 v') = - y - ( % + 1 ^ - v0v'n+l) - 2 V «
z

in C

M+2

l

to define
E* = {v £ C " + 2 : (f>,t>)=0},
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allows us to construct a Une bundle
E*

e

' -(^H-'>-

There are several groups naturally associated with this bundle:
(i) The indefinite unitary group U(n + 1,1) consisting of matrices over Cn+2
preserving the quadratic form ( , >.
(ii) The group of Heisenberg translations N C U(n + 1,1). For (co', z') E Q,
the translation r(w, ^ E N is defined by
T

(u',zfy (w> z) h^ (co + co' + liz -z'9 z + z')

and is identified with the matrix
1

O--- 0

0

z[

0
£/(/!+ 1,1).

I
'n

0

CO'

2/zJ • • • 2/z^ 1

z

(iii) The Heisenberg dilations R x C U(n + 1,1). For / E R x , the Heisenberg
dilation Dt acts on Q by
Dt: (co, z) i-> (/2co, tz)
and is identified with the matrix

['"
1°

°l

0
I

E U(n+

0

1,1).

\ 0

0 tl
(iv) The Heisenberg rotations U(n) C U(n + 1,1). The matrix (Uafi) E U(n) is
associated with the rotation Ru which acts on Q by
Ru.t'-iU'Z)

*+[<»> 2 UaftZfi)

and is identified with the matrix
/
1
0

0

0

Uafi

0

\

u

0
1 /
(v) The isotropy groups H+ and H. These are defined by
H+ = (group of LFT of Q fixing the origin}
= {TG U(n+ 1,1): Te° = \e°, for someX E C, modulo S 1 },
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H = (group of LFT <J> of Q fixing 0 with |det <f>'(0)| = 1}
= ( r e U(n+ 1,1): Te° = e°),
where LFT = linear fractional transformation, Sl is thought of as the unit circle
in C, and (e°,...,e w + 1 ) is the standard basis of C M+2 . If we think of H c
U(n + 1,1) as matrices, then H consists of matrices of the form
1

V

l

' ' '

V

n

j + *2kl

0

2 2 "iA
a

"afi

0

^2UncPa
a

0

1

0--- 0

where (uap) is unitary, va E C and s E R. The group H+ is generated by H and
the Heisenberg dilations and consists of matrices of the obvious form. Recall that
the Lie algebras of U(n + 1,1), N, H+ , H are denoted by u{n + 1,2), n, h+ , h
and were described in a previous chapter, where it was shown that
u(n+ l , l ) = « + /* + .

(1)

The next step is to construct a frame bundle
Y*
IT i

,

where Y* consists of all frames (z09...9zn+l)

such that
k

(zj,zk)=(e',e )
and the projection is
( Z 0 , . . . ,Zn+l)

n+2

H> Z 0 .

2

Here zj E C
and z0 satisfies ||z 0 || - lk°|| 2 = 0. If we associate the frame
( z 0 , . . . ,zn+ j) with the matrix which maps
(e°,...,e"+>)»(z0,...,zn+l),
then the space 7* can be identified with U(n + 1,1).
The splitting (1) defines a natural connection in the frame bundle. At a point
p E 7*, the tangent space splits
TpU{n + 1 , 1 ) = u(n + 1,1) = n + h+ ,
and we can use
/i+ s ^ ( ^ ( p o i n t of E*)) = " verticle part of TpY*"
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to define a connection; in other words, the connection is defined by putting n as
the horizontal part of TpY*.
The final step is to mod out by the Sl action consisting of multiplication by a
complex number with modulus 1. This gives bundles
Y
i
E
i
Q
where 7 is a principal if-bundle over E\ that is, the fibres are isomorphic to H.
Roughly speaking, in the general case Chern tries to find bundles over C-R
manifolds and connections that resemble those in the flat case.
2. The general case. Let M be a (2n + l)-dimensional real manifold which is
strictly ^-convex and has an integrable C-R structure J1 — — I. This defines
forms of type (1,0) and (0,1) on M:
a(JX)

= io)(X)
= -iœ(X)

type
type

(1,0)1
(0,1)}'

where X E HM = {complex part of TM}.
Using the C-R structure, we can construct an R + bundle over M
E
TT1

i

M
by specifying the fibre E , for/? G M:
Ep = {real covectors co G T*M: co _L HpM}.
A (1,0)- or (0, l)-form on E is defined to be the pullback of a (1,0)- or (0, l)-form
on Af.
In order to define the analogue of the bundle of frames, first we need to define
tautological forms. The tautological 1-form cb on E is defined by

a(X)=(i*,*\x)9
for X G T{q^E
LEMMA

and q G M. This makes sense since <o G T*M and ir\X G TqM.

1. The tautological \-form Co on E satisfies
dù = *2(o a Aw a + w A<£,

(SI)

a
a

where co are (1,0)-forms on E and <j> is a real l-form on E.
The lemma is an immediate consequence of the strict ^-convexity of M. After
these prehminaries, we can define a bundle
Y
(2)

TT2 I

E
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by defining the fibre to be
Yq— { (1,0)-covectors <oa and 1-covectors <f> at q G E: (SI) holds}.
With the obvious projection this becomes a bundle.
LEMMA

2. The bundle Y -» E is a principal H-bundle.

PROOF.

We want to define an action of H on the fibres. Given a point

to ««*,**) E 7, and
1

t>, . • • vn

* + i"2M 2

0

2 2 "i A
"<*/*

0
0

2 2 "„A
1

O--- 0

define
(3)

r(co«*,<J>*) = (co«,<|>),

where

<J> = sco + / 2 ï>a<oa* — 12 ü« co°£* + ^* •
a
a

a
an(

tnat tne

It is easy to verify that to <°> 0) ^ ^
*
bundle is principal. D
Our next task is to define the connection; this too involves tautological forms.
+

+

+

Let £ = to wa, *) ^ Y and X E 7^7. The tautological 1-forms co, co a and <J> on
Y are defined by

£ = (»2)*«,

£«(*) = («", * * * ) ,

Î (*) = (*, ***),

where co is the tautological 1-form on E. This is well defined since <oa G T*E and
7 7 ^ G / ; £ . Note that (SI) holds on Y:

(si)

</£ = /2 i a

A

i* + £ A J.

Recall that a connection for the principal //-bundle (2) is an /^-valued 1-form
on Y that is invariant under the //-action (3) in the fibre; in other words, a
connection is a matrix (irpq) of 1-forms such that (irpq(X)) G /*, for X G 7T. The
"horizontal subspace" of the connection is the kernel of this 1-form.
In the flat case M = Q described in the first section, we used the splitting (1) of
the tangent space to define a connection in the principal //-bundle Y -> E. This
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determines the connection 1-form (irpq). Not only does the first structural
equation (SI) hold in the flat case, but also the following equations:

(S2)flat

rfi^S^A^+iA^,
di = 12 afi A fy + I 2 ^ J A ^

(S3)flat

where the forms <o, <o a , <|>a, ^
+

w

(4)

1
==

"2WII+I,O>

+ i A f

and ^ are defined by the connection according to
4^"-^ao»

+
* -

-77

bo +

VH,/I+I>

That is, knowning the connection is equivalent to knowing all the forms in (SI),
(S2) and (S3). Finally, in the flat case we can check that the following equations
are also valid:

(S4)fiat

dfa = 2 fa A <j>y- + ƒ co fi A <t>a
y

-ify A £« - i^J 2*. A « ° ) - ^ „ * A » '
d*a = <!> A 4>a + 2 ^ B A V

(S5)flat
(S6)flat

~ T^

A

">

^ = I A * + 2*2*0 A fy,

(Tl)

<|>a/3- + fy- - 8 ^ * = 0 and ^ is real.

In the general case in which M is no longer assumed to be Q, rather than define
the connection immediately, we will first write down the appropriate equations
that the tautological forms satisfy. Equations (SI), (S2) and (S3) are the same as
(SI), (S2)flat and (S3)flat. Equation (S4) is obtained by adding

+ 2X«a-£pA coa + 2^-pi p Aco-2^- P i^Ai
pa

p

P

to the right-hand side of (S4)flat; similarly, (S5) arises by adding

-S^^A^ +

2^^^

to the right-hand side of (S5)flat. Finally the correction term that yields (S6) from
(S6)flat is another complicated expression that involves not only the tensors 5, V,
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P and Q but also R. These tensors are required to satisfy the symmetry conditions

(T2)

2SaySa-=0,

2Vrpp = 0,

a

Re(2> a „-)=0.

p

a

1 (CHERN). (i) In the situation above we can find unique \-forms <^-, <j>a
and \p on Y and functions
THEOREM

which satisfy (S1)-(S6) and (Tl), (T2).
(ii) There exists a unique connection (irpq) on Y so that (4) holds.
(iii) All the forms and functions above can be read off at a given point of Y just by
knowning finitely many terms in the Taylor expansion of the C-R-structure at the
given point of M.
3. The ideas in the proof of Chern's theorem. We begin this section with some
general comments about Cartan's method of equivalence and end with a brief
description of how this method is used to prove Chern's theorem. As background,
we show how the method of equivalence can be used in Riemannian geometry.
Given a map
(M, geometric structure) -» (M', same type of geometric structure),
Cartan's method provides a means of determining whether locally there exists a
diffeomorphism ƒ: M -> M' that preserves this structure.
EXAMPLE. A G-structure on a manifold M consists of a coframe 0- defined up to
the equivalence

(5)

o; = 2njA,
k

where
(^,)GGÇGL(«,R).
Assume now that G — I. We say that ƒ preserves the G-structure if

r(e;) = 0j,

j=h...,n.

If we define cjkl and c'jkl by

dOj - 2 cjklek A eh
k,l

do; = 2 cJkfi'k A e;9
k,l

then cjkl — cfjkh whenever ƒ preserves the G-structure. This is because ƒ*(dOj) —
dOj. There are two extreme cases of interest.
(i) cjkl contain a coordinate system,
(ii) cjkl are all constant.
Given a general G, we would like to reduce to the case G = I.
Step 1. The group G can be reduced by using the (iijk) in (5) to determine
certain of the cjkl. If this procedure does not reduce G to I, then we go on to Step
2.
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Step 2. In this step we "prolong" the G-structure on M to a (/'-structure on
M X G. The (/'-structure is defined by a coframe (co,, o)Jk}9 where
^ = dHjk + ( 0 t h e r t e r m S ) •

"J = 2 M/A »
k

We now apply Step 1 with the new (/'-structure. Note that this procedure does
not necessarily stop, since G' may be larger than G.
As an illustration of this method, consider the Riemannian case in which the
coframes determine a metric

ds2 = ef+ ••• + e
which is defined up to the equivalence
e

*

=

/*; A >

wh

ere iiJkpik = 8tJ.

Here, and throughout the remainder of the section, we will use the summation
convention. The coframe determines the structure constants cJkl by
dOj = cjkiek A 0„
and we calculate that

de; = dixjk A piko* + wuj, A em.
Applying Step 1 to this equation gets us into trouble, because of the appearance
of the d\ijk. Instead we prolong according to Step 2 by introducing the new
coframe {«., icJk} defined by
^ = M/A»

d

<»j = °>ji

A

°>i + Tjki<»k

A

°>h

where
co,7 + co,.,. = 0,

Tjkl + 7}/A: = 0.

Tjkl is the torsion tensor. Using the equivalence (5) we get
(6)

doj = Ujt A co,. + TJkluk A W/ = coj5 A co,. + T^w* A co7

or
(co,, - «*) A co,. + (Tjkl - T;kl)uk A co, = 0,

ta, - «ƒ, +fe- z&K] A «/ = o,

which by linear algebra yields
co,.,. - co*. = ajikuk,

where ajik + aijk = 0,

by the skew symmetry of the co,7. (The linear algebra used here is called the
Cartan Lemma.) We can now apply Step 1 using the two equations
"ji^ufi

+ aJiko)k,

(K^jik ~ ajki) + Tjkt ~

T

;ki)^k

A

*>/ = 0

for G'; this requires that we determine the aijk such that T*k = 0 in the
nn(n + l ) / 2 + nn(n — l ) / 2 = n3 equations
a

jik + aijk = 0>

<*ƒ,•* ~ ajki =

-2Tjki'
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This system can be solved using the trick of "rotating indices", in other words, by
suitably permuting the indices. We find that
(7)

do)tj = aik A o)kj + RiJklak

A co„

where Rijkl is the curvature tensor. Equations (6) and (7) are the Cartan structural
equations, which we have derived through his method of equivalence.
We now turn to the proof of Chern's theorem. Let M2n+l be a C-R manifold
and let § be a closed complex differential ideal generated by 1-forms. In the case
of the hypersurface Q considered in the first section, § is the ideal generated by
the restrictions of (1,0)-forms to Q. Let ix = (l-forms in <f}, so that
$! + $! = A1,

iY nSx = (0),

1

where A denotes the l-forms on M and 0 is the annihilator of the maximal
complex tangent space HM. Choose forms 0a so that {0, 0a} is a basis for § and
consider the equivalence
6a* = va0 + u$0fi,

0* = uO,

0** = v*0 +

up*,

where the notation of the first section has been changed slightly so that ua/3 is now
denoted u^. Because of the integrability condition di C 5, we can write
d0 = ihap0a A0P

mod0.

Once again we must prolong; but this time instead of prolonging by looking at
M X G, we will prolong "along $". We can define a basis {co, coa, coa, <£} for a
coframe on E = M X R by using the equations
CO =

8

U0,

da> = iuhap0a A 0P + co A (-du/u

+ something)

V)
= igafiu" A co^ + co A <f>,

to" = multiples of 0a.
The basis is defined up to the equivalence
co* = co,

coa* = vao) + iijSco*,
s

<£* = sco + ig,5(u%v <*P - ufrW)

to** = tÂo + w"co + wfto^,
+ <j>.

In order to apply Step 1 to this prolongation we need an expression for d<t> and
d<j>ap. To begin this calculation, differentiate (8) to get
0 - i{dgae~ gyi&l + ga^} ~ gaj&)<»a A to** + co A (<*<*> + something).
A bit of linear algebra shows us that the <$ can be chosen so that
which means co A (d<j> + something) = 0 or d<f> - -(something). In fact, we find
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where co^ = ga^a9 etc. In order to find a similar expression for d<j>p, note that (8)
and the integrability condition give
dœ« = o)P A <$ + co A $«.

Differentiating this and working very hard yields the desired expression for d<j>p.
Using Step 1 now, we find, after many uses of Cartan's Lemma, that G has been
reduced to the identity. This concludes the sketch of the proof of Chern's
theorem.
The theorems in this chapter are due independently to Chern-Moser [11] and
Tanaka [58, 59] who built upon the early work of Cartan in two variables [8].
4. Applications. We explain briefly how to use Theorem 1 to define chains, and
also to write down finitely many differential equations on \p which hold if and
only if D — {yp(z) > 0} is locally biholomorphic to the ball. To find the differential equations, we use a result of Chern in [11] that the C-R manifold M is flat (i.e.
locally biholomorphic to a sphere) if and only if the "curvatures" (SpyS5), (Vapa)9
(/Jg-), (ô^«)' (^o) m Theorem 1 all vanish. This is analogous to the fact that a
Riemannian metric is locally isometric to Rn if and only if the curvature Rijkl
vanishes. Since \p -> [(S^y^s) etc. associated to the boundary M — {\p(z) = 0}] is a
nonUnear differential operator by Theorem 1, part (iii), it follows that the
boundaries {\p = 0} locally biholomorphic to the sphere have been characterized
by finitely many differential equations on \p.
Regarding the chains, we start by recalling that the connection in Theorem 1
canonically identifies the tangent space TpY at each point with the Lie algebra
u(« + 1,1). Therefore, any element { G u(/i + 1,1) gives rise to a vector field on
Y. Integrating the vector field, we get family of parametrized curves in Y. Finally,
projecting from Y down to M, we associate to each £ E u(« + 1,1) a distinguished family of parametrized curves on M. For the particular element
\

/0
0

0
\ 1

0

•••

G u ( « + 1,1)
0

(infinitesimal Heisenberg translation by (0,0,...,0, co)) the family of curves
obtained by this procedure agrees with Moser's chains. Since the main step here is
to integrate a vector field, it is clear that chains are given by solutions of ordinary
differential equations. Curiously, the parametrization of chains given above in
terms of Y does not agree with Moser's parametrization. Theorem 1 also allows us
to define a notion of parallel transport of frames, which agrees with Moser's
definition in Chapter 9. In two dimensions, these ideas go back to E. Cartan [8],
who also studied the distinguished curves corresponding to other £ in the Lie
algebra.
The results on chains stated here are proved by computing the connection in
the special case of a boundary in normal form. Details are formidable.
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CHAPTER 11. THE COMPLEX MONGE-AMPERE EQUATION
The first section discusses the formal properties of a complex Monge-Ampère
equation, while the second section sketches a proof of the Cheng-Yau theorem.
This theorem establishes existence, uniqueness, C°° interior regularity, and some
regularity up to the boundary for solutions of the basic equation. The final
section describes chains and local invariants of pseudoconvex boundaries as an
application of the formal study.
1. The Monge-Ampère equation. The problem is to find on a given strictly
pseudoconvex domain D ç C ^ a complete Kàhler-Einstein metric

A Kâhler metric ds2 is called Kàhler-Einstein if Rie,.* = —kg*, where k is a
constant which we take here to be positive. Recall that the Ricci tensor for a
Kàhler metric is given by

^

= c

a2

«â7âj"logdet( V )•
j

k

So we are looking for solutions gjk-of
(l )

d2
8jk = (const) - ^ j - log det( g„ - ).
j

k

Setting f = det(g^-), we see that solving (1) is equivalent to solving the complex
Monge-Ampère equation

(M-Al)

d e t

(9^

l o

^)=(

C O n s t

^

£ -> oo

iQD

>

at dD,

since if f solves (M-Al) then gjk~— (const)(32/9zy8zA:)logf is a solution of the
Kàhler-Einstein equation (1).
rt
EXAMPLE. For the unit ball D = (| z | < 1} C C ,

(2)

f=c„/(nzi 2 r

is a solution of (M-Al).
This suggests that for a more general domain D, we try a solution of the form
(3)
S=
cn/(u(z))"+l,
where u(z) = 0 at dD to exactly first order. Rewriting the Monge-Ampère
equation (M-Al) in terms of u(z) gives
(M-A2)

J

^

= l

u= 0

in

f'
at 3D,
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where
du

Bu_
3z„

du
J(u) = (-l)"det

dh
dzjdzk
du

In constructing the formal solution to this equation, we shall see that " much" of
the Taylor series of u(z) at 3D is specified infinitesimally. This is in contrast to
the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation
(4)

Aw = 0
u=f

onRV1,
onR",

whereR"++1 = {(xl9...9xn,t)
GRn+1
\t>0}.
In (4), du/dt evaluated at the boundary is not determined locally by/, although
it is determined by ƒ globally. Once it is determined, all the higher derivatives
(d/dt)ku |R„ on the boundary are fixed, since for example, (d2/dt2)u |R„ = ~àxf.
In this formal sense the Monge-Ampère equation (M-A2) is better than the
Laplace equation.
Now we shall look for a "formal" solution of (M-A2), that is a function u(z)
vanishing at 3D, which satisfies
(5),

J(u) = 1 4- 6>([dist(z,3D)] 5 ),

inD,

with s as large as possible. To do so, we exploit two simple identities for the
/-operator, which are proved by applying row and column operations to the
definition. The identities are
(6.i)
(6.ii)

/(<W) = * n + 1 / ( ^ ) + ^(Remainder),
J{xp + <j>xps) = / ( ^ ) - [l + cn^s~l]

+ 4>s • (Remainder)

(s > 2)

where the remainders are smooth functions on D. Now let i// be a smooth defining
function for D; this means D — {\p > 0} and f ^ 0 on 3D. The strict pseudoconvexity of D shows that /(*/>) > 0 on 3D. Hence we may take <J> = [/(^)]" ( 1 / n + 1 }
in (6.i) to obtain a smooth function ux — [J(\p)]~{l/n+l)\p vanishing on 3D, so
that J(ux) = 1 + 0(\p). So we have solved (5) with s — 1.
Next suppose we have found a smooth function us_x which vanishes at 3D and
satisfies /(_«,_,) = 1 + O ^ " 1 ) (s > 2). Thus, J(us_x) = 1 + y]{us_x)s~x for an
17 E C°°(D). Setting us — us_x + «^w^-i^and using (6.ii) gives

J(us) = [l + nK-O'"1]- [l + c,^!!^!)*-1] + 0(*').
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So if we put
C S

»>

C

n,s(Us-\Y

then we get
(7)

J(us) = I + 0(y)9

us = us

1 +

\-J{us_x)

As long as c ¥= 0, this provides an inductive procedure to pass from solutions of
(5)5_j to solutions of (5)s. It happens that cn — s(n + 2 — s), which vanishes
exactly for s = (n + 2), so our inductive procedure stops there, yielding a smooth
function u which vanishes at 3D and satisfies J(u) — 1 + 0(\pn+l). Note that u
arises by applying a nonlinear differential operator to any defining function ?//; in
fact u = Pn+xPnPn-x ' • • P2Prf where P,(*) - W ) ] - ( 1 / " + 1 V , and i>5: t ^ us by (7). An easy induction on s using (6.i), (6.ii) shows that the condition
J(u) — 1 + 0(\ps) specifies u up to an error 0(\ps+l). So our formal solution u is
determined modulo 0(\pn+2). For more details see [22].
The fact that cns = 0 for s — n + 2 shows that the actual solution to (M-A2) is
not smooth up to the boundary for general strictly pseudoconvex D, since we will
already get a contradiction by Taylor expanding to order (n + 2) about a
boundary point. Rather, we expect logarithmic terms, so that the full solution to
(M-A 2) should have the following asymptotic expansion near the boundary:

(8)

u~w+ 2 <t>pqr(r+^ogxp)\ with*,^ec°°(D).

Part of the information contained in <(>, <j> is determined locally by 3D, the rest is
determined globally. It would be very interesting to understand this precisely; a
beautiful result in this direction has recently been obtained by R. Graham [29].
From (8) we obtain formally u E Cn+2~e(D). The Cheng-Yau theorem gives us
almost this much regularity for the solution of (M-A2).
2. The Cheng-Yau theorem. The goal of this section is to sketch the proof of the
following
THEOREM 1 (CHENG-YAU) [10]. The solution u of (M-A2) exists and is unique.
Moreover u is C°° in the interior of D and belongs to C n + ( 3 / 2 ) _ e (^)-

Recall that u G C n + ( 3 / 2 ) _ e (D) if (3/3;c)aw e LipG - e) for | a | < n + 1.
To prove the theorem, we start with the approximate solution \p of (M-A2)
constructed in §1. Thus \p is smooth up to the boundary and J(\p) = e~F where F
vanishes to order (n + 1) at 3D. We shall look for solutions of (M-A2) of the
form u = \pev'l> we hope that v will vanish to high order at 3D so that u E
C n + ( 3 / 2 ) - e ( D ) . We shall study v in terms of the approximate Poincaré metric
ds2 = 2jik gji dzjdzk, gjk- = (d2/dzjdzk)log l/xp. In terms of the unknown v and
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the metric g^, equation (M-A2) may be rewritten in the form
d e t t e s + vfk) = eFe^+^dtt(gj-k)
(M-A3)

(gjk + »jk)>0
i) -* 0

in D,
in/>,
at dD,

where subscripts on v denote differentation. Again we note that F is smooth and
tends rapidly to zero at 9Z>, and we hope that v will do the same.
To solve (M-A3) we use the "continuity method"; that is, we introduce a
parameter 0 < s < 1 and look for solutions vs of
(9)

det(g,fc- + vjt) =

e°V»+^'det(gj-k).

For s = 0 the equation has a trivial solution vs = 0, while for s = 1 we recover
(M-A3). We attempt to vary vs continuously as s moves from 0 to 1 and still
satisfy (9). Differentiating (9) in the parameter s leads to a simple linearized
equation:
W
(10)
{— ( n + l ) / + A ' } - r - = (given functions defined in terms of v),
where A' is the Laplacian in the metric gJ£ = g •£ + t>^. Since c > 0, the maximum
principle lets us invert {— (n + 1)7 + A'}, so that (10) is a kind of ODE for
s -» t>5. Hence we can continue to solve (9) for small time s.
What we need in order to continue the solution all the way to s — 1 are good a
priori bounds on vs. For, if vs is defined for s < s0 and vs° satisfies good bounds
independent of e0, then (10) may be used to extend t ) M o 5 < 5 0 + £ with e
independent of s0. Thus we can get to s = 1.
Now, proving good bounds on solutions of (9) is equivalent to proving good
bounds for solutions of (M-A3).
To summarize: We assume v is a bounded, smooth solution of (M-A3), and we
try to prove good a priori estimates for v and its derivatives. If we can do this,
then the existence and regularity will follow by the continuity method.
We now explain how to estimate solutions of (M-A3) in the interior. The
estimates are based on tricks rooted in a long literature on the real and complex
Monge-Ampère equations. An important part is played by the
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE. Let u be a smooth, bounded, real-valued function in D.
Then there exists a sequence xl9 x29 •.. in D such that
(i) u(xt) -» sup^, w,
(n)\\uXxt)\\ - 0 ,
(iii) limsup^oo (highest eigenvalue of w"(*,•)) ^ 0Here the derivatives M', U" are covariant derivatives with respect to g^, and
norms and eigenvalues are also taken with respect to gjj-. The maximum principle
can be proved easily by subtracting a barrier function from u.
We begin now with a 0th order estimate for solutions of (M-A3). Apply the
maximum principle to v. Part (iii) above yields
0<(gfi+uJi)(xi)<(l+e)(gjz)(xi)

for large/,
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so (M-A3) and (i) imply
(1 + e)n > ]imsxxpeF(Xi)e(n+l)v(Xi)

> e-^(DFe(n+i)suVDvt

Thus supD v ^ Cj, where Cx depends only on F. An analogous application of the
maximum principle to — t> shows that supD( — v) < C2, where C2 depends only on
F. Hence we get an apriori bound
|Ü(Z)|<C

inZ>.

Next we estimate the second derivatives t> .£ by applying the maximum principle
to e~cv(n + At?), where A, A' denote the Laplacians in the g^, g'^ = gjk + t>.£
metrics respectively. To do this, we shall study A'[e~cv(n + At?)]. In principle, this
involves derivatives of v up to fourth order. However, the expression

A[det( *,* + »,*)]
contains the same fourth-order terms yet equals A[e^n+X)veF\ by (M-A3). Thus,
we may eliminate the fourth-order terms from A'[e~cv(n + At>)]. After picking
coordinates to diagonalize gjk and gj^, we can compute that
(11)

A'[e~cv(n + At))] >e-cvi(n
-c'e-cv(n
+ (c +

+ 1)AÜ + AF -

n2mîRinf)

+ AD)
'mlRiüAe-cvec'F{n

+ At>)"/(M_1),

where R;fkfis the curvature associated to gy£. Although the derivation of (11) is
messy, it is elementary. In fact, once A[e~cv(n + At;)] is expressed in terms of
derivatives of v up to third order, as explained above, we may simply regard the
derivatives v,vJ9 t ^ , v^ as independent variables, and then (11) becomes a messy
elementary inequality for numbers. This involves algebra, but no calculus.
Now (11) and the maximum principle show that e~cv(n + At)) < C3. For
otherwise, at a suitable sequence xi9 the left side of (11) will have a negative
liminf, while the right side will remain large and positive. Here we pick c > 1 +
II RjfijW; recall that we already have an a priori bound on | v | , and note that the
(n H- Av)n/(n~l) term will dominate all the other terms on the right. So we know
that n + At) < C a priori. Recalling that 0 < (gy£ + Vjjf), we obtain at once
\\Vj%\\ < C, the norm taken in g^. In view of (M-A3) we obtain also a lower
bound on the eigenvalues of (gjk + t ^ . S o we know a priori the following:
(12)

\v\ « C,

c(gJk) < (gfk + vfk) «

C(gfk).

These estimates in a ball of radius 1 in ( g ^ ) yield also lit/11 < C in a ball of
radius 1/2, the norm being taken in (gy£)- (This follows from elliptic theory.)
Consequently, we have also \\vj\\ < C. Observe that we have not yet estimated
derivatives of the type vJk or v---.
Next we estimate the mixed third derivatives of v, using the quantity

(i3)

s = 2 * " W ^ , i / f e ».*•
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Here a comma denotes covariant differentiation in the g' metric. The analogue of
S for real Monge-Ampère equations was introduced by Calabi. One calculates A'S
and then applies the maximum principle to S. In principle, A'S involves derivatives of v up to order 5. However, by differentiating (M-A3) three times, we can
re-express A'S in terms of derivatives of v up to order 4. Remarkably, the
fourth-order derivatives now enter A'S as a sum of squares, and it follows that
(14)

A'S > cxS — c 2 ,

cx and c2 positive constants.

To make the estimate, one uses (12) and (13) to bound junk terms. The algebra is
complicated, but again one needs no further calculus once the fifth derivatives
have been eliminated from A'S. Now (14) and the maximum principle show at
once that S is bounded a priori, S < C4. In view of (12), (13) we now know that
II Vjü II < C5, where the norm and covariant derivatives are now taken in terms of
So we have estimates for v, v', and the terms of mixed type in t>", t/". Finally,
we can use the elliptic theory of Chapter 3 in each ball of radius one in (g^), to
conclude that v G Lip(3 — e) with a priori bounds. So we can use Schauder
theory (note that the equation is elliptic because of the lower bound for (g .£ + v^)
in (12)) to conclude that v G C°°(D) with a priori bounds \\vjj-...p II < C on
each of its covariant derivatives. As usual the norm and the covariant differentiation are in terms of (g^). This concludes the discussion of boundary regularity.
We now know enough estimates to solve (M-A3) by the continuity method, and
to prove interior regularity. But so far we know little about the boundary
behavior of u because our estimates are defined in terms of a metric which
degenerates at the boundary.
3. Proof of boundary regularity. Recall that v solves (M-A3) with F =
\p a defining function for D. In this section, we shall show that

0(\pn+l\

hj-k...PV><ctr+°/2>-:

(is)

Because of relations such as | t>y-|< C | | Ü J | | / I / / (| - | = Euclidean length, || • || =
length in g^), the estimate (15) implies v E Cn+(3/2)~e(D\ which is the boundary
regularity asserted by the theorem. We may assume that — \p is strictly plurisubharmonic.
Consider now the linearized form of (M-A3):
(n+l)v

+ F = Jf 1 ^[logdetU,* + *>,*)] * = 2 ( j f V ' & j o , , - ,

where (Apî) is the inverse of ( g ^ + sv^). From our earlier estimates we know
that as matrices (Ap«) ~ (gjk\ so the linearized equation takes the form
AAv-

(n + \)v = F.

This is a well-behaved elliptic equation on each ball of unit radius with respect to
g,£. Therefore all the estimates (15) for derivatives of v follow by standard elliptic
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theory if we can prove

\v\<cer+{3/2)-£-

(i6)

(If a harmonic function is bounded on a ball, then all derivatives are bounded on
the inner half of the ball.) So the Cheng-Yau theorem is reduced to proving (16).
LEMMA 1. \v\< C\p.
PROOF.

Since — $ is plurisubharmonic, — kA\p > 0, and so
àA(v - Cxp) - (n + l)(t> - Cxp) > 0.

By the maximum principle we can pick ( z j so that
(v - C\p)(zt) ^ s u p ( t ; - C\p),
D

HmsupA^(t? - C^){zt) ^ 0.
i^oo

Comparing the last two inequalities gives v — C^ < 0, i.e., v < C\p. Repeating
the argument with v — C\p replaced by — v — C\p yields — v < Cxp, so the lemma
is proved. D
LEMMA

2. n 4- At» = n 4- 0(\p), where A is defined using the gjk- metric.

PROOF. Let X l 9 ... ,\ M be the eigenvalues of (vJk) with respect to (gy&). Using
(M-A3) and Lemma 1 we have

f[(l+\k)

= e^+l^eF=\ + 0(^).

Since (l/n)2?(l 4- Xk) > Ilftl 4- \k)x/\
we have
(17)
(w + Av)>n + O(^),
estabhshing half of the desired estimate. Consider now (11) with c = 1,
A'|V Ü (« -h AÜ)] > e~v(n 4- At;) - ne~v - e~vAF - n2{\ +
+ (l + inf^, ?/ -)e-exp(-^;_ 1 );

+ f

'mlRiriAe'v

)(W + A«)^->.

Near the boundary, we expect (gfi) to look like the Poincaré metric for the ball,
for which inîi¥=l ^R,•///-= — 1. In fact, a computation gives (1 4- im%/ i^///-) = 0(\p).
Therefore the last two terms in the previous inequality are 0(\p)\ here we make
use of (12) from §2. So we have
(18)

A'[e~v{n 4- At?)] > e~v(n 4- At;) - ne~v - Ci//,

and now (17) yields
b'[e-v(n

4- At;)] ^ - C i / / .

Since — \p is strictly plurisubharmonic, we have — A't// « — A*// ^ c\p in view of the
way (gjï) degenerates. Therefore A'[e~v(n 4- At;) — C"\p] > 0 for large C". We
conclude that e'v(n 4- At;) — C'-ty cannot take its maximum in the interior of D.
Now apply the maximum principle to e~v(n 4- At;) — C"\p. For a sequence {zt}
which we now know approaches the boundary, e~v(n 4- At)) — C"\p approaches
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its sup, while
limsupA'{ÉTü(« -f At;) - C"i>) < 0.
z'->oo

Since
k'{e~v(n + At;) - C"*//} > {e~v(n + At;) - C"if/} - mTü -h O(^),
by (18), it follows that 0 > supD{e~v(n + At;) — C"i//} — n. (Here we used Lemma
1 and the fact that {z,} -» 3D.) Another application of Lemma 1 yields n > (n +
At;) — C""\/> in D, which together with (17) proves Lemma 2. D
Lemma 2 immediately gives an estimate of the mixed second derivatives vtp In
fact, retaining the notation of the proof of Lemma 2, we saw that II"(1 + Xk) = 1
+ 0(\p)9 while Lemma 2 says that (l//i)2"(l + X*) = 1 + O(^). Thus the
numbers (1 + Xfc) have practically the same arithmetic and geometric mean, so
they must be almost equal. That is, 1 + X^ = 1 + 0(\p\ so

(19)

IMI=0(*),

where the covariant derivatives and norm are taken in terms of (gjk). Together
with Lemma 1, this yields

(20)

IMI=0(*),

where the norm is taken in terms of (gJk). We get this using elliptic theory on a
ball of radius one in (gJk~).
3. If || t/|| 2 = 2Jk gJkVjVk is the square of the norm of the gradient of v in
the ( gjk-ymetric, then
LEMMA

IMI 2 <c.* 2 » + —.
PROOF.

A long calculation using (19) shows that

+

CnJa-C\\Ffrx~p~C^\

where, for certain ranges of a and /?, the constants Cn ^ and Cn0L are positive and
Cn a\pa swamps the last two terms near 3D. We claim that for suitable a and /?,
(21)

\\vf < CxpP implies \\vf < C'^a+fi.

To see this, consider the "annulus" (0 < \p(z) < e} and apply the maximum
principle to the function { ( I l t / | | 2 ) / ^ — C ^ " } , where C' is large, depending on
e. If the maximum occurs on the inner boundary {\p(z) = e}9 then that minimum
is negative, so (21) is obvious. Otherwise, the maximum principle gives us a
sequence on which {(llt/H 2 )/^ — C'\pa] approaches its sup over the annulus,
while

o > cnP{{hf)/¥ - cv) + {cnar - ciiF'iiV1-* - crn},
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with the second term in braces positive. Consequently, (|| t > ' | | 2 ) / ^ — C'\pa < 0 is
the annulus (0 < \p < e}, so again (21) holds. Thus for suitable a, 0 estimate (21)
is now proved in all cases.
Now starting with (20) and using (21) repeatedly, we can prove ||i/|| 2 < Cs\f/S
for ever larger s, until at last we arrive at the conclusion of Lemma 3. D
We now are ready to finish the proof of the Cheng-Yau theorem by verifying
(16). By Lemmas 1 and 3,

ll</||<QT+(1/2)-e,

\v\<c+;

therefore we may recover v(z) by integrating v' over a path from z to 3D, and the
resulting estimate is (16). The Cheng-Yau theorem is proved. D
Further work on the complex Monge-Ampère equations (M-A1)-(M-A3) has
been carried out recently by Lee and Melrose [44].
THEOREM (LEE-MELROSE

[44]). The solution u of (M-A2) has the asymptotic

expansion
(22)

u - i / / 2 1 k(V+l log 4>)k near dD = {^ = 0} C C

withrikG

C°°(D).

k^O

This means that for large N, u — ^2£L 0 Vk(^ n+l 1°S $)k n a s m&ny continuous
derivatives on D and vanishes to high order at dD.
We include only the most superficial sketch of the proof. The idea is reminiscent of the Schauder theory in Chapter 3. Starting with partial information on
u (e.g. the Cheng-Yau theorem), we write down a linearized equation and hope to
get out more than we put in by making a careful study of linear PDE with
less-than-perfect coefficients. Then we use the new information on u to improve
the coefficients of the linearized PDE and repeat the same argument over and
over. It is easy enough to write down a linearized equation. In (M-A3), we just
expand the determinant by minors to obtain
(23)

d2v
Lv - 2 dji^ a- - S where the (aJk) are the minors.
jk

J

k

Of course ajk~ and g depend on v.
The work comes in understanding (23). We have to assume u is given to high
order by (22) near 3D, then calculate the (a^). Basically, L looks like the
Laplacian in the Poincaré metric on the ball. In particular, L is elliptic in D but
degenerates at the boundary. The heart of the proof is to understand how
solutions of such degenerate elliptic linear equations behave near the boundary.
See also R. Graham [29] for an analysis of (23) from a Heisenberg-group point of
view.
4. Chains. We begin this section by showing how to use the Poincaré metric to
get local invariants and distinguished curves on the boundary 3D of a strictly
pseuodconvex domain D. We know from the formal study of the first section that
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the volume form of the Poincarè metric on D is given by
dzx A • • • Adzn A dzx A • • • Adzn
dvol = cn
—;
-,
( M (z))" + 1
where u{z) vanishes to exactly first order at dD. The procedure in the first section
gives us the Taylor expansion of u to order (n + 1) at dD.
2
2
EXAMPLE. For the unit ball D = (1 — | z \ > 0} we have u(z) = 1 — | z | as
the solution to (M-A2). If we introduce projective coordinates £0 = z 0 , %k/£Q — zk
(1 < k < n) on C1 X D, then we can define the function
U(z09 zl9...

9zn)

= \z0\2u(z) = \£0\2 - 2 l e / ,
l

which gives us an indefinite metric
ds2= 2

jrT^dzjdzk=\d^0\2
oz oz

j,k^0

j k

~2\^k\2.
i

The linear fractional transformations of the ball arise as isometries of this metric.
In the general case we can follow the same procedure by introducing the
function
(24)

U(z0,zl9...9zn)=\z0\2u(z)9

(zo,z1,...,zjG(C\(0})XZ)

and defining a metric
ds2= 2

(25)

jk^o

-^r^dzjdzk9
oz z

rk

which turns out to be nondegenerate.
Now (24), (25) are invariantly defined. More precisely, every biholomorphic
map $ : D -> D lifts to a biholomorphic map $ # : (C \ {0}) X D -> (C \ {0}) X D
which preserves (24), (25). The rule for lifting is
* * : (z0,z)-*(z0,z)

- (z0[det*'(*)],/("+,), *(*)).

and the verification that (24), (25) are preserved by O # is trivial.
Consequently, we have a list of tensors invariantly attached to points of
(C \ {0}) X D9 namely the curvature for (25) and its covariant derivatives. Although we cannot compute (25) inside the domain, we do know its Taylor series
to high order at dD. So the tensors Rjüm,p,. ,q c a n ^ e computed on (C \ {0}) X dD9
as long as the defining formulas do not involve too many differentiations of the
metric (gjk).
2
EXAMPLE. || RJki^\\ is a scalar invariant attached to points of (C \ {0}) X dD;
it can be computed explicitly in terms of the Taylor expansion of dD. If D is in
Moser's normal form,
D = ilmzl

>|z'| + 2àAPqrszpzqzrzs + higher order terms],
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= (z 0 ,0,...,0) G (C\ {0}) X dD we can calculate that
ÏÏR - II2 = c Iz | 4 ? L 4

I2

More generally, we can write down scalar invariants
(26)

2 = Trace(*ai-«7,M-

® ''' ®^w,,¥,,-) =
anc

M ^ K Ê ) ,

m

for (z 0 , z 1 ? ... ,z n ) = (^o>^) * ^ ^
normal form. Here s is a positive integer
and P is a polynomial in the coefficients Ala^ in Moser's normal form. Ratios of
two Œ's with the same "weight" s will be scalar invariants attached to a boundary
point. More generally, if Ql9...,üm are finitely many expressions of the form (26)
with weights sl9...9sm9 then to each boundary point z E dD we pick any z° and
set F(z) = ( ^ ( z 0 , z),...,Q m (z° 9 z)). F(z) will be a vector in C m ; if we identify
(èl9...9Çm) 6 C " with ( A 5 1 ^ , . . . ^ ^ ) for A > 0, then P(z) is an invariant
taking values in the quotient space C m / R x .
Returning to (26), the invariance of Ü means that P{Alaf) has a transformation
law under biholomorphic maps. If <j>: dD -> dD is biholomorphic, where
dD = j l m z , =\z'\2 + 2 ^ ( R e z O V « z ' ^ )
and
dD = [lmzx =\zf

+

^Bla^(KQzx)lzfaz^]

are in normal form, then
(27)

p(A'a-,)^\dctnO)\2sAn+V)P(Bi-0).

CONJECTURE. Every polynomial satisfying (27) arises from some Q, as in (26).
This problem seems natural when we try to attach boundary invariants to
domains. It is also what is needed for a precise asymptotic expansion for the
Bergman kernel; see Chapter 12.
In fact we have to be careful in stating the conjecture, since Rj^^
^ q of very
high rank cannot be computed locally. One finds that the Q, of (26) can be
computed locally basically if s < n. So we really have a prescription to write
down polynomials satisfying (27) only when s < n. For general s we cannot even
write down nontrivial examples, let alone classify all possibilities. The algebra in
Chapter 12 proves our conjecture when s < n — 20.
We have seen how to attach invariant tensors and scalars to a boundary point
using (M-A2). Now we shall see how to find distinguished curves. We use polar
coordinates z0 = pei6 so that (C \ {0}) X D =* R+ X Sl X dD. Let us restrict the
indefinite metric (24) to R + X Sl X dD; this is natural since (24) cannot be
computed in the interior. The result after some small calculation is

(28)

93tf| R + x S 'xa B = P2Ô
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with
/™\

^

(29)

Q

1

/ 3w — 9« \

f/1

de

= T^T) \—^)

,

d2u

A

+

, ._

,J=1 a^*>**-

One checks that g is a nondegenerate Lorentz metric on S 1 X dD. Now the
left-hand side of (28) is a biholomorphic invariant, and p is a scalar factor.
Therefore the conformai class of g is a biholomorphic invariant. In other words,
the following is true: Let <E>: D -> D be a biholomorphic map and let g, g be the
Lorentz metrics defined on Sl X dD, Sl X dD by (29). Then O lifts to a map $ # :
S 1 X 3D -> Sl X dD which carries g to another Lorentz metric that differs from
g by a scalar factor.
Using the Lorentz metric (29), we can easily find distinguished curves in
Sl X dD.
PROPOSITION

1. Two conformally equivalent Lorentz metrics have the same light

rays.
Recall that a Hght ray of a Lorentz metric ds2 = 2 gJkdXjdxk is just a
Hamiltonian path for the Hamiltonian H — ^Zgjk{x)pjPk
satisfying H — 0,
where pj and xj are conjugate variables. Under a conformai change of metric
ds1 = p(x)2gjk{x)dXjdxk,
the new Hamiltonian becomes H — p~l(x)H. We
already saw in Chapter 2 that multiplying a Hamiltonian if by a nonvanishing
factor changes the zero-energy Hamiltonian trajectories only by a change of clock.
Therefore the unparametrized Hght rays of ds2, ds2 are the same. D
Because of this proposition, we can take the light rays as distinguished curves
on Sl X dD. If we define chains as the image of Hght rays under the projection
Sl X 3D -» dD, then these too become biholomorphic invariants.
Note that the calculation (29) requires that we know u to second order at 3D,
i.e., we need u up to errors 0(\p3). Recall that the formal procedure of §1 defined
inductively
PROOF.

«. =[J(t)VA"+l)t,

«2 = «, • [i + c(i -/(«,))],

which involves derivatives of \p up to order 4. Since u = u2 4- 0(\p3), we can use
u2 in place of u to calculate g (29) and find the chains.
Consider the Hamiltonian H(Xj, @; pj9 p®) for light rays on 3D X 5 1 , where
(xj,®) are coordinates on 3D X S 1 and (pJ9 />@) are the conjugate variables.
Since 6 does not appear explicitly in (29), H is independent of 0, and it follows at
once from Hamilton's equations that ps remains constant along a light ray.
Consequently, the chains in 3D are Hamiltonian trajectories for
(30)

H = ^a^{x)piPj
y
iJ

+ 2bj(x)psPj

+

V(x)p2.

J

Here (a (x)) is positive semidefinite with a one-dimensional nullspace, p® =
arbitrary constant, and the chains are precisely the trajectories on which H = 0.
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In principle, H can be computed. Using H we can get global information about
chains.
EXAMPLE 1. The chains are well behaved globally on a boundary of the form
dD={lm(zx)

= <i>(z')}.

The point is that 3D is translation-invariant in Re zv Therefore, using coordinates
xX9...9xln_x
on 3D with xx = Rez^ we obtain the chains from a Hamiltonian
(30) with no xx-dependence. The conjugate momentum/?! is therefore conserved
along a chain. From px = const., H = 0 and the form (30) of H9 one can easily
bound all the momenta, | pj,\ < const. (This amounts to checking that ^ ^ 0,
where (£,,... ,£ 2 «-I) generates the nullspace of #iy(.x) in (30).) Since the Hamiltonian vector field blows up only as p -» oo, the trajectories are globally well
behaved. See Example 4 to find what can go wrong if 3D isn't translationinvariant.
EXAMPLE 2. If 3D = (Im zx — <j>(\ z' |)}, then the chains on dD can be completely understood. In fact the ordinary differential equations for chains may be
uncoupled and reduced to the calculation of integrals. To see this, use j> = Rez^
r =\zx\ 9w = z'/\ z' | as coordinates in dD. All the coordinates except r are cyclic
for the Hamiltonian (30) so the problem is reduced to Hamilton's equations in
one-space variable, which is trivial.
2
EXAMPLE 3 (BURNS-SCHNEIDER [7]). Take the hyperquadric Q = {Im zx —\z' | }
2
k
with the origin removed, and identify (zl9 z') with ( A ^ , \ z') for all integers
— oo < k < + oo and a fixed X > 1. In this way we obtain a C-R manifold M
which looks locally like Q. It is easy to see that the two points (zl9 z') and
(—zl9 —z') cannot be connected by a chain on M9 simply because the chain which
joins them in Q passes through the origin. M can be identified with the boundary
of a domain by the mapping (zl9 z') -* (z(7r0/(inA)^ z-0/2)z>). t h e powers of z,
make sense, since Im zx > 0 on M.
So we see that the analogy between geodesies and chains cannot be carried too
far.
EXAMPLE 4. Chains may also have local pathologies. For instance, on 3D =
(Imzj —\z' | 2 + ( R e z ^ J z ' |8} there are chains which spiral in towards the
origin. Note that dD Ç C 2 is the simplest domain in normal form not covered by
Example 1. To understand how the chains look, we introduce coordinates
y — Re zX9 reid = z2 on 3D, and then switch to new variables 09 s9 v9 p$9 ps9 pv by
means of the canonical transformation
(31)

r = p~x/1s9
2

Pr = PY PS >

y = —jp~xpss + V9
Py=Pv>

6 unchanged,

Pe unchanged.

This is somewhat analogous to Sundmann's regularization of the 3-body problem
in Chapter 2. Calculating the Hamiltonian (30) and composing with (31), we find
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that
(32)

H =

2 + s2 +

«2

PL+{2pe_6p@)

s"

+ vP;3[\6s« + \6pes6 + (\92p$Pe

- 432pl)s4]

+

0(p~4).

(To arrive at (32), we multiplied H by a nonvanishing factor/?^1; this of course
has no effect on the unparametrized chains.)
What is important here is the behavior of orbits with pv large. One checks by
starting at (31) that a spiral chain on dD corresponds to a Hamiltonian path for
(32) on which H = 0, s and ps remain bounded, v tends to zero, and pv tends to
infinity. Now for large pv9 the first term in brackets gives the main contribution to
H in (32); the rest is a small perturbation. So, approximately,
# « A 2 + s2+p}/s2

+ (2pe ~ 6pe).

(The formula would be exact if dD were the hyperquadric.) This Hamiltonian is
trivial to understand: v9 pv, pB, p% remain constant, while s and ps undergo a
simple periodic motion corresponding to a particle in a one-dimensional potential
well. Adding in the small corrections in (32) to obtain the exact Hamiltonian, we
can perform a first-order perturbation expansion to see more accurately how v,
pv, etc. really behave. One finds that pv9 rather than remaining constant, increases
to infinity very slowly for large time, while s and ps remain bounded. On most
orbits v -* oo, but by picking the right initial conditions one gets v -> 0. So spiral
chains exist on dD. No one knows how prevalent spiral chains are for generic
domains.
For more details of the calculations in this section see [22].

CHAPTER 12. THE BERGMAN KERNEL
1. The asymptotic expansion. In this section we will briefly discuss some in the
ideas in the proof of
1. If D — { ^ ( z ) > 0 ) C C 1 is a strongly pseudoconvex domain with
ip' ¥=0 on dD, then the Bergman kernel K(z, w) may be written on the diagonal in
the form
THEOREM

(1)

K(z, z) = 4>(z)/r+\z)

+ *(z)log*(2)

where </>, <>
/ G C°°(Z>) and <J> \dD ^ 0. Off the diagonal, we may extend \p, </>, <J> to
functions <j>(z9w)9<j>(z9w) with the properties
1. \p(z9w) is almost analytic in z, w in the sense that dz\^(z,w) and dw\p(z,w)
vanish to infinite order at z — w.
2. *(z, z) = *(z).
3. Similarly for <j>(z,w) and <j>(z, w).
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The Bergman kernel has the form
K(z,w) = <j>(z,w)/xpn+l(z,w) +<J>(z,w) log *Kz,u>)
for (z, w) G iïe = (I z — w | < e, dist(z, 3D) < e} and e > 0 sra<z//. Outside Qe,
AT(z, w) w smooth up to the boundary as a function of(z, w). There is an analogous
expansion for the Szegö kernel.
We give here a brief sketch of the original proof in [21] and of the alternate
proof in [5]. Later we shall look more closely at the Bergman kernel by trying to
compute bthe functions <£ and <j>. The proof of Boutet-Sjöstrand [5] for the Szegö
kernel is roughly as follows: fix 3D Ç C" and define the operator TdD: L 2 (3D) -»
L 2 (3D) by f\-+dbf. The Szegö kernel gives the orthogonal projection from
L 2 (3D) to the kernel of TdD. Let B c Cn be the unit ball. Then microlocally in
r*(3Z>) there exists a canonical change of coordinates $: T*(dD) -> T*(dB) so
that the induced Fourier integral operator U: L2(dD) -* L2(dB) satisfies
(2)

TdD =

eU-%BU,

where TdB is the 3^-operator on the sphere, and e is an elliptic (n — 1) X (n — 1)
matrix of pseudodifferential operators of order zero. This reduces the study of the
Szegö kernel for 3D to the known simple case D = unit ball.
To achieve (2), we first pick $ and the principal symbol of e so that (2) holds
modulo lower-order errors. In view of Ergorov's theorem, this is purely a question
about the symplectic geometry of the principal symbol of TdD. Once (2) holds
modulo lower-order errors, we may then add lower-order corrections to e so that
(2) holds modulo a smoothing error. The smoothing error has to be carried along
in the proof, but it never causes real trouble, so we shall ignore it.
Now in principle, (2) gives the Szegö projection KdD as U~lKdBU. In practice
one has to work to compose these operators explicitly to get a recognizable result.
The calculations may be put in the context of Fourier integral operators with
complex phase functions. For the ball, $B(z) = 1 — | z |2, \pB(z, w) = 1 — z-w,
(3)

KiB(z, w) =

"-—

= c„f

X—e-VM^) d\.

J

(1 — z • w)

o

Thus, KdB is a Fourier integral operator with phase function —\\pB(z, w). Since U
and U~l are also Fourier integral operators, the calculus of operators with
complex phase expresses KdD as a Fourier integral operator. The result is
a(z, w, \)e-x^z-w)

KèD(z, w) = cnf

(4)

dX, where

°

a(z,w,X)~2N,_1~'«/(*.H')

and

which of course agrees with (3) for the unit ball.

a,(z, w) G C°°(D XD ),
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Now we can simply read off from (4) that

2

K*D(**W)~

/>o w o
= 2 ci(^(z>w))

[rXn-l-le-x^^d\)al(z9w)
/

~nai(z,w)

+ (const)log

\p(z,w)-an(z9w)

l¥=n

=

*^^,+»(z,w)log^(z,W)>
(^(z,w))

where ^> = ^l¥znj^0cl^lal
and <j> = (const)an. A calculation of the principal
symbol in (4) is enough to show that <j>(z, z) \dD =£ 0. So the analogue of Theorem
1 for the Szegö kernel is proved.
In fact, the proof as presented in [5] is slightly different from our explanation.
Rather than reducing db on D to db on the sphere, Boutet-Sjöstrand exhibit
Fourier integral operators to reduce both these operators to the same "model"
equation. The model is a variant of (57a) of Chapter 4.
To adapt the argument of Boutet-Sjöstrand to the Bergman kernel, one has to
deal with the 3-Neumann problem instead of the 3^-equation. However, we
learned in Chapter 3 how a boundary-value problem on D reduces to a pseudodifferential equation on dD. The pseudodifferential equation arising from the
3-Neumann problem may be analyzed by the same methods we just explained for
3^, and Theorem 1 for the Bergman kernel again results from a calculation with
Fourier-integral operators with complex phase.
The original proof of Theorem 1 [21] starts with the following observation: if
Dl9 D2 are strictly pseudoconvex domains which share a piece of a common
boundary, then on a small neighborhood of a point in the common boundary, the
two Bergman kernels differ by a function of (z, w) which is smooth up to the
boundary.
This may be easily read off from the smoothness of solutions to the 3-Neumann
problem in D2. We form u = d£{KD(z, *)Xz), ~~ KD(Z> ')}> which is clearly
orthogonal to analytic functions on Z>2, while du = a is supported in 3Dj \ dD2.
So u solves a 3-Neumann problem, and it follows that u is smooth up to the
boundary away from the singular support of a. The argument is essentially due to
Kerzman [37], who was also the first to prove the smoothness of the Bergman
kernel off the boundary diagonal.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, let HD denote the Hubert space of
analytic functions in L2(D) and Hp the space of all distributions ƒ on D
satisfying fDf(z)g(z) dz — 0 for all g G HD. Suppose that we have found a
decomposition of the Dirac delta function Sw at w:
(5)

8W = Fw(z) + Gw(z) + ew(z)9

Fw G HD9 Gw G ƒ # ,

where e^ is an appropriately small error. Thinking now of a function H(z, w) on
D X D as an operator Hf(z) = JDH(z9 w)f(w) dw on L2(D\ we can rewrite the
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last equation as

f(z) = (Ff)(z) + (Gf)(z) +

(ef)(z),

where Ff G HD and Gf G H£. Since e ƒ is small, we can interpret F(z, w) as an
approximation to the Bergman kernel K(z9 w). If for example \\ef\\L2(D)
^ 2II ƒ II L2{DY t n e n w e c a n recover the exact Bergman kernel by iteration, using a
sequence of successive approximations.
We now explain how to make the decomposition (5). Take a point w G D near
the boundary, and let w* be the boundary point closest to w. Now, D is
biholomorphically equivalent to the unit sphere to third order at w*. Therefore we
can find a strictly pseudoconvex comparison domain Z>small Ç D which is tangent
to dD to third order at w*, and which locally near w* is biholomorphic to a piece
of the unit ball. By cutting down Z>small, we may assume that Dsmall is biholomorphic to a domain i?small Q Unit Ball whose boundary agrees with the unit sphere
in a neighborhood of the image of w*. It is easy to write down Z>small and the
biholomorphic map explicitly. Note that w G Dsmaü if initially w was close to dD.
Next we look at the Bergman kernel for Z>small. We already know the Bergman
kernel for the ball, so the observation at the start of the proof shows that in effect
we know the Bergman kernel for 2?small. In view of the explicit biholomorphic
mapping of Dsmall to 2?small, we have the Bergman kernel KDsm^(z9 w) given as
K

DsmJZ>

W

) = #Explicit(*> W) + S(Z, W),

where the error ë is smooth up to the boundary of Z>small.
To make the decomposition (5), we now write
*w = [^ExplicitO > * 0 ] + K

- * * - * » ( • >W)Xz>smJ

+

[£~(* > W)*Dsmall ~ *Explicit(' > W)XZ>-D.J
= F + G +e
—

x

w '

w

>v '

c

w'

The definition of the Bergman kernel gives ^£>small( * >w) o n ty a s a n analytic
function on Dsmaü, but inspection of the explicit formula shows at once that Fw
continues analytically into all of D. So Fw G HD. Evidently Gw G H^ by the
reproducing property of ^z>small- Finally (except for the smoothing error ë) the
kernel ew is supported in the thin region D — Z>small, and it follows that e is a small
operator on L2.
Thus, we have our decomposition (5), and we can read off the Bergman
projection KD by successive approximation: KD = 2 / > 0 ±Fel, where F, G are the
operators in (5). It remains to calculate Fel, which amounts to doing complicated
multiple integrals. We omit the details.
2. Christoffers' Theorem. How accurately can we compute the functions <|>, <J>
in Theorem 1? We may as well work on the diagonal z = w, since e.g. <f>(z, w)
is given to infinite order about z = w by the expansion
*(z, iv) ~ 2 a ( l / a ! ) ( 3 » ( z )
J^=7}:
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Now, if Dx and D2 are strictly pseudoconvex domains whose boundaries
coincide near a point /?, we saw in §1 that their two Bergman kernels KD{(z, z),
KD (z, z) differ by a smooth function near/?. So in the expansion
(1)

KD(z, z) = - ^ -

+ *(z)log*(z),

we see that <t> is determined up to nth order at the boundary by local information,
while the rest of <j> is determined globally.
Similarly, <J> is determined to infinite order by local information; again, since
KD{z, z) is determined locally modulo smooth functions on D. By looking
carefully at either of the two proofs of Theorem 1 we can get more: for p E 3D
and KD(z, z) given by (1), we have da<j>(p) (\<x\<n) and 3^(/?) (arbitrary ft)
determined uniquely by the Taylor series of 3D at/?. For fixed a, /?, only finitely
many derivatives of 3D enter into the formula.
Thus, the maps S: \p -> <j> and T: \p -> ^ may be regarded as nonlinear
differential operators. It would be interesting to write them down explicitly.
Two basic properties of S and T are immediate from the definition:
(A) If T) =£ 0 on {xp = 0}, then £(«#) = T/" +1 S(I/0 + 0(4>n+l) and T ( T ^ ) =
r(i/0 + 0 ( ^ M ) , for any M.
Indeed, TJ^ and ip define the same domain and so lead to the same Bergman
kernel.
(B) If O is a biholomorphic map, then S(\p <> $ ) = | det O' \~2S(\p) ° O +
0(*pn+l o $), while T(\p ° $ ) = | det $ ' |-2r(i//) o O + 0(^M ° O) for any M.
These invariance properties are very strong. No one knows how to write down a
single nonzero operator T with the required properties. However, we shall see
below how to write down all possible operators S satisfying (A) and (B). It
appears that among all possible S, the choice which appears in the Bergman
kernel is rather typical.
So we now are trying to write down expressions which transform like the
Bergman kernel. The first example is ^Poincaré(z) ~ Q/( M ( z )) n+1 > where u is the
formal solution of the Monge-Ampère equation (M-A2) of the preceding chapter.
We have already seen that the map which takes \p to u on {\p > 0} is a nonlinear
differential operator and that u changes by 0{$n+x) when \f/ is multiplied by a
nonvanishing factor i\.
So we might guess that <j>/\pn+l = KPoincaré. This is unfortunately false. In fact,
suppose that the boundary 3D is in Moser's normal form,
Tm zH=\z\2+

2

ZAlaë(Rzzn)lz«ze,

M,|0|>2/>O

where Trace(^ 22 ) = 0, Trace2(v432) = 0, Trace3(y433) = 0. Let us compare the
Bergman kernel with A^Poillcaré = Cn/un+l as we approach 0 G 3D from above. Set
zt = (0,0,... ,0, it) so that zt e D for t > 0.
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2 (CHRISTOFFERS [12]). As t -> 0 + we have

KD(z„ zt) = C„-^ + - ^ 2 \A°p-J + o ( / ' - ) ,
*

'

pqrs

= C „ - ^ + - £ • 2 |^„-| 2 + O ( r - ) ,

(7) *Poincar4(z„ *,) = -ér-

w/zere yn, y'n are constants depending on the dimension, and y'n ^ yn.
Thus, <j>/\pn+l =£ Cn/un+l. The proof of Christoffers' theorem involves hard
calculations. In principle we already know how to calculate w, so (7) is just a
matter of hard work. To prove (6), we use Theorem 1 to express KD(z, w) in terms
of <t>(z), <Hw). (Recall, we can express <J>(z, w) in terms of <(>(z) and similarly for
<J>.) We then write down the reproducing formula F£(z)fDKD(z, w)Fe(w)dw for
explicit Fe such as Fe(z) = (zn + ie)~(n+k\ Letting e -» 0 + , we obtain from the
reproducing formula some information about the derivatives of <j>(z) at the origin.
By picking enough Fe, we get enough information to recover <J>, <£', <J>", at the
origin, from which we read off (6). The details are very complicated.
Christoffers' calculations give KD(z, z) up to an error o(\p~n+l) when z — zt
and D is in normal form. By putting Theorem 2 in an invariant form, we can read
off KD(z, z) modulo o(\p~n+l) for general D and z. For the invariant version of
Theorem 2, we recall from the preceding chapter the function
U(z09zl9...,zn)

=\z0\ •ii(z 1 ,...,zj

o n ( C \ { 0 } ) XD

and the indefinite metric
ds2 =

32^

y.

-z—7r^dz:dzk

. ri n ozjdzf,

J

K

with curvature R --.

pqrs

A calculation shows that \\Rp-r-\\2U2 = (const)/ 2 2 pqrs \A°p-rs-\2, where the norm
on the left is taken in ds2. So Christoffers' theorem shows that when z — zt and D
is in normal form, the Bergman kernel is given by

(8)

KD(Z, z) = - ^ { 1

+ Y;||*, 5 „-||I/ 2 +

oW)}.

As the two sides of (8) both transform invariantly, we know that (8) holds for
general strictly pseudoconvex domains, since it holds in normal form. After
^Poincaré = Q/ w " +1 > formula (8) is our second example of a nonlinear differential
operator which transforms like the Bergman kernel.
After seeing formula (8) and recalling Weyl's invariant theory for the heat
equation, we can make a conjecture on how to calculate the Bergman kernel.
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Let Rpq-ria... f be the various covariant derivatives of the curvature in the metric ds2 as above. Then the Bergman kernel is given by
CONJECTURE.

(9)

K(z, z)

w"+1

s>2

modulo C°°(D ) + (log ;//)• C°°(D ),
where Ps is a linear combination of traces of tensor products of the Rapy8,p •.. sLet us see what this means for the U2 coefficient, which we would need to
compute K(z, z) modulo o(\pl~n). For each expression Ö = Trace[^a/^yô"p... 8 ®
• • • ®Rpqrstfl...\] there is natural degree of homogeneity, namely the power of
| z 0 1 2 which appears in it. (Here z0 is the extra variable in C \ {0}.) This has to
balance the homogeneity of U2 so that | z0 \2 does not appear in K(z, z). The only
invariant Ü with the proper degree to balance U2 turns out to be || Rpqrs\\2. So the
conjecture implies formula (8), thought it does not predict the value of the
constant y„. The conjecture is true—we shall sketch a proof in the next section.
Before getting involved in the proof, we should note some important differences
between the Bergman kernel and the heat kernel, for which of course the analogue
of our conjecture is true.
For the heat kernel, one can simply follow its construction step by step and
check explicitly that we never depart from the desired form

Kt(x,x)~-£%[l

+ 2

Ps(Rijkl,p...q)ts),

with Ps linear combinations of traces of tensor products of the Rijklp,.. q. If we
try the same direct aproach for the Bergman kernel, we come immediately to a
serious difficulty. Both the known proofs of Theorem 1 depend strongly on
making arbitrary choices; either a canonical transformation 0 in the BoutetSjöstrand proof, or an approximating domain Dsmaü in the original argument.
Therefore, if we look at an intermediate step in the construction of the Bergman
kernel, we shall see many irrelevant terms which fail to transform correctly under
biholomorphic maps. It is only at the end that the terms all combine in the right
way to produce an invariant Bergman kernel. Since the intermediate steps bear
little resemblance to the final result, it is hard to imagine how to use the "direct
approach" to prove the conjecture on the Bergman kernel. Perhaps one should
look for an invariant proof of Theorem 1. The phase function \\p(z, w) in the
Boutet-Sjöstrand proof bears a tantalizing similarity to our U = \z0 \2u(z).
The asymptotics of the heat kernel can also be understood by using Weyl's
invariant theory for the group O(n). Unfortunately, if we try using invariant
theory for the Bergman kernel, then we find that the relevant group is i/, the
group of linear fractional transformations of the ball which fix a given point on
the boundary. This group is not semisimple so Weyl's invariant theory does not
apply. In the next section we shall study invariant theory for H> exploiting the
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fact that H sits inside the semisimple group U(n9 1). Although the algebra is not
completely understood, we shall get far enough to prove the conjecture (9).
3. Parabolic invariant theory. In this section we prove some results of invariant
theory from [23] that can be used to attack the conjecture of the previous section.
Let H be a subgroup of semisimple Lie group G. Typically G will consist of
matrices preserving an indefinite quadratic form, and H will be the set of matrices
in G which fix a given vector e in the light cone. There are several different
settings for invariant theory.
Problem 1. Given an action of G on a vector space X9 find all G-invariant
polynomials on X. This case was discussed in Chapter 5. For our purposes, it is
well understood.
Problem 2. Given an action of H on X, find all //-invariant polynomials on X.
This problem is too hard.
Problem 3. Given an action of G on I find all //-invariant polynomials on X.
This may be reduced back to Problem 1 using a little algebraic geometry, which
we shall explain in a moment. The results are due to Weizenbock [65], Seshadri
[56], and Hochschild-Mostow [31].
Problem 4. Given an action of G on I and a vector subspace Y Ç X which is
//-invariant but not G-invariant, find all //-invariant polynomials on Y.
This is what we need for the Bergman kernel.
Let us start with an example of Problem 3. Take G = 0(n9m) acting on Rn+m9
fix a vector e in the light cone, and set H — {T G G | Te — e). Recall from
Chapter 5 that the G-invariant polynomials in the components of vectors vl9...9vN
are already generated by the obvious examples (vj9 vk). The analogous result for
H is as follows.
1. All the H-invariant polynomials in the components of vectors
are generated by the obvious examples (vJ9vk) and (vj9e).

PROPOSITION

vX9...9vN

Here, we are in the setting of Problem 3, where X is a direct sum of N copies of
Rn+m and G acts on Xby T(vl9...,vN)
= (Tvl9...,TvN).
To prove the proposition, we introduce the concept of a normal variety V QCn. The variety Fis called
normal if whenever a rational function F = P/Q is holomorphic on V \ (singular
points of V ) we can find a polynomial S whose restriction to V agrees with F.
2
3
EXAMPLE 1. V = {(z, w) \ z — w } is not normal. The points of Fare given by
3
2
2
z = t 9 w = t \ t = z/w — w /z is evidently a rational function of (z, w) holomorphic on V away from the singular point (0,0). However, any polynomial
S(z9 w) takes the form S(t3912) on V9 and we certainly cannot write t in this
form.
EXAMPLE 2. The variety defined by setting a quadratic form (r9 r) equal to
zero is normal. This is a standard result in elementary algebraic geometry.
N
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Let P(v\...9v )
be an //-invariant polynomial.
Using P we shall define a function F(v°9 v\... 9vN) for t;0 in the light cone and
v\...9vN
arbitrary. We first pick a matrix Tvo e G which carries v° back to e9
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(Tvo)v° = e. This can be done since G acts transitively on the light cone, but the
choice of Tvo is determined only modulo left multiplication by matrices in H. Now
set

F(v\v\...,vN)=P(Tvov\...,Tvov»).
This is independent of the choice of Tvo since P is //-invariant. We can easily
check that F is a G-invariant function defined on
V = {(v°9vl9...9vN)\\\v°\\2

= 0} C Rn+m 0 X.

If F were a polynomial, then by Weyl's invariant theory we would know that F
agrees on V with a polynomial generated by (vJ, vk)9 (vJ\ v°)9 (v°9 v°) = 0.
However, when v° = e we can take Tvo = Identity in the definition of F9 so that
F(e9 v\...9vN)
= P(v\...9vN)
and consequently P is generated by (vJ9vk)9
J
(v ,e)9 proving the proposition. We are now going to show that F is a
polynomial.
It is easy to write down explicit matrices Tvo E G taking t>° to e9 whose entries
are of the form (Polynomial in t; 0 )/(t;J ) ) power , where v*} is any component of v°.
From the definition of F we see therefore that
(10)
v

'

F(v°,v\...,vN)
V

'

>

= Pl(v0'vl"'"vNy)
'

/

/

n

on F

\ power

K)
for suitable polynomials Pt. While we do not yet know that F is a polynomial, we
see at once that F is a rational function with no singularities away from (t>° = 0}.
The different right-hand sides of (10) agree on V, and it follows by an easy
analytic continuation that they still agree on the complex variety

Thus F extends from F to a rational function on Ve, and furthermore this rational
function is holomorphic on Ve away from the singular set (t>° = 0}. Since Ve is
defined by the vanishing of one quadratic form, it is normal and so F agrees on V
with a polynomial. The proposition is proved. D
The ideas just explained give a framework for solutions of Problem 4. We
suppose that G is a group of linear transformations on a vector space V = RM or
Cn while H is the subgroup of those TEG which fix a vector e E V. An obvious
recipe to make //-invariant polynomials P(y) on Y is to start with a G-invariant
polynomial Q(v9 x) defined o n F © I a n d then set P(y) = Q(e9 y). Such a P(y)
will be called a Weyl invariant. Weyl invariants can be understood by the
methods of Chapter 5, since we are dealing with G-invariant polynomials. For
instance if G = 0(n, m) or U(n9 m) and X consists of tensors, then Q must be a
linear combination of traces of tensor products. This is just what we need to write
down the Bergman kernel. We now have to face the main issue: is every
//-invariant polynomial on Y necessarily a Weyl invariant? The method of proof
of the proposition shows that the answer is yes, provided the following variety is
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normal:
(11)

V={(Te,Ty)\TGG,yeY}.

(Strictly speaking we have to complexify V. Let us ignore this point.) If Y = X
(Problem 3) then again V will be defined by the vanishing of a single quadratic
form and so must be normal. For Y such as we need to study the Bergman kernel,
the analysis of the singularity of Fis very complicated, and Fis not normal.
To see what actually happens when we deal with Problem 4, we present a
nontrivial example. Take G = 0(«, 1) the group of matrices preserving the
quadratic form lit;II2 = 2v0vx — 2k>2 vl> s e t e = (1,0,... ,0) G Light Cone, and
set H = {TG G\ Te — e). We fix a positive integer g, and define for N > g the
vector spaces XN = {symmetric TV-tensors R = (RJJ2,...JN)}>
YN ~ ( ^ e %N I
(^jiJi,---J ,o,...,o) — 0}. G acts in the obvious way on XN and YN Ç XN is an
//-invariant subspace. So we are in the setting of Problem 4, and we ask whether
every //-invariant polynomial P on YN is a Weyl invariant. The best answer we
know depends on the degree of P.
To state the result, we have to bring in a new ingredient, namely the relation of
the different YN. There is a natural projection II: XN+l -» XN defined by setting
(TTR):
, = R: ; 0 - Note that TT commutes with the action of H and carries
YN+l to YN. By composing, we get projections ir$ : YN, -> YN for N' > N, and
these commute with the action of H. So if P is an //-invariant polynomial on YN9
then P o 77^ is an //-invariant polynomial on YN, (Nf > N). Furthermore, it is
easy to check that if P is a Weyl invariant, then P o 77^ is a Weyl invariant. Now
we can state our result.
3. Let P be a homogeneous H-invariant polynomial on YN.
(A) /ƒ deg P < n — 1, then P is a Weyl invariant.
(B) If deg P > n — 1, then P o 77^ is a Weyl invariant for large N' > N.
THEOREM

To prove the theorem, we pass to the varieties VN given by (11). Explicitly
(v,R)
VN =

GRn+l

®XN

2

"1

(i) ||Ü|| = 0 and

(ii)

5
k\,... ,kN-g

®k '"vk

R,- ...,• k ---k

=0|*
I

Requirement (ii) means Trace[t> ® - • - ®v ® R] = 0. There are G-invariant projections 7r: F^ + 1 -> VN defined by sending (v, R) to (v, R) with RJV..JN =
2k vkRjx.. - k9 i.e. .R = Trace[t; ® R]. The main step in proving Theorem 3 is to
show the following:
STABLE NORMALITY OF VN. Let F(v, R) be a rational function on VN holomorphic
off the singular set. Suppose F(v, R) is homogeneous of degree din R.
(A) If d < n — 1 then F is the restriction of a polynomial to VN.
(B) If d> n — 1 then F need not be the restriction of a polynomial. However, for
large N' > N, F ° 77^ is the restriction of a polynomial to VN,.
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The projections ir^' collapse VN, near the singular set, so there is a chance of
making a nice transcendental proof of stable normality. So far, the only known
proof is rather nasty and technical.
At last we can discuss the example needed for the Bergman kernel. Here
G — U(n, 1), the group of complex matrices preserving \\v\\2 = v0vx+ vxv0 —
2 ^ 2 vkvk> while H consists of all T E G which fix the vector e = (1,0,0,... ,0).
We set XN = 20<Ptq<N ©Xpq9 where Xpq consists of all tensors ( t f , / ^ , • • • v ", •. .?,)
of rank (p + 2, q + 2), and
£ ^ = { ^ 6 ^ 1 RifkF,etc.
(1,0,...,0) of the metric

af se a s tn

i

e covariant derivatives at

ds2 = Y ~ a . dz: dzk
jkZodzJdz* J
associated to some domain in Moser's normal form}.
The main problem for the Bergman kernel is to understand the //-invariant
polynomials on eN. It turns out that eN sits in XN as a submanifold, and that the
study of //-invariant polynomials on e^ can be easily reduced to YN = Tangent
space to eN at the origin. Roughly speaking,
Y =

N

{l^y,•

• -jNkx • • • kN) I Rjxo--

okr--kN

= R

j,• • . ^ , 5 - • • 5 = 0 ) ,

so that our problem is rather analogous to the setting of Theorem 3. Although we
expect an analogous result here, the study of //-invariants on YN turns out to be
much harder than Theorem 3. After much work, one can derive the following
partial analogoue of Theorem 3.
THEOREM

4. Every H-invariant polynomial of degree n < 20 on YN is a Weyl

invariant.
To prove this requires the analogue of part (A) of stable normality. The details
are extraordinarily hard. We next show how Theorem 4 yields the Bergman
kernel. With the notation of §§1, 2, we have
5. KD(z, z) = (Ck/un+l){\ + 1SPSUS} + 6>(*//-20), where Ps is a
linear combination of traces of tensor products of the (RapysiP... j)THEOREM

PROOF.

(12)

By induction on / < n — 20, we shall prove that
KD(z,z)=-^{l+2P]U>

+ 0(*'+1)}.

For / = 0 this is Theorem 1, while for / = 2 it is Theorem 2. So assume (12) for /
and try to prove it for / -h 1. From the known case of (12) and since KD(z, z) =
<j>/un+l + 6>(log \p) with <f> G C°°(D) by Theorem 1, we obtain trivially
(13)

KD(z, z)=-^[\+2PsU*

+ Pl+lU^ +

O(^)}
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for some smooth function P / + 1 . The problem is to show that Pl+l can be taken as
a linear combination of traces of tensor products of (^/M^tc.)Now, equation (13) shows that Pi+l is uniquely defined on the boundary 9Z>.
Moreover, if dD is in Moser's normal form with coefficients {Alag\ then by going
carefully through either of the two proofs of Theorem 1, we can check that the
value of Pl+ j at the origin is a polynomial in the Alap. Let us write Pl+ }(0) =
Q(Alap). Furthermore, (13) and the transformation laws for the Bergman kernel
and the Monge-Ampère equation show that the polynomial Q has its own
transformation law under the action of the isotropy group H on normal forms.
More precisely, suppose D and D are in normal form with coefficients {Alaf) and
(Alap) respectively, and suppose D and D are equivalent by a biholomorphic map
$ fixing the origin. Then Q(Alap) — | det O'(0) \sQ(Alap) for a suitable s depending
on /. We shall say that Q is a boundary invariant of weight s.
Using Theorem 4, we can understand arbitrary boundary invariants of weight s
for a range of s. The point is simply to switch over from the Alap to the covariant
derivatives (Rapy^p.. .^) evaluated at (1,0) (which in projective space Hes over the
origin). One checks that Alapmay be expressed as a polynomial in the Rapy8,etc> s o
that our boundary invariant Q may now be written as Q = P(Rapy$;etc ). The
transformation law for boundary invariants shows that P has a certain homogeneity and is //-invariant on
eN = (tensors( J?a/gyô-etc ) arising from a domain in normal form}.
The homogeneity of P imposes a bound on its degree, and Theorem 4 can be used
to show that ? is a linear combination of traces of tensor products of the
(Rapy8,etc.)' Therefore Q is a boundary invariant of weight s if and only if Q is a
linear combination of traces of (Rapy8~,etc.) arising from the domain with coefficients (Alap).
Now we can apply our discussion of boundary invariants to the polynomial Q
determined by Pl+l in (13). For a suitable Pl+l — linear combination of traces of
tensor products of (^a/M~etc.)> w e n a v e ^/+i(0) — Pi+\ for domains in normal
form. Equation (13) shows that
^(z,z)=-§
u

T

fl+
K

2
s<l+\

P3Us + OW+2)}

}

asz-0

for D in normal form. Since both sides transform invariantly under biholomorphic maps, the same is true when z approaches an arbitrary boundary point of an
arbitrary strictly pseudoconvex domain. This is exactly equation (12) with /
replaced by / -I- 1, so the induction is complete. D
Essentially, we have found all the nonlinear differential operators of the form S
in §2. The discussion fails completely when applied to T (the log term), both
because our Monge-Ampère function carries an ambiguity 0(\pn+2) and because
the invariant theory will now involve an analogue of the hard case deg P — n — 1
in Theorem 3. R. Graham has recently made discoveries related to the problem of
writing down T.
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We should mention that an analogue of Theorem 5 holds also for the Szegö
kernel.
Throughout this chapter, the analogy between the heat kernel and the Bergman
kernel has shown itself ever more clearly. Is there an analogue of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for Chern-Moser invariants?
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